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We are delighted to welcome Deanna Sellnow, Ph.D., as our new coauthor for
The Challenge of Effective Speaking. Professor Sellnow is an accomplished teacher,
scholar, and basic course director, as well as a well-respected textbook author.
In addition, Dr. Sellnow’s voice blends well with ours, as her writing has a
delightful conversational quality that keeps the material interesting. We believe
our collaboration on this revision has produced a text that you will agree con-
tinues to be the best in the market. What makes this collaboration especially
noteworthy is the dedication all three of us have to the goal of making Chal-
lenge a text that is easy to learn from and a joy to teach from.

As with previous editions, we have worked hard to revise the text so that it
reflects the speaking challenges today’s students will encounter. We began by
carefully analyzing feedback received from students and instructors across the
country. We also reviewed scholarship and professional publications to see how
theories, technology, and practice are evolving, and we updated the text to
reflect new trends. In addition, we updated the text’s examples and sample
speeches so that they reflect current topics of interest, correspond to changes
in theory and practice, and incorporate information about the changing tech-
nological realities of public discourse. Finally, we have continued to ensure that
we are at the forefront of integrating computer-mediated resources into the
text so that students are encouraged to be active learners, adept at using the
many online resources available to help today’s speakers prepare effective
speeches.

We are thrilled to have heard both students and instructors confirm that
what has become known as the Verderber method for speech preparation really
works! This method provides a step-by-step process designed to guide you from
topic selection to the rehearsal process to delivery. The six action steps in the
book’s speech planning process encourage students to complete a sequence of
activities designed to help plan an effective speech. From both research and our
experience as instructors, we know that speakers who are well prepared feel
more confident about speaking, and they usually deliver great speeches. So we
advocate that instructors assign the activities as part of the assessment of student
speeches, and we encourage students to use the activities even when they are
not assigned. Why? Because we know that they work and we want students who
are reading our book to be successful. That’s why we wrote it!

New to This Edition
Those instructors who have previously used The Challenge of Effective Speaking
will be pleased with the new material and emphasis in this edition. We made a
conscious decision to blend into Challenge several of the strengths of Confident
Public Speaking, Dr. Sellnow’s public speaking text. For example, you will notice
that in discussions of the speech planning process throughout the book, we

Preface
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have increased the discussion of how a speech can be tailored to a specific
audience. Similarly, in this edition, you will notice that we suggest how speakers
can adapt their material so that it meets the needs of a diverse audience. For
example, we encourage speakers to choose supporting material that addresses
multiple learning styles so that audience members who learn in different ways
will be able to understand and retain information and arguments. Let’s take a
look at what’s new in this edition.

Speech Snippet boxes throughout the book provide “snippets” of speeches
by student speakers working through the myriad issues they must face when
preparing a speech. For example, in the Chapter 5 discussions about adapting
to an audience, the Speech Snippet boxes highlight how speakers demon-
strated personal impact in a speech, addressed timeliness and acknowledged
listener attitudes, demonstrated their direct expertise, and established their
trustworthiness.

Critical thinking and reflection prompts have been added in the form of
What’s Ahead questions in the chapter openers and reflection questions in the
Spotlight on Speakers boxes. These questions ask students to consider the skills
described in the book in context and as they apply to students’ own lives.

Chapter 1, “Introduction to Public Speaking,” now begins with a brief dis-
cussion of general communication contexts that situates public speaking
among intrapersonal, interpersonal, group, and mass communication. It intro-
duces students to the concept of the speaking situation, which a speaker
should analyze when preparing a speech. Finally, the discussion of speech
effectiveness has been strengthened to present five hallmarks of an effective
speech.

Chapter 2, “Developing Competence Through the Speech Planning
Process,” includes a discussion of the role of self-talk in the apprehension
process, elaborates on the role of previous experience in creating apprehen-
sion, and includes a discussion of cognitive restructuring as a method for over-
coming apprehension.

Chapter 3, “Effective Listening,” begins by differentiating hearing from lis-
tening. New research on listening has been integrated throughout the chapter.
The criteria for analyzing a speech critically have been reorganized so that they
are grouped as criteria for content, structure, and delivery. The chapter con-
cludes with a comprehensive discussion of how to critique a speech, including
how to prepare feedback to the speaker.

Chapter 4, “Identifying an Audience-Centered Speech Goal,” has been
refocused so that consideration of the audience is central and integrative. A
discussion of concept mapping has been added to the section on identifying
topics. In the section on audience analysis, we not only discuss how to collect
demographic data, but we now include a discussion of how to use demographic
data when preparing a speech. Throughout the chapter, more attention is paid
to the need to adapt a speech’s topic and goal to the audience.

Chapter 5, “Adapting to Audiences,” has been reorganized so that the
issues a speaker encounters when adapting to an audience are presented in the
order in which a speaker is likely to encounter them. In addition, a discussion
of learning styles has been added to the section on information comprehen-
sion and retention.

Chapter 6, “Researching Information for Your Speech,” has been organ-
ized so that the sources of information are categorized as personal knowledge,
secondary research, or primary research. Discussions of each information
source describe any caveats to consider. The chapter presents up-to-date infor-
mation about conducting research online.

Chapter 7, “Organizing and Outlining the Speech Body,” now includes a
discussion of the narrative organizational pattern. In addition, we now discuss
how to use signposts as well as transitions between main points.

Preface ■ xiii



Chapter 8, “Completing the Outline: Creating Introductions and Conclu-
sions,” has been revised to emphasize the importance of making the introduc-
tion and conclusion audience centered by using listener relevance links in the
introduction and a clincher in the conclusion.

Chapter 9, “Constructing and Using Presentational Aids,” features a new
title that reflects its thorough revision. As we have moved into the media age,
audiences have increased their expectations about the quality of audiovisual
aids speakers use. In addition to discussing visual aids, the chapter now covers
audio and audiovisual aids and provides extensive information on the effective
use of computer-mediated presentation aids.

Chapter 10, “Practicing Speech Wording,” begins with a discussion of the
characteristics of oral style and then describes how to speak accurately, clearly,
vividly, and appropriately. In the discussion of vivid language, the coverage of
figures of speech has been expanded to include additional types of figures and
structures of speech.

Chapter 11, “Practicing Delivery,” has been reorganized so that it begins
with a discussion of the characteristics of effective delivery before moving on to
describe how to use voice and bodily movements to augment a verbal message.
The chapter concludes with a discussion of how to adapt to your audience
while you are giving the speech.

Chapter 12, “Informative Speaking,” includes a brief discussion of the
nature of informative speaking and describes the importance of developing
material that is suited to different learning styles. The chapter also includes
new sample process and expository speeches.

Chapter 13, “Persuasive Speaking: Reasoning with Audiences,” begins by
using the Elaboration Likelihood Model to explain how audience members
process persuasive messages. Discussion of several additional reasoning fallacies
has been included, and the refutative pattern has been added to the discussion
of organizational patterns for speeches of reason.

Chapter 14, “Persuasive Speaking: Motivating the Audience,” now includes
guidelines for appealing to emotions and demonstrating credibility. The
problem-solution and the problem-cause-solution patterns have been added to
the discussion of organizational patterns for speeches to actuate. This chapter
also includes a new sample speech to actuate.

Chapter 15, “Ceremonial Speaking: Speeches for Special Occasions,” has
been reorganized, and the discussion of each speech type simplified.

Chapter 16, “Developing and Delivering Group Presentations,” is a new
chapter written specifically to help students as they work with others to develop
group presentations; it replaces a more generic chapter on problem-solving
groups. The chapter describes the responsibilities of group members as they
prepare for a group presentation and the problem-solving process groups use to
decide on and develop the content of presentations. The formats of symposium,
panel discussion, and town hall meeting that groups use to deliver public pre-
sentations are explained. In addition, the chapter discusses how to evaluate the
contributions of each group member as well as the effectiveness of the presenta-
tion itself. The chapter concludes with a group presentation assignment.

Revised Features
◆ Speech Plan Action Steps guide students through a step-by-step prepara-

tion process that results in significantly better speeches. These Action
Step activities are supplemented by in-text and online examples of each
activity prepared by other students.
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◆ Sample student speeches in Chapters 1, 11, 12, 13, and 14 include adap-
tation plans, outlines, and transcripts with accompanying analyses. In
addition, videos of these and other student speeches are featured in this
book’s online resources.

◆ Spotlight on Speakers boxes highlight the speaking accomplishments of
people from a wide range of backgrounds. These boxes, several of which
are new to this edition, complement topics related to concepts discussed
in the chapter, helping students to understand and appreciate public
speaking outside the classroom.

◆ Reflect on Ethics boxes are short case studies that appear in every chap-
ter. These cases present ethical challenges and require students to think
critically, sorting through a variety of ethical dilemmas faced by public
speakers. In each case, the dilemma posed focuses on issues raised in the
specific chapter.

In addition, the fourteenth edition includes the following new and
updated technological features, all highlighted at the end of each chap-
ter in the Challenge Online section:

◆ The Challenge of Effective Speaking online textbook resources, which pro-
vide students with one-stop access to all the integrated technology
resources that accompany the book. These resources include the Thom-
sonNOW™ for Challenge online study system, chapter-by-chapter
resources at the Challenge book companion website, the Challenge interac-
tive video communication scenarios and speeches, InfoTrac® College
Edition, and Speech Builder Express™. All of these resources are refer-
enced in the text and highlighted with an icon. Integrated throughout
the chapters—and expanded upon at the ends of chapters in the Chal-
lenge Online section—these references direct students to numerous
online activities while reinforcing and enriching the concepts presented.
Note to faculty: If you want your students to have access to the online
textbook resources, please be sure to order them for your course. The
content in these resources can be bundled at no additional charge to
your students with every new copy of the text. If you do not order them,
your students will not have access to these online resources. Contact your
local Wadsworth sales representative for more details.

◆ The ThomsonNOW™ for Challenge, available to students when instruc-
tors order this online textbook resource packaged with the text. Using
chapter-by-chapter diagnostic pretests that identify concepts students
don’t fully understand, this online system creates a personalized study
plan for each chapter. Each plan directs students to specific resources
designed to improve their understanding, including pages from the text
in e-book format. Chapter posttests give them an opportunity to measure
how much they’ve learned and let them know if they are ready for graded
quizzes and exams. In addition, ThomsonNOW provides students with a
multitude of text-specific learning aids, including interactive electronic
versions of all the Speech Planning Action Steps. From this resource, stu-
dents can download speech evaluation checklists as well as complete
activities online, e-mail them to their instructors if requested, and com-
pare their responses to activities with models provided by the authors. For
instructors, ThomsonNOW is available on WebCT and Blackboard, allow-
ing them to provide virtual office hours, post syllabi, set up threaded dis-
cussions, and track student progress.

◆ The revised Challenge book companion website, available to students at
no additional charge when instructors order this online textbook
resource packaged with the book. The website features study aids such as
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chapter outlines, flash cards and other resources for mastering glossary
terms, and chapter quizzes that help students check their understanding
of key concepts.

◆ The Challenge interactive video activities, available to students at no addi-
tional charge when instructors order this online textbook resource pack-
aged with the book. This resource features videos of all the sample stu-
dent speeches featured in the text, as well as evaluation worksheets and
critical thinking questions for each speech.

◆ Web Resource web links, available to students at no additional charge
when instructors order this online textbook resource packaged with the
book. These links have been integrated into the text to expand skills
practice and learning online. Highlighted in the text with colored text
and icons, they are easily accessed from the Challenge online textbook
resources. All the web links are monitored to ensure that they remain
active.

◆ Many of the Speech Planning Action Steps can be completed with the
Speech  Builder Express organization and outlining program, available to
students at no additional charge when instructors order this online text-
book resource packaged with the book. This interactive web-based tool
coaches students through the speech organization and outlining process.
By completing interactive sessions based on the in-text Speech Planning
Action Steps, students can prepare and save their outlines—including a
plan for visual aids and a works cited section—formatted according to
the principles presented in the text. Both text and video models reinforce
students’ interactive practice.

Supplementary Materials
In addition to the Challenge online textbook resources just described, the four-
teenth edition can be packaged with a suite of integrated resources for stu-
dents and instructors.

Student Resources

◆ eAudio Study Tool for The Challenge of Effective Speaking. This text’s eAu-
dio mobile content provides a fun and easy way for students to review
chapter content whenever and wherever. For each chapter of the text,
students will have access to a five- to seven-minute review consisting of a
brief summary of the main points in the text and five to seven review
questions. Students can purchase the eAudio for Challenge through
iChapters (see below) and download files to their computers, iPods, or
other MP3 players.

◆ InfoTrac College Edition. An easy-to-use online library, available to stu-
dents for four months at no additional charge when instructors order this
online textbook resource packaged with the book. This extensive, easy-
to-use database of more than 18 million reliable, full-length articles (not
abstracts) from 5,000 top academic journals and popular sources is ideal
for helping students master online research and is especially useful when
students are preparing speeches.

◆ Student Workbook by Kristen A. G. McIntyre, University of Arkansas at 
Little Rock, and J J McIntyre, University of Central Arkansas. The student
workbook offers chapter-by-chapter skill-building exercises, vocabulary
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lists, quizzes, and copies of the speech evaluation checklists featured in
the text.

◆ iChapters.com. This online store provides students with exactly what
they’ve been asking for: choice, convenience, and savings. A 2005
research study by the National Association of College Stores indicates that
as many as 60 percent of students do not purchase all required course
material; however, those who do are more likely to succeed. This research
also tells us that students want the ability to purchase “à la carte” course
material in the format that suits them best. Accordingly, iChapters.com is
the only online store that offers eBooks at up to 50 percent off, eChapters
for as low as $1.99 each, and new textbooks at up to 25 percent off, plus
up to 25 percent off print and digital supplements that can help improve
student performance.

◆ The Art and Strategy of Service-Learning Presentations by Rick Isaacson
and Jeff Saperstein, both of San Francisco State University. This handbook is an
invaluable resource for students in a basic course that integrates or is
planning to integrate a service learning component. The handbook pro-
vides guidelines for connecting service learning work with classroom con-
cepts as well as advice for working effectively with agencies and organiza-
tions. The handbook also provides model forms and reports and a
directory of online resources.

◆ A Guide to the Basic Course for ESL Students by Esther Yook, Mary Wash-
ington College. This guide assists the nonnative speaker. It features FAQs,
helpful URLs, and strategies for accent management and overcoming
speech apprehension.

Instructor Resources

◆ Instructor’s Resource Manual with Test Bank by Brian L. Heisterkamp, Cali-
fornia State University, San Bernardino. This indispensable manual features
changes from the thirteenth edition to the fourteenth edition, sample syl-
labi, chapter-by-chapter outlines, summaries, vocabulary lists, suggested
lecture and discussion topics, classroom exercises, assignments, and a
comprehensive test bank with answer key and rejoinders.

◆ Instructor’s Resource CD-ROM by Amber Finn, Texas Christian University.
This CD-ROM contains an electronic version of the Instructor’s Resource
Manual, ExamView® Computerized Testing, and predesigned Microsoft®
PowerPoint® presentations. The PowerPoint presentations contain text
and images, and they can be used as is or customized to suit your course
needs.

◆ Student Speeches for Critique and Analysis. This multivolume video
series offers both imperfect and award-winning sample student speeches.
The speeches presented in Challenge are available in this series.

◆ Election 2004: Speeches from the Campaign. This CD-ROM allows stu-
dents to see the power and importance of public speaking and its rele-
vance in our society and includes both full and excerpted speeches from
the 2004 U.S. presidential campaign. Students can view speeches from
the Democratic and Republican conventions as well as a variety of other
speeches delivered throughout the campaign. After students view these
speeches, they have the option of evaluating them based on specific
speech criteria.

◆ JoinIn™ on TurningPoint®. JoinIn content for Response Systems is tai-
lored to Challenge, allowing you to transform your classroom and assess
your students’ progress with instant in-class quizzes and polls. Turning-
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Point software lets you pose book-specific questions and display students’
answers seamlessly within the Microsoft PowerPoint slides of your own
lecture, in conjunction with the “clicker” hardware of your choice.
Enhance how your students interact with you, your lecture, and one
another. The JoinIn content for each chapter includes two “conditional
branching” scenarios that can be used as in-class group activities.

◆ Turn-It-In. This proven online plagiarism-prevention software promotes
fairness in the classroom by helping students learn to correctly cite
sources and allowing instructors to check for originality before reading
and grading papers and speeches. Turn-It-In quickly checks student work
against billions of pages of Internet content, millions of published works,
and millions of student papers and speeches and within seconds gener-
ates a comprehensive originality report.

◆ TLC Technology Training and Support. Get trained, get connected, and
get the support you need for seamless integration of technology
resources into your course with Thomson Learning Connects (TLC).
This unparalleled technology service and training program provides
robust online resources, peer-to-peer instruction, personalized training,
and a customizable program you can count on. Visit
www.thomsonedu.com/tlc to sign up for online seminars, first days of
class services, technical support, or personalized, face-to-face training.
Our online or on-site trainings are frequently led by one of our Lead
Teachers, faculty members who are experts in using Thomson Learning
technology and can provide best practices and teaching tips.

◆ The Teaching Assistant’s Guide to the Basic Course by Katherine G. Hen-
drix, University of Memphis. Based on leading communication teacher
training programs, this guide covers general teaching and course man-
agement topics as well as specific strategies for communication instruc-
tion—for example, providing effective feedback on performance, man-
aging sensitive class discussions, and conducting mock interviews.
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1

Introduction 
to Public Speaking 11

All the great speakers were bad
speakers at first.

Ralph Waldo Emerson, “Power,”
The Conduct of Life (1860)

What’s Ahead
H E R E ’ S  W H A T ’ S  A H E A D  I N  T H I S  C H A P T E R :

1. At what point(s) should you consider your audience in the speech
planning and speech making processes?

2. In what ways might you adapt your speech based on the setting in
which you will present your speech?

3. What are some ways in which effective public speaking skills will
empower you?

4. What does it mean to be an ethical speaker?

5. Why is it necessary to cite sources orally while presenting your speech?
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When Tom Simmons, a candidate for council, was invited to speak at 

the University Forum, he presented his views on the role of government 

in education.

As Marquez, Bill, and Glenna drove home from the movie they had

seen, Bill said he thought the movie deserved an Academy Award nomina-

tion and asked the others if they agreed. Marquez listened carefully and

then gave two reasons he thought the movie failed to portray characters

realistically.

As Heather and Gavin were eating dinner, Heather tried to explain

why she was upset with the attention he was paying to Susan.

At the monthly meeting of the Engineering Department, Nancy Bauer, a

purchasing clerk, gave a speech on how to fill out the new online requisi-

tion form all engineers would be using when ordering parts for newly

designed machines.

Who would you identify in these four situations as giving a speech?
You’re probably thinking that since Tom and Nancy knew that they were
expected to speak to a group, they prepared, so they certainly were giving a
speech. True. But isn’t it likely that since Heather had been thinking about
Gavin’s attentiveness to Susan for a while, she had prepared as well? And since
Marquez was asked a direct question, didn’t he have to come up with an answer
that made sense, an answer that he had probably been mulling over as he
watched the movie?

The point? This course focuses on developing your public speaking skills,
but you will be able to draw on these skills across a variety of settings, including
work-related meetings, personal business transactions (such as negotiating to
buy a new car), and personal relationships. In short, practicing public speaking
skills will help you present your ideas more informatively and more persua-
sively in any setting.

In this chapter, we begin by situating public speaking within various settings
we call communication contexts. Next we describe the communication process
that occurs during a speech. Then we consider how building public speaking
skills empowers us and challenges us to behave ethically.

Communicating in Context
Public speaking is only one context, or setting, in which we communicate. We
also communicate in small groups, in one-to-one relationships, on the tele-
phone, over the Internet, and on radio and television, as well as in newspapers,
magazines, and newsletters. Communication research reveals five such con-
texts: intrapersonal, impersonal, interpersonal, small group, and public.1 Pub-
lic speaking occurs in the public communication context. To select the most
appropriate strategies for communicating in a public context, it is important to
understand public communication as it relates to the other contexts.
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Intrapersonal communication is communicating with yourself. Usually this
is not done orally but by thinking through choices, strategies, and the possible
consequences of taking action. When you sit in class and consider what you’ll
have for dinner tonight, you are communicating intrapersonally. Much of our
intrapersonal communication occurs subconsciously.2 When you drive into
your driveway “without thinking,” you’re communicating intrapersonally on a
subconscious level. When you present a speech, intrapersonal communication
might occur when you notice confused looks on your listeners’ faces as you
explain a complex process and, subsequently, you decide to rephrase your
explanation.

Impersonal communication is communication between two people about
general information.3 When you say “hi” to a passing stranger or when you talk
about the weather with a grocery store checker, you are communicating imper-
sonally. When you present a speech, impersonal communication might occur
when you share introductory remarks about current events or the speaking
occasion before you move on to the actual body of your speech. These imper-
sonal comments don’t relate directly to the speech but can signal to your audi-
ence that they need to get ready to listen.

Interpersonal communication is communication between two people who
already have an identifiable relationship with each other.4 When you stop to
chat with a friend between classes about weekend plans, how your family is, or
what you did last night, you are engaging in interpersonal communication. You
are also communicating interpersonally when you have a heart-to-heart talk
with a close friend or family member. Interpersonal communication sometimes
occurs in a public speech when a speaker supports a main point by telling a
story about his or her experiences.

Small group communication is communication that occurs in a group of
about three to ten people.5 There are many kinds of small groups; examples
include a family, a group of friends, a group of classmates working together on
a class project, and a management team in the workplace.6 Some research sug-
gests there are more small groups in the United States than there are people!
In the public communication context, small group communication occurs
when a group of people is asked to make a public presentation. When you are
part of such a group, your own success is directly related to how effectively
group members work together to develop ideas and how effectively the group
functions in presenting those ideas.

Public communication takes place among audiences of more than about
ten people. One form of public communication is mass communication,
defined as communication produced and transmitted via media to large audi-
ences. Another form is a public speech, or oration, defined as a sustained for-
mal presentation made by a speaker to an audience. When you give oral pre-
sentations in class, you are essentially giving a public speech. Teachers engage
in public speaking when they lecture. So do masters of ceremonies who intro-
duce other speakers or entertainers, actors who accept awards, and corporate
managers when they run large meetings. Presiding officers of clubs engage in
public speaking when they conduct meetings; so do parents when presenting
their ideas about educational issues to school boards or other officials. And the
list goes on.

Public speaking is much more prevalent in our day-to-day lives than most
of us realize. Improving our ability to speak effectively in public is crucial to
achieving important goals for ourselves, our families, and our communities. As
you read this book and give speeches in class, you’ll learn all the steps you
need to take to build and improve your public speaking skills. To get you
started, let’s take a quick look at what makes up the process of public speaking.
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public speech, or oration a
sustained formal presenta-
tion made by a speaker to
an audience



Public Speaking Is 
an Audience-Centered Process
More than 2,000 years ago, the Greek philosopher Aristotle observed, “The
audience is the end and object of the speech.” What he meant was that the elo-
quence of your words is irrelevant if the words are not heard by, are not under-
stood by, or do not affect the people to whom you are speaking. The same is
true today. As a speaker, you have a specific goal in mind that you want to
achieve when you speak. How effective you are at attaining that goal will
depend on whether people in your audience listen to, understand, and per-
haps act on what you say.

The public speaking effectiveness process model (Exhibit 1.1) depicts the
central role played by your audience during both speech planning and speech
making. During the speech planning process, your careful analysis of the audi-
ence, the speaking context, and your speech planning skills will guide you as
you develop your speech action plan. During the speech making process, you
can use the audience feedback you receive to alter your planned speech so that
your audience is better able to listen, understand, or be motivated to act. Let’s
briefly discuss each element of this model: audience, speaking context, speaker,
speech planning process, speech making process, and speech effectiveness.

Audience
The audience is the specific group of people to whom your speech is directed.
An effective speech planning process begins with studying your audience. Audi-
ence analysis is a study made to learn about the diverse characteristics of audi-
ence members and then, based on these characteristics, to predict how audi-
ence members are apt to listen to, understand, and be motivated to act on your
speech. Armed with an understanding of your specific audience, you are in a
better position to develop a speech plan whose specific goal, organizational
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EXHIBIT 1.1 The public speaking effectiveness process model

Audience

Speaking 
context

Speech
planning
process

Speech
making
process

Speech
effectiveness

Speaker

audience the specific group
of people to whom the
speech is directed

audience analysis a study
made to learn about the
diverse characteristics of
audience members and
then, based on these char-
acteristics, to predict how
audience members are apt
to listen to, understand, and
be motivated to act on your
speech
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pattern, and examples, statistics, and other supporting material are suited to
your particular audience’s needs. For example, if the audience analysis reveals
that most audience members are younger than 25, a speaker who has decided
to speak on the internment of Japanese Americans during World War II may
need to provide more detailed background information than would be needed
for an audience whose members were adults during World War II.

During the speech making process, your audience members give you audi-
ence feedback—nonverbal and occasionally verbal cues that indicate audience
members’ reactions to what the speaker is saying. If you pay attention to these
cues, you can deviate from your speech plan to help meet audience needs that
the feedback communicates. For example, after quickly defining a key term
and giving a short example, Ethan notices a number of audience members
looking quizzical. Even though he had not planned to do so, Ethan should use
this feedback and redefine the term using simpler words and even give another
detailed example. In this way, he alters his speech plan to meet a need he has
identified through audience feedback.

Speaking Context
The speaking context is comprised of physical, cultural, historical, and psycho-
logical factors in the setting in which your speech is presented. The speaking
context affects how your audience members perceive the speech.

The physical setting includes location, size of room, seating arrangement,
distance between audience and speaker, time of day, room temperature, and
lighting. These factors work together to create a physical context that can aid
or detract from your speech. For example, if an audience of 50 people listens
to a speech you present in a dimly lit auditorium with a capacity of 500 people
where you are on a raised platform at a distance from the audience and use a
microphone, they are likely to perceive you as impersonal and find it difficult
to remain attentive to what you are saying. But an audience of 50 that listens to
you give that same speech in a well-lit room designed for 60 people, where you
stand within five feet of the first row and use only a small lectern to hold a few
notes, is likely to perceive you as personable and pay better attention to what
you say.

The cultural setting is comprised of the values, beliefs, meanings, and social
mores of specific groups of people to which your audience members belong
that help members of that group form and interpret messages. During the
speech preparation process, you will try to understand how your cultural back-
ground meshes with that of your audience and adapt the speech message to
ensure that it can be accurately interpreted within your audience members’
cultural frame. Because early U.S. immigrants came from western European
countries, U.S. public speaking practices have been rooted in western Euro-
pean culture. Today, we are a more diverse country with more heterogeneous
cultural backgrounds. As a result, you may no longer expect that the members
of your audience subscribe to western European imperatives. Understanding
not only who is in the audience, but also how their cultural background differs
from yours, is important during speech preparation and presentation. For
example, in western European culture, feedback to speakers is primarily non-
verbal. It would be considered rude for an audience member to speak out dur-
ing a public address. In African American and other cultural settings, however,
it is common for audience members to provide verbal feedback during a
speech. Generally, this feedback affirms and encourages the speaker.

The historical setting is comprised of events that have occurred prior to the
speech that are related to your speech topic, to you as a speaker, to previous
speeches given by you with which audience members are familiar, or other
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audience feedback nonver-
bal and verbal cues that
indicate audience members’
reaction to what the speaker
is saying

speaking context the physi-
cal, cultural, historical, and
psychological factors in the
setting in which your speech
is presented

physical setting the loca-
tion, size of room, seating
arrangement, distance
between audience and
speaker, time of day, room
temperature, and lighting

cultural setting the values,
beliefs, meanings, and
social mores of specific
groups of people to which
your audience members
belong

historical setting events
that have already occurred
that are related to your
speech topic, to you as a
speaker, to previous
speeches given by you with
which audience members
are familiar, or to other
encounters that audience
members have had with you



encounters that audience members have had with you.
The historical setting can predispose an audience toward
or against your topic or you as a speaker. For example, a
speech on police–community cooperation given by the
long-established local president of the Fraternal Order
of Police is likely to be viewed differently from a similar
speech given by a newly elected president.

The psychological setting is comprised of the
moods, feelings, attitudes, and beliefs of the individual
audience members that affect how your speech message
is perceived. As you prepare your speech, you need to
consider how individual audience members’ psycholog-
ical makeup is likely to affect how they listen to your
speech. For example, a professor who has just returned
a test on which most students performed poorly may
have a rough time engaging their attention in the lec-
ture that follows. Student audience members may feel
resentment toward the professor and have trouble lis-
tening to what is said.

Speaker
The speaker is the source or originator of the speech.
As the speaker, what you discuss and the language you
use to express those ideas will depend on your own
interests, beliefs, background, and public speaking
skills. You will choose topics that you care about, know
something about, and want to inform or persuade oth-
ers about. Your experiences will influence the attitudes

and beliefs that you express in the speeches you give. For example, after a
drunk driver killed her daughter, Candace Lightner began speaking out about
the lenient treatment afforded those who drove drunk. Her speeches on this
issue led her to become a cofounder of MADD, Mothers Against Drunk Driv-
ing. Although your speeches may not lead you to found a social movement,
how well you communicate your ideas will depend on your public speaking
skills. In this course, you will learn the skills you will need to craft and deliver
effective speeches and presentations.

Speech Planning Process
Whereas most of our day-to-day interactions occur without much forethought
on our part, most of the speeches and presentations that we give are based on
preparation. The speech planning process is the system that you use to prepare
a speech. All of us have heard lectures, speeches, and presentations that were
disorganized, boring, and difficult to follow. We may have even commented
that the speaker needed to do more to prepare. In this course, you will learn a
proven six-step process that will enable you to plan effective speeches. The six
steps in this process are (1) selecting a specific speech goal that is appropriate
for your audience and occasion, (2) developing a strategy for audience adapta-
tion, (3) gathering and evaluating information to use in your speech, (4) orga-
nizing and developing information into a well-structured outline, (5) choosing
visual and other presentational aids that are appropriate for your audience,
and (6) practicing your speech wording and delivery. You will learn more
about these six steps in Chapter 2.

How do the setting and the occasion dictate what a
speaker will talk about at a graduation ceremony?
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psychological setting the
feelings, attitudes, and
beliefs of individual audi-
ence members that affect
how your speech message
is perceived

speaker the source or origi-
nator of the speech

speech planning process
the system that you use to
prepare a speech
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Speech Making Process
Once you have carefully prepared your speech, you still have to deliver it to
your audience. Speech making is this process of actually presenting a speech to
the intended audience. Although you may be nervous before an audience,
your planning will give you confidence and allow you to focus on helping the
audience understand your message rather than focusing your attention on
your discomfort. During your presentation, you will be conscious of what you
have planned to say, but you will also respond to audience feedback and adjust
to how your audience is receiving your speech. When you are well prepared,
you will be comfortable deviating from your planned material to expand on
definitions, offer additional examples, or vary your pace in response to audi-
ence members’ needs.

Speech Effectiveness
When you give a speech, your goal is to communicate with your audience
members. You will be effective if, when you have finished speaking, the mem-
bers of your audience have remained attentive, have understood what you have
said, remember the main ideas you have spoken about, and are motivated to
use what they have learned from you. Thus, speech effectiveness is the extent
to which audience members listen to, understand, remember, and are moti-
vated to act on what a speaker has said. All effective public speeches have one
thing in common: They are audience-centered. More specifically, they are
audience-centered in their content, their structure, and their delivery. Later
chapters will go into much more detail about these speech qualities, but let’s
take a quick look at them now.

An Effective Speech Is Audience-Centered
Effective public speakers are audience-centered. Being audience-centered

means considering who your listeners are and how your message can best be
tailored to their interests, desires, and needs.7 When listening to an audience-
centered speech, audience members sense that the speaker cares about them
enough to offer ideas in ways that make sense, are relevant, reflect careful
research, and sound interesting. Essentially, you are audience-centered when
you demonstrate honesty and respect for your listeners by selecting an appro-
priate topic, developing and organizing the content in a way that is easy for
your audience to hear, rehearsing your delivery, and presenting the speech so
that it meets your audience’s needs.

An Effective Speech Includes 
Audience-Appropriate Content
The content of a speech is the information and ideas you present. It

encompasses your purpose for giving the speech, the main ideas you will pre-
sent, and the evidence you use to develop your main ideas. Evidence clarifies,
explains, or supports your main ideas. It includes facts, expert opinions, and
elaborations, and it comes from your own experiences as well as from research
materials you collect. Effective evidence has sufficient breadth and depth.
Breadth refers to the amount and types of evidence you use. Depth is the level of
detail you provide from each piece of evidence. The ideas you choose to pre-
sent depend on what is appropriate for your audience, and you adapt your
content so that it includes listener-relevance links, which are statements of how
and why the ideas you offer are of interest to your listeners.
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speech making the process
of presenting a speech to
the intended audience

speech effectiveness the
extent to which audience
members listen to, under-
stand, remember, and are
motivated to act on what a
speaker has said

audience-centered consider-
ing who your listeners are
and how your message can
best be tailored to their inter-
ests, desires, and needs

S P E E C H  S N I P P E T

Being Audience-Centered

Kris’s first speech was a speech
of self-introduction. Her audi-
ence was her classmates, a
diverse group of men and women
with a variety of life experiences.
In planning what to say, Kris
decided to concentrate on how
who she is led to her major. In
this way, she hoped to help her
audience know her by comparing
her academic journey to their
own.

S P E E C H  S N I P P E T

Content

Kris decided to talk about how
growing up in a resort town influ-
enced her plans to study hospi-
tality management; how being an
identical twin contributed to her
decision to attend this college;
and how she hoped to use her
major to work in a ski resort
where she could help children
with disabilities learn to snow-
board. She made sure her con-
tent was audience-centered by
focusing on the importance of
pursuing one’s dreams when
selecting a major and a career
goal.



An Effective Speech Is Well Structured
The structure of a speech is the framework that organizes the content. A

clear structure helps your listeners follow your ideas so they can understand
the points you are making.8 You will develop a clear structure by working on
both the macrostructure and the microstructure of your speech.

Macrostructure is the overall framework you use to organize your speech
content. It has four elements: the introduction, body, conclusion, and transi-
tions. The introduction is the beginning segment of the speech and should be
structured so that you build audience interest in your topic and preview what
you are going to say (you tell them what you are going to tell them). The
speech body contains the main ideas and supporting material you have
decided to present; it is organized into a pattern that makes the ideas easy for
the audience to understand and remember (you tell them). The conclusion
ends the speech, reminds the audience of your main ideas, and motivates them
to remember or act upon what you have said (you tell them what you told
them). The macrostructure of your speech also includes transitions, which are
the words or phrases you use to move from one idea to the next.

You have studied macrostructure throughout your education as you learned
to write. Now, however, you will be learning how to adapt it to oral messages.
You’ll see that careful attention to macrostructure is more important when you
craft a speech than when you write an essay. A reader can easily reread a poorly
written essay to try to understand your intent, but an audience does not usually
have the opportunity to rehear your speech. So, as you prepare each of your
speeches, you will need to develop an organizational framework that enables
your audience to quickly understand and easily remember the ideas you pre-
sent. In Chapters 7 and 8, you will learn how to develop a macrostructure
suited to your topic and audience.

Whereas macrostructure is the overall framework you design for your
speech, microstructure is the specific language and style choices you use as you
frame your ideas and verbalize them to your audience. Pay careful attention to
microstructure while practicing and delivering your speech so that you can
present your ideas with words that are instantly intelligible and guide your
audience to thoughts that are consistent with your own. Practicing and using
words that are accurate, clear, vivid and appropriate will help you accomplish
your speaking goal.

As your practice wording, you can also plan to use microstructural rhetori-
cal devices. These language techniques are designed to create audience atten-
tion, hold interest, and aid memory. Again, from your composition classes, you
may be familiar with techniques such as alliteration, onomatopoeia, personifi-
cation, and other rhetorical devices. In Chapter 10, you will learn how to frame
your ideas using effective rhetorical devices that make it easy for your audience
to understand and remember the ideas in your speech.

An Effective Speech Is Delivered Enthusiastically
Delivery is how you use your voice and body to present your message. The

manner in which a speech is delivered can dramatically affect the audience’s
ability to listen to, understand, remember, and act on the ideas presented.
Speakers whose voice and body actions have a conversational quality encourage
audience members to listen. When speakers use appropriate volume, rate, pro-
nunciation, and enunciation, they make their message easier for the audience
to understand. When speakers are expressive and enthusiastic, listeners are
more likely to remember and act on what has been said. In fact, listeners often
are more persuaded by the manner in which a speech is delivered than by the
words used.9

Speaking conversationally means sounding as though you are having a
spontaneous conversation with your audience rather than simply reading to
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S P E E C H  S N I P P E T

Macrostructure

Kris decided that the most logical
way to present her main ideas
was chronologically. She would
begin by talking about being a
twin, then discuss how her
upbringing influenced her choice
of majors, and she’d conclude
with her dream of teaching kids
with disabilities to snowboard.
She planned to use people’s
curiosity about twins to pique
interest during her introduction,
and she planned a conclusion
that would challenge her audi-
ence to pursue their passions.

S P E E C H  S N I P P E T

Microstructure: Rhetorical
Devices

Kris wanted to maintain her audi-
ence’s attention as she began
her first main point, so she prac-
ticed using the rhetorical device
called hypophora, when the
speaker raises a question to
pique the audience’s curiosity
and then answers it: “Have you
ever looked into a mirror, seen
your reflection, and then realized
that the reflection in the mirror
wasn’t really you? No? Well, as
weird as it may seem to you, I’ve
had this experience many times
in my life. You see, I have an
identical twin sister.”

macrostructure the overall
framework you use to orga-
nize your speech content

microstructure the specific
language and style choices
you use as you frame your
ideas and verbalize them to
your audience
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them or performing in front of them. Speaking expressively means using vari-
ous vocal techniques so you sound a bit more dramatic than you would in
casual conversation. Some common vocal techniques used in speeches include
speaking more quickly or loudly to underscore your attitudes or emotional
convictions, stressing key words or phrases, and pausing strategically to call
attention to important ideas.

As you may already know, nonverbal communication is just as important as
verbal communication in conveying messages. Effective speakers know this and
use their eyes, face, stance, and hands to help them deliver a speech. For
example, they make eye contact with audience members rather than focusing
solely on their notes, and they use appropriate facial expressions to reflect
their conviction about their topic. They stand with poise and confidence, they
avoid fidgeting, and they use gestures to reinforce important points.

For an example of a speech of self-introduction, read Kris’s outline for her
entire speech at the end of this chapter. There you’ll see the culmination of
her efforts to make her speech audience-centered and well structured.

Chapter 1 ■ Introduction to Public Speaking ■ 9

speaking conversationally
Sounding as though you are
having a spontaneous con-
versation with your audience
rather than simply reading to
them or performing in front
of them

speaking expressively Using
various vocal techniques so
you sound a bit more dra-
matic than you would in
casual conversation

S P O T L I G H T  O N  S P E A K E R S  

Frederick Douglass This Fourth of July Is Yours, Not Mine

The U.S. Constitution makes
it clear that we are to be a
nation of free people. Yet
throughout much of the
nineteenth century,
Frederick Douglass felt
anything but free. Born into
slavery and separated from
his parents at birth,
Douglass managed to
escape and then devoted
his life to addressing the

moral, legal, and ethical issues of this wicked social
system. Douglass saw in speech making a way to
empower himself and his people who were still enslaved.
Much sought after as a lecturer, Douglass was invited to
give a speech in 1852 in Rochester, New York, at a
Fourth of July celebration where the audience was
primarily white.

In his speech “What to the Slave Is the Fourth of
July?” Douglass gives a powerful oration on the
meaninglessness of this day. In this short excerpt, notice
how Douglass uses the irony of this situation to his
advantage:

Your high independence only reveals the immeasurable
distance between us. The blessings in which you, this day,
rejoice, are not enjoyed in common. The rich inheritance of
justice, liberty, prosperity and independence, bequeathed by
your fathers, is shared by you, not by me. The sunlight that
brought light and healing to you, has brought stripes and
death to me. This Fourth [of] July is yours, not mine. You
may rejoice, I must mourn.

Through this moral appeal, Douglass shares his personal
testimony and alludes to his vision for change. Like
Douglass, you too can be empowered by the speaking
process. Frederick Douglass’s vision and his single voice
earned him the respect and honor of many, including an
appointment as adviser to President Lincoln. But more
important, his strong words helped bring about change—an
amendment—to a constitution that claimed liberty for all.

To Think About

✦ What social issue today is particularly important to
you and why?

✦ What type of speech might you prepare about this
issue?

✦ How would doing so serve to empower you?

Public Speaking Skills Empower
You may be taking this course because it is required, but we believe this may be
the single most important course you take during your college career. Why?
Because developing public speaking skills empowers you in four ways.

First, developing public speaking skills empowers you to communicate com-
plex ideas and information in a way that all members of the audience can
understand. Many of us have had the experience of understanding something
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but being unable to explain it clearly to others. Most of us have had an unfor-
tunate experience with a teacher who “talked over our heads.” The teacher
understood the material but was unable to express it clearly to us. When we
can express our ideas clearly, we are more likely to share them. When others
understand our ideas, they learn from us.

Second, developing public speaking skills empowers you to influence the
attitudes and behavior of other people. We seem to be trying constantly to
influence others. Have you ever tried to get a classmate to lend you her notes?
Or tried to get an airline to change a reservation without charging a fee? Have
you tried to get your boss to give you an extra shift at work? Or tried to get a
professor to change a grade you received? When we thoughtfully articulate the
reasons for our positions and requests, others are more likely to comply with
our wishes. Public speaking skills equip us to fashion arguments that others
may find compelling.

Third, mastering public speaking skills empowers you to achieve your
career goals. Studies show that for almost any job, one of the most highly
sought-after skills in new hires is oral communication skills.10 So, whether you
aspire to a career in business, industry, government, education, or almost any
other field you can name, communication skills are a likely prerequisite to
your success. Moreover, most jobs require people to present oral reports and
proposals and to train coworkers. Although you might be hired on the basis of
your technical competence, your ability to earn promotions will depend on
your ability to communicate what you know to others, including your boss,
your clients, and your colleagues.

Fourth, public speaking skills empower you to participate in our democratic
processes. Free speech is a hallmark of our democracy. The strategies and poli-
cies our government adopts are a direct result of the debate that occurs across
the nation and in our executive, legislative, and judicial branches of govern-
ment. When you are equipped with sound public speaking skills, you will have
the confidence to speak out in town hall meetings and other settings and voice
your ideas on important public issues.

Public Speaking Challenges Us 
to Behave Ethically
Today, as in times past, we expect a speaker to behave ethically. Ethics are a set
of moral principles that a society, group, or individual holds that differentiate
right from wrong and good behavior from bad behavior. (To read a thorough
discussion about ethics and what they involve, go to your ThomsonNOW for
Challenge to access Web Resource 1.1: The Basics of Ethics. To learn how to get
started with your ThomsonNOW and other online textbook resources, see the
inside front and back covers of this book.) Regardless of whether the setting
for your speeches is a classroom, a boardroom, the campaign trail, or the floor
of a legislative body, you have ethical responsibilities to your listeners.

Speakers are ethical when they conform to standards of moral behavior that
are expected in public speaking situations. What standards are we expected to
conform to? Five generally agreed upon standards are honesty (not to lie,
cheat, or steal), integrity (holding sound moral principles), fairness (behaving
justly), respect (showing consideration), and responsibility (being account-
able). If you look at these closely, you’ll see that these terms are quite general
and abstract. But there are two specific behaviors that are fundamental to ethi-
cal speaking:

1. Ethical speakers tell the truth. Telling the truth is showing honesty in
behavior. An audience expects that what you tell them will be true—not made
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ethics a set of moral princi-
ples that a society, group, or
individual holds that differen-
tiate right from wrong and
good behavior from bad
behavior
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up, not your personal belief presented as fact, and not an exaggeration. If, dur-
ing or after your speech, members of your audience doubt the accuracy of
something you have said, they are likely to reject all of your ideas. To make sure
that what you say is truthful, you will want to research your topic carefully and
present both sides of controversial issues accurately.

2. Ethical speakers fully credit sources for their ideas. Fully crediting ideas—
giving the sources of the information you use—is ethical. Presenting others’
ideas as your own or refraining from identifying questionable sources is unethi-
cal. For instance, saying “The overwhelming majority of people have a pessimistic
view of ethics and morality in this country” is less ethical than saying “According
to a Gallup poll cited in a June 28, 2003, Christian Century article, ‘Seventy-seven
percent of Americans rated current ethics and morality as fair or poor.’”11

In many cases, failing to cite sources is plagiarism—stealing and passing off
the ideas, words, or created works of another as one’s own without crediting
the source. Unfortunately, plagiarism is all too common. According to a
2002–2003 survey of 3,500 graduate students at U.S. and Canadian universities,
“23 percent to 25 percent of students acknowledged one or more instances of
‘cutting and pasting’ from Internet sources and/or published documents.”12

Moreover, 38 percent of undergrads admit to committing such online plagia-
rism in the past year (2003).13 In the classroom setting, plagiarism can lead to
failing an assignment or the course or to suspension from school. In public
speaking settings, it can undermine speaker credibility, result in lawsuits, and
ruin promising careers.

How can you recognize and avoid plagiarism? Caroline McCullen cites
three common methods of plagiarism:14

1. If you change a few words at the beginning, in the middle, or at the end
of the material, but copy much of the rest, you are plagiarizing.

2. If you paraphrase the unique ideas of another person and do not credit
that person, you are plagiarizing.

3. If you purchase, borrow, or use a speech pre-
pared by another and present it as original,
you are plagiarizing.

Crediting sources is also important because
where ideas originate is often as important as the
ideas themselves. For example, the faith that an
audience may place in a statistic on global warming
will depend on the source. If the statistic comes from
an article by a renowned scientist in a respected
peer-reviewed journal, it is likely to have more credi-
bility than if it comes from the personal web page of
someone with unknown credentials. Ethical speakers
are careful to acknowledge the sources of controver-
sial ideas, especially when the information is damag-
ing to an individual or institution.

Throughout this text, we will continue to discuss
ethical standards for public speaking. Likewise, we
will consider more specific ethical issues as we discuss topic selection, audience
analysis, selection and use of supporting information, construction and use of
visual aids, speech language, delivery, reasoning, use of emotional appeals,
establishing credibility, and refutation.

Most of the ethical principles we will present are drawn from what is com-
monly accepted to be ethical behavior in the United States. But we will note
where standards differ across cultures and how these differences lead to alter-
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Ethical speakers embody the
behaviors they advocate for
others. President Jimmy Carter
and his wife, Rosalynn, have
long advocated for Habitat for
Humanity, an organization
they both volunteer for.
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native ethics. Because ethical behavior is central to public speaking, in each
chapter you will find a Reflect on Ethics box like the one on this page. These
short cases challenge you to think through your ethical responsibilities as a
speaker.

To learn more about ethics, check out the website for the Markkula Center
for Applied Ethics at Santa Clara University. Go to your ThomsonNOW for
Challenge to access Web Resource 1.2: Ethics Connection. (To learn how to get
started with your ThomsonNOW and other online textbook resources, see the
inside front and back covers of this book.)
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R E F L E C T  O N  E T H I C S  

Nalini sighed loudly as the club members of Toastmasters
International took their seats. It was her first time
meeting with the public speaking group, and she didn’t
want to be there, but her mom had insisted that she join
the club in the hopes that it would help Nalini transfer
from her community college to the state university. It
wasn’t that the idea of public speaking scared Nalini. She
had already spent time in front of an audience as the
lead singer of the defunct emo band Deathstar. To
Nalini’s mind, public speaking was just another type of
performance, like singing or acting, albeit a stuffy form
better suited to middle-aged men and women than people
her own age, a sentiment that explained why she wanted
to be elsewhere at the moment.

After the club leader called the meeting to order, he
asked each of the new members to stand, introduce
themselves, and give a brief speech describing their
background, aspirations, and reasons for joining the club.
“Spare me,” Nalini muttered loud enough for those next
to her to hear. The club leader then called on a young
woman to Nalini’s left, who rose and began to speak
about her dream of becoming a lawyer and doing public

advocacy work for the poor. After the young woman sat
down, the club members applauded politely. Nalini
whistled and clapped loudly and kept on clapping after
the others had stopped.

The club leader, somewhat taken aback, called on
Nalini next. She rose from her seat and introduced
herself as the secret love child of a former president and
a famous actress. Nalini then strung together a series of
other fantastic lies about her past and her ambitions.
She concluded her speech by saying that she had joined
the club in the hopes that she could learn how to
hypnotize audiences into obeying her commands. After
Nalini sat, a few of the club members applauded quietly,
while others cast glances at each other and the club
leader.

1. Is mocking behavior in a formal public speaking
setting, either by an audience member or a speaker,
an ethical matter? Explain your answer.

2. What ethical obligations does an audience member
have to a speaker? What about a speaker to his or
her audience?

Speech of Self-Introduction
Prepare a two- to three-minute speech of self-introduction. Tell us about the following:

1. Your personal background
2. Something that makes you unique
3. Why you chose your major

As you prepare your speech, use the Speech Evaluation Checklist that follows to
check that your speech includes all the elements of an effective speech.

S P E E C H  A S S I G N M E N T

http://enative.ir/
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General Criteria

You can use this checklist to critique a speech of self-introduction that you hear in
class. (You can also use it to critique your own speech.) As you listen to the speaker,
consider what makes a speech effective. Then answer the following questions.

Content

1. Were all three main points addressed per the assignment?

2. Were two to three pieces of evidence provided for each main point?

3. Was one extended piece of evidence provided for each main point?

4. Were listener-relevance links provided for each main point?

5. Did the speech fall within the time constraints of the assignment?

Structure

1. Did the speech provide all the basic elements of an effective speech: introduc-

tion, body, conclusion, and transitions? (macrostructure)

2. Did the introduction ______ catch the audience’s interest? ______ state the topic

of the speech? ______ preview the main points of the speech?

3. Were the main points organized in a way that helped the audience understand

and remember the ideas in the speech?

4. Were transitions provided between each main point?

5. Did the conclusion ______ remind the audience of the main points? ______ moti-

vate the audience to remember the main ideas of the speech?

6. Did the speaker use words that were ______ accurate and clear? ______ vivid

and emphatic? ______ appropriate and inclusive? (microstructure)

7. Did the speaker use rhetorical devices that ______ gained the audience’s atten-

tion? ______ held the audience’s interest? (microstructure)

Delivery

1. Did the speaker use the appropriate ______ volume? ______ rate of speaking?

2. Did the speaker use proper ______ pronunciation? ______ enunciation?

3. Was the speaker’s voice ______ intelligible? ______ conversational? ______

expressive?

4. Did the speaker look up from his or her notes most of the time and make eye

contact with the audience?

5. Did the speaker use appropriate facial expressions and gestures to reinforce

important points?

6. Was the speaker poised and confident?

You can use your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access this checklist, complete it
online and compare your feedback to that of the authors, or print a copy to use in
class. (To learn how to get started with your ThomsonNOW and other online textbook
resources, see the inside front and back covers of this book.)

S P E E C H  E V A L U A T I O N  C H E C K L I S T
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Summary
Public speaking is important to success in nearly every walk of life. Speeches—
oral presentations that are usually given without interruption— occur at formal
occasions where an audience has assembled expressly to listen, in less formal
employment contexts, and during our informal daily conversations.

Public speaking is an audience-centered process that occurs within a speak-
ing context comprised of physical, cultural, historical, and psychological fac-
tors. The speaker uses a six-part speech plan process that includes selecting a
goal, developing a strategy for audience adaptation, gathering and evaluating
information, organizing the information, choosing visual and other presenta-
tional aids, and practicing speech wording and delivery. How effective a speech
is depends on how well audience members listen to, understand, remember,
and are motivated to act on what the speaker has said. Effective speeches are
audience-centered with appropriate content, clear structure, and enthusiastic
delivery.

Public speaking skills empower us to communicate ideas and information in
a way that all members of the audience can understand. They enable us to
influence the attitudes and behaviors of others, to achieve career goals, and to
participate in our democratic society.

Public speaking challenges us to behave ethically. Ethics—a set of moral
principles that differentiate right from wrong and good behavior from bad
behavior—rely on standards of honesty, integrity, fairness, respect, and respon-
sibility. Specifically, ethical speakers fully credit sources for their ideas to avoid
plagiarism, as well as to demonstrate honesty and respect for their listeners.
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C H A L L E N G E  O N L I N E  

Now that you’ve read Chapter 1, use your Thomson-
NOW for The Challenge of Effective Speaking for quick
access to the electronic resources that accompany
this text. Your ThomsonNOW gives you access to
the Web Resources activities featured in this chap-
ter, Speech Builder Express, InfoTrac College Edi-
tion, and online study aids such as a digital glossary

and review quizzes. To learn how to get started with
your ThomsonNOW and other online textbook
resources, see the inside front and back covers of
this book.

Your Challenge ThomsonNOW is an online study
system that helps you identify concepts you don’t
fully understand, allowing you to put your study

Text not available due to copyright restrictions



time to the best use. Using chapter-by-chapter diag-
nostic pretests, the system creates a personalized
study plan for each chapter. Each plan directs you
to specific resources designed to improve your
understanding, including pages from the text in 

e-book format. Chapter posttests give you an oppor-
tunity to measure how much you’ve learned and let
you know if you are ready for graded quizzes and
exams.
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K E Y  T E R M S  

Go to your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access
your online glossary for Chapter 1. Print a copy of
the glossary for this chapter and test yourself with

the electronic flash cards or complete the crossword
puzzle to help you master these key terms:

audience (4)
audience analysis (4)
audience-centered (7)
audience feedback (5)
crediting ideas (11)
cultural setting (5)
ethics (10)

speaker (6)
speaking context (5)
speaking conversationally (9)
speaking expressively (9)
speech effectiveness (7)
speech making (7)
speech planning process (6)

historical setting (5)
macrostructure (8)
microstructure (8)
physical setting (5)
plagiarism (11)
psychological setting (6)
public speech, or oration (3)

W E B  R E S O U R C E S  

Go to your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access
the Web Resources for this chapter.

1.1 The Basics of Ethics (10)
1.2 Ethics Connection (12)
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Developing Confidence
through the Speech

Planning Process
22

Courage is resistance to fear,
mastery of fear, not absence 
of fear.

Mark Twain, Pudd’nhead Wilson

What’s Ahead
H E R E ’ S  W H A T ’ S  A H E A D  I N  T H I S  C H A P T E R :

1. What is public speaking apprehension?

2. Why do we experience public speaking apprehension?

3. What can we do to manage public speaking apprehension?

4. In what ways does careful planning help reduce public speaking
apprehension?

5. What are the six steps in an effective speech action plan?
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Professor Montrose begins class by saying, “Let’s look at some of the key

points of the chapter that you were assigned to read for today.” He then

points to Paul and asks, “What were the keys to solving the Kingston prob-

lem effectively?” Paul, sputtering and turning red, begins to sweat and

stammers, “Well, uh, I guess that, well . . .” Professor Montrose then points

to the next student and asks, “Sylvia, what would you say about this?”

Sylvia looks at Professor Montrose and answers, “According to the text,

there are three steps involved.” She goes on to list the steps and then dis-

cusses each of the three.

You might think, “Poor, Paul. He just got so nervous when Professor Mon-
trose pointed at him and asked him the question that he couldn’t remember a
thing.” And perhaps he did suffer from severe speech anxiety—or stage fright.
But then why was Sylvia able to look Professor Montrose in the eye, tell him
there are three steps, and then discuss each? One answer might be, “Well, she
doesn’t suffer stage fright, so she was able to answer the question.” Although
that might well be true, there’s another answer as well: Paul hadn’t prepared
well for class, while Sylvia had not only read the text material but had also out-
lined the key points and reviewed them over a cup of coffee before class.

Recall the title of this chapter: “Developing Confidence through the Speech
Planning Process.” Although stage fright is normal in public settings, even the
most frightened person whose heart is pounding will perform better when he
or she is well prepared. In fact, as many as 76 percent of experienced public
speakers claim to feel fearful before presenting a speech.1 For example, did
you know that award-winning actor Meryl Streep, singer Barbra Streisand, and
evangelist Billy Graham all experience fear of public speaking? In spite of their
fear, all are effective public speakers because they employ the strategies for
managing nervousness that we will share with you in this chapter.

We begin this chapter by explaining what scholars call “public speaking
apprehension” or what you might call “stage fright.” Then we discuss how you
can manage anxiety successfully and, most important, how careful preparation
can help you develop confidence when you speak. At the end of the chapter,
we consider the narrative speech, a common first speech assignment in this
course.

Understanding Public 
Speaking Apprehension
People have feared speaking in public since they first began doing it. And
those who teach others to speak publicly have been concerned with helping
students overcome their fears almost as long. Public speaking apprehension, a
type of communication anxiety, is the level of fear a person experiences when
anticipating or actually speaking to an audience. Almost all of us have some
level of public speaking apprehension, but about 15 percent of the U.S. popu-
lation experiences high levels of apprehension.2 Yet this apprehension hardly
ever stops people from speaking! In our teaching careers, we have only had
two students whose stage fright was so severe that they could not complete a
speech. One walked to the front of class, looked at the audience, and ran back
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public speaking apprehen-
sion a type of communica-
tion anxiety; the level of fear
a person experiences when
anticipating or actually
speaking to an audience
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EXHIBIT 2.1 Phases of public speaking apprehension
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to his seat. The other paused, turned pale, sat down, and then walked back to
her seat. Today, we can benefit from a significant wealth of research studies
that have identified methods for helping us overcome our nervousness.

Signs of Public Speaking Apprehension
The signs of pubic speaking apprehension vary from individual to individual,
and symptoms range from mild to debilitating. Symptoms may include physi-
cal, emotional, and mental reactions. Physically, you may experience stomach
upset (or butterflies), flushed skin, sweating, shaking, lightheadedness, rapid
or heavy heartbeats, and verbal dysfluencies including stuttering and vocalized
pauses (“like,” “you know,” “ah,” “um”). Emotionally, you may feel anxious,
worried, or upset. You might also experience specific negative thought pat-
terns. For example, a highly apprehensive person might dwell on thoughts
such as “I’m going to make a fool of myself” or “I just know that I’ll blow it.”

Luckily, the level of public speaking apprehension we experience seems to
vary and gradually decreases as we speak. Researchers have identified three
phases of reaction that we proceed through: anticipation reaction, confronta-
tion reaction, and adaptation reaction.3 Exhibit 2.1 depicts this cycle visually.

Anticipation reaction is the level of anxiety you experience prior to giving
the speech, including the nervousness you feel while preparing and waiting to
speak. Your confrontation reaction is the surge in your anxiety level that you
feel as you begin your speech. This level begins to fall about a minute or so into
your speech and will level off at your prespeaking level about five minutes into
your presentation. Your adaptation reaction is the gradual decline of your anxi-
ety level that begins about one minute into the presentation and results in your
anxiety level’s declining to its prespeaking level in about five minutes. Research
has found that most of us experience moderate levels of both anticipation and
confrontation reactions.4 So, it’s normal to be nervous before you speak.

There are many ways to measure your level of public speaking apprehen-
sion. Exhibit 2.2 presents one short survey that is widely used by researchers.
You can complete the six questions and score them to gauge your level of
apprehension.
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Causes of Public Speaking Apprehension
Public speaking apprehension is most commonly caused by negative self-talk.5

Self-talk is defined as the thoughts about success or failure that go through
your mind in a particular situation. For example, telling yourself you can’t pos-
sibly get through a presentation or that you’re bound to fail when giving a
speech is self-defeating because it increases your anxiety. Where do these nega-
tive thoughts come from? The roots of negative self-talk that ultimately result
in public speaking apprehension are still being studied, but several have been
suggested. These roots include biologically based temperament, previous expe-
riences, and level of skills.

Biologically Based Temperament
First, recent research has found that some public speaking apprehension

may be inborn. This “communibiological” explanation proposes that for some
of us public speaking apprehension stems from our temperament, which is
neurobiological in origin. According to this theory, two aspects of inherited
temperament, extroversion–introversion and neuroticism, blend together to
create higher levels of public speaking apprehension.6 People who are more
extroverted experience lower levels of public speaking apprehension than do
people who are introverted. Extroverted people generally are more sociable,
lively, active, assertive, dominant, and adventuresome than are introverted peo-
ple. Public speaking apprehension level is also related to the temperamental
characteristic called neuroticism. People who are temperamentally neurotic
experience greater levels of general anxiety, depression, guilt feelings, shyness,
mood swings, and irrational thoughts than do those whose temperaments are
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These statements give you a chance to express how you feel about speaking in
public. Please indicate in the space provided the degree to which each statement
applies to you by marking whether you

1 � strongly agree; 2 � agree; 3 � are undecided; 4 � disagree;
5 � strongly disagree

1. I have no fear of giving a speech.

2. Certain parts of my body feel very tense and rigid while giving a speech.

3. I feel relaxed while giving a speech.

4. My thoughts become confused and jumbled when I am giving a speech.

5. I face the prospect of giving a speech with confidence.

6. While giving a speech, I get so nervous I forget the facts I really know.

TOTAL

SCORING: Begin by reversing the numbers you assigned to statements 2, 4, and 6
(1 = 5, 2 = 4, 3 = 3, 4 = 2, 5 = 1). Then add all six numbers.

INTERPRETING: If your total is more than 24, you may experience a high level of
public speaking apprehension. People who are highly apprehensive will benefit most
from applying the techniques designed to reduce anxiety.

*Taken from the PRCA-24, subscale Public Speaking. See Virginia P. Rich and James C. McCroskey,
Communication Apprehension, Avoidance, and Effectiveness (Scottsdale, AZ: Gorsuch Scarisbrick, 1997).

EXHIBIT 2.2 Personal Report of Public Speaking Apprehension*

self-talk thoughts about
success or failure that go
through one’s mind prior 
to or during a particular
situation
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stabler. According to the communibiological theory, public speaking appre-
hension is likely to be higher for those of us who are both more introverted
and more neurotic. Does this mean that if you are temperamentally predis-
posed toward high public speaking apprehension, you are doomed to be inef-
fective in your speaking efforts? Of course not, but it does suggest that you will
be “working against the grain” and may need special help in learning how to
control some of the negative aspects of your temperament.7

Previous Experience
Second, our level of apprehension may also result from our experiences

with public speaking while growing up. In other words, some of us learned to
fear public speaking! Research tells us that most public speaking apprehension
stems from such socialization.8 We are socialized in primarily two ways: through
modeling and reinforcement. Modeling is learning through watching and then
imitating the behaviors and reactions of those you admire or are close to.9

Reinforcement is learning from personal experiences so that past responses to
our behavior shapes our present behavior and expectations about how our
future behavior will be received.10

Consider your past. How did modeling affect your current communication
behavior? What was oral communication like in your home when you were a
child? What was it like in your community? Did your parents talk freely with
each other in your presence? Did family or community members talk with each
other a great deal, or were they quiet and reserved? What was it like around
the dinner table or at community events? Did any of your family members do
much public speaking? What were their experiences? Did they avoid public
speaking if they could? If your family tended to be quiet and reserved and
avoided speaking in public or showed fear about it, your own preferences and
fears may stem from modeling. Modeling an aversion to speaking freely in pub-
lic influenced noted Boston Globe columnist Diana White, who remarked, “In
my family, looking for attention was one of the worst sins a child could commit.
‘Don’t make a spectacle of yourself’ was a familiar phrase around our house.”11

How you have been reinforced by others in your speaking efforts also influ-
ences how well you believe you performed in the past and affects how appre-
hensive you feel about future speaking occasions. We have all had many “pub-
lic speaking” experiences, from reading aloud during second grade, to giving
an oral report in science class, to accepting a sports award at a banquet. If the
responses to your speaking in the past were generally positive, you probably
learned to feel confident of your ability. If, on the other hand, the responses
were negative, you probably learned to feel fearful of public speaking. So, if
your second-grade teacher humiliated you when you read aloud, if you flubbed
that science report, or if friends laughed at your acceptance speech, you will
probably be more apprehensive about speaking in public than if you had been
praised for your efforts. However, the public speaking apprehension you feel
because of negative past experiences, though uncomfortable, does not have to
handicap your future performances. There are strategies you can use as you
prepare to speak that will help you reduce your apprehension and be more
effective. We will discuss some of these strategies in the next section.

Level of Skills
An important source of public speaking apprehension comes from having

underdeveloped speaking skills. This “skill deficit” theory was the earliest expla-
nation for apprehension and continues to receive the attention of researchers.
It suggests that most of us become apprehensive because we don’t know how to
(or choose not to) plan or prepare effectively for a public presentation.

Effective speech planning is an orderly process that is based on a set of
skills. If you do not know or apply these skills, you are likely to have higher
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anticipation reaction levels. On the other
hand, as you become skilled at using the
six-step speech planning process previewed
later in this chapter, your preparation will
give you confidence and your anticipation
reaction will be lower than if you were ill
prepared. The goal of this course is to help
you become skilled and, in so doing, help
you become a more confident speaker.

Ideal Level of Apprehension
Many of us believe that we would be better
off if we could be totally free from nervous-
ness and apprehension. But based on years
of study, Professor Gerald Phillips has con-
cluded that nervousness is not necessarily
negative. He noted that “learning proceeds
best when the organism is in a state of ten-
sion.”12 In fact, it helps to be a little ner-
vous to do your best: If you are lackadaisi-
cal about giving a speech, you probably will
not do a good job.13

Because at least some tension is con-
structive, the goal is not to eliminate ner-
vousness but to learn how to manage it.
According to Phillips, studies that followed
groups of students taking speaking courses

found that nearly all of them still experienced tension, but almost all of them
had learned to manage the nervousness. Phillips concludes that “apparently
they had learned to manage the tension; they no longer saw it as an impair-
ment, and they went ahead with what they had to do.”14 So let’s look at how
you can manage apprehension and use it to your advantage.

Overcoming Public Speaking Apprehension
Because our public speaking apprehension has multiple causes, there are both
general methods and specific techniques that can help us reduce our anxiety
and manage our nervousness.

General Methods
Some methods are targeted at reducing the apprehension that results from our
worrisome thoughts and irrational beliefs. Other methods are aimed at reducing
the physical symptoms of anxiety that we experience. Still others focus on help-
ing us overcome the skill deficiencies that lead to our anxiety. In this section, we
consider five common methods for reducing public speaking apprehension.

1. Communication orientation motivation (COM) techniques are designed
to reduce anxiety by helping us adopt a “communication” rather than a “per-
formance” orientation toward our speeches.15 According to Michael Motley,
public speaking anxiety increases when we hold a performance orientation,
viewing public speaking as a situation that demands special delivery techniques
to impress our audience “aesthetically”16 or viewing audience members as
hypercritical judges who will not forgive even our minor mistakes. On the other
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Although most speakers confess
to nervousness at the prospect
of giving an important speech,
the goal is not to eliminate
nervousness but to learn how
to manage it effectively.
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hand, if we approach public speaking from a communication orientation, we
view our speech as just an opportunity to talk with a number of people about a
topic that is important to us and to our audience. When we have a communica-
tion orientation, we are focused on getting our message across to people in our
audience rather than on how the people in our audience are judging or react-
ing to us as a speaker.

So, one way for performance-oriented individuals to reduce public speaking
apprehension is to gain a basic understanding of public speaking apprehension,
understand how their performance orientation adds to their apprehension, and
consciously adopt a communication orientation. When we recognize that public
speaking is very much like casual conversations, in which we focus on our mes-
sage and the people who are listening, and when we recognize that our audi-
ence is concerned with understanding the content of the speech, not with
judging us, we have adopted a communication rather than performance ori-
entation, and our public speaking apprehension will be reduced.

2. Visualization is a method that reduces apprehension by helping us
develop a mental picture of ourselves giving a masterful speech. Like COM
techniques, visualization helps us overcome the mental and emotional causes of
apprehension. Joe Ayres and Theodore S. Hopf, two scholars who have con-
ducted extensive research on visualization, have found that if people can visual-
ize themselves going through an entire speech preparation and speech making
process, they will have a much better chance of succeeding when they are
speaking.17

Visualization has been used extensively with athletes to improve sports per-
formances. In a study of players trying to improve their foul-shooting percent-
ages, players were divided into three groups. One group never practiced,
another group practiced making foul shots, and a third group “practiced” by
visualizing themselves making foul shots. As we would expect, those who physi-
cally practiced improved far more than those who didn’t practice at all. What
seems amazing is that those who simply visualized practicing improved almost as
much as those who actually practiced.18 Imagine what happens when you visual-
ize and practice as well!

By visualizing the process of speech making, not only do people seem to
lower their general apprehension, but they also report fewer negative thoughts
when they actually speak.19 So, you will want to use visualization activities as part
of your speech preparation. To complete a visualization activity that will help
you prepare your speeches, use your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access Web
Resource 2.1: Visualizing Your Success. This audio activity will guide you through
a visualization in which you will imagine that you successfully accomplish the
complete speech preparation and presentation process. (To learn how to get
started with your ThomsonNOW and other online textbook resources, see the
inside front and back covers of this book.)

3. Systematic desensitization is a method that reduces apprehension by
gradually having people visualize increasingly more frightening events. Individ-
uals first learn procedures for relaxation and then learn to apply these to each
of the anxiety-producing events that they visualize. Thus, they learn to remain
relaxed when they encounter these anxiety-producing situations in real life.20

This method is used to help people overcome the physical symptoms of public
speaking apprehension. Research tells us that more than 80 percent of those
who try this method reduce their level of anxiety.21 Since “relaxing” is easier
said than done, these programs focus on teaching you deep muscle relaxation
procedures. The process involves consciously tensing and then relaxing muscle
groups to learn to recognize the difference between the two states. Then, while
in a relaxed state, you imagine yourself in successively more stressful speech
planning and speech making situations—for example, researching a speech
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topic in the library, practicing the speech out loud in front of a roommate, and
delivering the final speech to your audience. Lastly, you engage in progressively
more stressful public speaking situations while maintaining the learned state of
calmness. The ultimate goal of systematic desensitization is to transfer the calm
feelings we attain while visualizing to the actual speaking event. Calmness on
command—and it works.

4. Cognitive restructuring is a process designed to help you systematically
rebuild your thoughts about public speaking. The goal is to replace anxiety-
arousing negative self-talk with anxiety-reducing positive self-talk. The process
consists of four steps.

✦ To change your negative thoughts, you must first identify them. Write
down all the fears that come to mind when you know you must give a
speech.

✦ Second, consider whether or not these fears are rational. Most fears
about public speaking are, in fact, irrational because public speaking is
not life threatening.

✦ Third, develop positive coping statements to replace each negative self-
talk statement. There is no list of coping statements that will work for
everyone; only you can determine what your negative self-talk statements
are, why each is irrational, and what positive coping statement you can
use to replace it. Psychologist Richard Heimberg of the State University of
New York at Albany asks his clients to consider just how many listeners in
an audience of 100 would even notice or care if the clients did what
they’re afraid of doing when giving a speech. Ultimately, he concludes
with the question, “Can you cope with the one or two people who [notice
or criticize or] get upset?”22

✦ The final step is to incorporate your positive coping statements into your
life so that they’re second nature. You can do this by writing your state-
ments down and reading them aloud to yourself each day, as well as
before you give a speech. The more you repeat your coping statements to
yourself, silently and aloud, the more natural they will become and the
more unnatural your negative thoughts will seem.
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Beth decided to try cognitive restructuring to reduce her anxiety about giving
speeches in front of her classmates. Here is how she worked through the process:

Negative self-talk 
1. I’m afraid I’ll stumble over my words and look foolish.
2. I’m afraid everyone will be able to tell that I’m nervous.
3. I’m afraid my voice will crack.
4. I’m afraid I’ll sound boring.

Positive coping statements
1. Even if I stumble, I will have succeeded as long as I get my message across.
2. They probably won’t be able to tell I’m nervous, but as long as I focus on getting

my message across, that’s what matters.
3. Even if my voice cracks, as long as I keep going and focus on getting my

message across, I’ll succeed at what matters most.
4. I won’t sound bored if I focus on how important this message is to me and to my

audience. I don’t have to do somersaults to keep their attention because my
topic is relevant to them.

EXHIBIT 2.3 Negative self-talk versus positive coping statements

cognitive restructuring a
process designed to help
you systematically rebuild
your thoughts about public
speaking
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For an activity that will help you develop positive coping statements to
replace negative self-talk, use your ThomsonNOW to access Web Resource 2.2:
Restructure Your Expectations. (To learn how to get started with your Thomson-
NOW and other online textbook resources, see the inside front and back cov-
ers of this book.)

5. Public speaking skills training is the systematic teaching of the skills asso-
ciated with the processes involved in preparing and delivering an effective pub-
lic speech with the intention of reducing public speaking apprehension. Skills
training is based on the assumption that some of our anxiety about speaking in
public is due to our realization that we do not know how to be successful, that
we lack the knowledge and behaviors to be effective. Therefore, if we learn the
processes and behaviors associated with effective speech making, then we will be
less anxious.23 Public speaking skills include those associated with the processes
of goal analysis, audience and situation analysis, organization, delivery, and self-
evaluation.24

All five of these methods for reducing public speaking apprehension have
successfully helped people reduce their anxiety. Researchers are just beginning
to conduct studies to identify which techniques are most appropriate for a par-
ticular person. A study conducted by Karen Kangas Dwyer suggests that the
most effective program for combating apprehension is one
that uses a variety of techniques but individualizes them so
that the techniques are used in a sequence that corresponds
to the order in which the individual experiences apprehen-
sion.25 So, for example, if your immediate reaction when
facing a speaking situation is to think worrisome thoughts
(“I don’t know what I’m supposed to do,” “I’m going to
make a fool of myself”), which then lead you to feel ner-
vous, you would be best served by first undergoing skills
training or COM techniques. Another person who immedi-
ately feels the physical sensations of apprehension (such as
nausea and rapid heartbeat) would benefit from first learn-
ing systematic desensitization techniques before working
with visualization or receiving skills training. So, to reduce
your public speaking apprehension, you may need to use all
five techniques in a sequence that matches the order in
which you experience apprehension.

If you think you’ll experience public speaking apprehen-
sion in this course, which of these techniques do you think
might help you? Have you already tried some of them in
other situations? If they helped, do you think you could
apply them to reduce your anxiety about giving a speech?

Specific Techniques
Along with the five general methods just discussed as ways of
systematically overcoming public speaking apprehension,
public speaking instructors generally recommend several
specific techniques to novice speakers.

1. Allow sufficient time to prepare. During the first few days of class, you
will receive a course syllabus, a plan for what will occur in class each day. Your
instructor will let you know both how many and what kinds of speeches you will
be giving this term. Armed with this information, you can develop a schedule
based on preparing each speech over one or two weeks. If you have a topic at
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least a week or ten days prior to your assigned presentation, you should be able
to allow enough time to prepare for your speech.

2. Practice your speech aloud. When you practice your speech aloud, you
get comfortable hearing yourself talk about your topic. You identify sections of
the speech where your ideas may not flow and where you need to do additional
preparation. By the third or fourth time you have practiced aloud, you will
notice your delivery becoming easier, and you will gain confidence in your abil-
ity to present your ideas to others.

Many successful speakers not only practice aloud alone but also practice in
front of trusted friends who serve as a “practice” audience and give the speaker
feedback. On the night before your speech, review your speech plan immedi-
ately before you go to sleep. That way, as you sleep, your mind will continue to
prepare.26

3. Choose an appropriate time to speak. In some classes, the date on which
you speak will be assigned, but the order of speakers for the day is voluntary.
Some students become more nervous when they sit and listen to others, so they
are better off speaking early in the class period. Other students find that listen-
ing to their peers calms them, so they are better off speaking later in the class
period. If given a chance, choose to speak at the time that is optimal for you.

4. Use positive self-talk. Immediately prior to getting up to speak, coach
yourself with a short “pregame pep talk.” Remind yourself about the impor-
tance of what you have to say. Remember all the hard work you have done to be
prepared and recall how good you are when you are at your best. Remind your-
self that nervousness is normal and useful. Tell yourself that you are confident
and ready.

5. Face the audience. Face the audience with confidence. When it is time,
walk purposefully to the front. Take a second or two to look at the audience.
Take a deep breath as you smile and begin your well-rehearsed introduction.

6. Focus on your message. Although you may feel nervous, your audience is
unlikely to “see” it. Continue to focus on sharing your ideas with the audience
rather than focusing on your nerves.

Gaining Confidence through Effective
Speech Planning
Whether you are a marketing account manager presenting an advertising cam-
paign idea to your corporate clients, a coach trying to motivate your team in its
game with your arch rival, or a student giving a speech in class, you will have
more confidence in your likelihood of success when you have developed an
effective speech plan—a strategy for achieving your goal.
An effective speech plan is the result of a six-step process:

1. Selecting a specific speaking goal that is appropriate for the audience and
occasion

2. Understanding your audience and adapting to it
3. Gathering and evaluating information to use in the speech
4. Organizing and developing ideas into a well-structured speech outline
5. Choosing visual and other presentational aids that are appropriate for the

audience
6. Practicing the speech wording and delivery
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In Part Two of this book, you will learn the skills associated with each of these
steps. As you practice the skills, you will gain confidence in your ability to pre-
sent your ideas effectively. Let’s briefly preview what you will learn in each step.

Step 1: Select a Speech Goal That Is Appropriate 
for the Audience and Occasion
Your speech goal (or speech purpose) is a statement of what you want your
audience to know, believe, or do. To arrive at such a goal, you begin by select-
ing a topic. Regardless of whether you are a renowned speaker or are prepar-
ing your very first speech, the advice is the same: Choose a topic that you know
something about and that interests you or is important to you. Although there
could be times in your life when you must speak on a topic that is unfamiliar to
you, in this class and in the great majority of real-life speaking experiences, you
will be speaking on topics that meet these tests.

Because your speech will be given to a particular audience, before you get
very far you need to think about your specific audience: Who are they? What
do they need to know about your topic? What do they already know? To answer
these questions, you need to make a preliminary audience analysis based on
their gender, culture, average age, education level, occupation, income level,
and group affiliation. As you study these factors, you can assess the kinds of
material the audience is likely to know and the information they are likely to
respond to.

Likewise, you need to consider the speaking context: What is the size of the
audience? When will the speech be given? Where will the speech be given?
What is the time limit for the speech? What is the specific assignment? Since
you will be speaking in the same classroom all term, you can determine any
peculiarities of the room that you need to take into consideration.

Once you have a topic and have analyzed the audience and setting, you can
phrase your speech goal. Every speech has a general and a specific goal. For
most of your in-class speeches, your general goal is likely to be assigned. You
will probably be giving either an informative speech, in which you want your
audience to understand information, or a persuasive speech, in which you want
your audience to believe something or act in a particular way. But in a setting
outside of class, your general goal is based on what is appropriate for your par-
ticular audience on the particular occasion.

Your specific speech goal articulates exactly what you want your audience to
understand, believe, or do. For instance, for an informative speech, Glen, a
member of the basketball team, might phrase his goal, “I want my audience to
understand how to shoot a jump shot.” Ling, an art history major, might phrase
her goal, “I want the audience to have an appreciation of Ming porcelain.”

Step 2: Understand Your Audience and Adapt to It
Once you have a clear speech goal, you begin the task of understanding your
specific audience and how to adapt your speech to it. Audience adaptation is
the process of tailoring your speech’s information to the needs, interests, and
expectations of your listeners. As you prepare for a speech, you will consider
your specific audience’s needs and seek to meet these needs continually as you
develop your ideas.

For any speech, it is important to consider the audience’s initial level of
interest in your goal, their ability to understand the content of the speech, and
their attitude toward you and your topic.
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If you believe your audience has very little interest in your speech topic, you
will need to adapt to them so that they understand why the topic is important.
For instance, if Ling is talking with an audience that she believes has very little
interest in understanding Ming porcelain, she may pique their interest by
recounting how someone took an old vase to the Antiques Road Show TV pro-
gram and discovered that it was from the Ming period and worth $40,000!

Not only will you need to adapt your speech by piquing audience interest,
but if you believe that your audience doesn’t know much about your topic, you
will want to provide the basic information they need to understand your
speech. For instance, if Ling is speaking to an audience that is unfamiliar with
porcelain, she may need to explain briefly how porcelain is made and how it
differs from other pottery before they will be able to understand how to iden-
tify Ming era vases.

Finally, you will need to adapt to your audience’s initial attitudes toward
your topic. If Kelly has chosen to speak on repealing the death penalty, she will
need to understand where her audience stands on this topic before she begins.
If the majority of her audience is pro–death penalty, then as she prepares, she
will adapt by selecting arguments and evidence that can be accepted by the
audience.

Step 3: Gather and Evaluate Information 
to Use in the Speech
For most of your speeches, you will need additional information from research
sources. You will also want to use some humorous, exciting, or interesting
experiences and stories to illustrate your points. When you select a topic,
although you already know something about it, you will usually need more
information that you can get from printed or interview sources. Regardless of
the sources of your information, you will need to evaluate the information you
gather and select the items you deem valid and truthful. The more you know
about your topic, the easier it is to evaluate the information you uncover in
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your research. For instance, Nora, who is a member of the local volunteer Life
Squad, will be able to give a better speech on CPR than a person with no prac-
tical experience who has learned about CPR from reading and interviewing
others. Why? Because in the course of her volunteer work, Nora has actually
used this skill and has real experiences to draw from. Likewise, as a student of
art history, Ling is able to explain the characteristics of Ming porcelain because
she has studied it in her History of Chinese Art class.

For your major class assignments, you may draw on material from your own
knowledge and experiences, observations, interviews, surveys, and research.

Step 4: Organize and Develop Ideas into 
a Well-Structured Speech Outline
You begin the process of organizing your speech by identifying the three or
four major ideas you want your audience to remember. If the audience under-
stands and remembers these main points, you will have achieved your speech
goal. These main points are written in full sentences. Once you have identified
these key ideas, you will combine them with your speech goal into a succinct
thesis statement that describes specifically what you want your audience to
understand when you have finished speaking. This process provides the initial
framework, or macrostructure, of your speech.

Main points must be carefully worded, and then they must be arranged in
an organizational pattern that helps the audience understand and remember
them. Two of the most basic organizational patterns are chronological and top-
ical order. In later chapters, we’ll consider several types of organization that
you may want to use in your informative and persuasive speeches. Chronologi-
cal means following an order that moves from first to last. So, Nora, who is
planning to speak on how to perform CPR on a child, will organize her speech
following the steps (what is done first, second, and third) involved in adminis-
trating CPR. In some circumstances, you may find that your speech is best pre-
sented topically. Topical means following an order of headings. For instance,
Ling, who decides to inform her audience about the three characteristics that
distinguish Ming vases from others, might choose to talk about the characteris-
tics in ascending order with the most important characteristic last.

Having identified, phrased, and ordered the main points, you are now
ready to outline the body of the speech. Although it is tempting to work out a
speech as it comes to mind, speeches are not essays, and you will be more
effective if you prepare a thorough outline.

After you have outlined the body of the speech, which includes noting elab-
orations, you can outline your introduction and conclusion. Your introduction
should both get attention and lead into the body of the speech. Because there
are never any guarantees that your audience is ready to pay full attention to the
speech, an effective introduction draws the audience into what you are saying.

In your conclusion, you will want to remind the audience of your main
points and speech goal. You should do this in a creative way that helps the
audience remember.

When you think you are finished, review the outline to make sure that the
parts are relevant to your goal. A written outline allows you to test the logic
and clarity of your proposed organization. In Chapters 7 and 8, you will learn
how to develop a complete outline comprised of the introduction, the main
points, major subpoints of the body and key support, section transitions, and
the conclusion, plus a list of sources. The length of your outline will depend
on the length of your speech. In a speech of three to five minutes, the outline
may contain up to 50 percent or more of the words in the speech; for a five- to
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eight-minute speech, up to 33 to 50 percent. And in speeches given in public
later in life (often thirty to forty-five minutes), the speech outline may contain
as few as 20 percent of the words.

Although an expert who has spoken frequently on a topic may be able to
speak effectively from a mental outline or a few notes, most of us benefit from
the discipline of organizing and developing a complete speech outline.

Step 5: Choose Visual and Other Presentational 
Aids That Are Appropriate for the Audience
“One picture is worth a thousand words” is an old saying with a lot of wisdom.
So, even for a very short speech, you may decide to create a visual or other aid
that will help clarify, emphasize, or dramatize what you say. Because audiences
understand and retain information better when they have received that infor-
mation through more than one sense, objects, models, charts, pictorial repre-
sentations, projections, and computer graphics maximize the effect of high-
quality information.

As you get ready to practice your speech, make sure you consider when to
use visual aids, how long to use them, and how to show visual aids so that every-
one can see them. Likewise, a very brief excerpt from a song, film, or television
program can sometimes capture your intent more succinctly than words alone.

Step 6: Practice the Wording and Delivery of the Speech
In your practice sessions, you need to choose the wording of main points and
supporting materials carefully. If you have not practiced various ways of phras-
ing your key ideas, you run the risk of missing a major opportunity for commu-
nicating your ideas effectively. In practice sessions, work on clarity, vividness,
emphasis, and appropriate language. Recall that these wording choices make
up the microstructure of your speech.

Although a speech is comprised of words, how effective you will be is also
largely a matter of how well you use your voice and gestures in delivering your
speech. You will want to present the speech enthusiastically, with vocal variety
and emphasis, using good eye contact (look at members of the audience while
you are speaking).

Very few people can present speeches effectively without considerable prac-
tice. The goal of practice is to give you confidence that you can talk comfort-
ably with your audience and accomplish your speech goal within the time limit.
Don’t try to memorize the speech. Trying to memorize your speech is likely to
add to your stage fright because you may also fear forgetting what you planned
to say. Instead, deliver your speech extemporaneously—that is, practiced until
the ideas of the speech are firmly in mind, but varying the wording from prac-
tice to practice and in the actual delivery. Engaging in effective practice ses-
sions enables you to become comfortable with your main points, the support-
ing material you use to explain them, and the transitioning from one point to
another. We will consider detailed information about methods of practice in
Chapter 11.

Exhibit 2.4 summarizes the six action steps of an effective speech plan in
outline form. These steps will be explained in Part Two of this book. As you
read, you will see specific speech preparation activities that are related to each
action step. By completing all of these activities, you will gain confidence in
your ability to be effective when you give your speech.
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I. Identify a specific speech goal that is audience-centered and appropriate for the
occasion. (Chapter 4)
A. Select a topic from a subject area you know something about and that is

important to you.
B. Analyze your audience to assess their familiarity with and interest in your topic.
C. Consider how your speech setting affects what is appropriate for you to talk

about.
D. Choose a topic that you know about and are interested in.
E. Develop a speech goal statement tailored to your audience and the occasion.

II. Understand your audience and recognize opportunities for audience adaptation.
(Chapter 5)
A. Understand audience diversity.
B. Understand audience interests so that material relates to them.
C. Adjust content so it is appropriate for your audience’s current understanding of

this topic.
D. Understand your audience’s attitude toward your topic.
E. Determine how you will establish your credibility with your audience.

III. Gather and evaluate information you can use to reach your speech goal. (Chapter 6)
A. Survey manual and electronic sources of information and evaluate the quality of

the information found.
B. Observe and interview sources of information.
C. Record on research cards information that is relevant to your specific speech

goal.

IV. Organize and develop ideas into a well-structured speech outline. (Chapters 7 and 8)
A. Write a thesis statement that identifies the specifics of your speech goal.
B. Outline main points as complete sentences that are clear, parallel, and

meaningful.
C. Choose an organizational pattern that orders the main points in a way that aids

audience understanding.
D. Create section transitions to help the audience follow your organization.
E. Create an introduction that gets attention, establishes listener relevance,

states your thesis, establishes your credibility, and creates goodwill.
F. Create a conclusion that both summarizes the material and leaves your

audience with a vivid impression.
G. Review and complete the speech outline.

V. Choose presentational aids that are appropriate for the audience.
A. Consider drawings, maps, charts, and graphs.
B. Make sure your printed elements are large enough to be seen—use upper- and

lowercase letters.
C. Plan when to use presentational aids and how to show them so that everyone

can see them. (Chapter 9)

VI. Practice the speech wording and delivery.
A. Practice until the wording is accurate, clear, vivid, and appropriate. (Chapter 10)
B. Practice until the delivery is animated and conversational. (Chapter 11)
C. Continue practicing until you can deliver it extemporaneously within the time

limit. (Chapter 11)

EXHIBIT 2.4 An effective speech plan is the product of these six action steps

I. Determine an
audience-centered
speech goal

II. Develop a strategy
for audience
adaptation

III. Gather information

IV. Organize and
develop your material

V. Create visual and
other presentational
aids

VI. Practice speech
wording and delivery



Preparing a Narrative/Personal 
Experience Speech
The narrative/personal experience speech is a presentation in which you
recount an experience you have had and the significance you attach to that
experience. This speech is an excellent opportunity for you to try out the basic
speech preparation action steps we have just introduced. Let’s look at how Eric
Wais applied these steps to prepare his speech “The Funeral.”

The first step is to develop a speech goal that meets audience needs. For his
personal experience speech assignment, Eric considered several experiences
that he thought the class would enjoy hearing about. For his topic, he finally
chose the story of Dan’s funeral.

Although funerals are not something that most people think of as enjoyable,
Eric thought that his class would relate to his experience, which dramatized what
can happen when someone gives a eulogy about a person he didn’t really know.

He knew that the speech would be for an audience of about fifteen class-
mates who were all traditional-age college students, that the assignment was a
narrative/personal experience speech, and that the time limit was two to three
minutes.

His general goal was to dramatize. Specifically, Eric wanted the audience to
appreciate what can happen when the speaker knows less about the subject
than do members of the audience.

His strategy for audience adaptation included using personal pronouns and
other means of creating common ground by telling his personal experience.
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Cicero Do As the Romans

As you study the speech planning
process, you should be aware that
these canons (or rules) date back
to ancient Rome. Like many
philosophers of his time, the great
statesman, politician, and orator
Marcus Tullius Cicero (106 B.C.–
43 B.C.) had much to say about
effective public speaking and

issues of speech invention, arrangement, language, and
delivery. Included in his recommendations were the
following:

On invention/research: “Before beginning, prepare carefully.”

On invention/speech goals: “The aim of Forensic Oratory is
to teach, to delight, to move.”

On invention/goodwill: “We were born to unite with our fellow
men, and to join in community with the human race.”

On language: “We should be as careful of our words as of
our actions, and as far from speaking ill as from doing ill.”

On arrangement/time: “When you wish to instruct, be
brief. . . . Every word that is unnecessary only pours over the
side of a brimming mind.”

On faulty reasoning and evidence: “It is the act of a bad man
to deceive by falsehood.”

On poor speaker credibility: “Praise coming from so
degraded a source, was degrading to me, its recipient.”

On delivery: “They are eloquent who can speak of low things
acutely, and of great things with dignity, and of moderate
things with temper.”

On delivery: “Great is our admiration of the orator who
speaks with fluency and discretion.”

On delivery: “A good orator is pointed and impassioned.”

On confidence: “Confidence is that feeling by which the mind
embarks in great and honorable courses with a sure hope
and trust in itself.”

To Think About

✦ Compare Cicero’s quotes to the guidelines you’re
using for your speeches. Do you challenge yourself
to be “classically” effective, as he suggests?

✦ Based on Cicero’s quotes, what are one or two
things you can do to improve your speeches?

narrative/personal experi-
ence speech a presentation
in which you recount an
experience you have had
and the significance you
attach to that experience
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He also tried to be as specific as possible in relating the details so that the audi-
ence would have a clear and vivid mental picture of the events.

Because it was a personal experience narrative, Eric didn’t need additional
research; he only needed to reconstruct the details of the funeral experience.

Eric organized and developed his story in a way that dramatized his goal.
He began his speech with a description of his friend, then recounted the
funeral experience, and concluded by reinforcing the point of his story.

When you use narratives/personal experiences as a speech or in a speech,
remember the following elements:

✦ A narrative usually has a point to it, a climax to which the details build
up. Think carefully about the point of your story and make sure it is
appropriate.

✦ A narrative is developed with supporting details that give background to
and embellish the story so that the point has maximum effect. Try to
select and develop details that heighten the impact.

✦ Narrative drama can be increased by using dialogue. Dialogue gives an
audience the experience of “being there” and increases their interest and
involvement.

✦ A narrative is often emotional. Most narratives dramatize because they
recount emotional incidents. They may be funny, tragic, or frightening,
but effectively told personal experiences establish an emotional bond
between speaker and audience.

Although Eric used no visual aids, some narratives can be enhanced with
pictures of the event described, and of course, effective narratives use language
and nonverbals to paint vivid pictures of what happened. Eric used clear and
vivid language to tell his story. He also practiced his speech several times until
he was comfortable with his ability to tell the story. You can use your Thomson-
NOW for Challenge to see a video of Eric giving his speech in class, as well as
read a transcript of his speech and see the outline he created for it. As you
watch the speech, notice how his delivery enhances or detracts from the speech
he planned. Use the evaluation checklist provided with the video to identify
some of the strengths of Eric’s speech. Then compare your answers to those of
the authors. (To learn how to get started with your ThomsonNOW and other
online textbook resources, see the inside front and back covers of this book.)
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Paul is scheduled to give his first speech in which he is
supposed to talk about a personal experience. Paul
realizes that his nervousness is being heightened by the
personal nature of the topic—he thinks his experiences
are really ordinary and that he’ll bore the class. He
remembers one of his high school buddies, James. Now
James had interesting personal experiences, and he had
a million awesome stories. So Paul thinks, hey, I’ll just

pretend that the “dead rat incident” happened to me—
no one in my speech class knows it didn’t. So, Paul
develops his speech around this experience James had.
It’s a great story, he delivers it well, and he receives an
excellent response from his professor and class.

Is it ethical for Paul to relate James’s experience as
his? Explain.



Summary
This chapter discusses public speaking apprehension, how careful preparation
can help you develop confidence when you speak in public, and how to pre-
pare a narrative/personal experience speech.

Public speaking apprehension is the level of fear a person experiences
when speaking. Signs of public speaking apprehension include physical, emo-
tional, and cognitive reactions that vary from person to person. The level of
apprehension varies over the course of speaking. The root of apprehension,
negative self-talk, has three causes: biologically-based temperament, previous
experience, and level of skill.

Several methods are available for overcoming public speaking apprehen-
sion. General methods include communication orientation motivation (COM)
techniques, visualization, systematic desensitization, cognitive restructuring,
and public speaking skills training. Specific techniques include allowing suffi-
cient time to prepare, practicing the speech aloud, choosing an appropriate
time to speak, using positive self-talk, facing the audience with confidence, and
focusing on sharing your ideas.

Gaining confidence through effective speech planning reduces public
speaking apprehension and increases speaking effectiveness. An effective
speech plan is the product of six action steps. People are most likely to gain
confidence in speaking by following this six-step process. The first step is to
select a speech goal that is appropriate for the audience and occasion. The sec-
ond step is to understand your audience and adapt material to it. The third
step is to gather and evaluate information to use in the speech. The fourth step
is to organize and develop ideas into a well-structured speech outline. The fifth
step is to choose visual and other presentational aids that are appropriate for
the audience. And the sixth step is to practice the speech until delivery is accu-
rate, clear, vivid, appropriate, conversational, and animated.

A good opening assignment is a narrative/personal experience speech in
which you recount an experience you have had and the significance you attach
to it. A narrative is a speech that has a point to it, a climax to which the details
build up. It is developed with supporting details that give background to and
embellish the story so that the point has maximum effect. A narrative often
includes dialogue and is often humorous.
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Now that you’ve read Chapter 2, use your Thomson-
NOW for The Challenge of Effective Speaking for quick
access to the electronic resources that accompany
this text. Your ThomsonNOW gives you access to
the video, transcript, and outline of Eric’s speech

discussed on pages 33 –34, an evaluation checklist
and analysis questions to help you identify the
strengths of his speech, the Web Resources activities
featured in this chapter, Speech Builder Express,
InfoTrac College Edition, and online study aids

Preparing a Narrative/Personal Experience Speech
Prepare a two- to three-minute narrative/personal experience speech. Think about
experiences you have had that were humorous, suspenseful, or powerful that drama-
tized something that is important to you, and select one that you think your audience
would enjoy hearing about.

S P E E C H  A S S I G N M E N T  
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such as a digital glossary and review quizzes. To
learn how to get started with your ThomsonNOW
and other online textbook resources, see the inside
front and back covers of this book.

Your Challenge ThomsonNOW is an online study
system that helps you identify concepts you don’t
fully understand, allowing you to put your study
time to the best use. Using chapter-by-chapter diag-

nostic pretests, the system creates a personalized
study plan for each chapter. Each plan directs you
to specific resources designed to improve your
understanding, including pages from the text in e-
book format. Chapter posttests give you an opportu-
nity to measure how much you’ve learned and let
you know if you are ready for graded quizzes and
exams.

K E Y  T E R M S  

Go to your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access
your online glossary for Chapter 2. Print a copy of
the glossary for this chapter and test yourself with

the electronic flash cards or complete the cross-
word puzzle to help you master these key terms:

adaptation reaction (19)
anticipation reaction (19)
audience adaptation (27)
cognitive restructuring (24)
communication orientation (23)
communication orientation

motivation (COM) (22)

self-talk (20)
speech goal (27)
speech plan (26)
systematic desensitization (23)
visualization (23)

confrontation reaction (19)
narrative/personal experience

speech (32)
performance orientation (22)
public speaking apprehension

(18)
public speaking skills training (25)

W E B  R E S O U R C E S  

Go to your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access
the Web Resources for this chapter.

2.1 Visualizing Your Success (23)
2.2 Restructure Your Expectations (25)
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A good listener tries to under-
stand thoroughly what the other
person is saying.

Kenneth A. Wells, Guide to Good
Leadership

What’s Ahead
H E R E ’ S  W H A T ’ S  A H E A D  I N  T H I S  C H A P T E R :

1. Why is it important to study listening in a public speaking course?

2. What is the difference between listening and hearing?

3. What are some strategies you can employ to improve your listening
skills?

4. What are some strategies you can employ to improve your
constructive critiquing skills?

33
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Listening Effectively 
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When Professor Norton finished her point on means of evaluating social

legislation, she said, “Let me remind you that the primary criterion is the

value to the general public at large, not the profit people can make from

exploiting legislation.”

As Ben, Shawna, and Tim were walking from the class, Ben said, “I

was glad to hear that Professor Norton recognized the importance of mak-

ing profit from social legislation.”

“That wasn’t her point,” said Shawna. “She said that the emphasis is

on the value to the general public.”

“I’m sure she emphasized profitability,” responded Ben. “Tim, what do

you think she said?”

“Man, I don’t even know what you’re talking about. I was thinking

about my math test this afternoon.”

Does this conversation sound familiar? Have you had times when
you’d swear that you heard right when you didn’t? If your answer is “Not me,”
then we congratulate you, for this example illustrates three of the most com-
mon listening problems: missing what was said, hearing it but misunderstand-
ing, and not remembering what was said.

In the last chapter, we previewed the speech planning process that you will
learn to use to prepare speeches. You learned that for communication to be
effective, a speaker must present the message clearly and compellingly. Equally
important, however, is that you as a listener understand and accurately remem-
ber what the speaker said.

Obviously, before you can listen, you must first hear what is said. Although
listening depends on hearing, the two are not the same. Hearing is simply the
biological process that occurs when the brain detects sound waves. Sometimes
people do not hear well. There are several common reasons for this: First,
when a person is deaf or hard of hearing, his or her brain does not receive
sound waves very well or at all. Second, messages transmitted at a low volume
are difficult to hear. Third, when other stimuli compete for the brain’s atten-
tion—such as a passing fire engine, someone talking on a cell phone, or
another external “noise”—it gets in the way of a person hearing a message.

In contrast to hearing, listening occurs after the brain has detected the
sound waves and is sorting out what those waves mean. According to the Inter-
national Listening Association, “Listening is the process of receiving, attending
to, constructing meaning from, and responding to spoken or nonverbal mes-
sages.”1 Listening is important because, of our time spent communicating, 50
percent or more is spent listening.2 Although all of us have spent a great deal
of time learning to read and write, fewer than 2 percent of us have had any
formal listening training.3 In fact, even when they try to listen carefully, most
people remember only about 50 percent of what they hear shortly after hear-
ing it and only about 25 percent two days later.4 Yet effective listening is a key
to success in most occupations. One survey of top-level North American execu-
tives revealed that 80 percent believe listening is one of the most important
skills needed in the corporate environment.5 It simply makes sense to improve
listening skills.
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hearing the biological
process that occurs when
the brain detects sound
waves

listening the process of
receiving, attending to, con-
structing meaning from, and
responding to spoken or
nonverbal messages



How effective are your listening skills? To find out, complete an inventory
of your listening skills. Use your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access Web
Resource 3.1: Listening Inventory. The information you glean from this inventory
can help you pinpoint the specific skills you need to improve.

In this class, in addition to learning about how to prepare and deliver effec-
tive speeches, you will also become more effective at listening to the speeches
of others. During this term, you will give perhaps five or six speeches, but you
will probably hear more than sixty. As you listen to these speeches, you can
practice the skills of effective listening.

In this chapter, we describe how you can (1) improve your attention when lis-
tening to speeches, (2) improve your understanding and memory of the infor-
mation you have heard, (3) critically analyze what has been said, and (4) assess
the effectiveness of a speech. Finally, we will explain how, by giving effective post-
speech feedback, you can fulfill your responsibilities to your classmates.

Attending to the Speech
Attending is paying attention to what the speaker is saying regardless of extrane-
ous interferences. Poor listeners have difficulty exercising control over what they
attend to, often letting their mind drift to thoughts totally unrelated to the
speech. One reason for this stems from the fact that people typically speak at a
rate of about 120 to 150 words per minute, but our brains can process between
400 and 800 words per minute.6 This means we usually assume we know what a
speaker is going to say before he or she finishes saying it. That gives our minds
time to wander from the message. Remember Tim’s response to the question of
which interpretation was more on target: “Man, I don’t even know what you’re
talking about. I was thinking about my math test this afternoon.”

Not only does the gap between speaking rate and processing create oppor-
tunities for inattention, but research suggests that the average attention span
for adults today is twenty minutes or less.7 Consider your own experiences lis-
tening to speeches, such as your professors’ class lectures. Toward the end of
class, do you find yourself more prone to daydreaming? Do you want to find
out how long your attention span is? If so, use your ThomsonNOW for Chal-
lenge to access Web Resource 3.2: Attention Span Self-Test.

Four techniques can help you maintain your attention when you are listen-
ing to speeches (or other lengthy presentations).

1. Get physically and mentally ready to listen. Suppose that a few minutes
after class begins your professor says, “In the next two minutes, I’m going to
cover some material that is especially important—in fact, I can guarantee that it
will be on the test.” What can you do to increase your attention? Well, physically,
you can alter your posture and sit upright in your chair, lean slightly forward,
and stop any random physical movement. You can also look directly at the pro-
fessor because by making eye contact you increase the amount of information
you get.8 You can also react mentally by focusing all of your attention on what
the professor is saying and blocking out the miscellaneous thoughts that con-
stantly pass through your mind.

2. Suspend judgment while you hear the speaker out. Far too often, we let a
person’s mannerisms and words “turn us off.” If you find yourself upset by a
speaker’s ideas on gay marriage, abortion, or any controversial topic, instead of
tuning out or getting ready to argue, work that much harder to listen objec-
tively so that you can understand the speaker’s position before you respond.
Likewise, even when a speaker uses language that is offensive to you, you need
to persevere and not be distracted. If we are not careful, we may become
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to what the speaker is say-
ing regardless of extraneous
interferences
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annoyed when a speaker mutters, stammers, or talks in a monotone. We need to
focus instead on what is being said and overlook the speaker’s dysfluency.

3. Adjust to the listening goals of the situation. When you are listening to an
after-dinner speaker for pleasure, you can afford to listen without much inten-
sity. Unfortunately, many people approach all speech situations as if they were
listening to pass the time of day. But in public forums, in business settings, and
in class, your goal is to understand and retain information or to listen critically
to be able to evaluate what speakers say and how they say it. In the remainder of
this chapter, we consider guidelines for adjusting your listening to meet the
demands of these goals.

4. Identify the benefits of attending to the speaker’s words. At times, we do
this almost automatically, especially when your professor says something like,
“Pay attention to this explanation—I’ll tell you right now, it will be the basis for
one of the major test questions.” But even if such a statement is not made, you
can provide your own motivation. As you listen, ask yourself why and how you
might use the specific information in the near future. For instance, you may be
able to use the information in a discussion with your friends, to help you solve
work-related problems, or to improve personally. Identifying benefits can moti-
vate you to apply each of the three previous behaviors even more regularly.

Understanding and Remembering 
Speech Information
The second aspect of listening to speeches is to understand and remember
what the speaker is saying. Understanding is the ability to assign accurate
meaning to what was said. Remembering is being able to retain and recall
information that you have heard. Both understanding and remembering are
facilitated by the use of active listening behaviors. Active listening includes
identifying the organization of ideas, asking questions, silently paraphrasing,
attending to nonverbal cues, and taking notes. To help you both understand
better and retain more, let’s consider these five active listening behaviors.

1. Determine the speaker’s organization. Determining the organization
helps you establish a framework for understanding and remembering the infor-
mation.9 In any extended message, an effective speaker has an overall organiza-
tional pattern for the information being presented. This organization includes
a goal, the main points that develop the goal, and details that are presented to
develop the main points. Effective listeners mentally (or physically) outline the
organization so that when the speech is over they can cite the goal, the main
points, and some of the key details.

For instance, during a PTA meeting, Gloria Minton, a teacher, gives a short
presentation on the problem of bullying. Her goal is to explain what can be
done in school to deter this behavior. In her speech, she presents two main
ideas: what teachers can do and what students who are harassed can do. She
gives examples, statistics, and specific recommendations to develop each of the
points she has made. When she is finished, audience members who have lis-
tened carefully are able to remember her goal and state steps that teachers and
harassed students can take even though they may not remember the specific
examples and statistics that she used to develop each point.

Although effective speakers organize their speeches so that it is easy to iden-
tify their goal, key points, and details, not all speakers are well organized. As a
result, we as listeners have to pay close attention to grasp the main ideas. As you
listen to a speech, ask yourself, “What does the speaker want me to know or
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understanding the ability to
assign accurate meaning to
what was said

remembering being able to
retain and recall information
that you have heard

active listening identifying
the organization of ideas,
asking questions, silently
paraphrasing, attending to
nonverbal cues, and taking
notes



do?” (goal); then ask, “What are each of the main points?”; and finally, ask,
“What details explain or support each of the main points?”

In classroom lectures, feel free to ask the professor to supply any informa-
tion you believe has not been presented clearly. (With student speeches or
major speeches you hear in other settings, you are unlikely to be able to ask
such questions.)

2. Ask yourself questions. As we have seen, asking yourself questions helps
you identify key aspects of the speech. But asking yourself questions can also
help you determine whether enough information was presented. For instance,
if a speaker says, “Swimming is an activity that provides exercise for almost every
muscle,” active listeners might inwardly question “how?” and then pay attention
to the supporting material offered or request it if the speaker does not supply it.

3. Silently paraphrase key information. Silent paraphrases help listeners
understand material. A paraphrase is a statement in your own words of the mean-
ing you have assigned to a message. It is not simply repeating what has been said.
After you have listened to a message, you should be able to summarize your
understanding. So, after the speaker explains the criteria for judging diamonds,
you might say to yourself, “In other words, it’s a trade-off—the bigger the dia-
mond, the poorer the quality.” If you cannot paraphrase a message, either the
message was not clearly explained or you were not listening carefully enough.

4. Attend to nonverbal cues. You can interpret messages more accurately by
observing the nonverbal behaviors accompanying the words. So, regardless of

the topic, you should pay attention to the speaker’s
tone of voice, facial expression, and gestures. For
instance, the director of parking might tell a fresh-
man that he stands a good chance of getting a
parking sticker for the garage, but the sound of
the person’s voice may suggest that the chances are
not really that good.

5. Take good notes. Note taking is a powerful
method for improving your memory of what you
have heard in a speech. Not only does note taking
provide a written record that you can go back to,
but also by taking notes, you take a more active
role in the listening process.10 In short, whenever
you are listening to a speech, take notes.

What constitutes good notes varies by situa-
tion. For a short speech, good notes may consist of
a statement of the goal, a brief list of main points,
and a few of the most significant details. For a
lengthy and rather detailed presentation (such as a
class lecture), good notes will not only record the
goal and the main points but will also include sub-
points of main points and more detailed state-
ments of supporting material. Outlining is a useful
note-taking strategy because it creates the struc-
ture of the information you have received and
want to retain. Outlining helps you distinguish
among main points, subpoints, and supporting
material.

Ideally, the notes you produce will be similar to the outline notes the
speaker used. Review the basics of effective listening and note taking by using
your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access Web Resource 3.3: Effective Listening
and Note Taking. 
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Note taking is an important
method for improving your
memory of what you have
heard in a speech.
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Critically Analyzing a Speech
As we have seen, to get the most out of a speech, we must not only pay atten-
tion to what is said but must also do what we can to understand and remember
it. But good listening doesn’t stop here. The third step in effective listening is
critical analysis of a speech—the process of evaluating what you have heard to
determine its completeness, usefulness, and trustworthiness. Critical analysis is
especially important when the speaker expects you to believe, support, or act
on what was said. If you don’t critically analyze what you hear, you risk going
along with ideas that violate your values. When you analyze any speech you
hear, consider the following:

1. Speaker credibility

How did the speaker gain expertise on this subject? Does the speaker
appear to be knowledgeable?
What did the speaker do or say that made you believe what was said? Why
should you trust this speaker?

2. Quality of content

Did the speaker convey enough high-quality information to ensure
understanding?
Did the speaker present enough examples and other supporting details
and explanations to enable you to apply the information?
Did the speaker present facts to support the ideas or just give opinions?
Did the speaker identify the sources of the ideas, facts, and other material
that were presented?
Were the sources relevant? recent? varied? distributed throughout the
speech?
Did the speaker present both sides of controversial issues?
Was enough information or evidence presented to support controversial
ideas?

3. Quality of structure

Did you understand the point of the speech? What were the main ideas?
Were the speaker’s ideas well ordered?
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critical analysis the process
of evaluating what you 
have heard to determine 
a speech’s completeness,
usefulness, and trust-
worthiness

R E F L E C T  O N  E T H I C S

As they were returning from a rally at the University Field
House in which they heard candidates for the two
congressional districts that surrounded the university,
Nikita asked Lance what he thought of the speech given
by Steve Chabot, the Republican candidate for office in
the first district.

“Chabot? He’s just like any Republican; he’s going to
make sure that big business is all right.”

“I didn’t hear him talking about big business. I thought
he was talking about the importance of limiting the
amount of federal government intrusion in state matters.”

“Sure, that’s what he said, but we know what he
really meant.”

“I asked you what you thought of the speech. What
ideas did he present that turned you off?”

“Listen, you don’t really have to listen to any
Republican speaking. Everyone knows that Republicans
are for big business and only Democrats are going to
watch out for people like us.”

1. Is Lance’s failure to listen critically an ethical issue?
If so, why?

2. If Lance really had been listening critically, what
should he be discussing with Nikita?



Did they follow logically from one another?
Were important ideas missing that should be considered?
Did the speaker use clear, vivid, and compelling language and phrasing
so that you understood each point? 
Did the speaker’s conclusion seem to follow logically from the main ideas?

4. Quality of delivery

Did the speaker sound sincere, informed, and trustworthy? 
Did the speaker use appropriate facial expressions and gestures?
Did the speaker seem to convey a confident attitude?

By critically analyzing the speaker’s credibility, as well as the quality of the
content, structure, and delivery, effective listeners thoughtfully consider if they
understand, believe, support, or want to act on what they have learned in the
speech.

Exhibit 3.1 summarizes effective and ineffective listening behaviors related
to attending to what is said, understanding and remembering information, and
critically analyzing the speech.

Evaluating Speech Effectiveness: 
The Constructive Critique
In most communication situations outside the classroom, it is sufficient to
attend to, understand, and retain information in a speech so that you can con-
sider it critically for yourself. But at times, you may be asked to provide a for-
mal assessment, or critique, of a speech or a presentation for a classmate, a col-
league, or an employee. Usually, this type of assessment requires you to analyze
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EXHIBIT 3.1 Effective and ineffective listening behaviors

Attending to the speech

Understanding/remembering
speech information

Critically analyzing speeches

Effective listening behavior

Physically and mentally focusing on
what is being said, even when
information doesn’t seem relevant

Adjusting listening behavior to the
specific requirements of the situation

Determining organization by identifying
goals, main points, and supporting
information

Asking yourself questions to help you
identify key aspects of the speech

Silently paraphrasing to solidify
understanding

Seeking out subtle meanings based on
nonverbal cues

Taking good notes

Assessing speaker credibility, quality of
content, quality of structure, and quality
of delivery

Ineffective listening behavior

Seeming to listen, but looking out the
window and letting your mind wander

Listening the same way regardless of
type of material

Listening to individual bits of
information without regard for structure

Seldom or never reconsidering what was
said

Seldom or never paraphrasing

Ignoring nonverbal cues

Relying on memory alone

Relying on gut reactions to the speech
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and evaluate a speech’s effectiveness according to how well the speaker meets
specific key criteria. A constructive critique is an analysis of a speech or a pre-
sentation that evaluates how well a speaker meets a specific speaking goal while
following the norms for good speaking and that recommends how the presen-
tation could be improved. Essentially, a critique allows you to provide a speaker
with meaningful postspeech feedback.

Guidelines for Constructive Critiques
Constructive critiques follow four guidelines. First, effective critiques communi-
cate specific observations. Comments like “great job” or “slow down” are too
vague to truly help a speaker improve. Instead, describe specific things the
speaker did to make you conclude that the speech was great. For example, did
she use transitions in a way that helped you follow her train of thought? Or
point out specific places where you would have liked the speaker to present the
material at a slower pace.

Second, effective critiques begin with observations about what a speaker did
well before turning to observations about what the speaker could do better.
Begin with positive observations so that you reinforce what the speaker did
well. When we are reinforced for what we have done, we are more likely to
continue doing it. By the same token, there is room for improvement in any
speech. Since the goal of a critique is to help the speaker improve, describe the
specific problems you observe in the speech and then offer suggestions for
overcoming them.

Third, effective critiques follow observation statements with explanations
about how and why the observed behavior affected the speech. For example, if
you suggest that the speaker slow down while previewing the speech’s main
points, your statement will be more helpful if you also explain that the
speaker’s rate did not allow the audience time to remember the points.

Finally, effective critiques are phrased so that it’s clear they reflect your per-
sonal perceptions, not “truth.” You can ensure this by using “I” rather than
“you” language. For example, instead of using “you” language to say, “You need
to slow down,” use “I” language. For example, “During the preview of main
points, I had trouble listening because they were presented faster than I could
understand and remember them.”

Content of Constructive Critiques
A constructive critique offers observations about a speech’s content, structure,
and delivery. Comments on content focus on the speaker’s analysis of the topic
and supporting material. For example, you might comment on how effectively
the speaker used reasoning, or comment on the breadth and depth of the
information used to develop each main idea. You might observe how relevant,
recent, or credible the speaker’s evidence seemed to be. Exhibit 3.2 illustrates
ineffective and effective constructive critique comments regarding content.
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constructive critique an
analysis of a speech or pre-
sentation that evaluates
how well a speaker meets a
specific speaking goal while
following the norms for good
speaking and that recom-
mends how the presentation
could be improved

Ineffective Effective
◆ Interesting stories. ◆ I liked the story about your trip to the carnival. The

many details you provided made it sound really fun!
◆ Too short. ◆ I would have liked to hear another example for each

main point. This would have helped me better
understand why the carnival was so significant to you.

EXHIBIT 3.2 Ineffective and effective comments about content



Comments on structure focus on macrostructure or microstructure, includ-
ing how the speaker organized and expressed his or her ideas (content). You
might consider the clarity of the speaker’s goal, transitions, summary, or order-
ing of main ideas. You might also talk about the speaker’s language and style
choices. Exhibit 3.3 offers some examples of ineffective and effective construc-
tive critique comments regarding structure.

Comments on delivery focus on the speaker’s use of his or her voice and
body. In commenting on voice, you might consider how intelligible, conversa-
tional, and emotionally expressive the speaker was. Regarding use of body,
focus on poise, gestures, facial expression, and eye contact. Consider if the
speaker’s mannerisms distracted you from the speech’s message or enhanced it.
Comment on the specific behaviors that contributed to your opinion of the
speaker’s use of body. Exhibit 3.4 provides a couple of examples of ineffective
and effective constructive critique comments regarding delivery.

Certainly, you can help other speakers improve by offering effective construc-
tive critiques. You can also help yourself by completing a self-critique after each
speech you give, using the same approach you use to critique others. Begin by
noting one or two specific things you did well in terms of content, structure, and
delivery. Then consider one thing you’ll focus on improving for your next
speech. This self-critique approach is actually a form of cognitive restructuring
that can help reduce your anxiety because it forces you to temper negative self-
talk with positive criticism immediately after your speech. Exhibit 3.5 presents
the general criteria for giving a constructive critique. You can use these criteria as
a starting point for giving feedback to a speaker or critiquing your own speech.

As we will see later in this text, for each speech you give this term (and for
the different kinds of speeches you will hear in real-life situations), there are
additional aspects of content, delivery, and structure you will want to consider
in your constructive critique. We will provide additional criteria in speech spe-
cific checklists you can use to evaluate each type of speech you study in this
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Ineffective Effective
◆ Nice transitions. ◆ Your transitions reminded me of the main point.

◆ You finished and introduced the upcoming main point.
I found it easy to follow your ideas as a result.

◆ Boring introduction. ◆ I would have tuned in to the speech more quickly if
you had begun with a great story about the carnival to
capture my attention before stating your thesis.

EXHIBIT 3.3 Ineffective and effective comments about structure

Ineffective Effective
◆ Great gestures! ◆ I really liked how you gestured while you stated your

transitions. It made it even clearer to me that we were
moving to the next main point.

◆ Slow down. ◆ I didn’t hear the preview of the main points. For me, it
would be helpful to slow down during that opening
sentence so I could process the main points. That
way, I would have followed along better throughout the
speech.

EXHIBIT 3.4 Ineffective and effective comments about delivery
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text. These customized critique sheets will include the primary criteria (specific
skills) your instructor is expecting speakers to demonstrate in the particular
speech as well as general criteria in Exhibit 3.5, skills that speakers will attempt
to meet in all speeches.
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1. Content of the speech
Does the speaker establish common ground and adapt the content to the audience’s interests, knowledge, and
attitudes?
Does the speaker seem to have expertise in the subject areas?
Does the speaker have high-quality sources for the information given in the speech?
Does the speaker reveal the sources of the information?
Are the sources relevant? recent? varied? distributed throughout the speech?
Does the information presented explain or support each of the main points?
Are visual and other presentational aids appropriate and well used?
Is each main point supported with breadth? depth? listener relevance?

2. Structure of the speech
Does the introduction of the speech get attention, build, and lead into the topic?
Has the speaker stated a clear goal for the speech?
Are the main points of the speech clearly stated, parallel, and meaningful?
Do transitions lead smoothly from one point to another?
Does the information presented explain or support each of the main points?
Does the speaker use language that is accurate, clear, vivid, and appropriate?
Does the speaker use a compelling style?
Does the conclusion summarize the main points and end the speech on a high note?

3. Delivery of the speech
Does the speaker sound intelligible? conversational? enthusiastic?
Does the speaker show sufficient vocal expressiveness? Is the presentation spontaneous? conversational?
Is the presentation fluent?
Does the speaker look at the audience?
Does the speaker use appropriate facial expression?
Were the pronunciation and articulation acceptable? 
Does the speaker have good posture?
Does the speaker have sufficient poise?

EXHIBIT 3.5 General criteria for a constructive critique

General Criteria Checklist for Providing 
Constructive Critique
_____ 1. Did you offer specific comments about your observations? (Consider what,

where, and how.)

_____ 2. Did you begin with observations about what the speaker did well, reinforc-
ing positive behavior?

_____ 3. Did you offer specific suggestions for what the speaker could do to
improve? (Consider what, where, and how.)

_____ 4. Did you provide an explanation for each comment you made?

_____ 5. Did you focus on the speech, using “I” language to phrase each statement
as a personal perception?

_____ 6. Did you avoid focusing on the speaker personally and avoid using “you”
language, which can sound like a personal attack?

S P E E C H  E V A L U A T I O N  C H E C K L I S T



Summary
Listening is the process of receiving, attending to, constructing meaning from,
and responding to spoken or nonverbal messages. Effective listening in public
speaking settings is an active process that requires the skills of attending,
understanding and remembering, analyzing critically, and evaluating speech
effectiveness.

The process of attending to a message is sharpened by getting ready to lis-
ten, hearing the speaker out regardless of your thoughts or feelings, adjusting
attention to the listening goals of different situations, and identifying benefits
of attending to the speaker.

Understanding and remembering are enhanced by determining the
speaker’s organization, asking rhetorical questions, silently paraphrasing, pay-
ing attention to nonverbal cues, and taking good notes.

Critical analysis is the process of determining how truthful, useful, and
trustworthy you judge a speaker and the speaker’s information to be. Critical
analysis requires assessing the speaker’s credibility, as well as judging the quality
of the content, structure, and delivery of the speech.

In public speaking classes, effective listeners provide feedback by critiquing
the speeches of others. Because overall speaking effectiveness is complex, effec-
tive critics base their evaluation on how well the speaker meets the specific crite-
ria related to the type of speech that has been given. Constructive critiques cite
specific strengths of speeches, suggest ways in which speakers can improve, pro-
vide clear explanations of observations, and use nonthreatening “I” language.
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Preparing a Constructive Critique
Use your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access and watch Tiffany’s speech, “Meat
Free and Me.” Prepare a constructive critique of this speech, using the general crite-
ria offered in this chapter. Be sure to offer specific comments about positive aspects
of the speech, provide specific suggestions for improvement, explain your observa-
tions, and use nonthreatening “I” language.

S P E E C H  A S S I G N M E N T

C H A L L E N G E  O N L I N E

Now that you’ve read Chapter 3, use your Thomson-
NOW for The Challenge of Effective Speaking for quick
access to the electronic resources that accompany
this text. Your ThomsonNOW gives you access to
the video, transcript, and outline of Tiffany’s speech
discussed in the speech assignment above, an eval-
uation checklist and analysis questions to help 
you prepare a critique of her speech, the Web
Resources activities featured in this chapter, Speech
Builder Express, InfoTrac College Edition, and
online study aids such as a digital glossary and
review quizzes.

Your Challenge ThomsonNOW is an online study
system that helps you identify concepts you don’t
fully understand, allowing you to put your study
time to the best use. Using chapter-by-chapter diag-
nostic pretests, the system creates a personalized
study plan for each chapter. Each plan directs you
to specific resources designed to improve your
understanding, including pages from the text in 
e-book format. Chapter posttests give you an oppor-
tunity to measure how much you’ve learned and let
you know if you are ready for graded quizzes and
exams.

http://enative.ir/
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K E Y  T E R M S  

Go to your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access
your online glossary for Chapter 3. Print a copy of
the glossary for this chapter and test yourself with

the electronic flash cards or complete the cross-
word puzzle to help you master these key terms:

active listening (39)
attending (38)
critical analysis (41)

paraphrase (40)
remembering (39)
understanding (39)

constructive critique (43)
hearing (37)
listening (37)

W E B  R E S O U R C E S  

Go to your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access
the Web Resources for this chapter.

3.1 Listening Inventory (38)
3.2 Attention Span Self-Test (38)

3.3 Effective Listening and Note Taking (40)
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The secret of success is constancy
to purpose.

Benjamin Disraeli, speech (June
24, 1870)

What’s Ahead
H E R E ’ S  W H A T ’ S  A H E A D  I N  T H I S  C H A P T E R :

1. What strategies can you use to brainstorm for speech topics?

2. What should you consider about your audience when determining
your speech goal?

3. How can you find out about your audience before giving your speech?

4. In what ways might the location and occasion for your speech
influence your speech goal?

5. How should you phrase your specific speech goal?

44 Identifying an Audience-
Centered Speech Goal
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Donna Montez is a marine biologist. She knows that her audience wants to

hear her talk about marine biology, but she doesn’t know what aspect of the

topic she should focus on.

Romeo Brown has been invited to speak to a student assembly at the

inner-city middle school he attended. He has a lot he could say to these stu-

dents who are so much like him, but he really wants them to understand

what they need to do now to have a shot at going to college.

Dan Wong is taking a public speaking class. His first speech is sched-

uled for two weeks from tomorrow. As of today, he doesn’t have the foggiest

idea what he is going to talk about.

In real-life settings, people are invited to speak because they have expertise
on a particular subject or have some relationship to the audience. Neverthe-
less, choosing exactly what to speak about is usually left in the hands of the
speaker. So, although Donna and Romeo may have an inkling about what the
audience expects, they, like Dan, will need to take the first action step, which is
to determine a specific speech goal that is adapted to the audience and setting.

You must determine your specific speech goal in light of your speaking situ-
ation, the circumstances under which you deliver your speech. As Exhibit 4.1
illustrates, these circumstances include the speaker (you), the audience (in this
course, your classmates), and the occasion (purpose of the speech). Because
the audience is a crucial component of the speaking situation, your specific
speech goal must be based on audience analysis, the study of the intended
audience for your speech, and audience adaptation, the process of tailoring
your speech’s information to the needs, interests, and expectations of your lis-
teners. Of course, effective speakers continually adjust their analysis of their
audience and adapt their speech accordingly throughout the speech planning
and speech making process, but these steps begin at the point of determining
your specific speech goal.

In this chapter, we explain each of the five substeps that help speakers
determine a specific speech goal that is adapted to the audience and speaking
situation. These five substeps are identifying possible topics, analyzing your
audience, understanding the speech setting, choosing a topic, and finally,
developing a specific speech goal. Although we discuss each task separately, in
practice they overlap and can be completed in a different order.

Identifying Topics
What do you know a lot about? What has interested you enough so that you
have gained some expertise? Our speech topics should come from subject
areas in which we already have some knowledge and interest. What is the dif-
ference between a subject and a topic? A subject is a broad area of expertise,
such as movies, cognitive psychology, computer technology, or the Middle East.
A topic is a narrow, specific aspect of a subject. So, if your broad area of
expertise is movies, you might feel qualified to speak on a variety of topics such
as how the Academy Awards nomination process works, the relationships
between movie producers, directors, and distributors, or how technology is
changing movie production.
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ACTION STEP 1

Identifying an audience-
centered speech goal 

A. Brainstorming and
concept mapping for
topics

B. Analyzing your audience
C. Analyzing your setting
D. Choosing a topic
E. Articulating your goal by

tailoring it to your
audience and the
occasion

speaking situation the cir-
cumstances under which
you deliver your speech

audience analysis the study
of the intended audience for
your speech

audience adaptation the
process of tailoring your
speech’s information to the
needs, interests, and expec-
tations of your listeners

subject a broad area of
expertise, such as movies,
cognitive psychology, com-
puter technology, or the Mid-
dle East

topic some specific aspect
of a subject



In this section, you will learn how to identify subject areas in which you
have interest and knowledge and then, from those subject areas, to identify
and select potential specific topics that you can use for the speeches you will be
assigned to present in class.

Listing Subjects
You can identify potential subjects for your speeches simply by listing those
areas that (1) are important to you and (2) you know something about. These
areas will probably include such things as your probable vocations or areas of
formal study (major, prospective profession, or current job), your hobbies or
leisure activities, and special interests (social, economic, educational, or political
concerns). So, if sales and marketing are your actual or prospective vocations,
skateboarding and snowboarding are your favorite activities, and problems of
illiteracy, substance abuse, and immigration are your special concerns, then
these are subject areas from which you can identify topics for your speeches.

At this point, it is tempting to think, “Why not just talk on a subject I know
an audience wants to hear about?” But in reality, all subject areas can interest
an audience when speakers use their expertise or insight to enlighten the audi-
ence on a particular subject. If you speak on a topic that really interests you,
you will find it easier to prepare for and be enthusiastic about speaking.

Exhibit 4.2 contains subjects that Holly, a beginning speech student, listed
as she began thinking about subjects for upcoming class speeches. She chose to
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You
Your

audience

The
occasion

The
speaking
situation

EXHIBIT 4.1 The speaking situation

Major or
vocational interest Hobby or activity Issue or concern
teaching tennis literacy
early childhood education day care affordable child care
curriculum development reading abstinence education
coaching soccer obesity
motherhood photography cancer research funding

EXHIBIT 4.2 Holly’s subject lists
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organize her subjects by using three broad headings: (1) major or vocational
interests, (2) hobbies or activities, and (3) issues or concerns.

Brainstorming for Topic Ideas
Recall that a topic is a specific aspect of a subject, so from one subject you can
list numerous topics by brainstorming—an uncritical, nonevaluative process of
generating associated ideas. When you brainstorm, you list as many ideas as
you can without evaluating them. Brainstorming allows you to take advantage
of the basic commonsense principle that just as it is easier to select a correct
answer to a multiple-choice question than to think of the answer to the same
question without the choices, so too it is easier to select a topic from a list than
to come up with a topic out of the blue.

Holly decided she wanted to give a speech on the subject of tennis. By
brainstorming, she was able to come up with a list of possible topics that
included types of serves, net play, types of courts, player rating systems, and
equipment improvements. For practice brainstorming, use your ThomsonNOW
for Challenge to access Web Resource 4.1: Brainstorming.

Concept Mapping for Topic Ideas
A second tool you can use to identify specific topics from a general subject area
is concept mapping. Concept mapping is a visual means of exploring connec-
tions between a subject and related ideas.1 To generate connections, you might
ask yourself questions about your subject, focusing on who, what, where, when,
and how. Keisha used concept mapping to help her identify topics related to
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S P O T L I G H T  O N  S P E A K E R S  

Angela Perez Baraquio Beauty and the Speech

When Angela Perez Baraquio
was asked why she thought
the judges selected her to be
Miss America, her response
was, “I think they looked for
someone who was . . .
confident, genuine, and
sincere.” Baraquio, awarded
the pageant title in 2001, is

convinced she won the crown because she spoke with
conviction about her topic, character education for
children. “I had work experience, not just book
knowledge. I have personal connections with my
platform,” she explains.*

Baraquio’s comments echo what research on speech
apprehension supports: Speaking on a topic that you
know something about helps reduce stage fright. As she
continues to make appearances speaking about
character education, the platform on which she won her
title, Baraquio is able to call upon her experience as a
teacher to address any type of audience, from
schoolchildren to professional educators.

It goes without saying that we feel more confident
when we look good, but this doesn’t mean that only
beauty queens can be effective speakers. As Baraquio
explains, “the emphasis is not on being the prettiest, but
to be well-rounded and articulate. You have to have self-
expression. You show that you’re comfortable in your
skin.”

It’s hard to argue with this Miss America. Selecting a
speech topic you know and care about will go a long way
toward earning your audience’s respect—if not a crown!

To Think About

✦ Identify one or two issues you feel strongly about,
and explain why you feel as you do about them.
(You can visit the following website to see and
search some common social issues:
http://lii.org/search/file/society.)

✦ If you were to make a speech about one of these
topics, what would you want your listeners to
understand about it?

✦ How does the thought of giving a speech about
something you feel strongly about influence your
desire to be articulate and expressive?*“Just Ask Angela,” Houston Advertiser, November 19, 2000.

brainstorming an uncritical,
nonevaluative process of
generating associated ideas

concept mapping a visual
means of exploring connec-
tions between a subject and
related ideas
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her job at a day-care center. In Exhibit 4.3, you can see an example of what
Keisha’s concept map looked like. If you want to practice concept mapping, go
to your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access Web Resource 4.2: Create Your
Own Concept Map.

Speech Planning Action Step 1, Activity 1A: Using Brainstorming and Con-
cept Mapping to Identify Speech Topics, on page 53, is designed to help you
develop a list of topic ideas you can use for your speeches in this course. To see
a sample of what one student who completed this exercise came up with, see
the Student Response to Activity 1A on page 54.

Analyzing the Audience
Because speeches are presented to a particular audience, before you can finally
decide on your topic, you need to understand who will be in your prospective
audience. Recall that audience analysis is the study of the intended audience
for your speech. During your audience analysis, you will want to develop a
demographic profile of your audience that includes age, gender, socioeco-
nomic background, race, ethnicity, religion, geographic uniqueness, and lan-
guage. You will also want to understand audience members’ knowledge of and
attitudes toward your topic. This information will help you choose from your
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Topic: Day Care

Appearance

Personal

Location
Certification

References
Adult/child

ratio

Interns Students

VolunteersEmployees

Personal
references

Schools

NewspapersYellow Pages

Chamber of
Commerce

How to locate day cares?

When should you
search for day cares?

What are the
day care options?

Who works at
day cares?

Day care
Who uses day care?

How can parents select
a day care option?

EXHIBIT 4.3 Keisha’s concept map 
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S P E E C H  P L A N N I N G

ACTIVITY 1A Using Brainstorming and Concept
Mapping to Identify Speech Topics

The goal of this activity is to help you identify prospective topics for speeches.
1. Develop a subject list.

a. Divide a sheet of paper into three columns. Label column 1 “major or voca-
tional interest,” label column 2 “hobby or activity,” and label column 3 “con-
cern or issue.”

b. Working on one column at a time, identify subjects of interest to you. Try to
identify at least three subjects in each column.

c. Place a check mark next to the one subject in each list that you would most
enjoy speaking about.

d. Keep the lists for future use in choosing a topic for an assigned speech.
2. For each subject you have checked, brainstorm a list of topics that relate to that

subject.
3. Then, for each subject you have checked, develop a concept map to identify

smaller topic areas and related ideas that might be developed into future
speeches.

You can go online to print a worksheet that will help you complete this activity. Use
your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access Action Step Activity 1A.

A C T I O N  S T E P  1

topic lists one that is appropriate for most audience members. You will use
your audience analysis to tailor your speech to meet the needs, interests, and
expectations of your listeners. To read an interesting article on the importance
of careful audience analysis, use your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access
Web Resource 4.3: Defining Your Audience.

Types of Audience Data Needed
The first step in analyzing the audience is to gather audience demographic
data and subject-specific information to determine in what ways audience
members are similar to and different from you and from each other.

Demographic Information
Helpful demographic information about your audience includes each

member’s age, education, gender, income, occupation, race, ethnicity, religion,
geographic uniqueness, and language. It is also important to know about your
audience members’ level of knowledge and attitude toward your subject. You
will use the demographic information you collect for several purposes.

First, demographic information helps you choose a specific topic and the
main ideas you will present. The information you collect about your audience
enables you to make educated inferences about what they know about your
subject area and what their attitudes are toward it. These inferences can then
help you narrow your focus and choose an appropriate specific topic. For
example, imagine that you want to talk about some aspect of the Internet,
which is a very broad subject. Your audience analysis reveals that your audience
is comprised of college students, most of whom are under twenty-one years
old, so you decide to talk about the dangers of blogging. You choose this topic
based on the reasonable assumption that traditional-age college students are
web savvy and understand what blogging is.



Second, demographic information can help you discover the ways in which
your audience members are similar to and different from one another and
from you. This information will help you tailor your speech to your audience.
In planning your speech, it is just as important to recognize and adapt to dif-
ferences as it is to acknowledge similarities. For example, while the majority of
your classroom audience may be composed of traditional-age college students,
you may have several audience members who are “nontraditional” students and
somewhat older. If you begin your speech on the dangers of blogging with the
assumption that everyone in the audience is familiar with blogging and base all
your examples on today’s youth culture, you may marginalize audience mem-
bers who grew up in an earlier era; they may not understand your cultural ref-
erences or be familiar with the practice of blogging. Marginalizing is the prac-
tice of ignoring the values, needs, and interests of certain audience members,
leaving them feeling excluded from the speaking situation.
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S T U D E N T  R E S P O N S E

ACTIVITY 1A Using Brainstorming and Concept
Mapping to Identify Speech Topics

Brainstorming list

Major or vocational interest Hobby or activity Concern or issue
accounting traveling global warming ✓
financial planning ✓ gardening school violence
stock trading golfing ✓ college tuition
retail management singing illegal downloading
banking NASCAR censorship

Concept map

A C T I O N  S T E P  1
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Why play golf?

Where did golf 
come from?

Who are the champions?

Golf

How do you play golf?

marginalizing ignoring the
values, needs, and interests
of certain audience mem-
bers, leaving them feeling
excluded from the speaking
situation
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Third, understanding who is in your audience will help you develop appro-
priate listener relevance links, statements of how and why the ideas you offer
are of interest to your listeners. For example, during your speech on the dan-
gers of blogging, you might provide this listener relevance link, which would be
appropriate for audience members who have blogged as well as for those who
haven’t: “If you have blogged, you may not be aware of the long-term potential
dangers in this practice. And if you have not yet blogged, you probably know
and care about someone who has. So what I am about to say might prevent you
or someone you care about from making a costly mistake.”

Analyzing your audience and using demographic information to adapt your
speech to your audience are invaluable tools in the speech making process. But
be aware of one of the dangers of using demographic information: stereotyp-
ing.2 Stereotyping is assuming all members of a group behave or believe alike
simply because they belong to the group. General demographic information
like age and education can help you make reasonable assumptions about your
audience. But to minimize the chance of incorrectly stereotyping your audi-
ence, be sure to recognize and acknowledge the demographic diversity your
audience analysis reveals. Demographic diversity is the range of demographic
characteristics represented in an audience. Collecting audience data that are
directly related to your subject can also help you minimize stereotyping. For
example, if you’re not sure your audience understands what blogging is, your
audience analysis can include a question that asks them what they know about
this topic.

Exhibit 4.4 presents a list of questions to answer when acquiring demo-
graphic information about an audience.
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listener relevance links
statements of how and why
the ideas you offer are of
interest to your listeners

stereotyping assuming all
members of a group behave
or believe alike simply
because they belong to the
group

demographic diversity the
range of demographic char-
acteristics represented in an
audience

S P E E C H  S N I P P E T

Avoiding Stereotyping

In his narrative /personal experi-
ence speech about being raised
on a farm, Brad thought about
opening his speech by saying,
“Although the gals in the audi-
ence today might not relate to
the hard work of baling hay, I’m
sure many of the guys know what
I mean.” However, as he was
practicing his speech, he remem-
bered that his sister had baled
plenty of hay when they were
growing up. In addition, he real-
ized it would be stereotyping to
assume that the men in his audi-
ence had baled hay or done simi-
lar hard work. So Brad went back
to the drawing board and created
a new introduction.

Age. What is the age range of your audience, and what is the average age?

Education. What percentage of your audience has a high school, college, or
postgraduate education?

Sex. What percentage of your audience is male? female?

Socioeconomic background. What percentage of your audience comes from high-,
middle-, or low-income families?

Occupation. Is a majority of your audience from a single occupational group or
industry, or do audience members come from diverse occupational groups?

Race. Are most members of your audience of the same race, or is there a mixture of
races?

Ethnicity. What ethnic groups are in the audience? Are most audience members
from the same cultural background?

Religion. What religious traditions are followed by audience members?

Geographic uniqueness. Are audience members from the same state, city, or
neighborhood?

Language. What languages do a significant number of members of the audience
speak as a first language? What language (if any) is common to all audience
members?

Knowledge of subject. What can I expect the audience already knows about my
subject? How varied is the knowledge level of audience members?

Attitude toward subject. What can I expect my audience’s feelings to be about my
subject?

EXHIBIT 4.4 Demographic audience analysis questions



Subject-Related Audience Data
Not only will you want to understand the demographic makeup of your

audience, but you will also want to learn about the average knowledge level
your audience members have on your subject, their interest in the subject,
their attitudes toward the subject, and their perceptions of your credibility.
Knowing this information will help you reach your goals of (1) forming reason-
able generalizations about your audience and (2) adapting your speech to
embrace subject-related diversity. Let’s take a closer look at each of these
pieces of information.

1. Audience knowledge. What can you expect your average audience mem-
ber to already know about your subject? What topics are likely to provide new
information for most of them? It is important that you choose a topic geared to
the background knowledge you can expect audience members to have. When
you choose a topic that most audience members already know about, you will
bore them if you are not really creative. On the other hand, if you choose a
topic for which your audience has insufficient background, you will have to
provide it or risk confusing them. For instance, if your subject is music, you can
expect that an audience of traditional-age college students will know the gen-
eral history of rock-’n’-roll, including the major performers. So the topic “A
Brief History of Rock-’n’-Roll” is unlikely to offer them much new information.
However, a speech on the contributions of girl bands to the development of
rock-’n’-roll would draw on the audience’s background knowledge but offer
new information to most audience members.

2. Audience interest. How attracted are audience members likely to be to
your subject? For instance, suppose you would like to speak on the subject of
cancer drugs. If your audience is made up of health-care professionals, you can
assume that because of their vocations they will be curious about the subject.
But if your audience is this beginning public speaking class, then unless they
have had a personal experience with cancer, they may not naturally relate to
your subject. So you can either choose another topic or make an extra effort to
determine why cancer drugs are important to your audience and articulate this
relevance in your speech.

3. Audience attitude toward the subject. How does your audience feel about
your subject? This is especially important when you want to influence their
beliefs or move the audience members to action. You can determine your audi-
ence’s attitudes toward your subject directly by surveying them, which we will
discuss in the next section. If you cannot survey the audience directly, you
might try to see if published opinion polls related to your subject are available.
Then you can estimate your audience members’ attitudes by studying these
opinion polls and extrapolating their results to your audience. To access links to
one of the world’s most respected polling organizations, use your Thomson-
NOW for Challenge to access Web Resource 4.4: Public Opinion Polls. Finally, in
some cases, you will be forced to estimate the audience’s attitudes from the
speaking occasion and the demographic information you have acquired. Once
you understand your audience’s attitude toward your subject, you can choose a
topic that will allow you to influence rather than alienate the audience. For
example, a speech calling for strict gun control is likely to be perceived differ-
ently by classmates who grew up in an urban environment where gang violence
is a problem than by those who grew up in a suburb where gun crimes are rela-
tively rare or in a rural area where many people are hunters.

4. Audience attitude toward you as a speaker. Will your audience recognize
you as a subject matter expert? Will they know that beforehand, or will you have
to establish your credibility as you speak? Credibility is based on the perception
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S P E E C H  S N I P P E T

Audience Knowledge

Ian’s classmates ranged from
first-year traditional-age stu-
dents to nontraditional-age stu-
dents, some of them married. Ian
realized that to be audience-
centered in his speech about fire
safety, he needed to adapt to the
diversity of his audience’s knowl-
edge. So he decided to talk
about fire safety measures that
would be appropriate not only for
students in residence halls but
also for people who have their
own homes.

S P E E C H  S N I P P E T

Audience Interest

Laura wanted to give a speech on
the prevalence today of unneces-
sary hysterectomies. Because
her audience included males and
females, she took care to make
her speech audience-centered
for everyone by talking about
how we are all affected by the
increases in insurance rates that
result from unnecessary opera-
tions and how a patient’s emo-
tional trauma caused by an
unnecessary hysterectomy can
have a profound effect on family
and friends.

credibility the perception
that you are knowledgeable,
trustworthy, and personable
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that you are knowledgeable (have the necessary under-
standing that allows you to explain the topic well), trust-
worthy (are honest, dependable, and ethical), and per-
sonable (show enthusiasm, warmth, friendliness, and
concern for audience members). You will want to
choose a topic that allows the audience to perceive you
as credible and to believe that you know what you are
talking about.

Methods for Gathering Audience Data

1. You can collect data through surveys. Although it
is not always possible, the most direct way to collect
audience data is to survey the audience. A survey is a
questionnaire designed to gather information directly
from people. Some surveys are done as interviews; oth-
ers are written forms that are completed by the partici-
pants. The four kinds of items or questions most likely
to be used in a survey are called two-sided, multiple-
response, scaled, and open-ended.

• Two-sided items force the respondent to choose
between two answers, such as yes/no, for/against,
or pro/con. Suppose you wanted to understand
your audience members’ attitudes on the subject
of TV. You might phrase several questions with
two-sided answers, such as:

Do you believe prime-time TV shows contain too much violence?
_____ Yes _____ No
Do you watch any of the Law and Order TV shows?
_____ Yes _____ No

Two-sided items are easy to use in an interview, and the answers are easy
to sort during analysis.

• Multiple-response items give the respondent several alternative answers
from which to choose. These items are especially useful for gathering
demographic data. For example:

Which best describes your religious tradition?

_____ Protestant _____ Evangelical _____ Catholic
_____ Jewish _____ Buddhist _____ Muslim
_____ Atheist _____ Other

Multiple-response items can also be used to assess the extent of knowl-
edge that audience members have about a topic. For example, a speaker
might assess audience members’ knowledge about diamonds with the fol-
lowing question:

Please indicate what you know about diamonds by placing an X next to
each topic you already know about.

_____ How to value a diamond
_____ How diamonds are made
_____ How to tell the difference between a diamond and a fake
_____ Blood diamonds
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Even Conan O’Brien must
consider his audience’s
knowledge of, interest in, and
attitudes toward various
subjects when he plans his
opening monologue.
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their ideas and opinions,
which are then analyzed for
trends

two-sided items survey
items that force the respon-
dent to choose between two
answers, such as yes/no,
for/against, or pro/con

multiple-response items
survey items that give the
respondent several alterna-
tive answers from which to
choose



• Scaled items measure the direction or intensity of an audience member’s
feeling or attitude toward something. For example:

Indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following
statement:
There is too much violence on prime-time TV.
_____ Strongly agree _____ Agree _____ Neutral _____ Disagree 
_____ Strongly disagree

Scaled items can also be used to assess audience interest in a subject.
For example:
Please indicate, by checking the appropriate response, how interested
you are in learning about each of the following.
How to value diamonds:
____ Very interested ____ Somewhat interested ____ Uninterested
How diamonds are cut:
____ Very interested ____ Somewhat interested ____ Uninterested
Blood diamonds:
____ Very interested ____ Somewhat interested ____ Uninterested

• Open-ended items encourage respondents to elaborate on their opinions
without forcing them to answer in a predetermined way. These items
yield rich information, but the wide variety of responses make them diffi-
cult to analyze. For example, to determine what you would need to do to
establish your credibility on the subject of TV violence you might ask:

How can you tell if someone is an expert on TV violence?

2. You can gather data through informal observation. If you are familiar
with members of your audience (as you are with members of your classroom
audience), you can get much of the important data about them through infor-
mal observation. For instance, after being in class for even a couple of sessions,
you should be able to estimate the approximate age or age range and the ratio
of men to women. Because you are all in college, you know the educational
level. As you listen to your classmates talk, you will learn more about their inter-
est in, knowledge of, and attitudes about many issues.

3. You can gather data by questioning the person who invited you to speak.
When you are invited to speak to a group you are unfamiliar with, ask your con-
tact person to answer the demographic questions in Exhibit 4.5. Even when the
person cannot provide answers to all of the questions, the information you get
will be helpful. If necessary, probe your contact person to at least estimate
answers for those demographics that are likely to be most important for your
topic.

4. You can make educated guesses about audience demographics and atti-
tudes. If you can’t get information in any other way, you will have to make edu-
cated guesses based on such indirect information as the general makeup of the
people who live in a specific community and belong to a group like this or the
kinds of people who are likely to attend the event or occasion. Suppose, for
example, that you are asked by a nonprofit group you support to give a speech on
volunteer opportunities with this charity to a meeting of high school guidance
counselors who oversee community service projects for students. You can infer a
number of things about audience members. First, all will be college-educated
high school counselors from your city. They will all speak English. There are likely
to be more women than men, and their ethnic backgrounds can be assumed to
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S P E E C H  S N I P P E T

Making Educated Guesses
about Your Audience

Karlie was asked to give a
speech on universal health care
to a local service club comprised
of business professionals. It
wasn’t practical for her to gather
data about her audience before
her speech, but she inferred that
most of them probably received
medical insurance through the
companies they worked for. She
made her topic relevant to them
by talking about the advantages
and disadvantages of universal
health care relative to private
insurance options. In that way,
she was able to acknowledge the
value of private insurance for
those who have it and then move
on to compare the two options
for society overall.

scaled items survey items
that measure the direction
and/or intensity of an audi-
ence member’s feeling or
attitude toward something

open-ended items survey
items that encourage
respondents to elaborate on
their opinions without forcing
them to answer in a prede-
termined way
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My subject is

Data were collected:

_____ by survey

_____ by direct observation

_____ by questioning the person who invited me

_____ by educated guessing

Demographic Data

1. The average audience member’s education level is _____ high school 
_____ college _____ postgraduate.

2. The ages range from _____ to _____. The average age is about _____.

3. The audience is approximately _____ percent male and _____ percent female.

4. My estimate of the average income level of the audience is _____ upper 
_____ middle _____ lower.

5. Most audience members are of _____ the same occupation/major (which is
____________________ ) _____ different occupations/majors.

6. Most audience members are of _____ the same race (which is
____________________ ) _____ a mixture of races.

7. Most audience members are of _____ the same religion (which is
____________________ ) _____ a mixture of religions.

8. Most audience members are of _____ the same nationality (which is
____________________ ) _____ a mixture of nationalities.

9. Most audience members are from _____ the same state _____ the same city
_____ the same neighborhood _____ different areas.

10. Most audience members _____ speak English as their first language 
_____ English as a second language (ESL).

Subject-Specific Data

1. The average audience member’s knowledge of the subject is likely to be 
_____ extensive _____ moderate _____ limited because ____________________

.

2. The average audience member’s interest in this subject is likely to be 
_____ high _____ moderate _____ low because ___________________________

.

3. The average audience member’s attitude toward my subject is likely to be 
_____ positive _____ neutral _____ negative because ______________________

.

4. My initial credibility with the audience is likely to be _____ high _____ medium
_____ low because _____________________________________________________

.

Conclusion

Based on these data 

,

which relate to my speech topic in the following ways: 

,

I will tailor my speech in the following ways: 

EXHIBIT 4.5 Audience analysis summary form



S T U D E N T  R E S P O N S E

ACTIVITY 1B Analyzing Your Audience

Audience Analysis Summary Form
Demographic Data
1. The average audience member’s education level is ____ high school

____ college _____ postgraduate.
2. The ages range from ____ to ____. The average age is about ____.
3. The audience is approximately ____ percent male and ____ percent female.
4. My estimate of the average income level of the audience is _____ upper 

____ middle _____ lower.
5. Most audience members are of ____ the same occupation/major (which is

communication students ) _____ different occupations/majors.
6. Most audience members are of ____ the same race (which is white ) 

_____ a mixture of races.
7. Most audience members are of ____ the same religion (which is Judeo-Christian

tradition ) _____ a mixture of religions.
8. Most audience members are of ____ the same nationality (which is American )

_____ a mixture of nationalities.
(continued)

A C T I O N  S T E P  1

be similar to that of your community. They will be interested in your topic, but
their knowledge of the specific opportunities at your agency will vary.

Whether you survey your audience, rely on informal observation, question
the person who invited you to speak, or make educated guesses about audience
demographics and subject-related information, you will want to record the
information in a form that is convenient to use. Exhibit 4.5 presents an audi-
ence analysis summary form you can use to summarize your findings.

Now that you understand audience analysis, you can complete Speech Plan-
ning Action Step 1, Activity 1B: Analyzing Your Audience. To see an example
of what a completed survey might look like, see the Student Response to
Activity 1B.
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S P E E C H  P L A N N I N G

ACTIVITY 1B Analyzing Your Audience

1. Decide on a method for gathering audience data.
2. Collect the data.
3. Copy or duplicate the Audience Analysis Summary Form (Exhibit 4.5).
4. Use the information you have collected to complete the form.
5. Write two short paragraphs to describe your initial impression of audience demo-

graphics, knowledge, and attitudes toward your subject.
6. Save the completed form. You will refer to this audience analysis information to

address listener relevance throughout the speech planning process.

You can download an online copy of this form. Use your ThomsonNOW for Challenge
to access the chapter resources for Chapter 4; then click Audience Analysis Sum-
mary Form.

A C T I O N  S T E P  1
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Analyzing the Setting
The location and occasion make up the speech setting. The answers to several
questions about the setting should guide your topic selection and other parts
of your speech planning.

1. What are the special expectations for the speech? Every speaking occa-
sion is surrounded by expectations. At an Episcopalian Sunday service, for
example, the congregation expects the minister’s sermon to have a religious
theme. At a national sales meeting, the field representatives expect to hear
about new products. For your classroom speeches, a major expectation is that
your speech will meet the assignment requirements. Whether the speech
assignment is defined by purpose (to inform or to persuade), by type (exposi-
tory or demonstration), or by subject (book analysis or current event), your
topic should reflect the nature of that assignment.

2. What is the appropriate length for the speech? The time limits for class-
room speeches are usually quite short, so you will want to choose a topic that is
narrow enough to be accomplished in the time allotted. “Two Major Causes of
Environmental Degradation” can be presented in five minutes, but “A History of
Human Impact on the Environment” cannot. Problems with time limits are not
peculiar to classroom speeches. Any speech setting includes actual or implied
time limits. For example, the expected length for the sermon in a Protestant
Sunday service may be twenty to thirty minutes; the expected length for a
homily in a Roman Catholic Mass may be only ten minutes. It is important to
understand and adhere to audience expectations regarding time limits—this
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9. Most audience members are from _____ the same state _____ the same city
_____ the same neighborhood _____ different areas.

10. Most audience members speak _____ English as their first language 
_____ English as a second language (ESL).

Summary description of key audience characteristics: From these data, I conclude
that most audience members are similar to each other and to me. We are all students
at U.C. Most of us are around twenty years old, which suggests that we have a com-
mon generational view. Since U.C. is a commuter school, most of us are probably mid-
dle to lower socioeconomic class. There are more men than women in the class, and
we are mostly white middle-class Americans. Although we have some religious diver-
sity, most of us come from Judeo-Christian religious traditions.

Subject-Specific Data
1. The average audience member’s knowledge of the subject is likely to be 

_____ extensive _____ moderate _____ limited because my audience members
are mostly communication students, not geology or mineralogy students .

2. The average audience member’s interest in this subject is likely to be _____ high
_____ moderate _____ low because without encouragement, they have no need to
know about this subject. Mineralogy is hardly a trendy subject .

3. The average audience member’s attitude toward my subject is likely to be 
_____ positive _____ neutral _____ negative because the audience doesn’t really
have any information about the topic .

4. My initial credibility with the audience is likely to be _____ high _____ medium
_____ low because this is our first speech and they don’t know I am a geology
major whose family owns a jewelry store .

Summary: Most audience members don’t know a lot about diamonds and have only a
moderate interest in the subject, although it is not a controversial subject. So I will
need to make sure to address listener relevance and include listener relevance links
throughout the speech to maintain my audience’s interest during the entire speech.

X
X

X

X

X

X

setting the location and
occasion for a speech



demonstrates respect for your listeners. For example, consider when you
attended a concert or other public event that required an expensive ticket. If
the main event was too short, it probably failed to meet your expectations about
how much entertainment you should get for your money, and you probably felt
cheated. Or consider when a teacher kept you in class longer than the allotted
time. You were likely frustrated because it seemed the instructor failed to
respect your other classes, your job, or the other commitments you juggled
along with that particular course.

3. How large will the audience be? If you will be speaking to a small audi-
ence (fewer than fifty people), you will be physically close enough to them to
talk in a normal voice and to move about. In contrast, if you will be speaking to
a large audience, you will probably need a microphone, and you’ll be less likely
to be able to move about.

4. Where will the speech be given? Because classrooms vary in size, lighting,
seating arrangements, and the like, consider the factors that may affect your
presentation. In a long, narrow room, you may need to speak louder than usual
to reach the back row. In a dark room, make sure the lights are on and that the
blinds or shades are open to bring in as much light as possible.

Venues outside school settings offer even greater variations in conditions.
Ask for specific information about seating capacity, shape, number of rows,
nature of lighting, existence of a speaking stage or platform, distance between
speaker and first row, and so on before you speak. If possible, visit the place and
see it for yourself.

5. When will the speech be given? A speech given early in the morning
requires a different approach from one given right after lunch or in the
evening. If a speech is scheduled after a meal, for instance, the audience may be
lethargic, mellow, or even on the verge of sleep. As a result, it helps to insert
more “attention getters” (examples, illustrations, and stories) to counter poten-
tial lapses of attention.

6. Where in the program does the speech occur? If you are the only speaker
or the featured speaker, you have an obvious advantage: You are the focal point
of audience attention. In the classroom, however, and at some rallies, hearings,
and other events, there are many speeches, and your place on the schedule may
affect how you are received. For example, if you go first, you may need to “warm
up” the listeners and be prepared to meet the distraction of a few audience
members’ strolling in late. If you speak last, you must counter the tendency of
the audience to be weary from listening to several speeches.
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The setting of your speech
should guide the topic you
select.
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7. What equipment is necessary to give the speech? For some speeches, you
may need a microphone, a chalkboard, an overhead or slide projector and
screen, or a hookup for your laptop computer. In most instances, speakers have
some kind of speaking stand, but it is wise not to count on it. If the person who
has invited you to speak has any control over the setting, be sure to explain
what you need, but always have alternative plans in case what you have asked for
is unavailable. It is frustrating to plan a computer PowerPoint presentation, for
example, and then discover that there’s no place to plug in the computer!

Complete Speech Planning Action Step 1, Activity 1C: Analyzing the Set-
ting. Analyze the setting so that you understand your setting and take it into
consideration as you choose your topic and develop your speech. To see how
one student completed this activity, see the Student Response to Activity 1C.
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S T U D E N T  R E S P O N S E

ACTIVITY 1C Analyzing the Setting

1. What are the special expectations for the speech? 
2. What is the appropriate length for the speech?
3. How large will the audience be?
4. Where will the speech be given?
5. When will the speech be given?
6. Where in the program does the speech occur?
7. What equipment is necessary to give the speech?

Time is certainly important: Four to six minutes is not very long. I plan to time my
speech when I practice to make sure I stay within the expected time limits. Also, I
want to make sure that I am one of the first speakers.

A C T I O N  S T E P  1

S P E E C H  P L A N N I N G

ACTIVITY 1C Analyzing the Setting

The goal of this activity is to help you understand your speech setting. Fill in answers
to the following questions:

1. What are the special expectations for the speech? 

2. What is the appropriate length for the speech?

3. How large will the audience be?

4. Where will the speech be given?

5. When will the speech be given?

6. Where in the program does the speech occur?

7. What equipment is necessary to give the speech?

Write a short paragraph mentioning which aspects of the setting are most important
for you to consider in speech preparation and why.

You can complete this activity online, print it, and if requested, e-mail it to your
instructor. Use your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access Action Step Activity 1C.

A C T I O N  S T E P  1

informative or persuasive
4–6 minutes

13–15 people
614 Dyer Hall

9:30 a.m., Tuesday
I will try to go first.

Overhead and chalkboard



Selecting a Topic
Armed with your topic lists and the information you have collected on your
audience and setting, you are ready to select a topic that will be appropriate to
the audience and the setting.

As you review your list of topics, compare each to your audience profile.
Are there some topics that are too simple for this audience’s knowledge base?
too difficult? Are some topics likely to be more interesting to the audience?
How do the audience’s age, ethnicity, and other demographic features mesh
with each topic? By asking these and similar questions, you will be able to
identify topics that are appropriate for the audience. Then consider the set-
ting. Are some topics too broad for the time allotted? Are there topics that
won’t meet the special expectations? Answers to these and other questions will
help you identify the topics that are appropriate to your setting. Speech Plan-
ning Action Step 1, Activity 1D: Selecting a Topic will aid you in selecting your
topic. To see how one student responded to this activity, see the Student
Response to Activity 1D.
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S P E E C H  P L A N N I N G

ACTIVITY 1D Selecting a Topic

Use your responses to Action Step Activities 1A, 1B, and 1C to complete this activity.
1. Write each of the topics that you checked in Activity 1A on the lines below:

____________________ ____________________ ____________________

____________________ ____________________ ____________________

____________________ ____________________ ____________________

2. Using the information you compiled in Activity 1B, the audience analysis, com-
pare each topic to your audience profile. Eliminate topics that seem less appropriate.
Write each of the topics that remain on the lines below:

____________________ ____________________ ____________________

____________________ ____________________ ____________________

3. Using the information you compiled in Activity 1C, your analysis of the setting for
this speech, compare each of the remaining topics to your setting profile. Eliminate
topics that seem less appropriate. Write each of the topics that remain on the lines
below:

____________________ ____________________ ____________________

4. Each of the remaining topics is appropriate to your audience and setting; you can
be confident that you can develop an appropriate speech from any of these. So, from
the topics that remain, select the one that you are most excited about sharing with
others. My topic will be ___________________________________________

You can go online to complete this activity and print out a worksheet that will help
you select your topic. Use your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access Action Step
Activity 1D.

A C T I O N  S T E P  1
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Writing a Speech Goal
Once you have chosen your topic, you are ready to identify and write the gen-
eral speech goal you hope to achieve in the speech and then the specific goal
that is tailored to the audience and the setting.

Understanding General and Specific Speech Goals
The general goal is the overall intent of the speech. Most speeches intend to
entertain, to inform, or to persuade, even though each type of speech may
include elements of other types. Consider the following examples: Conan
O’Brien’s opening monologue is intended to entertain, even though it may
include material that is seen as persuasive. Likewise, John Kerry’s political cam-
paign speeches were intended to persuade, even though they also may have
been very informative.

The general goal is usually dictated by the setting, particularly the occasion.
(In this course, your instructor is likely to specify it.) Most speeches given by
adults as part of their job or community activities have the general goal of
informing or persuading. But occasionally, such as when giving a toast at a wed-
ding, the purpose is to entertain.

Whereas the general goal is often determined by the setting in which a
speech is given, the specific goal, or specific purpose of a speech, is a single
statement that identifies the exact response the speaker wants from the audi-
ence. For a speech on the topic “Evaluating Diamonds,” one might state the
specific goal as, “I would like the audience to understand the four major crite-
ria used for evaluating a diamond.” For a speech on “Supporting the United
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S T U D E N T  R E S P O N S E

ACTIVITY 1D Selecting a Topic

1. Write each of the topics that you checked in Activity 1A on the lines below:
volcanoes history of lacrosse habitat destruction
diamond tests lacrosse skills oil wells
hydrology lacrosse strategy littering

2. Using the information you compiled in Activity 1B, the audience analysis, com-
pare each topic to your audience profile. Eliminate topics that seem less appro-
priate. Write each of the topics that remain on the lines below:
volcanoes lacrosse skills habitat destruction
diamond tests lacrosse strategy

3. Using the information you compiled in Activity 1C, your analysis of the setting for
this speech, compare each of the remaining topics to your setting profile. Elimi-
nate topics that seem less appropriate. Write each of the topics that remain on
the lines below:
diamond tests lacrosse skills habitat destruction

4. Each of the remaining topics is appropriate to your audience and setting; you can
be confident that you can develop an appropriate speech from any of these. So,
from the topics that remain, select the one that you are most excited about shar-
ing with others. My topic will be diamond tests .

A C T I O N  S T E P  1

general goal the overall
intent of the speech

specific goal a single state-
ment that identifies the
exact response the speaker
wants from the audience



Way,” a specific goal might be stated as, “I would like the audience to donate
money to the United Way.”

In the first example, the goal is informative: The speaker wants the audi-
ence to understand the criteria. In the second example, the goal is persuasive:
The speaker wants to convince the audience to donate money.

Phrasing a Specific Speech Goal
The setting (or in the case of this class, the assignment) usually dictates the
nature of your general speech goal. A specific speech goal, however, must be
carefully crafted because it lays the foundation for organizing the speech.

The following guidelines can help you craft a well-worded specific goal.

1. Write a draft of your general speech goal using a complete sentence that
specifies the type of response you want from the audience. Julia, who has been
concerned with and is knowledgeable about the subject of illiteracy, drafts the

following statement of her general speech goal.

I want my audience to understand the effects of illiteracy.

Julia’s draft is a complete sentence, and it specifies the
response she wants from the audience: to understand the
effects of illiteracy. Her phrasing tells us that she is plan-
ning to give an informative speech.

2. Revise the statement (and the infinitive phrase)
until it indicates the specific audience reaction desired. If
your objective is to explain (to inform), the infinitive that
expresses your desired audience reaction could be “to
understand,” “to recognize,” “to distinguish,” or “to iden-
tify.” If you see the goal of your speech as changing a
belief or calling the audience to action, then your general
goal is persuasive and can be reflected by the use of such
infinitives as “to believe,” “to accept,” “to change,” or “to
do.” If Julia wanted to persuade her audience, her specific
goal might be worded:

I want my audience to believe that illiteracy is a major problem.

3. Make sure that the goal statement contains only one
idea. Suppose Julia had first written

I would like the audience to understand the nature of illiteracy
and its effects on the individual and society.

This statement is not a good specific goal because it
includes two distinct ideas: understanding the nature of
illiteracy and understanding the specific effects that may
follow from being illiterate. Either one is a worthy goal—
but not both in one speech. Julia needs to choose one of
these ideas. If your goal statement includes the word and,
you have more than one idea.

4. Revise your statement until it describes the precise
focus of your speech (the infinitive phrase articulates the
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In deciding on a general
speech goal, you will have to
balance your desires against
the needs of your audience and
the setting.
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complete response you want from your audience). Julia’s draft “I want my audi-
ence to understand the effects of illiteracy” is a good start, but the infinitive
phrase “to understand the effects of illiteracy” is vague. Exactly what about illit-
eracy is it that Julia wants her audience to understand? Here is where you need
to consider your audience analysis and adapt your specific goal in ways that
address listener relevance. What is it about illiteracy your particular audience
should know and why?

At this point, Julia may need to begin doing some research to focus her
ideas and refine her goal statement. Since Julia knows her classmates all have
the goal of becoming gainfully employed after graduating, and because she
knows how illiteracy places people in the workplace at a disadvantage, she
might rephrase her specific goal to read

I want the audience to understand three ways illiteracy hinders a person’s effective-
ness in the workplace.

This statement meets the criteria for a good specific goal statement because it
indicates the specific desired audience reaction and it contains only one
explicit idea that is the focus of the speech.

A good specific goal statement is important because it will guide your
research as you prepare the speech. Once you have completed your research,
you will expand your specific goal statement into a thesis statement, which will
be the foundation on which you will organize the speech.

Exhibit 4.6 gives several additional examples of general and specific
informative and persuasive goals.

By completing Speech Planning Action Step 1, Activity 1E: Writing a Spe-
cific Goal on page 68, you will develop a well-written specific goal statement
for your speech. To see how one student responded to this activity, see the Stu-
dent Response to Activity 1E.
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Informative Goals
General goal: To inform the audience about techniques of handwriting analysis.
Specific goal: I want the audience to understand the differences between two major

techniques graphologists use to analyze handwriting.
General goal: To inform the audience about forms of mystery stories.
Specific goal: I want the audience to be able to identify the three basic forms of

mystery stories.

Persuasive Goals
General goal: To persuade the audience that drug testing by businesses should be

prohibited.
Specific goal: I want the audience to believe that required random drug testing of

employees by businesses should be prohibited.
General goal: To persuade the audience to donate to a food bank.
Specific goal: I want to persuade the audience to make a donation of $5 or more to

Second Harvest.

EXHIBIT 4.6 General and specific speech goals
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S P E E C H  P L A N N I N G

ACTIVITY 1E Writing a Specific Goal

Type of speech: ______________________________________

1. Write a draft of your general speech goal using a complete sentence that speci-
fies the type of response you want from the audience.

2. Revise the infinitive to make it reflect the specific audience response you desire.
3. Check the number of ideas expressed in the statement. If the statement con-

tains more than one idea, select one and rewrite the statement.
4. Improve the statement so that it describes the precise focus of your speech as it

relates to your intended audience.

Write the final draft of the specific goal:

You can complete this activity online with Speech Builder Express, a speech outlining
and development tool that will help you complete the action steps in this book to
develop your speech. See the inside back cover of this book for instructions on how
to access Speech Builder Express.

A C T I O N  S T E P  1

S T U D E N T  R E S P O N S E

ACTIVITY 1E Writing a Specific Goal

Type of speech: ___________

1. Write a draft of your general speech goal using a complete sentence that speci-
fies the type of response you want from the audience.

2. Revise the infinitive to make it reflect the specific audience response you desire.

3. Check the number of ideas expressed in the statement. If the statement con-
tains more than one idea, select one and rewrite the statement.

4. Improve the statement so that it describes the precise focus of your speech as it
relates to your intended audience.

Write the final draft of the specific goal:

A C T I O N  S T E P  1

informative

I want the audience to have an understanding of the skills necessary to play
lacrosse.

I want the audience to recognize the skills necessary to play lacrosse.

I want my audience to recognize the basic skills necessary to play lacrosse.

I want my audience to recognize the three basic skills needed to begin playing
lacrosse.

I want my audience to recognize the three basic skills necessary to play the game 
of lacrosse.
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Summary
The first step of effective speech preparation is to identify a topic. You begin by
selecting a subject that is important to you and that you know something
about, such as a job, a hobby, or a contemporary issue that concerns you. To
arrive at a specific topic, brainstorm a list of related words under each subject
heading. When you have brainstormed at least fifteen topics under each head-
ing, you can check two or three specific topics under each heading that are
most meaningful to you. You might also use concept mapping to brainstorm a
variety of topics related to your subject.

The second step is to analyze the audience to decide how to shape and
direct your speech. Audience analysis is the study of the intended audience for
your speech. Gather specific data about your audience to develop a demo-
graphic profile that includes age, education, gender, background, occupation,
race, ethnicity, religion, geographic uniqueness, language, knowledge of sub-
ject, and attitude toward subject. To ensure that you don’t unintentionally mar-
ginalize or stereotype your listeners based on demographic characteristics, you
may want to validate your predictions by surveying your classroom audience
using two-sided, multiple-response, scaled, or open-ended questions. You may
also gather data through informal observation, by questioning the person who
invited you to speak, and by making educated guesses about audience demo-
graphics and attitudes.

The third step is to analyze the setting of the speech, which will affect your
overall speech plan, by asking such questions as: What are the special expecta-
tions for the speech? What is the appropriate length for the speech? How large
will the audience be? Where will the speech be given? When will the speech be
given? Where in the program does the speech occur? What equipment is nec-
essary to give the speech?

The fourth step is to select a topic that is appropriate for your audience
members and the setting.
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R E F L E C T  O N  E T H I C S

Although Glen and Adam were taking the same speech
course, they were in sections that had different
instructors. One evening when Adam was talking with
Glen about his trouble finding a topic, Glen mentioned
that he was planning to speak about home pages.
Because the number of different speech goals for this
topic seemed unlimited, he didn’t see any harm in
showing Adam his bibliography, so he brought it up on his
computer screen.

As Adam was looking at it, Glen went down the hall to
get a book he had lent to a friend earlier that morning.
While Glen was away, Adam thought he’d take a look at
what else Glen had in the file. He was soon excited to
see that Glen had a complete outline on the goal “I want
the class to understand the steps in designing a home
page.” Figuring he could save himself some time, Adam
printed the outline; he justified his action on the basis
that it represented a good start that would give him
ideas. As time ran short, Adam decided to just use Glen’s
outline for his own speech.

Later in the week, Glen’s instructor happened to be
talking to Adam’s instructor about speeches she had
heard that week. When she mentioned that Glen had
given a really interesting speech on home pages, Adam’s
teacher said, “That’s interesting. I heard a good one just
this morning. Now what did you say the goal of the
speech you heard was?” When the goals turned out to 
be the same, Glen’s instructor went back to her office to
get the outline that she would be returning the next day.
As the two instructors went over the outlines, they saw
that the two speeches were exactly the same. The next
day, they left messages for both Adam and Glen to meet
with them and the department head that day.

1. What is the ethical issue at stake?
2. Was there anything about Glen’s behavior that was

unethical? anything about Adam’s?
3. What should be the penalty, if any, for Glen? for

Adam?



The final step is to write your speech goal. The general goal of a speech (the
overarching purpose) is to entertain, to inform, or to persuade. The specific
goal is a single statement that identifies the exact response the speaker wants
from the audience. Writing a specific speech goal involves the following four-
step procedure: (1) Write a first draft of your speech goal using a complete sen-
tence that specifies the type of response you want from your audience. (2)
Revise the statement (and the infinitive phrase) until it indicates the specific
audience reaction desired. (3) Make sure that the goal statement contains only
one idea. (4) Revise your statement until it describes the precise focus of your
speech as it relates to the knowledge, interests, and values of your listeners.
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C H A L L E N G E  O N L I N E

Now that you’ve read Chapter 4, use your Thomson-
NOW for The Challenge of Effective Speaking for quick
access to the electronic resources that accompany
this text. Your ThomsonNOW gives you access to
the Web Resources activities featured in this chap-
ter, Speech Builder Express, InfoTrac College Edi-
tion, and online study aids such as a digital glossary
and review quizzes.

Your Challenge ThomsonNOW is an online study
system that helps you identify concepts you don’t

fully understand, allowing you to put your study
time to the best use. Using chapter-by-chapter diag-
nostic pretests, the system creates a personalized
study plan for each chapter. Each plan directs you
to specific resources designed to improve your
understanding, including pages from the text in 
e-book format. Chapter posttests give you an oppor-
tunity to measure how much you’ve learned and let
you know if you are ready for graded quizzes and
exams.

K E Y  T E R M S  

Go to your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access
your online glossary for Chapter 4. Print a copy of
the glossary for this chapter and test yourself with

the electronic flash cards or complete the crossword
puzzle to help you master these key terms:

audience adaptation (49)
audience analysis (49)
brainstorming (51)
concept mapping (51)
credibility (57)
demographic diversity (55)
general goal (65)

specific goal (65)
stereotyping (55)
subject (49)
survey (57)
topic (49)
two-sided items (57)

listener relevance links (55)
marginalizing (54)
multiple-response items (57)
open-ended items (58)
scaled items (58)
setting (61)
speaking situation (49)

W E B  R E S O U R C E S  

Go to your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access
the Web Resources for this chapter.

4.1 Brainstorming (51)
4.2 Create Your Own Concept Map (52)

4.3 Defining Your Audience (53)
4.4 Public Opinion Polls (56)

http://enative.ir/
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S P E E C H  P L A N N I N G  A C T I O N  S T E P S  

Access the Action Step activities for this chapter
online at your ThomsonNOW for Challenge. Select
the chapter resources for Chapter 4; then click on
the activity number you want. You may print your

completed activities, and you should save your work
so you can use it as needed in later Action Step
activities.

1A Using Brainstorming and Concept

Maps to Identify Speech Topics (53)
1D Selecting a Topic (64)
1E Writing a Specific Goal (68)

1B Analyzing Your Audience (60)
1C Analyzing the Setting (63)
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72

You persuade a man only inso-
far as you can talk his language
by speech, gesture, tonality,
order, image, attitude, idea,
identifying your ways with his.

Kenneth Burke, A Rhetoric 
of Motives (1950)

What’s Ahead
H E R E ’ S  W H A T ’ S  A H E A D  I N  T H I S  C H A P T E R :

1. Why is it important in your speech to articulate its relevance to your
audience?

2. What should you do if your audience does not share your attitude
about the topic of your speech?

3. What can you do to help your audience see you as trustworthy and
knowledgeable about your topic?

4. Why is it important to address diverse learning styles in your speech?

5. What can you do to overcome language and cultural differences
between you and your audience?

55 Adapting to Audiences
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Nathan had asked his friend George to listen to one of his speech

rehearsals. As he finished the final sentence of the speech, “So, watching

violence on TV does affect children in at least two ways—it not only

desensitizes them to real violence, but it also influences them to behave more

aggressively.” He asked George, “So, what do you think?”

“You’re giving the speech to your classmates, right?” 

“Yeah.”

“And they’re mostly mass media majors?” 

“Uh-huh.”

“Well, it was a good speech, but I didn’t hear anything that showed that

you had media majors in mind.”

Nathan may have chosen his topic with his audience in mind, but as
he prepared, he forgot that an effective speech is one in which what is said is
geared to the specific audience. In the previous chapter, we saw how audience
and setting considerations help you to choose a speech topic. In this chapter,
we describe how you can use audience analysis to tailor what you say in the
speech to the audience who will listen to it. The second Speech Planning
Action Step is to identify audience adaptation strategies.

Audience adaptation is the process of tailoring your speech’s information to
the needs, interests, and expectations of your listeners. Your concerns about
adapting to your audience will inform your research efforts, your choice of
main points to cover in the speech, the supporting material that you will use to
develop those points, and even the jokes you might want to tell. So recognizing
audience adaptation needs during Action Step 2 lays the foundation for the
work that follows. In the rest of this chapter, we describe the issues of adapta-
tion, including demonstrating the relevance of your topic, acknowledging ini-
tial audience disposition toward your topic, establishing common ground,
gaining credibility, ensuring information comprehension and retention, and
dealing with cultural and language differences. Your consideration of these
issues will enable you to formulate a specific blueprint that you will use as you
plan your speech.

Relevance
The first issue you face is demonstrating relevance—adapting the information
in a speech so that audience members view it as important to them. Listeners
pay attention to and are interested in ideas that have a personal impact (“What
does this have to do with me?”) and are bored when they don’t see how what is
being said relates to them. You help an audience see how your topic is relevant
to them when you demonstrate the timeliness, proximity, and personal impact
that the ideas in your speech have for your audience.

Demonstrate Timeliness
Information has timeliness when it is useful now or in the near future. You can
increase the relevance of the information you present by showing how it is
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audience adaptation the
process of tailoring your
speech’s information to the
needs, interests, and expec-
tations of your listeners

ACTION STEP 2

Recognizing
opportunities for
audience adaptation

relevance adapting the infor-
mation in a speech so that
audience members view it
as important to them

timeliness showing how
information is useful now or
in the near future



timely for a particular audience. For example, in a speech about the hazards of
talking on cell phones while driving, J. J. quickly established the topic’s rele-
vance to the audience with this introduction:

Most of us in this room, as many as 90 percent of us in fact, are a danger to society.
Why? Because we talk or text message on our cell phones while driving. Although
driving while phoning (DWP) seems harmless, a study conducted in January 2007 by
the Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company reports that DWP is the most common
cause of accidents today. Another study published in 2005 by the Insurance Institute
for Highway safety reveals that motorists who use cell phones are four times as likely
to get into crashes serious enough to injure themselves or others. So this issue is far
from harmless and is certainly one each of us should take seriously.

To see an excellent example of how timeliness can impact a message—Presi-
dent Ronald Reagan’s 1986 speech on the Challenger space shuttle disaster—use
your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access Web Resource 5.1: Demonstrating
Timeliness.

Demonstrate Proximity
Listeners are more likely to be interested in information that has proximity to
them—that is, it is relevant to their personal life space. Psychologically, we are
more interested in information that affects our “territory” than to information
that is remote from us. So we are likely to be more attentive to information
when it is related to our family, neighborhood, city, state, or country. The more
“distant” the information, the less it interests us.

As you prepare to speak, consider how to make your information more
proximal for your audience. You have probably heard speakers say, “Let me
bring this close to home for you . . .” and then make their point by using a
local example. As you research your speech, you will want to look for statistics
and examples that are proximal for your audience. For example, if you give a
speech on the problem of homelessness in our country, you can address prox-
imity by talking about the statistics of homelessness in your community and
sharing a story or two from someone you interviewed at a local shelter.
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Reactions such as applause,
laughter, head nodding, and
smiles are all signs that your
audience is relating well to
what you are saying.
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Demonstrate Personal Impact
When you present information on a topic that can have a serious physical, eco-
nomic, or psychological impact on audience members, they will be interested
in what you have to say. For example, notice how your classmates’ attention
picks up when your instructor states that what is said next “will definitely be on
the test.” Your instructor understands that this “economic impact” (not paying
attention can “cost”) is enough to refocus most students’ attention on what is
said.

As you research and prepare your speech, you will want to find and incor-
porate ideas that create personal impact for your audience. In a speech on
toxic waste, you might show a serious physical impact by providing statistics on
the effects of toxic waste on the health of people in your state. You may be able
to demonstrate serious economic impact by citing the cost to the taxpayers of a
recent toxic waste cleanup in your city. Or you might be able to illustrate a seri-
ous psychological impact by finding and recounting the stresses faced by one
family (that is demographically similar to your audience) with a long-term
toxic waste problem in their neighborhood.

Initial Audience Disposition
Initial audience disposition is the knowledge of and opinions about your topic
that your listeners have before they hear you speak. Adapting to the initial
audience disposition means creating a speech that takes into account how
much audience members already know about your topic and what their atti-
tudes are toward it. As part of your audience analysis, you identified the initial
attitude you expected most of your audience members to have toward your
topic. During your speech preparation, you will choose specific supporting
material with these initial attitudes in mind so that your speech provides your
audience with new information.

Adapting to listeners’ attitudes is obviously important for persuasive
speeches, but it is also important for informative speeches. For example, a
speech on refinishing wood furniture is meant to be informative. However, you
may face an audience whose initial attitude is that refinishing furniture is diffi-
cult, uninteresting, or complicated. On the other hand, you may face an audi-
ence of young homeowners who are addicted to HGTV and who are really
looking forward to your talk. Although the refinishing process you describe in
both situations would be the same, your approach to explaining the steps
would need to take the audience’s initial disposition into account. If you know
your audience thinks refinishing furniture is complicated and boring, you will
need to adjust what you say so that you pique their interest and convince them
that the process is really simpler than they initially thought. And if you know
you have an audience of new homeowners and have found out through a sim-
ple show of hands that most of them enjoy watching HGTV, you can play upon
their interest as you speak—by making reference to some of the most popular
shows on HGTV. In Chapter 13, Persuasive Speaking: Reasoning with Your
Audience, we will examine strategies for dealing with listeners’ attitudes in
depth.

Common Ground
Each person in the audience is unique, with different knowledge, attitudes,
philosophies, experiences, and ways of perceiving the world. Your listeners may
or may not know others in the audience. So it is easy for them to assume that
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S P E E C H  S N I P P E T

Demonstrating Personal
Impact

In her speech about her reasons
for being a vegetarian, Tiffany
demonstrated personal impact
by citing U.S. health statistics
related to consuming too much
fat and not enough fruits and
vegetables, such as obesity,
heart disease, and high
cholesterol.

S P E E C H  S N I P P E T

Addressing Timeliness and
Acknowledging Listener
Attitudes

In her introductory remarks,
Tiffany addressed timeliness and
acknowledged listener attitudes
in her speech “Meat Free and
Me”: “With Thanksgiving just
around the corner, many of you
are probably anticipating a feast
complete with a flavorful, juicy
turkey as the main course. I am
too, but many of you would find
my menu bizarre —I’m planning
to feast on rice pilaf with grilled
vegetables and garlic-roasted
tofu.” In this way, Tiffany estab-
lishes timeliness by relating her
topic to the traditional holiday
dinner and acknowledges that
her audience will find her menu
odd. This sets the stage for her
discussion of meat-free dining.

initial audience disposition
the knowledge of and opin-
ions about your topic that
your listeners have before
they hear you speak



they have nothing in common with you or with other audience members. Yet
when you speak, you will be giving one message to that diverse group. Com-
mon ground is the background, knowledge, attitudes, experiences, and
philosophies that audience members and the speaker share. Effective speakers
use audience analysis to identify areas of similarity and then apply the adapta-
tion techniques of using personal pronouns, asking rhetorical questions, and
drawing on common experiences to create common ground.

Use Personal Pronouns
The simplest way of establishing common ground is to use personal pro-
nouns—“we,” “us,” and “our”—to directly link the speaker to members of the
audience. For example, in a speech to an audience whose members are known
to be sympathetic to legislation limiting violence in children’s programming on
TV, notice the effect of using a personal pronoun:

I know that most people worry about the effects that violence on TV is hav-
ing on young children.
I know that most of us worry about the effects that violence on TV is having
on young children.

By using “us” instead of “people,” the speaker includes the audience members
and thus gives them a stake in listening to what follows.

Ask Rhetorical Questions
A second way of developing common ground is to pose rhetorical questions—
questions phrased to stimulate a mental response rather than an actual spoken
response on the part of the audience. Rhetorical questions create common
ground by alluding to information that is shared by audience members and the
speaker. They are often used in the introduction to a speech but can also be
effective as transitions and in other parts of the speech. For instance, notice
how this transition, phrased as a rhetorical question, creates common ground:

When you have watched a particularly violent TV program, have you ever asked
yourself, “Did they really need to be this graphic to make the point?”

Rhetorical questions are meant to have only one answer that highlights simi-
larities between the speaker and audience members and leads them to be more
interested in the content that follows. So, as the speaker, you should choose
rhetorical questions that are in line with the information you have gleaned from
the audience analysis. You don’t want audience members to answer silently in a
way opposite to what you intend. When this happens, instead of listening to
your speech, audience members may begin silently debating what you say.

Draw from Common Experiences
A third way of developing common ground is selecting and presenting per-
sonal experiences, examples, and illustrations that embody what you and the
audience have in common. For instance, in a speech about the effects of televi-
sion violence, you might allude to a common viewing experience:

Remember how sometimes at a key moment when you’re watching a really frighten-
ing scene in a movie you may quickly shut your eyes? I remember doing that over
and over again. I vividly remember slamming my eyes shut during the snake scenes
in Raiders of the Lost Ark.

In this example, the audience members recall their own personal moment of
fear and then relate it to the snake scene experience of the speaker.
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that directly link the speaker
to members of the audience

rhetorical questions ques-
tions phrased to stimulate a
mental response rather than
an actual spoken response
on the part of the audience
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To create material that draws on common experiences, you must study the
audience analysis to understand how you and audience members are similar in
the exposure you have had to the topic or in other areas that you can then
compare to your topic. For example, suppose you are going to give a narra-
tive/personal experience speech on skydiving. If most of your audience mem-
bers have never jumped out of a plane, it would be difficult for them to imag-
ine the sensation unless you can create a common-ground experience. So you
might try relating the immediate sensation of leaving the plane to a more com-
mon experience:

The first thing you feel when you finally jump is that stomach-in-the-mouth sensa-
tion that is similar to something we’ve all experienced when we have lurched
because we’ve missed a step going down a staircase or when we have momentarily
gone airborne in a car from approaching the crest of a hill too fast.

Speaker Credibility
Credibility is the confidence that an audience places in the truthfulness of what
a speaker says. There are several theories as to how speakers develop credibility.
You can read a summary of these theories by using your ThomsonNOW for
Challenge to access Web Resource 5.2: Holistic Theory of Speaker Credibility.

Some famous people are widely known as experts in a particular area and
have proven to be trustworthy and likable. When these people give a speech,
they don’t have to adapt their remarks to establish their credibility. For exam-
ple, in May 2007 Ben Bernanke, chairman of the Federal Reserve Board of the
United States, spoke before the Montana Economic Development Summit on
the subject of the future of small business in the global economy—no one lis-
tening would have questioned his credibility.

However, most of us, even though we may be given a formal introduction
that attempts to acquaint the audience with our credentials and character prior
to our speech, still need to adapt our remarks to build audience confidence in
the truthfulness of what we are saying. Three adaptation techniques can affect
how credible we are perceived to be: demonstrating knowledge and expertise,
establishing trustworthiness, and displaying personableness.

Demonstrate Knowledge and Expertise
When listeners perceive you to be a knowledgeable expert, they will perceive
you as credible. Their assessment of your knowledge and expertise depends on
how well you convince them that you are qualified to speak on this topic. You
can demonstrate your knowledge and expertise through direct and indirect
means.

You establish your expertise directly when you disclose your experiences
with your topic, including formal education, special study, demonstrated skill,
and your “track record.” For example, in a speech on driving while phoning,
J. J. explained:

I became interested in the issue of driving while phoning (DWP) after being
involved personally in an accident caused by a driver who was talking on the phone.
Since then, I’ve done a great deal of research on the subject and am involved in a
grass-roots organization devoted to passing legislation to ban driving while phoning
in our state.

Of course, to make claims like this, you must have had experiences that
give you “standing” to speak on your topic. This is why it was critical for you to
choose a topic you knew something about. When you can demonstrate your
personal involvement with your topic, your audience begins to trust that you
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trustworthy, and personable

knowledge and expertise
how well you convince your
audience that you are quali-
fied to speak on the topic



understand the material you are presenting. Needless to say, you will be per-
ceived as more credible if you demonstrate to the audience that you have real
experience with your topic.

Audience members will also assess your expertise through indirect means,
such as how well prepared you seem and how much you demonstrate firsthand
involvement by using personal examples and illustrations. Audiences have an
almost instinctive sense of when a speaker is “winging it,” and most audiences
distrust a speaker who does not appear to have command of the material.
Speakers, who are overly dependent on their notes or who hem and haw fum-
bling to find ways to express their ideas, undermine the confidence of the
audience. On the other hand, when your ideas are easy to follow and clearly
expressed, audience members perceive you to be more credible.

Similarly, when the audience hears a speech in which the ideas are devel-
oped through specific statistics, high-quality examples, illustrations, and the
personal experiences of the speaker, they are likely to view the speaker as cred-
ible. Recall how impressed you are with instructors who always seem to have
two or three perfect examples and illustrations and who are able to recall sta-
tistics without looking at their notes. Compare this to your experiences with
instructors who seem tied to the textbook and don’t appear to know much
about the subject beyond their prepared lecture. In which instance do you per-
ceive the instructor to be more knowledgeable?

Establish Trustworthiness
A second way to enhance your credibility as a speaker is to directly establish
your trustworthiness—the extent to which the audience can believe that what
you say is accurate, true, and in their best interests. The more your audience
sees you as trustworthy, the more credible you will be. People assess others’
trustworthiness by judging their character and their motives. So you can estab-
lish yourself as trustworthy by following ethical standards and by honestly
explaining what is motivating you to speak.

As you plan your speech, you need to consider how to demonstrate your
character—that you are honest, industrious, dependable, and a morally strong
person. For example, when you credit the source of your information as you
speak, you confirm that the information is true—that you are not making it
up—and you signal your honesty by not taking credit for someone else’s ideas.
Similarly, if you present the arguments evenly on both sides of an issue, instead
of just the side you favor, audience members will see you as fair-minded.

How trustworthy you appear to be will also depend on how the audience
views your motives. If people believe that what you are saying is self-serving
rather than in their interests, they will be suspicious and view you as less trust-
worthy. Early in your speech, then, it is important to show how audience mem-
bers will benefit from what you are saying. For example, in his speech on toxic
waste, Brandon might describe how one community’s ignorance of toxic waste
disposal dangers allowed a toxic waste dump to be located in their community
and the serious health issues that subsequently arose. He can then share his
motive by saying something like this: “My hope is that this speech will give you
the information you need to thoughtfully participate in decisions like these
that may face your community.”

Display Personableness
We have more confidence in people that we like. Personableness is the extent
to which you project an agreeable or pleasing personality. The more your listen-
ers like you, the more inclined they are to believe what you tell them. We
quickly decide how much we like a new person based on our first impression of
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S P E E C H  S N I P P E T

Demonstrating Direct
Expertise

Tiffany demonstrated direct
expertise with her topic when she
declared, “About five years ago, I
made a decision to stop eating
meat, which has changed my life
in several ways. Living a vegetar-
ian lifestyle is an important
aspect of who I am today.”

S P E E C H  S N I P P E T

Establishing
Trustworthiness

Tiffany established trustworthi-
ness in her speech by framing it
as an explanation about why she
chose to live a vegetarian
lifestyle rather than trying to con-
vince her listeners to make that
same choice: “In the next few
minutes, we’ll talk about how I
made this choice to live meat-
free, some of the family issues
I’ve dealt with as a result of this
choice, and some of the specific
ways this choice continues to
affect my life today.”

trustworthiness the extent
to which the audience can
believe that what you say is
accurate, true, and in their
best interests

personableness the extent
to which you project an
agreeable or pleasing
personality
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him or her. Although first impressions can be inaccurate, we still use them. And
first impressions are based on what we infer about people from what we see,
such as how they dress, how physically attractive we find them, how well they
speak, whether they smile and appear friendly, and how they carry themselves.

Politicians running for office provide excellent (and at times humorous)
examples of adapting to be liked. When a candidate takes off his jacket and tie,
rolls up his sleeves, and dons a baseball cap emblazoned with “AFL-CIO”
before speaking to a rally of union workers to solicit their votes, he is trying to
be “like them” to be liked. As a speaker trying to build credibility with an audi-
ence, you should look for ways to adapt your personal style to one that will
help the audience like you and perceive you as credible.

Besides dressing appropriately for the audience and occasion, you can
increase the chances that the audience will like you by smiling at individual
audience members before beginning your remarks and by looking at individuals
as you speak, acknowledging them with a quick nod. You can also demonstrate
personableness by using appropriate humor. We’ll talk more about appropriate
and inappropriate humor in Chapter 10, Practicing Speech Wording.

Information Comprehension and Retention
Although audience analysis helps you select a topic that is appropriate for your
audience’s current knowledge level, you will still need to adapt the information
you present so that audience members can easily follow what you are saying
and remember it when you are through. Six techniques that can aid you are
appealing to diverse learning styles, orienting or refamiliarizing the audience
with basic information, defining key terms, creating vivid examples to illustrate
new concepts, personalizing information, and comparing unfamiliar ideas with
those the audience recognizes.

Appeal to Diverse Learning Styles 
A learning style is a person’s preferred way of receiving information. As you
might expect, people differ in how they learn, so as a speaker, try to present
your ideas in ways that hold the interest of different types of learners. Models
for understanding learning styles have been developed by a number of scholars
across many disciplines.1 One prominent model, called Kolb’s cycle of learning,
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The audience’s perception of your
trustworthiness results from their
assessment of your character and your
apparent motives for speaking.
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is based on the fact that people differ in how much they prefer to learn by
watching versus doing and by feeling versus thinking.2

Some people prefer to learn by “watching” and easily understand and
remember things they see and hear. People who prefer to learn by watching
relate to well-designed visual aids and vivid examples that they can picture.
Others prefer to learn by “doing.” For these people, hands-on activities aid
their comprehension and memory. People who prefer to learn by doing relate
well when speakers provide real-life applications and clearly state how the
speech topic is relevant to their personal or professional lives.

Some people find it difficult to understand and remember factual material
and learn better if their feelings are engaged. These people learn well from sto-
ries and other supporting material that appeals to their emotions or senses.
Other people learn well by absorbing and considering factual material. People
who prefer to learn by thinking connect well when your ideas are supported
with detailed definitions, explanations, facts, and statistics.

Exhibit 5.1 depicts how the watching-doing and feeling-thinking dimen-
sions of the cycle of learning theory result in four types of learners. Although
each of us has a favored learning style, research has revealed that all people
learn most effectively when ideas are presented in diverse ways that “round”
the entire cycle of learning.3 So as you consider what information you will pro-
vide, adapt to diverse learning styles by presenting new information in ways
that appeal to both those who prefer to learn by watching and feeling and
those who prefer to learn by doing and thinking.

For example, suppose you are trying to make the point that for the large
numbers of Americans who are functionally illiterate, understanding simple
directions can be a problem. Here’s an illustration that develops this idea:

For instance, a person who is functionally illiterate might not be able to read or
understand a label that says, “Take three times a day after eating.”
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Now look at how much richer this illustration becomes when we enhance the
statement by using supportive material that rounds the cycle of learning:

A significant number of Americans are functionally illiterate. That is, about 35 mil-
lion people, 20 percent of the adult population, have serious difficulties with com-
mon reading tasks. (thinking) That means that one of every five people you see today
may struggle with basic reading tasks. (watching) They cannot read well enough to
understand how to bake a frozen pizza, how to assemble their children’s bicycle
from the printed instructions, or which bus to catch from the signs at the stop. ( feel-
ing) Many functionally illiterate people don’t read well enough to follow the direc-
tions on this bottle [show an enlarged image of the label on a medicine bottle that
reads, “Take three times a day after eating”]. (doing) So the directions on a prescrip-
tion bottle like this [show visual aid of enlarged prescription bottle with directions
written in garbled nonsense words] are basically meaningless.

You will find it easier to adapt to different learning styles if when you
research your topic, you search for material that can appeal to watching and
doing, feeling and thinking. And then, when you choose specific material to
support your ideas, work consciously to include various types of evidence
designed to appeal to the different learning preferences.

Orient Listeners
When listeners become confused or forget basic information, they lose interest
in what is being said. Therefore, you will want to quickly review the basic ideas
that are critical to understanding the speech. For example, if your speech con-
cerns U.S. military involvement in Iraq, you can be reasonably sure that every-
one in your audience is aware that the United States and Great Britain were
participants in the coalition, but many may not remember the other countries
that participated. So, before launching into the roles of various countries,
remind your listeners by listing the nations that have provided troops and
where they were stationed.

There may be some audience members who do not need the reminder, so
to avoid offending them by appearing to talk down to them and to save face for
those who need the reminder, you should acknowledge that they probably
already remember the information. Phrases such as “As you will remember,”
“As we all probably learned in high school,” and “As we have come to find out”
are ways of prefacing reviews so that they are not offensive.

To see an excellent example of orienting listeners—former President Bill
Clinton’s speech outlining the reasons for NATO involvement in Kosovo—use
your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access Web Resource 5.3: Orienting Listeners. 

Define Key Terms
Words have many meanings, so you should ensure audience members’ com-
prehension of ideas by defining key terms that may be unfamiliar to them or
are critical for understanding your speech. This becomes especially important
when you are using familiar words whose commonly accepted meanings have
been altered. For instance, in a speech on the four major problems faced by
functionally illiterate people in the workplace, it will be important for your
audience to understand what you mean by “functionally illiterate.” So, early in
the speech, you can offer your definition: “By ‘functionally illiterate,’ I mean
people who have trouble accomplishing simple reading and writing tasks.”

Illustrate New Concepts with Vivid Examples
Vivid examples help audience members understand and remember abstract,
complex, and novel material. One vivid example can help us understand a
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complicated concept. So, as you prepare your speech, you will want to adapt by
finding or creating real or hypothetical examples and illustrations to help your
audience understand new information you present. For example, in the previ-
ous definition of functionally illiterate, the description “people who have trou-
ble accomplishing simple reading and writing tasks” can be made more vivid by
adding the following example: “For instance, a functionally illiterate person
could not read and understand the directions on a prescription label that
states, ‘Take three times a day with a glass of water. Do not take on an empty
stomach.’”

Personalize Information
We personalize information by presenting it in a frame of reference that is
familiar to the audience. Devon, a student at the University of California, is to
give a speech on how the Japanese economy affects U.S. markets at the student
chapter of the American Marketing Association. He wants to help his audience
understand geographic data about Japan. He could just quote the following
statistics from the 2004 World Almanac:4

Japan is small and densely populated. The nation’s 128 million people live in a land
area of 146,000 square miles, giving them a population density of 877 persons per
square mile.

Although this would provide the necessary information, it is not adapted to
an audience comprised of college students in California, a large state in the
United States. Devon can easily adapt the information to the audience by per-
sonalizing it for this student audience.

Japan is a small, densely populated nation. Its population of 128 million is nearly
half that of the United States. Yet the Japanese are crowded into a land area of only
146,000 square miles—roughly the same size as California. Just think of the implica-
tions of having half the population of the United States living here in California, where
30 million people—about one-fifth of that total—now live. In fact, Japan packs 877
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personalize to present infor-
mation in a frame of refer-
ence that is familiar to the
audience

Sometimes we can personalize
information with a
presentational aid like this one
that compares the size of a
dinosaur egg, which is
unfamiliar to most audience
members, with the commonly
seen chicken egg.
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persons into every square mile of land, whereas in the United States we average about
74 persons per square mile. Overall, then, Japan is about 12 times as crowded as the
United States.

This revision adapts the information by personalizing it for this audience.
Even though most Americans do not have the total land area of the United
States on the tip of their tongue, they do know that the United States covers a
great deal of territory. Likewise, a California audience would have a sense of
the size of their home state compared to the rest of the nation. Personalized
information is easier for audience members to understand and remember, so
as you research and prepare your speech, you will want to look for ways to per-
sonalize the information. For Devon to personalize his information, he had to
research the statistics on the United States and California. If Devon were
speaking to an audience from another part of the country, he could adapt to
them by substituting information from that state.

Compare Unknown Ideas with Familiar Ones
When you understand who is in your audience, you can help them with new
ideas by making comparisons to things with which they are familiar. So, as you
prepare your speech, you will want to identify places where you can use adap-
tive comparisons. For example, if I want an audience of Generation Xers to
feel the excitement that was generated when telegrams were first introduced, I
might compare it to the change that was experienced when e-mail became
widely available. In the speech on functional illiteracy, if you want the audience
of literates to sense what functionally illiterate people experience, you might
compare it to the experience of surviving in a country where one is not fluent
in the language:

Many of us have taken a foreign language in school. So we figure we can visit a place
where that language is spoken and “get along,” right? But when we get to the coun-
try, we are often appalled to discover that even the road signs are written in this
“foreign” language! And we can’t quite make the signs out, at least not at sixty kilo-
meters an hour! I was in France last summer, equipped with my three years of high
school French, and I saw a sign that indicated that the train station I was looking for
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“Kendra, I heard you telling Jim about the speech you’re
giving tomorrow. You think it’s a winner, huh?”

“Absolutely, Omar. Professor Bardston’s going to give
me an A for sure.”

“You sound pretty confident.”

“I am so confident. See, Professor Bardston’s been
talking about how important audience adaptation is.
These last two weeks that’s all we’ve heard—adaptation,
adaptation.”

“What does she mean?”

“Talking about something in a way that really relates
to people personally.”

“Okay. So how are you going to do that?”

“Well, I’m giving this speech on abortion, and
Bardston let it slip that she’s pro-life. So I’m going to give

this informative speech on the Right to Life movement.
But I’m going to discuss the major beliefs of the
movement in a way that’ll get her to think I’m a
supporter. I’m going to mention aspects of the movement
that I know she’ll like.”

“But I’ve heard you talk about how you’re pro-choice.”

“I am—all the way. But by keeping the information
positive, I’ll make her think I’m a supporter. It isn’t as if
I’m going to be telling any lies or anything.”

1. In a speech, is it ethical to adapt in a way that
resonates with your audience but isn’t in keeping with
what you really believe?

2. Could Kendra have achieved her goal by using
different methods? If so, how?



was “à droit”—“to the right,” or is it “to the left”? I knew it was one or the other.
Unfortunately, I couldn’t remember and took a shot that it was to the left. Bad
move. By the time I figured it out, I was ten miles in the wrong direction and ended
up missing my train. At that moment, I could imagine how tough life must be for
functionally illiterate people. So many “little details” of life require the ability to
comprehend written messages.

Language and Cultural Differences
Western Europeans’ speaking traditions inform the approach to public speak-
ing we discuss in this book. However, public speaking is a social and cultural
act, so as you would expect, public speaking practices and their perceived
effectiveness vary. As they prepare and present speeches, speakers from various
cultures and subcultures draw on the traditions of their speech communities,
and speakers who address audiences comprised of people from ethnic and lan-
guage groups different from their own face two additional challenges of adap-
tation: being understood when speaking in a second language and having lim-
ited common experiences on which to establish common ground.

Overcome Linguistic Problems
When the first language spoken by the audience is different from that of the
speaker, audience members may not be able to understand what the speaker is
saying because of mispronunciations, accents, vocabulary mistakes, and
idiomatic speech meaning. Fear of making these mistakes can make second-
language speakers self-conscious. But most audience members are more toler-
ant of mistakes made by second-language speakers than they are of those made
by native speakers. Likewise, most audience members will work hard to under-
stand a second-language speaker.

Nevertheless, second-language speakers have an additional responsibility to
make their speech as understandable as possible. You can help your audience
by speaking slowly and articulating as clearly as you can. By slowing your speak-
ing rate, you give yourself additional time to pronounce what seem like awk-
ward sounds and choose words whose meanings you know. This will also give
your audience members additional time to “adjust their ear” so they can more
easily process what you are saying. You can use visual aids to reinforce key
terms and concepts as you move through your speech. Doing so assures listen-
ers that they’ve heard you correctly, even with your accent. But be careful not
to include too much information on your visual aids. Your visual aids should
never replace your speech, but they can help ensure that key terms are under-
stood equally by all.

One of the best ways for second-language speakers to improve giving a
speech is to practice the speech in front of friends and associates who are
native speakers. These “trial audience members” should be instructed to take
note of words and phrases that are mispronounced or misused. They can work
with you to correct your pronunciation or help you choose alternative words
that better express your ideas. They can also review your visual aids to make
sure they are appropriate. Keep in mind that the more practice you get speak-
ing a language other than your native language, the more comfortable you will
become with it and with your ability to relate to audience members.

Choose Culturally Sensitive Material
Although overcoming linguistic problems can seem daunting, those whose cul-
tural background is significantly different from that of their audience members
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also face the challenge of having few common experiences from which to draw.
Much of our success in adapting to the audience hinges on establishing com-
mon ground and drawing on common experiences. But when we are speaking
to audiences who are vastly different from us, we must learn as much as we can
about the culture of our audience so that we can develop the material in a way
that is meaningful to them. This may mean conducting additional library
research to find statistics and examples that will be meaningful to the audi-
ence. Or it may require us to elaborate on ideas that would be self-explanatory
in our own culture. For example, suppose that Maria, a Mexican American
exchange student, is giving a narrative/personal experience speech for her
speech class at Yeshiva University in Israel on the quiencianera party she had
when she turned fifteen. Because students in Israel don’t have any experience
with the Mexican coming-of-age tradition of quiencianera parties, they would
have trouble understanding the significance of this event unless Maria was able
to use her knowledge of the bar mitzvah and bat mitzvah coming-of-age ritual
celebrations in Jewish culture and relate it to those.

Forming a Specific Plan 
of Audience Adaptation
You now understand the challenges that speakers face in developing and main-
taining audience interest and understanding, and you have read about the
adaptation techniques that can overcome these challenges. You have also com-
pleted your audience analysis. So you are ready to think about the adaptation
challenges you will face in your speech as well as how you might adapt to them.
At this point in your preparation process, identifying the challenges you face
with your audience and planning how you might meet them will provide a
guide to direct your research efforts and aid you as you develop the speech.
Your adaptation plan should answer the following questions:

1. How relevant will the audience find this material? How can I demonstrate
that the material is timely, proximate, and has personal impact for audience
members? 
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2. What is my audience’s initial disposition toward my speech topic likely to
be? What can I do to create or enhance audience interest in my topic or sympa-
thy for my argument?

3. What common ground do audience members share with each other and
with me? How and where can I use personal pronouns, rhetorical questions,
and common experiences to enhance the perception of common ground?

4. What can I do to enhance my credibility? How did I develop my expertise
on this topic, and how can I share that with the audience? How can I demon-
strate my trustworthiness as I speak? What will I do to help the audience find
me personable so they will like me?

5. How can I make it easier for audience members to comprehend and
remember the information I will share? What types of material can I find and
use to appeal to different types of learning styles? Given my topic and audience,
what ideas will the audience need to be oriented to? What key terms will I need
to define? What new concepts might be developed through vivid examples?
What new ideas might I want to compare to ones the audience is already famil-
iar with? How can I personalize the information I present? 

6. What language or cultural differences do audience members have with
each other and with me? If I will be speaking in a second language, how do I
plan to increase the likelihood that the audience will understand me? What cul-
tural differences do I need to be sensitive to, and what culturally appropriate
material might I search for and use?
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S P E E C H  P L A N N I N G

ACTIVITY 2 Recognizing Opportunities 
for Audience Adaptation

To identify opportunities for audience adaptation and lay a groundwork for applying
information from the next several chapters, state your potential topic and then
answer the following questions.

Potential topic:

1. How relevant will the audience find this material? How can I demonstrate that the
material is timely, proximate, and has personal impact on the members of this
audience?

2. What is my audience’s initial disposition toward my speech topic likely to be?
3. What common ground do audience members share with each other and with me?
4. What can I do to enhance my credibility?
5. How can I make it easier for audience members to comprehend and remember

the information I will share?
6. What language or cultural differences do audience members have with each other

and with me?

You can complete this activity online, view another student sample of this activity,
and if requested, e-mail your completed activity to your instructor. Use your Thomson-
NOW for Challenge to access Action Step Activity 2.

A C T I O N  S T E P  2

To see how one student responded to this activity, see the Student Response
to Activity 2.

http://enative.ir/
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S T U D E N T  R E S P O N S E

ACTIVITY 2 Recognizing Opportunities 
for Audience Adaptation

Potential topic: The criteria for evaluating diamonds

1. How relevant will the audience find this material?

Initially, they are not likely to see it as relevant.

How can I demonstrate that the material is timely, proximate, and has personal
impact on the members of this audience?

Because they are in their early twenties, I can make the information timely and
give it personal impact by putting it in the context of buying an engagement ring. I
can make it proximate by using examples of people in this area who have been
ripped off because they didn’t know what to look for.

2. What is my audience’s initial disposition toward my speech topic likely to be?

Most audience members will be only mildly interested in and not well informed
about this topic when I begin, but by tying the information to buying an engage-
ment ring, I hope to pique their interest.

3. What common ground do audience members share with each other and with me?

Because most audience members are my age and are from the same national cul-
ture, we share areas of common ground that I can draw on. First, a diamond
engagement ring is part of our shared culture. We are all about the same age, so
we are looking for life mates and may be in the market for a diamond soon. So
using personal pronouns and rhetorical questions to create common ground will
be pretty easy. We are different in that I have a very strong interest in gemstones,
and I will have to work hard not to become too technical and to assume that audi-
ence members are more knowledgeable than they are.

4. What can I do to enhance my credibility?

As I am introducing my speech, I need to work in my credentials. I need to tell the
audience that I became interested in diamonds when I got to tour a diamond mine
in South Africa while we were visiting family. I also need to share that I work for a
jeweler and that I am majoring in geology. I can demonstrate trustworthiness by
making sure that I tell the audience where the standards for evaluating diamonds
came from. Although I have several friends who will be in the audience, most of
the audience does not know me, so I will try to be personable by getting to the
presentation early to meet and talk with audience members as they arrive.

5. How can I make it easier for audience members to comprehend and remember
the information I will share?

I will orient the audience by reminding them of the different diamond shapes. I fig-
ure most people know these but may have forgotten some of them. I will need to
define terms such as cut, clarity, occlusion, and carat. I think that I will need to
create vivid examples and personalize some of the more technical information I
present. I will know better how to do this once I have decided on all of the main
ideas I will present.

6. What language or cultural differences do audience members have with each other
and with me?

I will not be speaking in a second language, but I will need to be careful not to use
too many technical terms that as a geology major I am comfortable with but
would be “jargon” to my audience. Although most audience members are U.S.

A C T I O N  S T E P  2



Summary
Audience adaptation is the process of customizing your speech material to your
specific audience.

One part of audience adaptation is to help the audience see the relevance of
your material by demonstrating timeliness (showing how the information is use-
ful now or in the near future), demonstrating proximity (showing relevance to
personal life span), and demonstrating personal impact on audience members.

The second part of the adaptation process is to acknowledge the audiences
initial disposition by framing the speech in a way that takes into account how
much audience members know about your topic and what their attitudes are
about it.

The third part is to develop common ground by using personal pronouns,
asking rhetorical questions, and drawing from common experiences.

The fourth part is to build speaker credibility by demonstrating knowledge
and expertise, establishing trustworthiness, and displaying personableness.

The fifth part is to increase audience comprehension of information by cre-
ating material that appeals to diverse learning styles, orienting listeners, defin-
ing key terms, creating vivid examples to illustrate new concepts, presenting
information in a frame of reference that is familiar to the audience, personaliz-
ing information, and comparing unknown ideas with familiar ones.

The sixth part is to take into account language and cultural differences by
overcoming linguistic problems and choosing culturally sensitive material.

As you consider each part of audience adaptation, you can write down the
specific actions you will take. This list becomes a written strategy that you can
consult as you move forward in the speech planning process. Effective speakers
are able to use adaptation techniques to develop unique speeches sharing a
common speech goal but tailored to the specific needs of different audiences.
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nationals, there are three foreign students in class whose cultural engagement
practices may not include giving a diamond ring. To adapt to them without singling
them out, I may say something like, “As we all know, in the United States, it is tra-
dition that when we become engaged the woman receives a diamond ring from
the man.”

C H A L L E N G E  O N L I N E

Now that you’ve read Chapter 5, use your Thomson-
NOW for The Challenge of Effective Speaking for quick
access to the electronic resources that accompany
this text. Your ThomsonNOW gives you access to
the Web Resources and Speech Planning activities
featured in this chapter, Speech Builder Express,
InfoTrac College Edition, and online study aids
such as a digital glossary and review quizzes.

Your Challenge ThomsonNOW is an online study
system that helps you identify concepts you don’t

fully understand, allowing you to put your study
time to the best use. Using chapter-by-chapter diag-
nostic pretests, the system creates a personalized
study plan for each chapter. Each plan directs you
to specific resources designed to improve your
understanding, including pages from the text in e-
book format. Chapter posttests give you an opportu-
nity to measure how much you’ve learned and let
you know if you are ready for graded quizzes and
exams.
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K E Y  T E R M S  

Go to your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access
your online glossary for Chapter 5. Print a copy of
the glossary for this chapter and test yourself with

the electronic flash cards or complete the cross-
word puzzle to help you master these key terms:

audience adaptation (73)
common ground (76) 
credibility (77) 
initial audience disposition (75) 
knowledge and expertise (77) 

relevance (73) 
rhetorical questions (76) 
timeliness (73) 
trustworthiness (78) 

learning styles (79) 
personableness (78) 
personal pronouns (76) 
personalize (82) 
proximity (74) 

W E B  R E S O U R C E  

Go to your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access
the Web Resources for this chapter.

5.1 Demonstrating Timeliness (74) 5.3 Orienting Listeners (81) 5.2 Holistic Theory of Speaker

Credibility (77) 

S P E E C H  P L A N N I N G  A C T I O N  S T E P  

Access the Action Step activities for this chapter
online at your ThomsonNOW for Challenge. Select
the chapter resources for Chapter 5; then click the
activity number you want. You may print your

completed activities, and you should save your
work so you can use it as needed in later Action
Step activities.

2 Recognizing Opportunities for

Audience Adaptation (87) 
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An empty bag cannot stand
upright.

Benjamin Franklin, Poor Richard’s
Almanac (1740)

What’s Ahead
H E R E ’ S  W H A T ’ S  A H E A D  I N  T H I S  C H A P T E R :

1. Where could you look for information related to your speech goal?

2. How can you go about conducting an interview with an expert on
your speech topic?

3. How can you determine whether the source of your information is
reliable?

4. How will you record relevant information as you research your speech
topic?

5. How do you cite sources in a speech, and why is doing so important?

66
Researching

Information for 
Your Speech
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Jeremy was concerned. He was scheduled to give his first speech in a week,

but he hadn’t begun to find information. When he was in high school, he

had written a term paper on media violence, and he was really taken with

the subject. Just a couple of months ago, he had read a recent article in a

magazine at the doctor’s office, but he couldn’t remember the issue of the

magazine the article was in. He hadn’t kept a copy of his term paper, but he

was still really interested in the subject. But he wasn’t sure exactly what to

do to find the information he would need for a speech.

J
eremy’s experience is not unlike that of many of us. We have strong opin-

ions that we’ve formed over time as we have read and interacted with others,
but we don’t have the sources that support our knowledge or viewpoints at our
fingertips. So, when we decide to present these ideas in a public forum, we
need to do some research.

You are likely to be assigned three or more major speeches during this
term, and you are likely to find yourself in need of information to prepare
those speeches. In this chapter, we explain the many ways you can use to locate
information sources, identify and select relevant information, and prepare to
cite key sources in your speech.

Locate and Evaluate Information Sources
How can you quickly find the best information related to your specific speech
goal? It depends. Speakers usually start by assessing their own knowledge, expe-
rience, and personal observations. Then they move to secondary research,
which is the process of locating information about your topic that has been dis-
covered by other people. This research includes doing electronic searches for
relevant books, articles, general references, and websites. If the information
you find from secondary sources is insufficient, you may turn to conducting
primary research, or conducting your own study to acquire the information
you need.

Personal Knowledge, Experience, and Observation
If you have chosen to speak on a topic you know something about, you are
likely to have material that you can use as examples and personal experiences
in your speech. For instance, musicians have special knowledge about music
and instruments, entrepreneurs about starting up their own businesses, and
marine biologists about marine reserves. So Erin, a skilled rock climber, can
draw on material from her own knowledge and experience for her speech on
“Rappelling Down a Mountain.”

For many topics, the knowledge you’ve gained from experience can be sup-
plemented with careful observation. If, for instance, you are planning to talk
about how a small claims court works or how churches help the homeless find
shelter and job training, you can learn more by attending small claims sessions
or visiting a church’s outreach center. By focusing on specific behaviors and
taking notes on your observations, you will have a record of specifics that you
can use in your speech.
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secondary research the
process of locating informa-
tion that has been discov-
ered by other people

primary research the
process of conducting your
own study to acquire the
information you need

ACTION STEP 3

Gather Information

A. Locating and evaluating
information sources

B. Preparing research
cards

C. Citing sources



Sharing your personal knowledge, experience, and observations can also
bolster your credibility if you share your credentials—your experiences or edu-
cation that qualifies you to speak with authority on a specific subject. For Erin,
establishing her credentials means briefly mentioning her training and exper-
tise as a rock climber before she launches into her observations about unquali-
fied climbers.

Secondary Research
The process of locating information about your topic that has been discovered
by other people is called secondary research. Libraries house various sources of
secondary research, and many of these sources are available on electronic data-
bases. Keep in mind that electronic library systems and procedures change fre-
quently to incorporate advances in technology. When you visit a library for the
first time, you can avoid losing time and frustrating yourself by asking a librar-
ian for help or taking advantage of a short seminar on research offered at the
library. Librarians are free resources, experts who can demystify thorny
research problems as well as direct you to short courses or workshops designed
to make your research endeavors productive and efficient. When at the library,
most speakers find information in books, articles, and other specialized
sources.

Books
If your topic has been around for more than six months, there are likely to

be books written about it. Although books are excellent sources of in-depth
material about a topic, most of the information in a book is likely to be at least
two years old when it is published. So books are not a good resource if your
topic is very recent or if you’re looking for the latest information on a topic.
Most libraries have their book holdings listed in an online catalog by title,
author, and subject. Although you may occasionally know the title or author of
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credentials your experi-
ences or education that
qualifies you to speak with
authority on a specific
subject

S P E E C H  S N I P P E T

Establishing Credentials

In his speech on biolumines-
cence — the light emitted by
some living organisms, such as
fireflies —Dan established his
credentials by drawing on his
personal knowledge as a bio-
genetics major and the field-
work he had done on fireflies
during an eight-week summer
internship.

Careful observation is an often
overlooked research strategy. In
addition to facts, observation can
provide the kinds of specific details
that make your topic come alive for
an audience.
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a book you want, more often you will be looking for books using a subject
label, such as “violence in the mass media.”

In addition to searching by author, title, and subject, most online catalogs
now allow you to search by entering “keywords.” Even with this user-friendly
system, you may find it useful to brainstorm for keywords to search. For
instance, Jeremy wanted to find information on the subject “violence in the
mass media.” With a few minutes of brainstorming, he came up with several
keyword designations that brought a variety of “hits”—that is, books available.
Notice the different number of hits he found using different keywords:

media violence 95
violence in mass media 57
violence television 88

Under “violence in mass media,” one book listed was The 11 Myths of Media
Violence. Exhibit 6.1 shows the information about the book that was in the data-
base. Not all of the information will be useful to you. But you certainly will
want to note the book’s location (many libraries have multiple branch locations
and not all books are available at all locations), call number (the book’s physical
“address” in the library), and status (whether it is immediately available for use
or on loan to someone else, archived, or otherwise unavailable).

Another bit of useful information, found under “Note,” is whether the book
includes bibliographical references and an index. In addition to the informa-
tion it contains, a book on your topic often leads you to additional sources. For
instance, Exhibit 6.1 shows that the 11 Myths book has twenty pages of biblio-
graphical references, so Jeremy might find several excellent additional sources
just from this book’s bibliography.

In addition to searching the online database for books, you can use the
call number for one book to physically locate other books on the same sub-
ject. For example, having found the 11 Myths book through an electronic
search, when Jeremy goes to the library to retrieve it, he will find that other
books on that topic have very similar call numbers (in this case, P96 V5 P678
2003) and are shelved together. He can then quickly thumb through them to
check their usefulness.

Articles
Articles are published in periodicals—magazines and journals that appear

at fixed periods. The information in periodical articles is often more current
than that published in books because many periodicals are published weekly,
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Author: Potter, W. James
Title: The 11 myths of media violence
Pub Info: Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications, c2003
Location Call No. Status 
Langsam stacks P96 V5 P678 2003 Available
Description: xviii, 259p.; 24 cm
Note: Includes bibliographical references (pp. 229–249) and index
Subject: Violence in mass media
OCLC#: 51095835
ISBN: 0761927344 (hard)
LCCN: 2002008802

EXHIBIT 6.1 Library card (online catalog)

S P E E C H  S N I P P E T

Finding Useful Information
in a Book

Although Dan’s speech topic,
bioluminescence, was new to
most of his audience, it was well
studied by biogeneticists, so he
was able to locate several books
that included useful information
for his speech.

periodicals magazines and
journals that appear at fixed
periods



biweekly, or monthly. So a periodical article is likely to be a better source if a
topic is one that’s “in the news.” However, articles do not provide as much in-
depth information and may not provide basic information, assuming that the
reader is already somewhat familiar with the topic. Articles are likely to be the
best source of information for highly specialized topics where there may not be
sufficient information for books.

Most libraries subscribe to electronic databases that index periodical articles.
Check with your librarian to learn what electronic indexes your college or uni-
versity subscribes to. Four frequently available databases that index many popu-
lar magazines, such as Time and Newsweek, as well as some of the popular aca-
demic journals, such as Communication Quarterly and Journal of Psychology, are:

◆ InfoTrac College Edition is the electronic index that you can access from
the Internet this semester through the electronic resources that accom-
pany this textbook. InfoTrac College Edition indexes about 18 million
articles in popular magazines and academic journals. See the inside cover
of this book for how to access and use InfoTrac College Edition.

◆ InfoTrac University Library is an expanded version of InfoTrac College
Edition. Available online through most college and university libraries, it
provides access to several hundred additional popular magazines and
academic journals.

◆ Periodical Abstract, another electronic database available online in most
college and university libraries, provides access to articles in more than
1,000 popular magazines and academic journals.

◆ EBSCO, also available online at many college and university libraries, is
another database that provides access to many popular magazines and
academic journals.

Access to these online catalogs is likely to vary from place to place, so it is wise
to check with a librarian to see which of these and other catalogs are part of
your university library.

When using most online indexes, you begin by entering the subject heading
that you are researching. The search of an index’s database will result in a list
of articles related to your subject. From these, you can then choose to read or
print the individual articles or use the list of citations to locate hard copies of
the original articles in your library’s periodical section.

For instance, Rhonda has identified prescription drug abuse as a topic on
her brainstorming list. Rhonda’s tentative speech goal is, “I want my audience
to understand the dangers of prescription drug abuse.” Working from her
computer at home, Rhonda opens EBSCO on her university library home page
and types in “prescription drug abuse.” She finds 108 references, including the
following:

Prescription drug abuse rises globally. Kuehn, Bridget M. Journal of the Amer-
ican Medical Association. 2007, v.297 i.12, p. 1306.

The doctor is not a criminal. Jacob Sullum. National Review, May 23, 2005,
v.57 i.9, pp. 27–30.

Controlled prescription drug abuse at epidemic level. Journal of Pain and
Palliative Care Pharmacotherapy, 2006, v.20 i.2, pp. 61– 64.

Rhonda finds that the complete text of each of these articles can be printed on
her own printer. At the University of Cincinnati college library, Rhonda could
open the extended InfoTrac University Library index or Periodical Abstracts
and find article lists that include some of these same articles as well as others.

At times, a search may identify articles that cannot be downloaded to your
own printer. You will need to go to your library’s journal and magazine index
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to see whether the library has hard copies of the journal articles you want.
Then you can manually access those journals.

Newspapers
Newspaper articles are excellent sources of facts about and interpretations

of both contemporary and historical issues. Keep in mind, however, that
authors of newspaper articles are typically journalists who draw on interviews or
the work of others and are probably not experts themselves. Also keep in mind
that at times journalists will insert their own opinions in an article or present
only one side of a controversial issue. So, although information from newspa-
pers can be useful in your speech, it is best not to rely exclusively on them for
your information.

In the past, it was sometimes difficult to access past issues of newspapers.
But today, most newspapers are available online, which makes them much
more accessible to anyone anywhere. Most major newspapers are also now
specifically indexed. The New York Times, the Wall Street Journal, and USA Today,
for example, each index their back issues and content. Three electronic news-
paper indexes that are most useful if they are available to you are (1) the
National Newspaper Index, which indexes five major newspapers: the New York
Times, Wall Street Journal, Christian Science Monitor, Washington Post, and Los Ange-
les Times; (2) Newsbank, which provides not only the indexes but also the text of
articles from more than 450 U.S. and Canadian newspapers; and (3) InfoTrac
College Edition’s National Newspaper Index.

Encyclopedias
An encyclopedia can be a good starting point for your research. Encyclope-

dias give an excellent overview of many subjects and can acquaint you with the
basic terminology and ideas associated with a topic. But because encyclopedias
are designed to provide only overviews of a topic, you certainly should never
limit your research to encyclopedias. General encyclopedias contain short arti-
cles about a wide variety of subjects. In addition, there are many specialized
encyclopedias to choose from in areas such as art, history, religion, philosophy,
and science. For instance, a college library is likely to have the African American
Encyclopedia, Latino Encyclopedia, Asian American Encyclopedia, Encyclopaedia Bri-
tannica, Encyclopedia Americana, World Book Encyclopedia, Encyclopedia of Computer
Science, Encyclopedia of Women, Encyclopedia of Women in American Politics, and
many more.

Many libraries have encyclopedias available online, and some encyclopedias
can be accessed from the Internet. However, not all online encyclopedias are
the best sources of accurate information. Traditional encyclopedias use a care-
ful process to select the authors of each entry—these authors are respected
experts. But Wikipedia, an online encyclopedia that has become very popular,
does not review its authors or its entries as carefully. As a result, there is often
no way to confirm the credibility of the people posting information in
Wikipedia entries. So, although Wikipedia may be an easy starting point for
your research, especially for topics from popular culture, check what you learn
from this source against other more reliable sources of information. For a list
of encyclopedias that are available on the web, use your ThomsonNOW for
Challenge to access Web Resource 6.1: Online Encyclopedias.

Statistical Sources
Statistical sources present numerical information on a wide variety of sub-

jects. When you need facts about demography, continents, heads of state,
weather, or similar subjects, access one of the many single-volume sources that
report such data. Two of the most popular sources in this category are The Sta-
tistical Abstract of the United States (available online), which provides numerical
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S P E E C H  S N I P P E T

Being Audience-Centered

While researching, Rhonda found
a newspaper commentary in the
New York Times titled “A Mix of
Medicines That Can Be Lethal” by
Jane E. Brody. She thought she
might use a quotation from the
commentary to grab her audi-
ence’s attention in the introduc-
tion of her speech.



information on various aspects of American life, and The World Almanac and
Book of Facts. You will find almanacs and other statistical resources at your
library in the reference section. For links to web-based statistical sources, use
your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access Web Resource 6.2: Online Statistics.
And to read an interesting essay on the improper uses of statistics, access Web
Resource 6.3: Bad Uses of Statistics and Polling.

Biographical References
When you need accounts of a person’s life, from thumbnail sketches to rea-

sonably complete essays, you can turn to one of the many available biographi-
cal references. Although you can access some biographical information online,
you will find information of more depth and breadth by reading full-length
biographies and by consulting biographical references such as Who’s Who in
America and International Who’s Who. Your library is also likely to carry Contempo-
rary Black Biography, Dictionary of Hispanic Biography, Native American Women,
Who’s Who of American Women, Who’s Who Among Asian Americans, and many
more. For links to web-based collections of biographical references, use your
ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access Web Resource 6.4: Online Biographical Ref-
erences.

Books of Quotations
A good quotation can be especially provocative as well as informative, and

there are times you want to use a quotation from a respected person. Bartlett’s
Familiar Quotations is a popular source of quotes from historical as well as con-
temporary figures. But many other collections of quotations are also available.
Some you may find at your library include The International Thesaurus of Quota-
tions; Harper Book of American Quotations; My Soul Looks Back, ‘Less I Forget: A Col-
lection of Quotations by People of Color; The New Quotable Woman; and The Oxford
Dictionary of Quotations. For links to web-based collections of quotations, use
your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access Web Resource 6.5: Online Quotations.

U.S. Government Publications
Some government publications are especially useful for locating primary

sources, or documents that detail firsthand accounts. The Federal Register pub-
lishes daily regulations and legal notices issued by the U.S. executive branch
and all federal agencies. It is divided into sections, such as rules and regula-
tions and Sunshine Act meetings. Of special interest are announcements of
hearings and investigations, committee meetings, and agency decisions and
rulings. The Monthly Catalog of United States Government Publications covers publi-
cations of all branches of the federal government. It has semiannual and
annual cumulative indexes by title, author/agency, and subject. For links to sev-
eral frequently used U.S. federal government documents, use your Thomson-
NOW for Challenge to access Web Resource 6.6: Online Government Publications.
Online documents for other countries and for states and cities can be found by
using a search engine.

Internet Resources
In addition to printed resources (most of which you can access online), you

may find resources for your speech that are only available on the Internet, an
international electronic collection of thousands of smaller networks. The
World Wide Web (WWW) is one network that houses information on a broad
range of topics. You can access the Internet through your college or university
library, campus computer labs, or your own personal computer. Public libraries
also usually provide Internet access. On the Internet, you can access electronic
databases, bulletin boards, and scholarly and professional electronic discussion
groups, as well as websites and web pages authored by individuals and groups.
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primary source a document
that details a firsthand
account

Internet an international
electronic collection of thou-
sands of smaller networks
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To find information on your topic, you will use a search engine, a program
that locates information housed on the web. Google, InfoSeek, Excite, HotBot,
Yahoo!, and AltaVista are some of the more popular search engines. You use
search engines by typing in keywords for your topic. If you want to be more
effective, find out which computer symbols help limit and focus your search. For
example, if Jeremy uses AltaVista and puts quotation marks around the words
“media violence,” he will only get hits in which these two words appear together.
If he does not use quotation marks, he will get hits in which either word
appears, which will produce lots of “hits” that aren’t relevant to his speech.

Just as there are different types of print resources, so too there are several
types of electronic resources. A newsgroup, or bulletin board, is “an electronic
gathering place for people with similar interests.”1 To communicate in a news-
group, a user posts a message (called an article) about some topic that is appro-
priate for the site. Other users read these articles and, when so disposed, respond.
The result is a kind of ongoing discussion in which users (ten, fifty, or maybe even
hundreds) may participate. Today, many college classes require students to share
their ideas and opinions about course-related topics in class-specific newsgroups.
Bulletin boards and newsgroups maintained by scholarly organizations can be a
source of new information that has yet to be published in other sources.

Hosted websites, personal web pages, and blogs can also be good sources of
information for speeches. Most commercial and nonprofit organizations host
websites that provide information on the organization and on issues of interest
to the organization and its members. For example, the Sierra Club website at
http://sierraclub.org/ provides updates on a variety of environmental issues.
Hosted websites can be comprised of numerous web pages and may also provide
links to other related sites. When considering information on a hosted website,
be sure to take into account the viewpoint or bias of the host. For example, if
you were preparing a speech on global warming, what bias might be expected
on the Sierra Club website versus a website maintained by the World Coal Insti-
tute? Personal web pages and blogs are created and maintained by individuals
who can post any information they choose. On the personal sites or blogs of
some noted scholars, you can find links to their professional papers. On other
personal sites and blogs, you can find posts that support causes or points of view
advocated by the site creator. As with hosted websites, consider the credentials
and bias of the site or of the creator of the blog.

For more information on evaluating websites as sources of information, use
your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access Web Resource 6.7: Evaluating Internet
Sources.

Primary Research
When there is little secondary research available on your topic or on a main
idea you want to develop in your speech, consider conducting your own study.
But keep in mind that primary research is much more labor intensive and time
consuming than secondary research—and, in the professional world, much
more costly. If after making an exhaustive search of secondary sources you can-
not locate the information you need, try getting it through a survey or an inter-
view, by examining artifacts or original documents, or by experimenting.

Surveys
A survey is a canvassing of people to get information about their ideas and

opinions, which are then analyzed for trends. Surveys are especially effective for
discovering the attitudes, values, and beliefs generally held by a group of peo-
ple. Surveys may be conducted in person, over the phone or Internet, or in
writing. At times, you will be able to find secondary sources of surveys that have
been conducted by other people or organizations and that provide information
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Finding Information on
Internet Bulletin Boards

For his speech on biolumines-
cence, Dan consulted a bulletin
board maintained by the Associ-
ation of Biogenetic Engineers. He
was able to quote several issues
being debated by experts in the
field even before their works had
been published. This comple-
mented the information he had
located in books, which had not
been so up to date.

survey a canvassing of peo-
ple to get information about
their ideas and opinions,
which are then analyzed for
trends



relevant to your topic. A secondary source is a document written about a topic,
citing both primary sources and other secondary sources. At other times, you
may want to conduct your own survey. If you decide to conduct your own survey,
use your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access Web Resource 6.8: Conducting Sur-
veys, which will provide you with important tips for collecting good information.

Interviews
Like media reporters, you may get some of your best information for your

speech from interviewing—the skillful asking and answering of questions. How
relevant interviewing is to getting information for your speech will of course
depend on your topic. To be effective, you’ll want to select the best person to
interview and have a list of good questions to ask.

1. Selecting the best person. Somewhere on campus or in the larger commu-
nity are people who have expertise in the topic area of your speech and who can
provide you with information. Usually a few telephone calls will lead you to the
person who would be best to talk with about your topic. For instance, for a speech
on “The Effects of Media Violence on Viewers,” Jeremy could interview a profes-
sor of mass communication or sociology who studies violence in the media. When
you have decided whom you should interview, make an appointment; you cannot
walk into an office and expect the prospective interviewee to drop everything just
to talk to you. Be forthright in your reasons for scheduling the interview. Whether
your interview is for a class speech or for a different audience, say so.

If you are trying to get an interview with someone on campus, you might
proceed as follows:

Hello, my name is _____________. I am taking a college course in fundamentals of
speech, and I’m preparing a speech on the effects of mass media violence on view-
ers. I understand that you are an expert on this subject. If possible, I’d like to make
an appointment to talk with you. Would you be available to talk with me for fifteen
or twenty minutes during the next few days?

At the end of the conversation, thank the person, repeat the date and time
of the interview, and confirm the office location. If you make the appointment
more than a few days ahead, it is usually wise to call the day before the inter-
view to confirm the appointment.

In general, you should not waste your expert’s time by asking questions
whose answers can be easily obtained through print or electronic sources. Try
to formulate a list that stays on the subject so that you can get the information
you need without taking up too much time.

How many questions you plan to ask depends on how much time you have
for the interview. Keep in mind that you never know how a person will
respond. Some people are so talkative and informative that in response to
your first question they answer every question you were planning to ask in
great detail; other people will answer each question with just a few words.

Early in the interview, plan to ask some questions that can be answered
easily and that will show your respect for the person you are interviewing. In
an interview with a professor, you might start with background questions such
as, “How did you get interested in doing research on the effects of media vio-
lence?” The goal is to get the interviewee to feel at ease and talk freely.

The body of the interview includes the major questions you have prepared.
You may not ask all the questions you planned to, but you don’t want to end the
interview until you have the important information you intended to get. The
questions are designed to get the information necessary to achieve your goal.

Before interviewing the expert, make sure that you have done other
research on the topic. Interviewees are more likely to talk with you if you
appear informed; moreover, familiarity with what has been written on the sub-
ject will enable you to ask better questions.
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Determining Audience
Attitudes with a Survey

For his speech on media vio-
lence, Jeremy wanted to know
where people in his community
and students attending his
school stood on the issue. So he
conducted a telephone survey of
the community, an Internet sur-
vey of students on campus, and
a paper-and-pencil survey of his
classmates, asking them whether
they agreed or disagreed with the
statement, “There is too much
graphic violence in the media
today.” He was then able to tailor
his speech to address his class-
mates’ attitudes toward the
topic.

secondary source a docu-
ment written about a topic,
citing both primary sources
and other secondary
sources

interviewing the skillful
asking and answering of
questions
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2. Writing good questions. The heart of an effective interviewing plan is a
list of good questions. They are likely to be a mix of open and closed questions,
both primary and follow-up, phrased to be neutral rather than leading.

Primary questions are those main-point questions that the interviewer
plans ahead of time. Follow-up questions are designed to pursue the answers
given to primary questions. Although some follow-ups are planned ahead by
anticipating possible answers, more often than not they are composed as the
interview goes along. Some (“And then?” “Is there more?”) encourage further
comments; others (“What does ‘frequently’ mean?” “What were you thinking
at the time?”) probe; still others (“How did it feel to win the prize?” “Were you
worried when you didn’t find her?”) plumb the feelings of the interviewee. All
are designed to motivate a person to enlarge on an answer.

Open questions are broad-based questions that ask the interviewee to pro-
vide perspective, ideas, information, or opinions as the question is answered
(“What kinds of people are likely to be most affected by television violence?”
“What are some kinds of behaviors that viewers exhibit as a result of viewing
violence?” “What would you recommend be done about violence on TV?”
“What research studies would you recommend?”). Open questions enable the
interviewer to find out about the person’s perspectives, values, and goals, but
they do take time to answer.2

Closed questions are narrowly focused and require only very brief answers.
Some require a simple yes or no (“Are young children affected by TV violence
more than older children?”); others need only a short response (“What behav-
ior seems to be most affected by television violence?”). By asking closed ques-
tions, interviewers can control the interview and obtain large amounts of
information in a short time. On the other hand, the closed question seldom
enables the interviewer to know why a person gave a certain response, nor is
the closed question likely to yield much voluntary information.3

For the most part, questions should be phrased neutrally. Neutral questions
are phrased in ways that do not direct a person’s answers—for example, “Do
you believe television violence has a major effect on children’s behavior?” By
contrast, leading questions are phrased in a way that suggests the interviewer
has a preferred answer—for example, “Television violence has a major effect
on children’s behavior, doesn’t it?”

Exhibit 6.2 lists some of the questions you might ask to get information on
the effects of television violence on viewers.
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only very brief answers
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Background Information
How did you get interested in doing research on the effects of media violence?

Findings
Does your research show negative effects of television violence on viewers?
Are heavy viewers more likely to show negative effects than light viewers?
Have you found evidence that shows major effects on aggressiveness?

desensitization?
Have you found evidence that shows effects on civility? How is violence on TV

changing?
How are these changes likely to impact heavy viewers?

Action
Are effects great enough to warrant limiting viewing of violent programming for

children?
Do you have any recommendations that you would offer the viewing public?

EXHIBIT 6.2 Sample interview questions



3. Conducting the interview. The following guidelines provide a framework
for ensuring an effective interview.

◆ Arrive five to ten minutes early and dress professionally. Doing so
demonstrates respect for the person taking the time to talk with you.

◆ Introduce yourself and repeat the purpose of the interview. This quick
reminder is a polite way to immediately focus the conversation.

◆ Be courteous during the interview. Start by thanking the person for tak-
ing the time to talk with you. Throughout the interview, respect what the
person says regardless of what you may think of the answers.

◆ Listen carefully. In addition to listening to what is said, also pay attention
to how it is said. A person’s tone of voice, facial expression, and gestures
often communicate as much or more than what the person says. If you
don’t understand, take time to ask questions. If you’re not sure you
understand, tell the person what you think he or she meant, such as, “If I
understand you correctly, you’re saying that older and younger children
react differently to television violence.”

◆ Keep the interview moving. Although some people will get so involved
that they will not be concerned with the amount of time spent, most peo-
ple will have other important business to attend to.

◆ Make sure that your nonverbal reactions—facial expressions and ges-
tures—are in keeping with the tone you want to communicate. Maintain
good eye contact with the person. Nod to show understanding. And smile
occasionally to maintain the friendliness of the interview.

◆ End on time. If you suggested the amount of time intended for the inter-
view, respect the interviewee by finishing within the allotted time.

◆ Confirm your interviewee’s credentials. Revealing the credentials of the
expert you interview in your speech is just as important as revealing your
own credentials when offering personal experience. Before you leave the
interview, be sure to confirm your interviewee’s professional title, the
company or organization he or she works with, and the spelling of his or
her name (in case you want to include it on a visual aid). You’ll need
these details when explaining why you chose to interview this person.

◆ Thank the interviewee for his or her time. Acknowledge that your inter-
viewee took time out of a busy schedule to speak with you.

4. Processing the interview. Because your interview notes were probably
taken in an outline or shorthand form and may be difficult to translate later, sit
down with your notes as soon as possible after the interview and make individ-
ual research cards of the information you want to use in the speech. (Research
cards will be discussed in detail later in this chapter.) If at any point you are not
sure whether you have accurately transcribed what the person said, take a
minute to telephone or e-mail the person to double-check. You do not want to
risk your credibility by misquoting an expert.

Examining Artifacts or Original Documents
Sometimes the information you need may not have been published. Rather,

it may exist in an original unpublished source, such as an ancient manuscript,
a diary, personal correspondence, or company files. Or you may need to view
an object to get the information you need, such as a geographic feature, a
building, a monument, or an artifact in a museum.

Experimenting
You can design a study to test a hypothesis you have. Then you can report

the results of your experiment in your speech. Keep in mind that experiment-
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Stating the Credentials of
the Person You Interviewed

Dan’s adviser is a nationally
known expert on biolumines-
cence, so he chose to interview
her for his speech. Dan revealed
her credentials in his speech by
saying, “I have the privilege of
having as my adviser one of the
nation’s leading biolumines-
cence scholars. In an interview
with my adviser, Dr. Susan
Stromme, professor of biogenet-
ics right here at our university, I
learned that some mutant frogs
have been discovered that also
exhibit this ability.”
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ing takes time, and you must understand the principles of the scientific process
of experimentation to be able to trust your results.

Skimming to Determine Source Value
Because you are likely to uncover far more information than you can use, you
will want to skim sources to determine whether or not to read them in full.
Skimming is a method of rapidly going through a work to determine what is
covered and how.

If you are evaluating an article, spend a minute or two finding out whether
it really presents information on the exact area of the topic you are exploring
and whether it contains any documented statistics, examples, or quotable opin-
ions. (We will examine the kind of information to look for in the next section.)
If you are evaluating a book, read the table of contents carefully, look at the
index, and skim pertinent chapters, asking the same questions as you would for
a magazine article. Skimming helps you decide which sources should be read
in full, which should be read in part, and which should be abandoned. Minutes
spent in such evaluation will save hours of reading.

If you are using an electronic periodical index, you may be able to access
short abstracts for each article identified by your search. Reading these
abstracts can help you decide which sources you want to read in their entirety.
Once you have the sources in hand, however, you still need to follow a skim-
ming procedure.

Criteria for Judging Sources
When you rely on printed sources for the information in your speech, you can
have some confidence that the information you are using is reliable if it has
been published by a reputable publishing house and chosen by professional
librarians to be part of the collection. You should be more cautious in using
information that you find on the Internet because it contains information from
a wide variety of sources and no one oversees the accuracy of the information
or honesty of the people who produce it.

For instance, as the authors of Researching Online note, “While the universal-
ity of the Internet can be good in that it allows previously marginalized voices to
be heard, it also adds a new layer of difficulty for researchers.”4 What does this
mean? Editors of academic articles and books “have always made it a relative
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certainty that any source in a college library meets a basic standard of reliability
and relevance.” They go on to say, “Since the Internet lacks those gatekeepers,
you’re just as likely to encounter uninformed drivel there as you are to find a
unique resource that’s unavailable in any other form.”5

With this warning in mind, it’s important for you to critically evaluate the
information and authorship of the material you find. In evaluating any source,
you will want to use four criteria that have been suggested by a variety of
research librarians: authority, relevance, objectivity, and currency.

Authority
The first test of a resource is the expertise of its author or the reputation of

the publishing or sponsoring organization. For example, Dan’s adviser is an
authority because she is an expert in bioluminescence research. Books and arti-
cles published by reputable companies are also credible, but books, articles, and
pamphlets published privately might not be credible unless you can verify the
credentials of their authors. Websites that don’t acknowledge the source of the
information presented should be viewed skeptically. On the Internet, the first
filter of quality is the type of URL. Those ending in “.gov” (governmental),
“.edu” (educational), and “.org” are noncommercial sites with institutional pub-
lishers. The URL “.com” indicates that the sponsor is a for-profit organization.
The second test of information is the qualifications of the source or the author.
When an author is listed, you can check the author’s credentials through bio-
graphical references or by seeing if the author has a home page listing profes-
sional qualifications. Use the electronic periodical indexes to see whether the
author has other related articles that show expertise, or check the Library of
Congress to see whether the author has published books in the field.6

At some sites, you will find information that is anonymous or credited to
someone whose background is not clear. In these cases, your ability to trust the
information depends on evaluating the qualifications of the sponsoring organi-
zation. If you do not know whether you can trust the source, do not use the
information.

Relevance
A second test of the information is how relevant it is to your speech topic.

During your research, you will likely come across a great deal of interesting
information. Whether that information is appropriate for your speech is
another matter. Relevant information is directly related to your topic and sup-
ports your main points, making your speech easier to follow and understand.
Irrelevant information will only confuse listeners, leading them to believe you’re
addressing points other than those you previewed in your introduction. So you
should avoid using irrelevant information, no matter how interesting it is.

Objectivity
A third test of the information is how impartially it is presented. All authors

have a viewpoint, but you will want to be wary of information that is overly
slanted. Web documents that have been created under the sponsorship of
some business, government, or public interest groups should be carefully scru-
tinized for obvious biases or good “public relations” fronts. For example, com-
mercial websites often include corporate histories and biographical essays on
founders that present the company and founders in a favorable light. So you
will need other sources to give you a more accurate picture of both the com-
pany’s and founders’ strengths and weaknesses. Similarly, as mentioned earlier,
although the Sierra Club is a well-respected environmental organization, the
articles on its website are unlikely to present a balanced discussion of the pros
and cons of controversial environmental issues.

To evaluate the potential biases in articles and books, read the Preface, or
identify the thesis statement. These often reveal the authors’ point of view.
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Dan learned through his research
that bioluminescent frogs had
been discovered in a local river,
which happened to be polluted.
Some researchers speculated
that the polluted river caused the
genes of the frogs to mutate,
resulting in shorter life spans for
them. In response, several envi-
ronmental groups were trying to
save the frogs by picketing the
local power plant that was
responsible for polluting the
river. Although this situation pro-
vided interesting information, it
did not relate to Dan’s speech on
how bioluminescence works, so
he didn’t use it.
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When evaluating a website with which you are unfamiliar, look for the purpose
of the website. Most home pages contain a purpose or mission statement that
can help you understand why the site was created. Armed with this informa-
tion, you are in a better position to recognize the biases that the information
may contain. Remember, at some level, all web pages can be seen as “infomer-
cials,” so always be concerned with who created this information and why.7

Currency
Finally, newer information is generally more accurate than older. So, when

evaluating your sources, be sure to consult the latest information you can find.
One of the reasons for using web-based sources is that they can provide more
up-to-date information than printed sources.8 But just because a source is
found online does not mean that the information is timely. To determine how
up to date the information is, you will need to find out when the information
was placed on the web and how often it is revised. Many authors post this infor-
mation at the end of the page. If there are no dates indicated and no indica-
tions for checking the accuracy, the information should not be used.

Even some recent publications use old information. With statistics, espe-
cially, you want to know not only when the statistics were published but also
when the data were collected. If, for instance, you are talking about the num-
ber of women in Congress, you don’t want to be using data that are more than
two years old. Because congressional elections occur every two years, even data
from a recent publication could be wrong.

Web Resource 6.9: Analyzing Information Sources provides information on
additional criteria you can use to evaluate your sources. Use your Thomson-
NOW to access this resource.
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ACTIVITY 3A Locating and Evaluating Information
Sources

The goal of this activity is to help you compile a list of potential sources for your
speech.

1. Identify gaps in your current knowledge that you would like to fill.
2. Identify a person, an event, or a process that you could observe to broaden your

personal knowledge base.
3. Brainstorm a list of keywords that are related to your speech goal.
4. Working with paper or electronic versions of your library’s card catalog, periodical

indexes (including InfoTrac College Edition), and general references discussed in
this chapter, find and list specific resources that appear to provide information
for your speech.

5. Using a search engine, identify Internet-sponsored and personal websites that
may be sources of information for your speech.

6. Identify a person you could interview for additional information for this speech.
7. Skim the resources you have identified to decide which are likely to be most

useful.
8. Evaluate each resource to determine how much faith you can place in the

information.

You can complete this activity online, print it, and if requested, e-mail it to your
instructor. Use your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access Action Step Activity 3A.

A C T I O N  S T E P  3



Identify and Select Relevant Information
The information you find in your sources that you will want to use in your
speech may include factual statements, expert opinions, and elaborations.

Factual Statements
Factual statements are those that can be verified. “A recent study confirmed
that preschoolers watch an average of 28 hours of television a week,” “The
Gateway Solo laptop comes with a CD-ROM drive,” and “Johannes Gutenberg
invented printing from movable type in the 1400s” are all statements of fact
that can be verified. One way to verify whether the information is factual is to
check it against material from another source on the same subject. Never use
any information that is not carefully documented unless you have corroborat-
ing sources.
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Sources

Speech goal: I would like the audience to understand how bioluminescence works.

1. Identify gaps in your current knowledge that you would like to fill.

Since I’m a biogenetics engineering major and have done an eight-week internship
in the field, I am familiar with the kinds of works I’ll need to fill any gaps in
knowledge.

2. Identify a person, an event, or a process that you could observe to broaden your
personal knowledge base.

An event I could observe is my adviser explaining to her freshman class how
bioluminescence works.

3. Brainstorm a list of keywords that are related to your speech goal.

bioluminescence, chemistry, physiology, kinetics, luminous fish

4. Working with paper or electronic versions of your library’s card catalog, periodical
indexes (including InfoTrac College Edition), and general references discussed in
this chapter, find and list specific resources that appear to provide information
for your speech.

Journal of Fish Biology, Science, Marine Biology, Biochemistry, Journal of
Bioluminescence and Chemiluminescence

5. Using a search engine, identify Internet-sponsored and personal websites that
may be sources of information for your speech.

lifesci.ucsb.edu/, explorations.ucsd.edu/biolum/,
www.interscience.wiley.com/jpages/0884-3996/

6. Identify a person you could interview for additional information for this speech.

I could interview my adviser, Dr. Susan Stromme.

7. Skim the resources you have identified to decide which are likely to be most
useful.

8. Evaluate each resource to determine how much faith you can place in the
information.
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Statistics
Statistics are numerical facts. Statistical statements, such as, “Only five of

every ten local citizens voted in the last election” or “The cost of living rose 0.6
percent in January 2003,” enable you to pack a great deal of information into a
small package. Statistics can provide impressive support for a point, but when
they are poorly used in the speech, they may be boring and, in some instances,
downright deceiving. Here are some guidelines for using statistics effectively.

1. Use only statistics whose reliability you can verify. Taking statistics from
only the most reliable sources and double-checking any startling statistics with
another source will guard against the use of faulty statistics.

2. Use only recent statistics so that your audience will not be misled. For
example, if you find the statistic that only nine of one hundred members of the
Senate, or 9 percent, are women (true in 1999), you would be misleading your
audience if you used that statistic in a speech. If you want to make a point about
the number of women in the Senate, find the most recent statistics. Check for
both the year and the range of years to which the statistics apply.

3. Use statistics comparatively. By themselves, statistics are hard to inter-
pret. When we present comparative statistics, they are easier to understand.

In a speech on chemical waste, Donald Baeder points out that chemicals are
measured in parts per billion or even parts per trillion. Notice how he goes on
to use comparisons to put the meaning of the statistics in perspective:

One part per billion is the equivalent of one drop— one drop!— of vermouth in two
36,000 gallon tanks of gin and that would be a very dry martini even by San Fran-
cisco standards! One part per trillion is the equivalent of one drop in two thousand
tank cars.9

4. Limit how many statistics you offer. Although statistics may be an excel-
lent way to present a great deal of material quickly, be careful not to overuse
them. A few pertinent numbers are far more effective than a battery of statistics.
When you believe you must use many statistics, try preparing a visual aid, per-
haps a chart, to help your audience visualize them.

5. Remember that statistics are biased. Mark Twain once said there are
three kinds of lies: “lies, damned lies, and statistics.”10 Not all statistics are lies,
of course, but consider the source of statistics you’d like to use, what that source
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Use statistics from only the
most reliable sources, and
double-check any startling
statistics with another source.
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may have been trying to prove with these data, and how that situation might
have influenced the way the data were collected and interpreted. For example,
in his speech about media violence, Jeremy might think twice about the accu-
racy of statistics reported by a Hollywood production company claiming that
there are 20 percent fewer violent scenes on television today than there were
forty years ago. No statistic can represent the truth perfectly, so evaluate them
thoughtfully before using them.11

Examples
Examples are specific instances that illustrate or explain a general factual

statement. One or two short examples such as the following are often enough
to help make a generalization meaningful.

One way a company increases its power is to acquire another company. In
December 2006, AT&T bought Bell South Corporation, creating a premier
global communication company.
Professional billiard players practice many long hours every day. Jennifer
Lee practices as many as ten hours a day when she is not in a tournament.

Examples are useful because they provide concrete details that make a general
statement more meaningful to the audience.

Although most of the examples you find will be real, you may find hypo-
thetical examples you can use. Hypothetical examples are specific instances
based on reflections about future events. They develop the idea “What if . . . ?”
In the following excerpt, John A. Ahladas presents some hypothetical examples
of what it will be like in the year 2039 if global warming continues.

In New York, workers are building levees to hold back the rising tidal waters of the
Hudson River, now lined with palm trees. In Louisiana, 100,000 acres of wetland are
steadily being claimed by the sea. In Kansas, farmers learn to live with drought as a
way of life and struggle to eke out an existence in the increasingly dry and dusty
heartland. . . . And reports arrive from Siberia of bumper crops of corn and wheat
from a longer and warmer growing season.12

Because hypothetical examples are not themselves factual, you must be very
careful to check that the facts on which they are based are accurate.

Three principles should guide your use of examples. First, the examples
should be clear and specific enough to create a picture the audience can
understand. Consider the following generalization and supporting example.

Generalization: Electronics is one of the few areas in which products are sig-
nificantly cheaper today than they were in the 1980s.
Supporting example: In the mid-1980s, Motorola sold cell phones for $5,000
each; now a person can buy a Motorola cell phone for under $90.

With this single example, the listener has a vivid picture of the tremendous dif-
ference in about a twenty-year period.

Second, the examples you use should be representative. If cell phones were
the only electronics product whose prices had dropped so much over that same
period, this vivid example would be misleading and unethical. Any misuse of
data is unethical, especially if the user knows better.

Third, use at least one example to support every generalization.

Definitions
A definition is a statement that clarifies the meaning of a word or phrase.

Definitions are often used in speeches to clarify a topic or some aspect of it.
Definitions serve to clarify in three ways.

First, definitions clarify the meaning of terminology that is specialized,
technical, or otherwise likely to be unfamiliar to your audience. For example,
when Dan talked about bioluminescence, he clarified the meaning of the word
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examples specific instances
that illustrate or explain a
general factual statement

hypothetical examples spe-
cific instances based on
reflections about future
events

definition a statement that
clarifies the meaning of a
word or phrase
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bioluminescence with the following definition: “According to Encyclopaedia Britan-
nica Online, bioluminescence is the emission of visible light by living organisms
like fireflies.” Although dictionaries and encyclopedias contain definitions,
your speech topic might be such that you have to find definitions through
prominent researchers or professional practitioners. For example, in a speech
about eating disorders, you might go to the website of the American Dietetic
Association for your definition of the term eating disorders.

Second, definitions clarify words and terms that have more than one mean-
ing and might be misconstrued. For example, since child abuse is a term that
encompasses a broad range of behaviors, you might choose to define it in a
way that acknowledges which behaviors you intend to focus on in your speech.

Third, particularly with controversial subjects, definitions clarify your stance
on a subject in an effort to draw listeners to interpret it as you do. For exam-
ple, in a speech about domestic violence against women, former U.S. Secretary
of Health and Human Services Donna Shalala defined such violence as “terror-
ism in the home.”13

Expert Opinions
Expert opinions are interpretations and judgments made by authorities in a
particular subject area. “Watching twenty-eight hours of television a week is far
too much for young children,” “Having a DVD port on your computer is a
necessity,” and “The invention of printing from movable type was for all intents
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expert opinions interpreta-
tions and judgments made
by authorities in a particular
subject area

S P O T L I G H T  O N  S P E A K E R S

Marian Wright Edelman We Can Do Better

We’ve lost nearly 90,000
children to guns since
1979. . . . It’s safer to be
an on-duty police officer or
law enforcement officer
than a child under ten in
America. We can do
better.

The idea of “doing better” is
what motivates Marian Wright
Edelman to speak. “Doing
better” pushed young Edelman
to defy barriers in the

segregated south of the 1940s, and this personal
triumph resonates when she speaks. After graduating
from Spelman College, Edelman earned a law degree
from Yale University and became the first African
American woman admitted to the Mississippi Bar. “Doing
better” inspired her to work with Martin Luther King Jr.
and in 1974 to found the Children’s Defense Fund, the
most successful advocacy and research organization for
child heath care, education, and welfare. “Doing better”
is a plea she continues to make when she speaks before
parents, corporations, politicians, and presidents. Hers is
a relentless voice that effectively uses relevant
information born of careful research and vast personal
experience to speak to diverse audiences about reality.

She is especially effective at using elaborations to
dramatize her points:

This country has had enormous scientific and
technological progress. We’ve sent a man to the
moon, we’ve sent space ships to Mars, we’ve
created a tiny microchip that, you know, has raised
billions and trillions of dollars, we have broken the
genetic code. Don’t tell me we can’t figure out and
make the commitment to teach every child to read
by the third grade, and we just need to make that
happen.

Although she has received numerous awards and attained
global prominence for her work, Edelman continues to
raise her voice to speak, not for her own glory, but on
behalf of impoverished children and families.

Quotes: Marian Wright Edelman speaking at the Town Hall
Los Angeles luncheon (October 2002).

To Think About

◆ What specific technique(s) did Edelman use to
elaborate on her point that we must make a
commitment to teach every child to read by the
third grade?

◆ To what extent do you believe the United States is
committed to Edelman’s goal today? Explain.
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and purposes the start of mass communication” are all opinions based on the
factual statements cited previously. Whether they are expert opinions or not
depends on who made the statements.

How do you tell if a source is an expert? First, the expert must be a master
of the specific subject. Second, experts have engaged in long-term study of
their subject. Third, an expert is recognized by other people in his or her field
as being a knowledgeable and trustworthy authority. For instance, a history pro-
fessor may be an expert in ancient Greek city-states but know little about Aztec
civilization.

When you use expert opinions in your speech, you should always cite the
credentials of the expert. You should also identify comments from the expert
as opinions. For instance, an informative speaker might say, “Temperatures
throughout the 1990s were much higher than average. Paul Jorgenson, a space
biologist, believes that these higher than average temperatures represent the
first stages of the greenhouse effect, but the significance of these temperatures
is still being debated.”

Although opinions should not take the place of facts, expert opinions can
help interpret and give weight to facts that you present.

Elaborations
Factual information and expert opinions can be elaborated on through anec-
dotes and narratives, comparisons and contrasts, or quotable explanations and
opinions.

Anecdotes and Narratives
Anecdotes are brief, often amusing stories; narratives are accounts, personal

experiences, tales, or lengthier stories. Because holding audience interest is
important in a speech and because audience attention is likely to be captured
by a story, anecdotes and narratives are worth looking for, creating, and using.
In a five-minute speech, you have little time to tell a detailed story, so one or
two anecdotes or a very short narrative would be preferable.

The key to using stories is to make sure that the point of the story directly
states or reinforces the point you are making in your speech. In the following
speech excerpt, John Howard makes a point about failure to follow guidelines.

The knight was returning to the castle after a long, hard day. His face was bruised
and badly swollen. His armor was dented. The plume on his helmet was broken, and
his steed was limping. He was a sad sight.

The lord of the castle ran out and asked, “What hath befallen you, Sir Timothy?”

“Oh, Sire,” he said, “I have been laboring all day in your service, bloodying and pil-
laging your enemies to the West.”

“You’ve been doing what?” gasped the astonished nobleman. “I haven’t any enemies
to the West!”

“Oh!” said Timothy. “Well, I think you do now.”

There is a moral to this little story. Enthusiasm is not enough. You need to have a
sense of direction.14

Good stories and narratives may be humorous, sentimental, suspenseful, or
dramatic.

Comparisons and Contrasts
One of the best ways to give meaning to new ideas is through comparison

and contrast. Comparisons illuminate a point by showing similarities. Although
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anecdotes brief, often
amusing stories

narratives accounts, per-
sonal experiences, tales, or
lengthier stories

comparison illuminating a
point by showing similarities
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you can easily create comparisons using information you have found, you
should still keep your eyes open for creative comparisons developed by the
authors of the books and articles you have found.

Comparisons may be literal or figurative. Literal comparisons show similari-
ties of real things:

The walk from the lighthouse back up the hill to the parking lot is equal to walking
up the stairs of a thirty-story building.

Figurative comparisons express one thing in terms normally denoting another:

I always envisioned myself as a four-door sedan. I didn’t know she was looking for a
sports car!

Comparisons make ideas both clearer and more vivid. Notice how Steven
Joel Trachtenberg, in a speech to the Newington High School Scholars’ Break-
fast, uses a figurative comparison to demonstrate the importance of a willing-
ness to take risks even in the face of danger. Although the speech was given
years ago, the point is timeless:

The eagle flying high always risks being shot at by some hare-brained human with a
rifle. But eagles and young eagles like you still prefer the view from that risky height
to what is available flying with the turkeys far, far below.15

Whereas comparisons suggest similarities, contrasts highlight differences.
Notice how the following humorous contrast dramatizes the difference between
“participation” and “commitment.”

If this morning you had bacon and eggs for breakfast, I think it illustrates the differ-
ence. The eggs represented “participation” on the part of the chicken. The bacon
represented “total commitment” on the part of the pig!16

Quotations
When you find an explanation, an opinion, or a brief anecdote that seems

to be exactly what you are looking for, you may quote it directly in your
speech. Because audiences want to listen to your ideas and arguments, they do
not want to hear a string of long quotations. Nevertheless, a well-selected quo-
tation may be perfect in one or two key places.

Quotations can both explain and vivify. Look for quotations that make a
point in a particularly clear or vivid way. For example, in his speech “Enduring
Values for a Secular Age,” Hans Becherer, executive officer at Deere & Com-
pany, used this Henry Ford quote to show the importance of enthusiasm to
progress:

Enthusiasm is at the heart of all progress. With it, there is accomplishment. Without
it, there are only alibis.17

Frequently, historical or literary quotations can reinforce a point vividly. Cyn-
thia Opheim, chair of the Department of Political Science at Southwest Texas
State University, in her speech “Making Democracy Work,” used this quote from
Mark Twain on the frustration of witnessing legislative decision making:

There are two things you should never watch being made: sausage and legislation.18

Quotations may come from a book of quotations, from an article, or from
an interview that you have conducted as part of the speech research process.
Regardless of the source, however, when you use a direct quotation, you need
to verbally acknowledge the person it came from. Using any quotation or close
paraphrase without crediting its source is plagiarism, the unethical act of rep-
resenting another person’s work as your own.
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Using Narratives to
Elaborate

Holly used this narrative to elab-
orate on her point about the ben-
efits of day care: “I will never for-
get having lunch my first day on
the job at the day-care
center. . . . I watched in awe as
three-year-old children poured
their own milk and passed the
pitcher along to the next child at
the table and, likewise, dished
up their own macaroni and
cheese, green beans, and so on.
The children visited cordially with
me as we ate. When everyone
was finished eating, each child at
the table helped to clear the
dishes away. To my amazement,
these three-year-olds were
behaving in a more civil manner
than my roommates do! I cannot
help but wonder whether my
friends and I could have bene-
fited from learning the social
skills these children had mas-
tered as a result of their experi-
ences at a day-care center.”

contrast illuminating a point
by highlighting differences

plagiarism the unethical act
of representing another per-
son’s work as your own



Drawing Information from Multiple Cultural Perspectives
A person’s cultural background often influences how facts are perceived and
what opinions are held. Therefore, it is important to draw your information
from culturally diverse perspectives by seeking sources that have differing cul-
tural orientations and by interviewing experts with diverse cultural back-
grounds. For example, when Carrie was preparing for her speech on profi-
ciency testing in grade schools, she purposefully searched for articles written by
noted Hispanic, Asian, and African American, as well as European American,
authors. In addition, she interviewed two local school superintendents— one
from an urban district and one from a suburban district. Because she con-
sciously worked to develop diverse sources of information, Carrie had greater
confidence that her speech would more accurately reflect all sides of the
debate on proficiency testing.

Record Information
As you find the facts, opinions, and elaborations that you want to use in your
speech, you need to record the information accurately and keep a careful
account of your sources so that they can be cited appropriately during your
speech as you give it.

Preparing Research Cards
How should you keep track of the information you plan to use? Although it
may seem easier to record all material from one source on a single sheet of
paper (or to photocopy source material), sorting and arranging material is
much easier when each item is recorded separately. So it is wise to record
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R E F L E C T  O N  E T H I C S

“Dan, I was wondering whether you’d listen to the speech
I’m giving in class tomorrow. It will only take about five
minutes.”

“Sure.”

Tom and Dan found an empty classroom and Tom
went through his speech. “What did you think?”

“Sounded pretty good to me. I could follow the
speech—I knew what you wanted to do. But I was
wondering about that section where you had the
statistics. You didn’t give any source.”

“Well, the fact is I can’t remember the source.”

“You remember the statistics that specifically, but you
don’t remember the source?”

“Well, I don’t remember the statistics all that well,
but I think I’ve got them about right.”

“Well, you can check them, can’t you?”

“Check them? Where? That would take me hours. And
after all, I told you I think I have them about right.”

“But Tom, the accuracy of the statistics seem pretty
important to what you said.”

“Listen, trust me on this—no one is going to say
anything about it. You’ve already said that my goal was
clear, my main points were clear, and I sounded as if I
know what I’m talking about. I really think that’s all
Goodwin is interested in.”

“Well, whatever you say, Tom. I just thought I’d ask.”

“No problem. Thanks for listening. I thought I had it in
pretty good shape, but I wanted someone to hear my last
practice.”

“Well, good luck!”

1. What do you think of Tom’s assessment of his use of
statistics that “no one is going to say anything about
it”?

2. Does Tom have any further ethical obligation? If so,
what is it?

3. How and why do you think you might use statistics in
a speech for your speech class?
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information on index cards that allow you to easily find, arrange, and
rearrange each item of information as you prepare your speech.

In the research card method, each factual statement, expert opinion, or
elaboration, along with the bibliographical information on its source, is
recorded on a four-by-six-inch or larger index card containing three types of
information. First, each card should have a heading or keywords that identify
the subcategory to which the information belongs. Second, the specific fact,
opinion, or elaboration statement should be recorded on the card. Any part of
the information item that is quoted directly from the source should be
enclosed in quotation marks. Third, the bibliographical publication data
related to the source should be recorded.

The bibliographical information you will record depends on whether the
source is a book, a periodical, a newspaper, an interview, or a website. For a
book, include the names of authors, the title of the book, the place of publica-
tion and the publisher, the date of publication, and the page or pages from
which the information is taken. For a periodical or newspaper, include the
name of the author (if given), the title of the article, the name of the publica-
tion, the date, and the page number from which the information is taken. For
online sources, include the URL for the website, the credentials of the site
host, the heading under which you found the information, and the date that
you accessed the site. Be sure to record enough source information so that you
can relocate the material if you need to and cite the source appropriately dur-
ing your speech. Exhibit 6.3 shows a sample research card.

As your stack of research cards grows, you can sort the material and place
each item under the heading to which it is related. For instance, for a speech
on bioluminescence, you might have a stack of research cards related to the
biological process of bioluminescence, species that are bioluminescent, and
causes of bioluminescence. The card in Exhibit 6.3 would be indexed under
the heading “species that are bioluminescent.”

The number of sources you will need depends in part on the type of speech
you are giving and your own expertise. For a narrative/personal experience
speech, you obviously will be the main, if not the only, source. For informative
reports and persuasive speeches, however, speakers ordinarily draw from multi-
ple sources. For a five-minute speech on Ebola in which you plan to talk about
causes, symptoms, and treatment, you might have two or more research cards
under each heading. Moreover, the research cards should come from at least
three different sources. Avoid using only one source for your information
because this often leads to plagiarism; furthermore, basing your speech on one
or two sources suggests that you have not done sufficient research. Selecting
and using information from several sources allow you to develop an original
approach to your topic, ensure a broader research base, and make it more
likely that you will have uncovered various opinions related to your topic.
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Topic: Bioluminescence 

Heading: Uses

Fireflies blink to communicate, and each fly has a distinctive blink. Males and
females also blink during mating season.

Kathryn Lund Johnson. “Things that go ‘blink’ in the night.” American Gardener,
Jul./Aug. 2006, v. 85 i.4, pp. 46– 47.

EXHIBIT 6.3 A sample research card
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S P E E C H  P L A N N I N G

ACTIVITY 3B Preparing Research Cards

The goal of this activity is to review the source material that you identified in Action
Step Activity 3A and to record on research cards specific items of information that
you might wish to use in your speech.

1. Carefully read all print and electronic sources (including website material) that
you have identified and evaluated as appropriate sources for your speech.
Review your notes and tapes from all interviews and observations.

2. As you read an item (fact, opinion, example, illustration, statistic, anecdote, nar-
rative, comparison–contrast, quotation, definition, or description) that you think
might be useful in your speech, record the item on a research card or on the
appropriate electronic research card form available at the Challenge of Effective
Speaking website. (If you are using an article that appeared in a periodical source
that you read online, use the periodical research card form.)

You can complete this activity online and, if requested, e-mail it to your instructor.
You can also use online forms to prepare your own research cards and print them for
use in preparing your speech. Use your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access Action
Step Activity 3B.

A C T I O N  S T E P  3

S T U D E N T  R E S P O N S E

ACTIVITY 3B Preparing Research Cards

Speech goal: I would like the audience to agree that domestic violence is a problem,
realize some of its underlying causes, and be convinced of strategies to reduce
domestic violence in the United States today.

Card 1
Topic: The problem
Heading: Scope

3 million women per year are physically abused by their husbands or boyfriends. And
about 31 percent of American women report being sexually or physically abused by a
male partner during her lifetime. (In other words, of the twenty women in my speech
class, about six will be assaulted by a male partner during her lifetime!)

Family Violence Prevention Fund Website (2007). “Domestic violence is a serious,
widespread social problem in America: The facts.” http://www.endabuse.org/
resources/facts. Accessed April 17, 2007.

Card 2
Topic: The problem
Heading: Severity

Domestic violence is the number-one reason for emergency room visits by women.

Gordon, J. S. (1998). Helping survivors of domestic violence: The effects of medical,
mental health, and community services. New York: Garland Publishing.

A C T I O N  S T E P  3
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Citing Sources in the Speech
In your speeches, as in any communication in which you use ideas that are not
your own, you need to acknowledge the sources of your ideas and statements.
Specifically mentioning your sources not only helps the audience evaluate the
content but also adds to your credibility. In addition, citing sources will give
concrete evidence of the depth of your research. Failure to cite sources, espe-
cially when you are presenting information that is meant to substantiate a con-
troversial point, is unethical. Furthermore, failure to cite sources orally during
your speech constitutes plagiarism. Just as you would provide footnotes in a
written document, you must provide oral footnotes during your speech. Oral
footnotes are references to an original source, made at the point in the speech
where information from that source is presented. The key to preparing oral
footnotes is to include enough information for listeners to access the sources
themselves and to offer enough credentials to enhance the credibility of the
information you are citing. Exhibit 6.4 gives several examples of appropriate
speech source citations.
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Card 3
Topic: Causes
Heading: Power and control

Men often resort to violence to gain power over women when they feel threatened and
subordinate and want to maintain a sense of control.

Johnson, Michael P., and Ferraro, Kathleen J. (2000). “Research on domestic violence
in the 1990s: Making distinctions.” Journal of Marriage and Family, 62(4), pp.
948–963.

Card 4
Topic: Causes
Heading: Power and control

Most abused women would leave if human capital such as housing and employment
were more readily available to them.

Christy-McMullin, K., and Shobe, M. A. (2007). “The role of economic resources and
human capital with woman abuse.” Journal of Policy Practice, 6(1), pp. 3–26.

oral footnote reference to
an original source, made at
the point in the speech
where information from that
source is presented

Books
Cite the title of the book and the name of its author. You may cite the book’s
publication date or the author’s credentials if doing so boosts credibility.

“Thomas Friedman, noted international editor for the New York Times, stated in
his book The World Is Flat . . .”

“But to get a complete picture we have to look at the statistics. According to the
2007 Statistical Abstract, the level of production for the European Economic
Community rose from . . .”

(continued)

EXHIBIT 6.4 Appropriate speech source citations
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Journal or magazine articles
Cite the name and date of the publication in which you found the article. You may
cite the article’s author and title if doing so adds credibility.

“According to an article about the Federal Reserve in last week’s Newsweek
magazine . . .”

“In the latest Gallup poll cited in the February 10 issue of Newsweek . . .”

“Timothy Plax, professor of communication at California State University, Long
Beach, wrote in an article published in April 2006 in Communication Education
that . . .”

Newspapers
Cite the name of the newspaper and date of the article. You may cite the article’s
author and his or her credentials if it adds credibility.

“According to a May 2007 article in the Wall Street Journal . . .”

Interviews
Cite the name and credentials of the person interviewed and the date the interview
took place. If you cite the interview more than once, you need only cite the
interviewee’s name in subsequent oral footnotes.

“In an interview with New Republic magazine in December 2006, Governor
Arnold Schwarzenegger stated . . .”

“In my telephone interview on September 29 with Dr. Susan Nissen, physician
for physical medicine in Kansas City, Kansas, I learned that . . .”

Internet sources
Cite the website’s author, his or her credentials, and the date of the site’s most
recent revision. If there is no author, cite the credentials of the website’s sponsoring
organization. Do not cite the URL as part of your oral footnote.

“According to a January 2007 posting on the official website of the American
Dietetic Association . . .”

Television programs
Cite the name of the program and the date of the original broadcast. You may also
cite the name of the reporter for news programs if it boosts credibility.

“According to a May 1995 CNN special broadcast called ‘Cry Hatred . . .’”

Public speeches
Cite the name and credentials of the speaker, as well as the occasion and date of
the speech.

“In a speech on business ethics delivered to the Public Relations Society of
America last November, Preston Townly, CEO of the Conference Board, said . . .”

EXHIBIT 6.4 Appropriate speech source citations (continued)
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Summary
Effective speaking requires high-quality information. You need to know where
to look for information, what kind of information to look for, how to record it,
and how to cite sources in your speeches.

To find material, begin by exploring your personal knowledge, experience,
and observations. Then work outward by looking for primary or secondary
sources through library and electronic sources, interviewing, and surveying.
Look for material in books, articles in periodicals, newspapers, encyclopedias,
statistical sources, biographical references, U.S. government publications, and
the Internet. You may also need to conduct primary research if secondary
sources are insufficient. You may conduct surveys, interview people who are
knowledgeable on your subject, examine original sources and artifacts, or con-
duct experiments. By skimming written material, you can quickly evaluate
sources to determine whether or not to read them in full. Four criteria for
judging sources are authority, relevance, objectivity, and currency.

Two major types of material for speeches are factual statements and expert
opinions. Factual statements are presented in the form of examples, statistics,
and definitions. Expert opinions are interpretations of facts and judgments
made by qualified authorities. Depending on your topic and speech goal, you
may use facts and opinions and elaborate them with examples, anecdotes, nar-
ratives, comparisons, contrasts, and quotations.

A good method for recording material that you may want to use in your
speech is to record each bit of data along with necessary bibliographical docu-
mentation on a separate research card. As your stack of information grows, sort
the material under common headings. During the speech, cite the sources for
the information on your research cards in the form of oral footnotes.
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S P E E C H  P L A N N I N G

ACTIVITY 3C Citing Sources

On the back of each research card, write a short phrase that you can use in your
speech as an oral footnote for the material on this card.

A C T I O N  S T E P  3

S T U D E N T  R E S P O N S E

ACTIVITY 3C Citing Sources

According to J. S. Gordon in his book, Helping Survivors of Domestic Violence: The
Effects of Medial, Mental Health, and Community Services, domestic violence is
the number-one reason for emergency room visits by women.

A C T I O N  S T E P  3
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C H A L L E N G E  O N L I N E

Now that you’ve read Chapter 6, use your Thomson-
NOW for The Challenge of Effective Speaking for quick
access to the electronic resources that accompany
this text. Your ThomsonNOW gives you access to
the Web Resources and Speech Planning activities
featured in this chapter, Speech Builder Express,
InfoTrac College Edition, and online study aids
such as a digital glossary and review quizzes.

Your Challenge ThomsonNOW is an online study
system that helps you identify concepts you don’t

fully understand, allowing you to put your study
time to the best use. Using chapter-by-chapter diag-
nostic pretests, the system creates a personalized
study plan for each chapter. Each plan directs you
to specific resources designed to improve your
understanding, including pages from the text in e-
book format. Chapter posttests give you an opportu-
nity to measure how much you’ve learned and let
you know if you are ready for graded quizzes and
exams.

K E Y  T E R M S  

Go to your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access
your online glossary for Chapter 6. Print a copy of
the glossary for this chapter and test yourself with

the electronic flash cards or complete the crossword
puzzle to help you master these key terms:

anecdotes (108) 
closed questions (99) 
comparison (108) 
contrast (109) 
credentials (92)
definition (106) 
examples (106) 
expert opinions (107) 
factual statements (104) 
follow-up questions (99) 

plagiarism (109) 
primary questions (99) 
primary research (91)
primary source (96) 
secondary research (91) 
secondary source (98) 
skimming (101) 
statistics (105) 
survey (97) 

hypothetical examples (106) 
Internet (96) 
interviewing (98) 
leading questions (99) 
narratives (108) 
neutral questions (99) 
newsgroup (bulletin board) (97) 
open questions (99) 
oral footnote (113) 
periodicals (93) 

W E B  R E S O U R C E S  

Go to your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access
the Web Resources for this chapter.

6.1 Online Encyclopedias (95) 
6.2 Online Statistics (96) 
6.3 Bad Uses of Statistics and Polling

(96) 
6.4 Online Biographical References

(96) 

6.8 Conducting Surveys (98) 
6.9 Analyzing Information Sources

(103) 

6.5 Online Quotations (96) 
6.6 Online Government Publications

(96) 
6.7 Evaluating Internet Sources (97) 
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S P E E C H  P L A N N I N G  A C T I O N  S T E P S  

Access the Action Step activities for this chapter
online at your ThomsonNOW for Challenge. Select
the chapter resources for Chapter 6, then click the
activity number you want. You may print your com-

pleted activities, and you should save your work so
you can use it as needed in later Action Step
activities.

3A Locating and Evaluating Information

Sources (103)
3C Citing Sources (115)3B Preparing Research Cards (112)
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Every discourse like a living
creature, should be put together
that it has its own body and
lacks neither head nor feet, mid-
dle nor extremities, all composed
in such a way that suit both
each other and the whole.

Plato, Phaedrus

What’s Ahead
H E R E ’ S  W H A T ’ S  A H E A D  I N  T H I S  C H A P T E R :

1. Why is it important to limit the number of main points to no more
than five?

2. Why should you construct a clear thesis statement?

3. How might you arrange your points in your speech?

4. What are some types of supporting material you can use to elaborate
your main points?

5. Why are section transitions important?

77
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“Troy, Mareka gave an awesome speech about recycling paper. I didn’t

realize the efforts that other universities are making to help the environ-

ment, and I haven’t heard so many powerful stories in a long time.”

“Yeah, Brett, I agree, the stories were interesting. But, you know, I had

a hard time following the talk. I couldn’t really get ahold of what the main

ideas were. Did you?”

“Well, she was talking about recycling and stuff, . . . but now that you

mention it, I’m not sure what she really wanted us to think or do about it. I

mean, it was really interesting, but kind of confusing too.”

Troy and Brett’s experience is not that unusual; even well-known speak-
ers can give speeches that aren’t as tightly organized as they could or should
be. Yet if your speeches are well organized, you are more likely to achieve your
speech goal. In the next two chapters, we explain the fourth speech plan
action step: Organize your ideas and develop supporting material that achieves
your goal and is appropriate for your audience. This chapter describes how to
(1) identify main points that are implied in the specific goal statement and
write them into a thesis statement for the speech; (2) organize the body of
your speech by carefully wording and ordering your main points, and develop
each main point with supporting material that is appropriate to the audience;
and (3) create transitional statements that move the speech from one main
point to the next. In the next chapter, we explain how to create introductions
and conclusions that pique audience interest and aid audience understanding.
Also in that chapter, you will learn how working with a complete speech out-
line enables you to test the structure and development of your ideas before
you worry about the specific wording or begin practicing the speech aloud.

Construct a Thesis Statement
Once you have analyzed your audience, identified your general goal, created a
specific goal, and assembled a body of information on your topic, you are
ready to identify the main ideas you wish to present in your speech and to craft
them into a well-phrased thesis statement.

Identify Main Points
The main points of a speech are complete-sentence statements of the two to
five central ideas that will be used in the thesis statement. The number of main
points in a well-organized speech is limited to help audience members keep
track of the ideas and to allow each idea to be developed with appropriate sup-
porting material. The difference between a five-minute speech and a twenty-
five-minute speech with the same speech goal will be the extent to which each
main point is developed.

In some cases, identifying the main points is easy. For Speech Planning
Action Step 1, Activity 1E, in Chapter 4, Erin might have written, “I want the
audience to understand the steps in spiking a volleyball.” Because she is an
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ACTION STEP 4

Organizing information

A. Identifying main points
B. Writing a thesis

statement
C. Developing the main

points of your speech
D. Outlining the speech

body

main points complete-
sentence statements of the 
two to five central ideas that
will be used in the thesis
statement



excellent volleyball player, however, she doesn’t need to do much research to
identify the steps in this skill, so she is able to write a clear thesis statement: “I
want my audience to understand the three major steps in spiking a volleyball—
having a proper approach, a powerful swing, and an effective follow-through.”

But instead of being in Erin’s position, let’s say that you are in Emming’s.
Even though you may have written a goal statement for Activity 1E that is on
the right track, you may not be able to turn it into a clearly stated thesis state-
ment at this time. For instance, Emming may have written the specific goal
statement “I want the audience to understand the criteria for choosing a credit
card.” He may even have decided that, because he would probably have time to
discuss only a few of these criteria, he would write the specific goal statement “I
want the audience to understand three criteria for choosing a credit card.” But
at this stage, he is not yet ready to write a meaningful thesis statement.

If you find yourself in Emming’s shoes, you will need to do some further
work. How can you proceed? First, begin by listing the ideas you have found
that relate to your specific goal. Like Emming, you may be able to list as many
as nine or more. Second, eliminate ideas that your audience analysis suggests
this audience already understands. Third, check to see if some of the ideas can
be grouped together under a broader concept. Fourth, eliminate ideas for
which you do not have strong support in the sources you consulted. Fifth,
eliminate any ideas that might be too complicated for this audience to compre-
hend in the time you have to explain them. Finally, from the ideas that remain,
choose two to five that are the most important for your audience to under-
stand if you are to accomplish your specific speech goal.

Let’s look at how Emming used these steps to identify the main points for
his speech on criteria for choosing a credit card. To begin, Emming had a few
ideas about what might be the main points for the speech, but it wasn’t until he
completed most of his research, sorted through what he had collected, and
thought about it that he was able to choose his main points. First, he listed
ideas (in this case, nine) that were discussed in the information about choosing
a credit card that he had discovered when doing his research.

what is a credit card
interest rates
credit rating
convenience
discounts
annual fee
rebates
institutional reputation
frequent flyer points

Second, Emming eliminated the idea “what is a credit card” because he
knew that his audience already understood this. This left him with eight—still
far too many for his first speech. Third, Emming noticed that several of the
ideas seemed to be related. Discounts, rebates, and frequent flyer points are all
types of incentives that card companies offer to entice people to choose their
card. So Emming grouped these three ideas together under the single heading
“incentives.” Fourth, Emming noticed that several of the sources had provided
considerable information on interest rates, credit ratings, discounts, annual
fees, rebates, and frequent flyer points but had provided very little information
on convenience or institutional reputation, so he crossed these ideas out.

Finally, Emming considered each of the remaining ideas in light of the five-
minute time requirement he faced. He decided to cross out “credit rating”
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because, although it influences the types of cards and interest rates for which a
person might qualify, Emming believed that he could not adequately explain
this idea in the short time available. Explaining to this audience how a credit
rating was determined might take longer than five minutes by itself and wasn’t
really as basic as some of the other ideas he had listed. When he was finished
with his analysis and synthesis, his list looked like this:

what is a credit card

interest rates

credit rating

convenience

discounts incentives

annual fee

rebates

institutional reputation

frequent flyer points

This process left Emming with three broad-based points that he could develop
in his speech: interest rates, annual fee, and incentives.

So, if you find that you want to talk about a topic that includes numerous
forms, types, or categories, follow Emming’s steps to reduce the number of
your main points to two to five. To identify the main points of your speeches,
you will want to complete Speech Planning Action Step 4, Activity A: Identify-
ing Main Points. Another example of identifying main points is presented in
the Student Response to Speech Planning Action Step 4, Activity A.
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ACTIVITY 4A Identifying Main Points

1. List all of the ideas you have found that relate to the specific purpose of your
speech.

2. If you have trouble limiting the number, do the following:
a. Draw a line through each of the ideas that you believe the audience already

understands, that you have no information to support, or that just seems too
complicated.

b. Combine ideas that can be grouped together under a single heading.
3. From those ideas that remain, choose the two to five you will use as main points

in your speech.

You can complete this activity online with Speech Builder Express and, if requested,
e-mail your completed activity to your instructor. Use your ThomsonNOW for Challenge
to access Action Step Activity 4A.

A C T I O N  S T E P  4



Write the Thesis Statement
A thesis statement is a one- or two-sentence summary of your speech that
incorporates your general and specific goals and previews the main points of
the speech. Not only will you write this sentence on your speech outline, but
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ACTIVITY 4A Identifying Main Points

General goal: I want to inform my audience.
Specific goal: I want my audience to understand the disease of leukemia.
1. List all of the ideas you have found that relate to the specific purpose of your

speech.
causes of leukemia
chronic myelogenous leukemia 
acute myelogenous leukemia
bone marrow
bone marrow biopsy
components of blood (red & white cells & platelets)
chronic lymphatic leukemia 
acute lymphatic leukemia 
lymphoma
prognosis 
diagnosis
myeloproliferative disorders 
types of blood tests

2. If you have trouble limiting the number, do the following:
a. Draw a line through each of the ideas that you believe the audience already

understands, that you have no information to support, or that just seems too
complicated.

b. Combine ideas that can be grouped together under a single heading.
3. From those ideas that remain, choose the two to five you will use as main points

in your speech.
causes of leukemia
chronic myelogenous leukemia 
acute myelogenous leukemia 
bone marrow
bone marrow biopsy
components of blood (red & white cells & platelets) types of leukemia
chronic lymphatic leukemia 
acute lymphatic leukemia
lymphoma
prognosis 
diagnosis diagnosis
myeloproliferative disorders 
types of blood tests

Main points: 
1. There are four types of leukemia.
2. The prognosis depends on the type of leukemia.
3. Leukemia is diagnosed by using blood and bone marrow tests.

A C T I O N  S T E P  4

thesis statement a one- or
two-sentence summary of
the speech that incorporates
the general and specific
goals and previews the main
points
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you will also use this sentence as a basis for the transition from the introduc-
tion to the body of your speech (see Emming’s complete outline in Chapter 8,
pages 159–160). Thus, your thesis statement provides a blueprint from which
you will organize the body of your speech.

Now let’s consider how you arrive at this thesis statement. First, let’s look at
a situation like Erin’s, in which you have enough knowledge to go directly from
a specific speech goal to a thesis statement.

Recall that Erin might have written her speech goal as, “I want the audience
to understand the steps in spiking a volleyball.” In fact, given her knowledge of
volleyball, she was able to write: “I want my audience to understand the three
major steps in spiking a volleyball—having a proper approach, a powerful
swing, and an effective follow-through.” Because she knows what the main
points will be, she can write the following thesis statement that she will put on
her speech outline: “The three major steps in spiking a volleyball are having a
proper approach, a powerful swing, and an effective follow-through.”

To reach the same level of preparedness as Erin, Emming went through the
complete process of determining the ideas for his speech to arrive at his three
choices: interest rates, annual fee, and incentives. Based on his specific goal
and the main points he had identified, Emming was able to write the following
thesis statement: “Three criteria you should use to find the most suitable credit
card are level of real interest rate, annual fee, and advertised incentives.”

Exhibit 7.1 provides other examples of specific speech goals and thesis
statements.

For guidance on writing analytical, expository, and persuasive thesis state-
ments, use your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access Web Resource 7.1: Writing
Different Types of Thesis Statements.

Speech Planning Action Step 4, Activity 4B: Writing a Thesis Statement,
directs you in writing a thesis statement for your speech. To see an example of
a student’s response to this activity, see the Student Response to Activity 4B.
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Preparing a Thesis
Statement

Darla wanted her listeners to
understand three different meth-
ods for disciplining children, so
she phrased her thesis statement
in this way: “Today, we’ll discuss
three unique methods you can
use to discipline children. These
methods are based on the per-
spectives of B. F. Skinner, Sig-
mund Freud, and Benjamin
Spock.”
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The general goal, specific goal,
and main points of the speech
are introduced with a clearly
stated thesis statement.
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ACTIVITY 4B Writing a Thesis Statement

The goal of this activity is to use your general and specific goals and the main points
you have identified to develop a well-worded thesis statement for your speech.
1. Write the specific goal you developed in Activity 4A.
2. List the main points you identified in Activity 4A.
3. Now write one or two complete sentences that combine your specific goal with

your main point ideas.

You can complete this activity online with Speech Builder Express, view a student
sample of this activity, and if requested, e-mail your completed activity to your
instructor. Use you ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access Action Step Activity 4B.

A C T I O N  S T E P  4

General goal: I want to inform my audience.
Specific goal: I want my audience to understand how to improve their grades in
college.
Thesis statement: Three proven techniques for improving test scores in college are
to attend classes regularly, develop a positive attitude, and study efficiently.
General goal: I want to inform my audience.
Specific goal: I want the audience to understand the major characteristics of
impressionistic painting.
Thesis statement: Impressionistic painting is characterized by unique subject
matter, use of color, and technique.
General goal: I want to persuade my audience.
Specific goal: I want my audience to believe that parents should limit the time their
children spend viewing television.
Thesis statement: Parents should limit the time their children spend viewing
television because heavy television viewing desensitizes children to violence and
increases violent tendencies in children.
General goal: I want to persuade my audience.
Specific goal: I want my audience to believe that they should learn to speak
Spanish.
Thesis statement: You should learn to speak Spanish because it will benefit you
personally, economically, and practically.

EXHIBIT 7.1 Sample speech goals and thesis statements

S T U D E N T  R E S P O N S E

ACTIVITY 4B Writing a Thesis Statement

1. Write the general and specific goals you developed in Activity 4A.
General goal: I want to inform my audience.
Specific goal: I want my audience to be able to find the credit card that is
most suitable for them.

A C T I O N  S T E P  4
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Outline the Body of the Speech
An outline of the body of a speech will include three levels of information:
(1) main points (I, II, III); (2) a maximum of two sets of subpoints and sub-
subpoints (A, B, C; 1, 2, 3) for some or all of your main points; and (3) the
elaboration material you choose to develop your main points and subpoints (a,
b, c). Why are there two levels of subpoints? In speeches of more than a few
minutes, the first level of subpoints (A, B, C) will often require additional
explanation, indicated by sub-subpoints (1, 2, 3), before elaboration can begin.
Relevant elaborations (a, b, c) will then be noted in appropriate places. Exhibit
7.2 shows the general form of how the speech outline system looks.

If you have developed expertise on your topic and done a lot of research,
you will have to choose what subpoints and supporting information to present
because the same two to five main points can be developed into a speech that
will last for three to five minutes, five to seven minutes, eight to ten minutes, or
even become a fifty-minute major presentation! The length of your speech is
determined not by the number of main points but by how thoroughly you
develop each of them. As you will see, a complex main point may have two,
three, or even more subpoints. Each subpoint will be developed through one
or more sub-subpoints. And subpoints and/or sub-subpoints may be elaborated
with definitions, examples, statistics, personal experiences, stories, quotations,
and other items. It’s often the number and length of elaborations that deter-
mine the length of the speech. In a five-minute speech, you may be limited to
only three elaborations of developmental information of fifteen seconds each.
But an hour speech may allow six to ten or more elaborations of developmen-
tal information of up to several minutes for each.

Now let’s look at an example of how three or four levels of points may 
be shown on your outline. Notice that all main points, subpoints, and sub-
subpoints are written in complete sentences.

I. One criterion for finding a suitable credit card is to examine the level of
real interest rate.
A. Interest rates are the percentages that a company charges you to

carry a balance on your card past the due date.
1. The average credit card charges 16 percent interest.
2. The interest rate can change for a number of reasons.

What if you believe that the audience needs additional information to
understand what this means? During the speech, you may decide to provide an
example, present statistics, offer a quotation, tell a story, or provide some other
elaboration. But none of these needs to be spelled out in any detail on the out-
line. The kinds of elaboration you use, length of statements, and the like will
be determined during practice sessions. We’ll discuss consideration of various
points of elaboration further in this section and return to the issue in Chapter
11, Practicing Delivery.
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2. List the main points you identified in Activity 4A.
interest rates 
annual fee 
incentives

3. Now write one or two complete sentences that combine your general and specific
goals with your main point ideas.

Three criteria you can use to find a suitable credit card are level of real interest
rate, annual fee, and incentives.



Outline Main Points
Once you have a thesis statement, you can begin outlining the main points that
will make up the body of your speech. The main points in your outline are
complete-sentence representations of the main ideas that you have identified
and specified in your thesis statement. It is important to write main points, sub-
points, and sub-subpoints as complete sentences because only sentences can
fully express the relationship among the main points and between each main
point and the specific goal of the speech. Once you have worded each main
point, you will choose an organizing pattern.

Wording Main Points
Recall that Emming determined that interest rates, annual fee, and adver-

tised inducements are the three major criteria for finding a suitable credit card
and that his thesis statement was: “Three criteria that you can use to find a suit-
able credit card are level of real interest rate, annual fee, and advertised incen-
tives.” Suppose he wrote his first draft of main points as follows:

I. Level of real interest rate
II. Annual fee

III. Incentives
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I. Main point one
A. Subpoint A for main point one

1. Sub-subpoint one for subpoint A of main point one
2. Sub-subpoint two for subpoint A of main point one

B. Subpoint B of main point one
1. Sub-subpoint one for subpoint B of main point one
2. Sub-subpoint two for subpoint B of main point one

II. Main point two
A. Subpoint one for main point two

1. Sub-subpoint one for subpoint one of main point two
2. Sub-subpoint two for subpoint one of main point two

B. Subpoint two of main point two
1. Sub-subpoint one for subpoint two of main point two
2. Sub-subpoint two for subpoint two of main point two
3. Sub-subpoint three for subpoint two of main point two

C. Subpoint three of main point two
1. Sub-subpoint one for subpoint three of main point two
2. Sub-subpoint two for subpoint three of main point two
3. Sub-subpoint three for subpoint three of main point two

III. Main point three
A. Subpoint one of main point three

1. Sub-subpoint one for subpoint one of main point three
2. Sub-subpoint two for subpoint one of main point three

B. Subpoint two of main point three
. . . etc.

EXHIBIT 7.2 General form for a speech outline
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From this wording, Emming would have some ideas of the main points he
was going to talk about, but he wouldn’t have specified clearly how each main
point was related to his goal. To make the relationships clear, Emming needs
to create complete sentences for each. So Emming might write a first draft of
the main points of his speech like this:

I. Examining the level of real interest rate is one criterion that you can use
to find a credit card that is suitable for where you are in life.

II. Another criterion that you can use to make sure that you find a credit
card that is suitable for where you are in life is to examine the annual
fee.

III. Finding a credit card can also depend on weighing the advertised incen-
tives, which is the third criterion that you will want to use to be sure that
it is suitable for where you are in life.

Study these statements. Do they seem a bit vague? Notice that we have
emphasized that this is a first draft. Sometimes, the first draft of a main point is
well expressed and doesn’t need additional work. More often, however, we find
that our first attempt doesn’t quite capture what we want to say. So we need to
rework our points to make them clearer. Let’s consider Emming’s draft state-
ments more carefully. Emming has made a pretty good start. His three main
points are complete sentences. Now let’s see how Emming might use two test
questions to assure himself that he has achieved the best wording for his
points.

1. Is the relationship of each main point statement to the goal statement
clearly specified? Emming’s first main point statement doesn’t indicate how we
should use interest rates when judging credit cards. So he could improve this
statement by stating:

A low interest rate is one criterion that you can use to select a credit card that is
suitable for where you are in life.

Similarly, he can improve the second main point statement by stating:

Another criterion that you can use to make sure that you find a credit card that is
suitable for where you are in life is to look for a card with no annual fee or a very
low one.

The third point might be redrafted to state:

Finding a credit card can also depend on weighing the value of the advertised
incentives against the increased annual cost or interest rate, which is the third crite-
rion that you will want to use to be sure that it is suitable for where you are in life.

2. Are the main points parallel in structure? Main points are parallel to
each other when their wording follows the same structural pattern, often using
the same introductory words. Parallel structure helps the audience recognize
main points by recalling a pattern in the wording.

Emming notices that each of his main points is worded differently. So he
needs to make them parallel:

I. The first criterion for choosing a credit card is to select a card with a low
level of real interest rate.

II. A second criterion for choosing a credit card is to select a card with no
or a low annual fee.

III. A third criterion for choosing a credit card is to weigh the value of the
advertised incentives against the increased annual cost or interest rate.

Parallelism can be achieved in many ways. Emming used numbering: “first
. . . second . . . third.” Another way is to start each sentence with an active verb.
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parallel when wording of
points follows the same
structural pattern, often
using the same introductory
words



Suppose Kenneth wants his audience to understand the steps involved in
antiquing a table. He might write the following first draft of his main points:

I. Clean the table thoroughly.
II. The base coat can be painted over the old surface.

III. A stiff brush, sponge, or piece of textured material can be used to apply
the antique finish.

IV. Then you will want to apply two coats of shellac to harden the finish.

After further consideration, Kenneth might revise his main points to make
them parallel in structure by using active verbs (italicized):

I. Clean the table thoroughly.
II. Paint the base coat over the old surface.

III. Apply the antique finish with a stiff brush.
IV. Harden the surface with two coats of shellac.

Notice how the similarity of structure clarifies and strengthens the message.
The audience can immediately identify the key steps in the process.

Well-written main points help you clarify what you will need to present to
develop each point.

Selecting an Organizational Pattern for Main Points
A speech can be organized in many different ways. Your objective is to find

or create the structure that will help the audience make the most sense of the
material. Although speeches may follow many types of organization, beginning
speakers should learn four fundamental patterns: time order, narrative order,
topic order, and logical reasons order.

1. Time order. Time order, sometimes called sequential order or chronological
order, is a frequently used pattern in informative speeches. When you use time
order, you organize your main points in a chronological sequence or by steps
in a process. Thus, time order is appropriate when you are explaining how to
do something, how to make something, how something works, or how some-
thing happened. Kenneth’s speech on the steps in antiquing a table (clean,
paint, apply, harden) is an example of time order. As the following example
illustrates, the order of main points is as important for audiences to remember
as the ideas themselves.

General goal: I want to inform my audience.
Specific goal: I want the audience to understand the four steps involved in
developing a personal network.
Thesis statement: The four steps involved in developing a personal network
are to analyze your current networking potential, to position yourself in
places for opportunity, to advertise yourself, and to follow up on contacts.

I. First, analyze your current networking potential.
II. Second, position yourself in places for opportunity.

III. Third, advertise yourself.
IV. Fourth, follow up on contacts.

Although the use of “first,” “second,” and so on, is not required when using
time order, their inclusion provides markers that help audience members
understand that the sequence is important.

2. Narrative order. A second pattern for arranging your main points is nar-
rative order. Narrative order conveys your ideas through a story or series of sto-
ries. This pattern is similar to time order because the main points are pre-
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S P E E C H  S N I P P E T

Wording Main Points

Darla worded her main points on
the methods of disciplining chil-
dren in this way:

I. First, the Skinner disciplinary
method is based on behav-
ioral modification.

II. Second, the Freud discipli-
nary method is rooted in the
concepts of the id, the ego,
and the superego.

III. Third, the Spock disciplinary
method is based on cogni-
tive reasoning.

time order organizing the
main points of the speech in
a chronological sequence or
by steps in a process

narrative order organizing
the main points as a story
or series of stories
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sented in chronological order, but with narrative order, the entire speech con-
sists of one or more stories that include characters, settings, and plots. Narra-
tive order is particularly effective when you tell stories that are emotionally
compelling. The goal of using this pattern is for listeners to accept your con-
clusion by showing them the validity of what you are saying through descrip-
tion rather than simply telling them. Lonna shared her story about having
AIDS to help listeners understand the impact of the disease on one’s life.

General goal: I want to inform my audience.
Specific goal: I want my audience to understand how AIDS affects the lives of
its victims and their loved ones.
Thesis statement: Today, I want to share the story of my life before contracting
AIDS, my life today with AIDS, and my future plans knowing that I have
AIDS.

I. My life before I contracted AIDS was pretty typical for a middle-class
white girl.

II. My life today is anything but typical as I balance my schoolwork and
social life with weekly visits to the doctor and daily physical and drug
therapy.

III. My future life plans have changed dramatically because I have AIDS.

Here’s how Lonna could also use a narrative pattern that shares several stories:

General goal: I want to inform my audience.
Specific goal: I want my audience to understand how AIDS affects the lives of
its victims and their loved ones.
Thesis statement: Today, I want to help you realize the impact AIDS has on 
its victims and their loved ones by sharing the stories of Robert, Emma, 
and me.

I. Robert’s story is about a twenty-seven-year-old store manager with AIDS.
II. Emma’s story is about a three-year-old toddler with AIDS.

III. My story is about a twenty-year-old college student with AIDS.
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Time order is appropriate
when you are showing others
how to do or make something
or how something works.
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3. Topic order. A third often used organization for informative speeches is
topic order. Topic order organizes the main points of the speech by categories
or divisions of a subject. This is a common way of ordering main points
because nearly any subject can be subdivided or categorized in many different
ways. The order of the topics may go from general to specific, move from least
important to most important, or follow some other logical sequence.

In the example that follows, the topics are presented in the order that the
speaker believes is most suitable for the audience and specific speech goal, with
the most important point at the end.

General goal: I want to inform my audience.
Specific goal: I want the audience to understand three proven methods for
ridding our bodies of harmful toxins.
Thesis statement: Three proven methods for ridding our bodies of harmful
toxins are reducing intake of animal foods, hydrating, and eating natural
whole foods.

I. One proven method for ridding our bodies of harmful toxins is reduc-
ing our intake of animal products.

II. A second proven method for ridding our bodies of harmful toxins is
keeping well hydrated.

III. A third proven method for ridding our bodies of harmful toxins is eat-
ing more natural whole foods.

Whereas time order suggests a sequence that must be followed, topic order
suggests that, of any possible ideas or methods, two to five are particularly
important, valuable, or necessary. Emming’s speech on the three criteria that
will enable audience members to find the credit card that is most suitable is
another example of a speech using topic order.

4. Logical reasons order. Logical reasons order organizes the main points
of a persuasive speech by the reasons that support the specific speech goal. It
emphasizes why the audience should believe something or behave in a particu-
lar way. Logical reasons order is most appropriate for a persuasive speech.

General goal: I want to persuade my audience.
Specific goal: I want the audience to donate money to the United Way.
Thesis statement: Donating to the United Way is appropriate because your one
donation covers many charities, you can stipulate which specific charities
you wish to support, and a high percentage of your donation goes to chari-
ties.

I. When you donate to the United Way, your one donation covers many
charities.

II. When you donate to the United Way, you can stipulate which charities
you wish to support.

III. When you donate to the United Way, you know that a high percentage
of your donation will go directly to the charities you’ve selected.

As we mentioned earlier, these four organizational patterns are the most
common. As you develop your public speaking skills, you may find that you will
need to revise one of these patterns or create a totally different one to meet
the needs of your particular subject matter or audience. In Chapter 13, Persua-
sive Speaking: Reasoning with Your Audience, we describe four organizational
patterns that are commonly used in persuasive speeches, including the logical
reasons pattern.

In summary, then, to organize the body of your speech, (1) turn your
speech goal into a thesis statement that combines the general goal and specific
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topic order organizing the
main points of the speech
by categories or divisions of
a subject

logical reasons order orga-
nizing the main points of a
persuasive speech by the
reasons that support the
speech goal
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goal with a preview of the main points; (2) state the main points in complete
sentences that are clear, parallel, meaningful, and limited to a maximum of
five in number; and (3) organize the main points in the pattern best suited to
your material and the needs of your specific audience.

At this point, you have the structure for your complete outline: a general
and specific speech goal, a thesis statement, and an outline of the main points
of the speech.

Figure 7.1 shows what Emming’s outline would look like at this stage of
preparation. Notice that his general and specific speech goals are written at the
top of the page. His thesis statement comes right after the goals because later it
will become part of his introduction.

Use Speech Planning Action Step 4, Activity 4C: Developing the Main
Points of Your Speech, to develop well-written main points for your speech.
The Student Response to Activity 4C gives an example of this activity com-
pleted by a student in this course.
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ACTIVITY 4C Developing the Main Points of Your
Speech

The goal of this activity is to help you phrase and order your main points.
1. Write your thesis statement.
2. Underline the two to five main points identified in your thesis statement.
3. For each underlined item, write one sentence that summarizes what you want

your audience to know about that idea.
4. Review the main points as a group.

a. Is the relationship of each main point statement to the goal statement clearly
specified? If not, revise.

b. Are the main points parallel in structure? If not, consider why and revise.
5. Choose an organizational pattern for your main points.
6. Identify the pattern you have used.

You can complete this activity online with Speech Builder Express, view a student
sample of this activity, and if requested, e-mail your completed activity to your
instructor. Use your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access Activity 4C.

A C T I O N  S T E P  4

S T U D E N T  R E S P O N S E

ACTIVITY 4C Developing the Main Points of Your
Speech

1. Write your thesis statement.
The three tests that you can use to determine whether a diamond is real are the
acid test, the streak test, and the hardness test.

A C T I O N  S T E P  4

(continued)



Identify and Outline Subpoints
Just as you must identify the main points of your speech, you must also identify
the subpoints. As we said earlier, your outline will include complete-sentence
statements of each of your subpoints. A main point may have two, three, or
even more subpoints depending on the complexity of the main point.

Identifying Subpoints
You can identify subpoints by sorting the research cards you prepared ear-

lier into piles that correspond to each of your main points. The goal at this
point is to see what information you have that supports each of your main
points. For example, at the end of sorting his research cards, Emming might
find that he has the following items of information that support the first main
point:

Main point: The first criterion for choosing a credit card is to select a card
with a low interest rate.
Most credit cards carry an average of 8 percent after a specified 0 percent
interest period.
Some cards carry as much as 21 percent after the first year.
Some cards offer a grace period.
Department store rates are often higher than bank rates.
Variable rate means that the rate can change from month to month. Fixed
rate means that the rate will stay the same.
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2. Underline the two to five main points identified in your thesis statement.
3. For each underlined item, write one sentence that summarizes what you want

your audience to know about that idea.
I. One way to identify a diamond is by using the acid test.
II. You can also identify a diamond by using the streak test.
III. You can also identify a diamond by using the hardness test.

4. Review the main points as a group.
a. Is the relationship of each main point statement to the goal statement clearly

specified? If not, revise.
No. Purpose of test is to identify whether the diamond is real by using a test.
The following revision puts emphasis in the right place.

Revision:
I. One way to identify whether a diamond is real is by using the acid test.

II. You can also identify whether a diamond is real by using the streak test.
III. You can also identify whether a diamond is real by using the hardness test.

b. Are the main points parallel in structure? If not, consider why and revise.

Revision:
I. One way to determine whether a diamond is real is to use the acid test.

II. A second way to determine whether a diamond is real is to use the streak
test.

III. A third way to determine whether a diamond is real is to use the hardness
test.

5. Choose an organizational pattern for your main points.
I. One way to determine whether a diamond is real is to use the acid test.
II. A second way to determine whether a diamond is real is to use the streak test.
III. A third way to determine whether a diamond is real is to use the hardness

test.
6. Identify the type of pattern you have used.

Topic
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Even fixed interest rates on some cards can be raised to as much as 32 per-
cent if you make a late payment.
Many companies offer 0 percent interest for up to twelve months. Many
companies offer 0 percent interest for a few months.

Once you have listed the items of information that make the point, look for
relationships between and among ideas. As you analyze, you can draw lines
connecting items of information that fit together logically, cross out informa-
tion that seems irrelevant or doesn’t really fit, and combine similar ideas using
different language. Exhibit 7.3 depicts Emming’s analysis of the information
listed under his first main point.

In most cases, similar items that you have linked can be grouped under
broader headings. For instance, Emming has four statements related to specific
percentages and two statements related to types of interest rates. For the four
statements related to specific percentages, he might create the following heading:

Interest rates are the percentages that a company charges you to carry a bal-
ance on your card past the due date.

Then under that heading, he can list the four statements:

Most credit cards carry an average of 8 percent. Some cards carry as much as
21 percent.
Many companies offer 0 percent interest for up to twelve months. Other
companies offer 0 percent interest for a few months.

For the two statements related to types of interest rates, he might create the
following heading:

Interest rates can be variable or fixed.

Under that heading, he can list the three statements:

Variable rate means that the rate can change from month to month.
Fixed rate means that the rate will stay the same.
Even fixed rates can be raised to as much as 32 percent if you make a late
payment.
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I. The first criterion for choosing a credit card is to select a card with a low interest
rate.

Most credit cards carry an average of 8 percent after a specified 0 percent
interest period.

Some cards carry as much as 21 percent after the first year.

Some cards offer a grace period.

Department store rates are often higher than bank rates.

Variable rate means that the rate can change from month to month.

Fixed rate means that the rate will stay the same.

Even a credit card with a fixed interest rate can be raised to as much as 32
percent if you make a late payment.

Many companies offer 0 percent interest for up to twelve months.

Many companies offer 0 interest for a few months.

EXHIBIT 7.3 Editing material supporting the main point



You are also likely to have listed information that you decide not to include
in the outline. Emming decided to cut the department store point because his
emphasis was not on who was offering the rates but on what percentages were
charged. Likewise, he thought that the grace period point wasn’t directly
related to either of the main subpoints he wanted to emphasize.

Sometimes, you’ll find you have stated the same point two different ways:

Many companies offer 0 percent interest for the first year.
Some companies offer 0 percent interest for a few months.

Emming might combine the two to read:

Many companies are now offering 0 percent interest rates for anywhere
from a few months to a full year.

Outlining Subpoints
Subpoints should also be represented on the outline in full sentences. As

with main points, they should be revised until they are clearly stated. The items
of information listed for Emming’s first main point might be grouped and sub-
ordinated as follows:

I. The first criterion for choosing a credit card is to select a card with a low
interest rate.
A. Interest rates are the percentages that a company charges you to

carry a balance on your card past the due date.
1. Most credit cards carry an average of 8 percent.
2. Some cards carry as much as 21 percent.
3. Many companies quote very low rates (0 to 3 percent) for specific

periods.
B. Interest rates can be variable or fixed.

1. A variable rate means that the rate can change from month to
month.

2. A fixed rate means that the rate will stay the same.
3. Even a card with a fixed interest rate can be raised to as much as

32 percent if you make a late payment.

List Supporting Material
A good outline will also include short outline statements of supporting mate-
rial—developmental material that will be used in the speech, including per-
sonal experiences, examples, illustrations, anecdotes, statistics, quotations, and
other forms of supporting material. You will choose these items to meet the
needs of your specific audience.

As we have mentioned, supporting material elaborates the main points and
subpoints of the speech. Although it is theoretically possible to deliver a speech
by merely presenting the outlined main points and subpoints, these points can
ordinarily be stated in only a couple of minutes. Thus, if the time limit for your
speech is three to five minutes, which includes an introduction and conclusion,
you will still have a minute or so for elaboration. The point is that whether a
speech is three to five minutes, five to seven minutes, or ten or more minutes
may not affect the statement of your main points and subpoints. Making the
speech longer will involve your developing (elaborating) your main points and
subpoints with various supporting materials.

How to build developmental materials during practice sessions will be dis-
cussed at length in Chapter 11, Practicing Delivery.
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supporting material devel-
opmental material that will
be used in the speech,
including personal experi-
ences, examples, illustra-
tions, anecdotes, statistics,
and quotations
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Create Section Transitions and Signposts
Once you have outlined your main points, subpoints, and potential supporting
material, you will want to consider how you will move smoothly from one main
point to another. Transitions are words, phrases, or sentences that show the
relationship between, or bridge, two ideas. Transitions act like tour guides
leading the audience from point to point through the speech. Section transi-
tions are complete sentences that show the relationship between, or bridge,
major parts of the speech. They typically summarize what has just been said in
one main point and preview the next main idea. Essentially, section transitions
are the glue that holds the macrostructure of your speech together.

For example, suppose Kenneth has just finished the introduction of his
speech on antiquing tables and is now ready to launch into his main points.
Before stating his first main point, he might say, “Antiquing a table is a process
that has four steps. Now let’s consider the first one.” When his listeners hear
this transition, they are signaled to mentally prepare to listen to and remember
the first main point. When he finishes his first main point, he will use another
section transition to signal that he is finished speaking about step one and is
moving on to discuss step two: “Now that we see what is involved in cleaning
the table, we can move on to the second step.”

You might be thinking that this sounds repetitive or patronizing, but sec-
tion transitions are important for two reasons. First, they help the audience fol-
low the organization of ideas in the speech. If every member of the audience
were able to pay complete attention to every word, then perhaps section transi-
tions would not be needed. But as people’s attention rises and falls during a
speech, they often find themselves wondering where they are. Section transi-
tions give us a mental jolt and say “Pay attention.”

Second, section transitions are important in helping us retain information.
We may well remember something that was said once in a speech, but our
retention is likely to increase markedly if we hear something more than once.
Good transitions are important in writing, but they are even more important in
speaking. If listeners get lost or think they have missed something, they cannot
check back as they can when reading.

In a speech, if we preview main points, then state each main point, and also
provide transitions between points, audiences are more likely to follow and
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Using Section Transitions

In her speech about methods of
disciplining children, Darla used
this section transition between
her first and second main point:
“Certainly, the behavioral modifi-
cation approach based on B. F.
Skinner’s work can be an effec-
tive method for disciplining chil-
dren. It is not the only method,
however, which leads us to a sec-
ond method, based on Sigmund
Freud’s work.”

transitions words, phrases,
or sentences that show a
relationship between, or
bridge, two ideas

section transitions com-
plete sentences that show
the relationship between, or
bridge, major parts of a
speech

Section transitions mentally
prepare the audience to move
to the next main point.
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remember the organization. To help you remember and use section transi-
tions, write them in complete sentences on your speech outline.

Signposts are words or phrases that connect pieces of supporting material
to the main point or subpoint they address. Sometimes, signposts highlight
numerical order: “first,” “second,” “third,” or “fourth.” Sometimes, they help
the audience focus on a key idea: “foremost,” “most important,” or “above all.”
They can also be used to signify an explanation: “to illustrate,” “for example,”
“in other words,” “essentially,” or “to clarify.” Signposts can also signal that an
important idea, or even the speech itself, is coming to an end: “in short,”
“finally,” “in conclusion,” or “to summarize.” Just as section transitions serve as
the glue that holds your macrostructure together, signposts serve as the glue
that holds your subpoints and supporting material together within each main
point.

Complete the outline for the body of your speech by completing Speech
Planning Action Step 4, Activity 4D: Outlining the Speech Body. The Student
Response to Activity 4D shows Emming’s response to this activity.
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Using Signposts

In his speech, Emming signaled
the importance of his third sub-
point about fixed and variable
interest rates by saying, “Most
important, however, is the fact
that even fixed interest rates can
be raised to as much as 32 per-
cent if you make a late payment.
Be sure to read the fine print
before deciding which card is
best for you.”

signposts words or phrases
that connect pieces of sup-
porting material to the main
point or subpoint they
address

S P E E C H  P L A N N I N G

ACTIVITY 4D Outlining the Speech Body

The goal of this exercise is to help you get started on the outline for the body of your
first speech. Using complete sentences, write the following:
1. The specific speech goal you developed in Activity 1E.
2. The thesis statement you developed in Activity 4A.
3. A transition to the first main point.
4. The first main point you developed in Activity 4B.
5. The outline of the subpoints and support for your first main point that you devel-

oped in Activity 4C.
6. A transition from your first main point to your second.
7. The other points, subpoints, support, transition statements, and signposts. Use

the format for numeration, spacing, and so on shown in the Student Response to
Activity 4D. (Note that the labels Introduction, Conclusion, and Sources are
included just to help you understand the requirements for your final outline.) For
a sample of a completed outline, see pages 159–160 of Chapter 8.

You can complete this activity online with Speech Builder Express and, if requested,
e-mail your completed activity to your instructor. Use your ThomsonNOW for Challenge
to access Activity 4D.

A C T I O N  S T E P  4

S T U D E N T  R E S P O N S E

ACTIVITY 4D Outlining the Speech Body

Here is Emming’s outline, including his goal, thesis statement, speech body (com-
plete development of one main point and subpoints), and transitions.

General goal: I want to inform my audience.

A C T I O N  S T E P  4

(continued)
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Specific speech goal: I would like the audience to understand the major criteria for
finding a suitable credit card.

Thesis statement: Three criteria that will enable the audience to find the credit card
most suitable for them are level of real interest rate, annual fee, and advertised incen-
tives.

Introduction
(Transition: Let’s consider the first criterion.)
Body

I. The first criterion for choosing a credit card is to select a card with a low inter-
est rate.
A. Interest rates are the percentages that a company charges you to carry a

balance on your card past the due date.
[Then under that heading, he can list the relevant subpoints.]

1. Most credit cards carry an average of 8 percent.
2. Some cards carry as much as 21 percent.
3. Many companies offer 0 percent interest rates anywhere from a few

months to a full year.
B. Interest rates can be variable or fixed.

1. Variable rates mean that the rate can change from month to month.
2. Fixed rates mean that the rate will stay the same.
3. Even credit cards with a fixed rate can raise the interest rate if you

make a late payment.
(Transition: Now that we’ve considered interest rates, let’s look at the next criterion.)

II. A second criterion for choosing a credit card is to select a card with no or a
low annual fee.

(Transition: After considering interest rates and annual fee, you can consider the final
criterion.)

III. A third criterion for choosing a credit card is to weigh the value of the adver-
tised incentives against the increased annual cost or interest rate.

Conclusion

Sources

R E F L E C T  O N  E T H I C S  

Carson had done a variety of computer searches for his
speech on cloning and had come up with more than
seven major articles, but time was getting short. He had
three tests the week before his assigned speech, and
even though he had taken the time to get an excellent list
of sources, the speech itself was due the next morning.

As Carson thought about his problem, it occurred to
him that the one magazine article he had read really
“said it all.” In fact, as far as he could see, most of the
key ideas he had noticed in scanning the other articles
were included in this one source. Suddenly a “plan” for
his speech organization hit him. He would use the
organization of this article for his speech and adapt the
thesis statement from the article as his own. He would
list the other articles in his bibliography. Moreover,
because the article actually referenced three of the

sources his search had uncovered, his bibliography really
did reflect what he had found and what was in the
speech.

Quickly then, Carson took the three key paragraphs
from the article and outlined them for his speech. He
used a story related in the article as his introduction and
wrote a short summary of the three main points for the
conclusion. “Great,” he thought, “in just about fifteen
minutes, I’ve got a great speech for tomorrow.” He even
had time to read through the three paragraphs about four
times before he went to bed. He knew he was in great
shape for the speech.

1. Was Carson’s method of organizing his speech
ethical? Why do you reach this conclusion?

2. How should material from a key article be used?



Summary
A speech that is well organized is likely to achieve its goal. Speech organization
begins by writing a thesis statement that articulates your goal to inform, per-
suade, or entertain and is based on the main points suggested in your specific
speech goal. The thesis statement identifies the key ideas that you will present
in the speech.

The body of the speech includes main points and subpoints that should be
written in complete sentences and checked to make sure that they are clear,
parallel in structure, meaningful, and limited in number to five or fewer.

The order in which you present your main points depends on the type of
speech you are giving and on the specific nature of the material you want to
present. Four fundamental organizational patterns are time, narrative, topic,
and logical reasons. You will want to choose an organizational pattern that best
helps your audience understand and remember your main points.

The next step in organizing your speech is to choose and order material
that you will use to explain each main point. To begin this process, create lists
of the information you have that relates to each of your main points. Then
review each list, grouping similar information under larger headings and iden-
tifying the information that is most important for helping the audience under-
stand and remember the main point. These subpoints should be written in
complete sentences and entered on your outline below the main point to
which they belong. As a speaker, you will also want to consider such elements
as definitions, examples, statistics, personal experiences, stories, and quotations
that you can use to elaborate your key subpoints.

Section transitions bridge major parts of the speech and occur between the
introduction and the body, between main points within the body, and between
the body and the conclusion. Section transitions should be planned and placed
in the outline as parenthetical statements where they are to occur. Whereas
section transitions serve as the glue that holds together the macrostructural
elements of your speech, signposts serve as the glue that holds together the
subpoints and supporting material within each main point. Together, these
types of transitions serve as a road map for listeners to follow as you present
your speech.
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C H A L L E N G E  O N L I N E

Now that you’ve read Chapter 7, use your Thomson-
NOW for The Challenge of Effective Speaking for quick
access to the electronic resources that accompany
this text. Your ThomsonNOW gives you access to
the Web Resources and Speech Planning activities
featured in this chapter, Speech Builder Express,
InfoTrac College Edition, and online study aids
such as a digital glossary and review quizzes.

Your Challenge ThomsonNOW is an online study
system that helps you identify concepts you don’t

fully understand, allowing you to put your study
time to the best use. Using chapter-by-chapter diag-
nostic pretests, the system creates a personalized
study plan for each chapter. Each plan directs you
to specific resources designed to improve your
understanding, including pages from the text in e-
book format. Chapter posttests give you an opportu-
nity to measure how much you’ve learned and let
you know if you are ready for graded quizzes and
exams.
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K E Y  T E R M S  

Go to your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access
your online glossary for Chapter 7. Print a copy of
the glossary for this chapter and test yourself with

the electronic flash cards or complete the crossword
puzzle to help you master these key terms:

logical reasons order (130)
main points (119) 
narrative order (128) 
parallel (127) 

time order (128) 
topic order (130) 
transitions (135) 

section transitions (135) 
signposts (136) 
supporting material (134) 
thesis statement (122) 

W E B  R E S O U R C E  

Go to your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access
the Web Resources for this chapter.

7.1 Writing Different Types of Thesis

Statements (123)

S P E E C H  P L A N N I N G  A C T I O N  S T E P S  

Access the Action Step activities for this chapter
online at your ThomsonNOW for Challenge. Select
the chapter resources for Chapter 7 and then click
the activity number you want. You may print your

completed activities, and you should save your work
so you can use it as needed in later Action Step
activities.

4A Identifying Main Points (121) 
4B Writing a Thesis Statement (124) 

4D Outlining the Speech Body (136) 4C Developing the Main Points of Your

Speech (131) 
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To lose our fluency of speech,
has nowhere a worse effect than
at the commencement . . . that
pilot is surely one of the worst
who runs his vessel aground as
it is leaving the harbor.

Quintilian, Institutes of Oratory,
IV, 1, 61

What’s Ahead
H E R E ’ S  W H A T ’ S  A H E A D  I N  T H I S  C H A P T E R :

1. Why are solid introductions and conclusions so important to effective
public speaking?

2. How can you get your audience’s attention in your introduction?

3. Why should you summarize your main points again in the conclusion?

4. How might you motivate listeners to remember your speech in your
conclusion?

5. How do you determine which sources to include in your
bibliography?

88
Completing the Outline:

Creating the Introduction
and the Conclusion
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Tiffany asked Amanda to listen to her rehearse her speech. As she stood in

front of the classroom where she was practicing, she began, “Today I want

to tell you about why I became a vegetarian, some family issues that arose

as a result of my decision, and some of the ways being a vegetarian affects

my life today.”

“Whoa, Tiffany,” Amanda said. “That’s your introduction?”

“Yes,” Tiffany replied. “People know what a vegetarian is. Why

shouldn’t I just get on with the speech?”

Tiffany’s question sounds reasonable—most people know what a vege-
tarian is. But this doesn’t mean that everyone in the audience is ready to listen
to a speech about being a vegetarian. People might think the topic is boring,
irrelevant to them, or for some other reason not worth their time. For most
speeches, how well you start the speech may determine whether most members
of the audience even listen, and how well you start and finish your speech can
play a major role in the speech’s overall success.

One reason for this focus on a speech’s introduction and conclusion is what
psychologists call the primacy-recency effect: We are more likely to remember
the first and last items conveyed orally in a series than the items in between.1

This means listeners are more likely to remember the beginning and end of
your speech than what you say in the body! So make sure your introduction
and conclusion are strong. Another reason stems from the need for listeners to
quickly grasp your goal and main points as they listen to your speech. You can
give listeners a preview of the macrostructure of your speech by using the
introduction to highlight your goal and preview the main points, and you can
reinforce them by restating them in the conclusion.

In the previous chapter, we described the first few tasks involved in organiz-
ing your speech. These resulted in a complete-sentence outline of the body. In
this chapter, we describe how you complete your organizational process by cre-
ating an introduction that both gets attention and leads into the body of the
speech; creating a conclusion that both summarizes the material and leaves the
speech on a high note; writing a title; and completing a list of sources used to
develop the speech.

Creating the Introduction
Now that the body of the speech has been developed, you can decide how to
begin your speech. Because the introduction establishes your relationship with
your audience, you will want to develop two or three different introductions
and then select the one that seems best for this particular audience. Although
your introduction may be very short, it should gain audience attention and
motivate them to listen to all that you have to say. An introduction is generally
about 10 percent of the length of the entire speech, so for a five-minute
speech (approximately 750 words), an introduction of about thirty seconds
(approximately sixty to eighty-five words) is appropriate.

Goals of the Introduction
An effective introduction has three primary goals: to get audience attention,
establish listener relevance, and identify your thesis statement, or speech goal
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primacy-recency effect the
tendency to remember the
first and last items conveyed
orally in a series than the
items in between

ACTION STEP 4

Organizing information

E. Creating speech
introductions

F. Creating speech
conclusions

G. Compiling a list of
sources

H. Completing the speech
outline



and main points. In addition, effective introductions can help you begin to
establish speaker credibility and create a bond of goodwill between you and
the audience.

Get Attention
An audience’s physical presence does not guarantee that people will actu-

ally listen to your speech. Your first goal, then, is to create an opening that will
win your listeners’ attention by arousing their curiosity and motivating them to
continue listening. In this chapter, we discuss eight types of devices you can use
not only to get attention but also to stimulate audience excitement for finding
out what you have to say: startling statements, questions, stories, jokes, personal
references, quotations, action, and suspense. You can determine which atten-
tion-getting device to use by considering what emotional tone is appropriate
for your topic. A humorous attention getter will signal a lighthearted tone; a
serious one signals a more thoughtful or somber tone. For instance, a speaker
who starts with a funny story will put the audience in a lighthearted mood. If
that speaker then says, “Now let’s turn to the subject of abortion” (or nuclear
war or drug abuse), the audience will be confused by the speaker’s initial
words, which signaled a far different type of subject.

1. Make a startling statement. A startling statement is a sentence or two that
grabs your listeners’ attention by shocking them in some way. Startling audi-
ence members helps them stop what they were doing or thinking and focus on
the speaker. Chris used a startling statement to get his listeners’ attention for
his speech about how automobile emissions contribute to global warming:

Look around. Each one of you is sitting next to a killer. That’s right. You are sitting
next to a cold-blooded killer. Before you think about jumping up and running out
of this room, let me explain. Everyone who drives an automobile is a killer of the
environment. Every time you turn the key to your ignition, you are helping to
destroy our precious surroundings.

Once Chris’s startling statement grabbed the attention of his listeners, he went
on to state his speech goal and preview his main points.

2. Ask a question. Questions are requests for information that encourage
your audience to get involved with your topic. Questions can be rhetorical or
direct. A rhetorical question seeks a mental rather than a direct response.
Notice how a student began his speech on counterfeiting with these three short
rhetorical questions:

What would you do with this $20 bill if I gave it to you? Take your friend to a movie?
Treat yourself to a pizza and drinks? Well, if you did either of these things, you
could get in big trouble—this bill is counterfeit!

Unlike a rhetorical question, a direct question demands an overt response
from the audience, usually by a show of hands. For example, here’s how
Stephanie introduced her speech about seatbelt safety:

By a show of hands, how many of you drove or rode in an automobile to get here
today? Of those of you who did, how many of you actually wore your seatbelt?

Direct questions can be helpful in getting audience attention because they
require a physical response. However, getting listeners to actually comply with
your request can also pose a challenge.

3. Tell a story. A story is an account of something that has happened
(actual) or could happen (hypothetical). Most people enjoy a well-told story, so
it makes a good attention getter. One drawback of stories is that they are often
lengthy and can take more time to tell than is appropriate for the length of
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Marcia used a combination of
rhetorical questions and a star-
tling statement to get her listen-
ers’ attention for her speech on
eating disorders: “Who are five of
the most important women in
your life? Your mother? Your sis-
ter? Your daughter? Your wife?
Your best friend? Now which one
of them has an eating disorder?
Before you disregard my ques-
tion, listen to what research tells
us. One in every five women in
the United States has an eating
disorder.”

startling statement a sen-
tence or two that grabs your
listeners’ attention by
shocking them in some way

rhetorical question a ques-
tion that seeks a mental
rather than a direct
response

direct question a question
that demands an overt
response from the audience,
usually by a show of hands

story an account of some-
thing that has happened
(actual) or could happen
(hypothetical)
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your speech. Use a story only if it is short or if you can abbreviate it so that it is
just right for your speech length. Matt used a short story to get audience atten-
tion for his speech about spanking as a form of discipline:

One rainy afternoon, four-year-old Billy was playing “pretend” in the living room.
He was Captain Jack Sparrow, staving off the bad guys with his amazing sword-
fighting skills. Then it happened. Billy knocked his mother’s very expensive china
bowl off the table. Billy hung his head and began to cry. He knew what was coming,
and sure enough it did. The low thud of his mother’s hand on his bottom brought a
sting to his behind and a small yelp from his mouth. Billy got a spanking.

With this very short story, Matt was able to get his audience’s attention and still
have time to state his purpose and preview his main points.

4. Tell a joke. A joke is an anecdote or a piece of wordplay designed to be
funny and make people laugh. A joke can be used to get audience attention
when it meets the three-r test: It must be realistic, relevant, and repeatable.2 In
other words, it can’t be too far-fetched, unrelated to the speech purpose, or
potentially offensive to some listeners. For example, one of your authors gave a
speech recently about running effective meetings to a group of business profes-
sionals. She began with, “As many of you know, I’m a college teacher, so I just
couldn’t resist giving you a quiz.” Audience members looked slightly uncom-
fortable. She then handed out a twelve-item personal inventory of learning
styles to each audience member. As she distributed the inventory, she
explained, “The nice thing about this quiz, though, is you can’t be wrong. You’ll
all get 100 percent.” The audience laughed with relief. Be careful with humor-
ous introductions—and consider how you will handle the situation if nobody
laughs.

5. Supply a personal reference. A personal reference is a brief story about
something that happened to you or a hypothetical situation that listeners can
imagine themselves in. In addition to getting attention, a personal reference
can be especially effective at engaging listeners as active participants. A per-
sonal reference like this one on exercise is suitable for a speech of any length:

Say, were you panting when you got to the top of those four flights of stairs this
morning? I’ll bet there were a few of you who vowed you’d never take a class on the
top floor of this building again. But did you ever stop to think that maybe the prob-
lem isn’t that this class is on the top floor? It just might be that you are not getting
enough exercise.

For longer speeches, you can build personal references that tie together the
speaker, the audience, and the setting. Let’s see how Bruce Cole, chairman of
the National Endowment for the Humanities, used a personal reference in the
opening of his speech at New York University’s “Art in an Age of Uncertainty”
conference:

Good morning. It is an honor and pleasure to be here today. It’s been said that a
picture is worth a thousand words; as an art historian, I ardently believe this is true.
And so I freely confess that nothing I say here today is as meaningful, as momen-
tous, or as memorable as the sight of what lies nearby. We are on hallowed ground.

The magnitude of the horrific events of September 11 is still being realized, the
aftershocks still felt. But even in an age of uncertainty there are truths to be discov-
ered, lessons to discern, and hope to share.

Today, I’d like to talk to you about the centrality of the humanities to democratic
and civic life; the danger of American amnesia; and the possibilities of recovering
our memory and protecting the best of our culture.3

Notice how smoothly Cole moves from personal reference into his thesis and
preview of his main points.
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In her speech about binge eating
and obesity, Jamie used this per-
sonal reference and startling
statement to get her audience’s
attention: “Imagine a table full of
all the food you eat in one week.
[pause] That’s a lot of food,
right? Now, imagine eating all
that food in one day! Believe it or
not, there are people who do
this. They consume many thou-
sands of calories more than the
suggested intake of 2,000 per
day. This is a condition called
binge eating, and it’s more com-
mon than you might think.”

joke an anecdote or a piece
of wordplay designed to be
funny and make people
laugh

personal reference a brief
story about something 
that happened to you or a
hypothetical situation that
listeners can imagine them-
selves in



6. Recite a quotation. A quotation is a comment made by and attributed to
someone other than the speaker. A particularly vivid or thought-provoking
quotation can make an excellent attention getter as long as it relates to your
topic. Although it is common to quote famous people, a good quotation from
any source can create interest in your topic. For instance, notice how Sally
Mason, provost at Purdue University, used a quotation to get the attention of
her audience, the Lafayette, Indiana, YWCA:

There is an ancient saying, “May you live in interesting times.” It is actually an
ancient curse. It might sound great to live in interesting times. But interesting times
are times of change and even turmoil. They are times of struggle. They are exciting.
But, at the same time, they are difficult. People of my generation have certainly
lived through interesting times and they continue today.4

As the introduction progressed, she introduced her topic about the gender gap
in technology.

In a speech about the importance of courage and taking risks, Sonja began
with Franklin D. Roosevelt’s famous quotation, “The only thing we have to fear
is fear itself”.5 This short attention getter provided Sonja with plenty of time to
state her purpose and preview her main points.

In the following excerpt from his speech to the National Conference on
Media Reform, noted journalist Bill Moyers exemplifies the way a clever
speaker can use a quotation to introduce the theme of an entire speech:

Benjamin Franklin once said, “Democracy is two wolves and a lamb voting on what
to have for dinner.”

“Liberty,” he said, “is a well-armed lamb, contesting the vote.”
My fellow lambs—it’s good to be in Memphis and find you well armed with pas-

sion for democracy, readiness for action, and courage for the next round in the
fight for a free and independent press in America. I cherish the spirit that fills this
hall, and the camaraderie that we share here.

All too often, the greatest obstacle to reform is the reform movement itself. Fac-
tions rise, fences are erected, jealousies mount, and the cause all of us believe in is
lost in the shattered fragments of what once was a clear and compelling vision.6

If you were a journalist in his audience, wouldn’t you be intrigued to hear what
he had to say?

7. Perform or motivate an action. You can introduce your topic and gain
attention through an action, an attention-getting act designed to highlight
your topic or purpose. You can perform an action yourself, just as Juan did
when he split a stack of boards with his hand to get attention for his speech on
karate. Or you can ask volunteers from the audience to perform the action. For
example, Cindria used three audience members to participate in breaking a
piñata to create interest in her speech on the history of the piñata. If you
choose to use audience members, consider soliciting participants ahead of time
to avoid the possibility of having no volunteers when you ask during your
speech. Finally, you can ask your entire audience to perform some action that
is related to your speech topic. In her speech about acupressure, Andria asked
her audience to perform this action as she modeled it for them:

Take the thumb and index finger of your right hand and pinch the skin between
the thumb and index finger of your left hand. What you’ve just done is stimulate a
pressure point that can relieve headaches.

After piquing their interest with this action, Andria went on to state her pur-
pose and preview her main points. If you’d like to ask your whole audience to
perform an action, realistically assess whether what you are asking is something
your audience is likely to comply with.
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8. Create suspense. When you create suspense, you word your attention
getter so that what is described generates uncertainty or mystery during the
first few sentences and excites the audience. When you get the audience to ask,
“What is she leading up to?” you hook them for the entire speech. The sus-
penseful opening is especially valuable when your audience is not particularly
interested in hearing about your topic. Consider this suspenseful statement:

It costs the United States more than $116 billion per year. It has cost the loss of
more jobs than a recession. It accounts for nearly 100,000 deaths a year. I’m not
talking about cocaine abuse—the problem is alcoholism. Today I want to show you
how we can avoid this inhumane killer by abstaining from it.

Notice that by introducing the problem, alcoholism, at the end of the state-
ment, the speaker encourages the audience to try to anticipate the answer. And
since the audience may well be thinking that the problem is narcotics, the rev-
elation that it is alcoholism is likely to be that much more effective.

For more tips about how to use these and other types of attention getters,
use your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access Web Resource 8.1: Strategies for
Introducing Speeches.

Establish Listener Relevance
Even if you successfully get the attention of your listeners, to keep their

attention you will need to motivate them to listen to your speech. You can do
this by creating a clear listener relevance link, a statement of how and why your
speech relates to or might affect your audience. Sometimes, your attention-
getting statement will serve this function, but if it doesn’t, you will need to pro-
vide a personal connection between your topic and your audience. Notice how
Tiffany improved her introduction when she created a listener relevance link
by asking her audience to consider her topic in relation to their own lives:

Although a diet rich in eggs and meat was once the norm in our country, more and
more of us are choosing a vegetarian lifestyle to help lower blood pressure, reduce
cholesterol, and even help prevent the onset of some diseases. So as I describe my
experience, you may want to consider how you could alter your diet.

When creating a listener relevance link, answer these questions: Why should
my listeners care about what I’m saying? In what way(s) might they benefit
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An effective speech
introduction will not only get
attention and lead into the
body of the speech but will also
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story is a popular and time-
honored way to achieve these
objectives.

listener relevance link a
statement of how and why
your speech relates to or
might affect your listeners
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from hearing about it? How might my speech relate to my listeners’ needs or
desires for health, wealth, well-being, self-esteem, success, and so forth?

State Your Thesis
Because audiences want to know what your speech is going to be about, it’s

important to state your thesis. Recall from Chapter 7 that your thesis statement
introduces your audience to your general goal, specific goal, and main points.
Thus, for his speech about romantic love, after Miguel gains attention and
establishes relevance, he might draw from his thesis statement and say, “In the
next five minutes, I’d like to explain to you that romantic love is comprised of
three elements: passion, intimacy, and commitment.” Stating your main points
in the introduction is necessary unless you have some special reason for not
revealing the details of the thesis. For instance, after getting the attention of his
audience, Miguel might say, “In the next five minutes, I’d like to explain the
three aspects of romantic love,” a statement that specifies the number of main
points but leaves the details for a preview statement that immediately precedes
the main points.

Now let’s consider two additional goals for your introduction if you have
time in your speech.

Establish Your Credibility
If someone hasn’t formally introduced you before you speak, audience

members are going to wonder who you are and why they should pay attention
to what you say. So, another goal of the introduction is to begin to build your
credibility. For instance, if the audience is likely to question Miguel’s qualifica-
tions for speaking on the topic of romantic love, after his attention-getting
statement he might say, “As a child development and family science major, last
semester I took an interdisciplinary seminar on romantic love, and now I’m
doing an independent research project on commitment in relationships, so I
feel comfortable talking with you about this topic.” Remember, your goal is to
highlight how you are a credible speaker on this topic, not that you are the or
even a final authority on the subject.

Create a Bond of Goodwill
In your first few words, you influence how an audience will feel about you

as a person. If you’re enthusiastic, warm, and friendly and give a sense that
what you’re going to talk about is in the audience’s best interest, it will make
them feel more comfortable spending time listening to you.

For longer speeches, you may be able to accomplish all five goals in the
introduction. But for shorter speeches, such as those you are likely to give in
class, focus on the three primary goals: getting attention, establishing rele-
vance, and stating your thesis. You can then try to build your credibility and
develop goodwill as the speech moves along.

Selecting and Outlining an Introduction
Because the introduction is critical in establishing your relationship with your
audience, it’s worth investing the time to compare different openings. Try
working on two or three different introductions; then pick the one you believe
will work best for your specific audience and speech goal.

For instance, Emming created three introductions for his speech on evaluat-
ing credit cards. The first used a series of rhetorical questions to get attention:

Have you seen the number of agencies that have showered the campus with credit
card applications? Sounds good, doesn’t it? Take just a few minutes to fill out aappli-
cation, and you’ll be in control of your economic destiny. But wait a minute. The
road down Consumer Credit Lane is not as smooth as the companies would have
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you believe. Today I’m going to share with you the criteria gained from my reading
and personal experience that you’ll want to consider for selecting a credit card.
(eighty-six words)

The second used a direct question followed by a rhetorical question to get
attention:

I’d like to see a show of hands. How many of you have been hounded by credit card
vendors outside the Student Union? They make a credit card sound like the answer
to all your dreams, don’t they? Today I’m going to share with you the three criteria
gained from my reading and personal experience that you’ll want to consider for
selecting a credit card. (sixty-five words)

The third used a famous quotation to get attention:

P. T. Barnum once said, “There’s a sucker born every minute.” Although Barnum
wasn’t talking about signing up for a credit card, he could have been. Banks and
credit unions shower us with incentives to get us to sign up, but we’d be wise to look
before we leap. Today I’m going to share with you the criteria that you’ll want to
consider for selecting a credit card so that you won’t end up being one of those
“suckers.” (seventy-nine words)
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Each of these introductions is an appropriate length for a short speech. Which
one do you prefer?

For her speech about obesity, Jamie created two introductions. The first
used a personal reference for an attention getter. Notice, too, how she estab-
lished listener relevance and credibility by citing the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services statistic before offering her thesis statement:

Imagine a table full of all the food you eat in one week. That’s a lot of food, right?
Now, imagine eating all that food in one day! Believe it or not, there are people who
do this. This condition, called binge eating, is contributing to a national epidemic:
obesity. According to the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, obesity
may soon overtake tobacco as the leading cause of preventable death. In order to
reduce obesity, let’s examine the scope of the problem and its causes followed by
some practical solutions. (ninety-two words)

Her second introduction used a startling statement and rhetorical question to
get attention:

Tom is a 135-pound male who enjoys playing computer games and loves pizza.
Sounds like an average person, right? Well, what would you think if I told you that
Tom is only six years old? Obesity is a serious problem in our society and warrants
our attention. To prove my point, let’s examine the scope of the problem and its
causes followed by some practical solutions. (sixty-seven words)

Which of Jamie’s introductions do you prefer? Why?
Whether or not your speech introduction meets all three of the primary

goals directly, it should be long enough to put listeners in a frame of mind that
will encourage them to hear you out, without being so long that it leaves too
little time to develop the substance of your speech. Of course, the shorter the
speech, the shorter the introduction.

The introduction will not make your speech an instant success, but it can
get an audience to look at and listen to you and choose to focus on your topic.
That is about as much as a speaker can ask of an audience during the first
minute or two of a speech.

By completing Speech Planning Action Step 4, Activity 4E, Creating Speech
Introductions, you will develop three choices for your speech introduction.
The Student Response to Activity 4E provides an example of a student
response to this activity.
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The goal of this activity is to create choices for how you will begin your speech.
1. For the speech body you outlined earlier, write three different introductions—

using a startling statement, a question, a story, a personal reference, a joke, a
quotation, action, or suspense—that you believe meet the primary goals of
effective introductions and would be appropriate for your speech goal and audi-
ence.

2. Of the three introductions you drafted, which do you believe is the best? Why?
3. Write that introduction in outline form.

You can complete this activity online with Speech Builder Express, view a student
sample of this activity, and if requested, e-mail your completed activity to your
instructor. Use your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access Activity 4E.
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ACTIVITY 4E Creating Speech Introductions

1. For the speech body you outlined earlier, write three different introductions—
using a startling statement, a question, a story, a personal reference, a joke, a
quotation, action, or suspense—that you believe meet the goals of effective
introductions and would be appropriate for your speech goal and audience.

Specific goal: I would like the audience to understand the three ways to tell if a
diamond is real.
(1) As Dr. Verderber mentioned earlier in the course, we are in the age group

where buying or receiving diamonds might be on our minds. I would like to
tell you how you can know for sure if your diamond is real.

(2) Men, have you ever wondered if you would know if the diamond that the jew-
eler is trying to sell you is real? Ladies, have you ever wondered how you
would be able to tell if your engagement ring is fake? Today, I am going to
share some information that can help you answer these questions.

(3) Calcite, quartz, cubic zirconia, diamond. How can you tell these minerals
apart? They are all colorless and can sometimes look alike. But, let me tell
you three ways that you can tell if you are holding a diamond.

2. Of the three introductions you drafted, which do you believe is the best? Why?

I believe the second one is the best because the rhetorical questions are likely to
motivate the audience to listen and it leads into the body of the speech.

3. Write that introduction in outline form.
I. Men, have you ever wondered if you would know if the diamond that the jew-

eler is trying to sell you is real?
II. Ladies, have you ever wondered how you would be able to tell if your engage-

ment ring is fake?
III. Today, I am going to tell you three ways to identify a real diamond.

A C T I O N  S T E P  4

R E F L E C T  O N  E T H I C S

While eating lunch together, Marna asked Gloria, “How
are you doing in Woodward’s speech class?”

“Not bad,” Gloria replied. “I’m working on this speech
about product development. I think it will be really
informative, but I’m having a little trouble with the
opening. I just can’t seem to get a good idea for getting
started.”

“Why not start with a story—that always worked for
me in class.”

“Thanks, Marna, I’ll think on it.”

The next day, when Marna ran into Gloria again, she
asked, “How’s that introduction going?”

“Great. I’ve prepared a great story about Mary Kay—
you know, the cosmetics woman? I’m going to tell about
how she was terrible in school and no one thought she’d
amount to anything. But she loved dabbling with
cosmetics so much that she decided to start her own
business—and the rest is history.”

“That’s a great story. I really like that part about being
terrible in school. Was she really that bad?”

“I really don’t know—the material I read didn’t focus
on that part of her life. But I thought that angle would get
people listening right away. And after all, I did it that way
because you suggested starting with a story.”

“Yes, but . . .”

“Listen, she did start the business. So what if the
story isn’t quite right? It makes the point I want to
make—if people are creative and have a strong work
ethic, they can make it big.”

1. What are the ethical issues here?
2. Is anyone really hurt by Gloria’s opening the speech

with this story?
3. What are the speaker’s ethical responsibilities?



Creating the Conclusion
Shakespeare said, “All’s well that ends well.” A strong conclusion can heighten
the impact of a good speech. Even though the conclusion will be a relatively
short part of the speech—seldom more than 5 percent (thirty-five to forty-five
words for a five-minute speech)—it is important that your conclusion be care-
fully planned.

The conclusion of a speech has two major goals. The first is to review the
key ideas of the speech so that the audience remembers what you have said.
The second is to provide a sense of closure that leaves the audience with a vivid
impression so they will understand the importance of what you have said or be
persuaded by your arguments.

Parts of the Conclusion
Just as with your speech introduction, prepare two or three conclusions and
then choose the one you believe will be the most effective for your audience
and speaking occasion. Each of your conclusions should include a summary of
your speech goal and main points as well as a clincher, a final statement that
helps drive your point home.

Summary
Any effective speech conclusion will include a summary of your speech goal

and main points. A summary for an informative speech on how to improve
your grades might be, “So I hope you now understand [informative goal] that
three techniques for helping you improve your grades are to attend classes reg-
ularly, to develop a positive attitude toward the course, and to study systemati-
cally [main points].” Likewise, a short summary for a persuasive speech on why
you should lift weights might be, “So remember that three major reasons you
should consider [persuasive goal] lifting weights are to improve your appear-
ance, to improve your health, and to accomplish both with a minimum of
effort [main points].”
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Clincher
Although summaries help you achieve the first goal of an effective conclu-

sion, you’ll need to develop additional material designed to achieve the second
goal: leaving your audience with a vivid impression. You can achieve this sec-
ond goal with a clincher—a one- or two-sentence statement that provides a
sense of closure by driving home the importance of your speech in a memo-
rable way. Very often, effective clinchers also achieve closure by referring back
to the introductory comments in some way. Two effective strategies for devel-
oping effective clinchers are using vivid imagery and appealing to action.

To develop vivid imagery in your clincher, you can use any of the devices we
discussed for getting your audience’s attention: startling statement, question,
story, personal reference, joke, quotation, action, or suspense. For example,
Emming’s clincher drove home his point and referred back to his introduction:

So, if you exercise care in examining interest rates, annual fee, and incentives, you
can choose a credit card that’s right for you. Then, your credit card truly may be the
answer to your dreams.

In Tiffany’s speech about being a vegetarian, she referred back to the per-
sonal reference she had made in her introduction about a vegetarian Thanks-
giving meal:

So now you know why I made the choice to become a vegetarian and how this
choice affects my life today. As a vegetarian, I’ve discovered a world of food I never
knew existed. Believe me, I am salivating just thinking about the meal I have
planned for this Thanksgiving: fennel and blood orange salad; followed by baked
polenta layered with tomato, fontina, and Gorgonzola cheeses; an acorn squash tart,
marinated tofu; and with what else but pumpkin pie for dessert!

Sounds good doesn’t it? Clinchers that foster vivid imagery are appropriate for
both informative and persuasive speeches because they leave listeners with a
vibrant picture imprinted in their minds.

The appeal to action is a common way to end some persuasive speeches.
The appeal to action describes the behavior you want your listeners to follow
after they have heard your arguments. Notice how David M. Walker, comptrol-
ler general of the United States, concludes his speech on fiscal responsibility
with a strong appeal to action:

The truth is that all sectors of society have a dog in this fiscal fight and transforma-
tion effort. If government stays on its current course, we’ll all end up paying a big
price, especially our kids and grandkids.

Over its 200-plus years of existence, the United States has faced many great
challenges. We’ve always risen to those challenges, and I’m confident we’ll eventu-
ally do so this time as well. After all, it’s always a mistake to underestimate American
resolve when we set our mind to accomplish something.

But we need to act, and act soon. Baby boomers like myself are on course to
become the first generation of Americans who leave things in worse shape than
when we found them. Fortunately, such a legacy isn’t carved in stone. Turning things
around won’t be easy, and it’s not going to happen overnight. But we all need to be
part of the solution. By applying our collective energy, expertise, and experience to
looming problems; by making some difficult decisions; and by accepting some
degree of shared sacrifice, we can ensure a brighter future for this great nation, for
our children and grandchildren, and for those who will follow them.7

Jamie drove home her point about obesity by referring back to her story
about Tom and then offering an appeal to action:

Without doubt, obesity is a serious problem that must be addressed by examining its
causes and then constructing and implementing workable solutions. Together, we
can help people like Tom overcome obesity. If we can, we must—before it’s too late.

By their nature, appeals are most relevant for persuasive speeches, espe-
cially when the goal is to motivate an audience to act.
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clincher a one- or two-
sentence statement in a
conclusion that provides a
sense of closure by driving
home the importance of your
speech in a memorable way

appeal to action a state-
ment in a conclusion that
describes the behavior you
want your listeners to follow
after they have heard your
arguments



Selecting and Outlining a Conclusion
To determine how you will conclude your speech, create two or three conclu-
sions; then choose the one you believe will best reinforce your speech goal
with your audience.

For his short speech on evaluating credit cards, Emming created the follow-
ing three variations of summaries for consideration. Which do you like best?

Having a credit card gives you power—but only if you make a good choice. If you
decide to apply for a credit card, you’ll now be able to make an evaluation based
upon sound criteria: interest rates, annual fee, and incentives. Then you can ignore
the vendors outside the Student Union, knowing you’ve made the right choice.

So, if you exercise care in examining interest rates, annual fee, and incentives, you
can choose a credit card that’s right for you. Then your credit card may truly be the
answer to your dreams.

Now you see the importance of making sure that you have examined interest rates,
annual fee, and incentives before you select a credit card. And instead of having
nightmares, you’ll rest peacefully with the knowledge that the card you selected is
the best one for you.

Because this first speech is relatively short, Emming decided to end his
speech with just a couple of sentences. For speeches that are no longer than
five minutes, a one- to three-sentence conclusion is often appropriate. You’re
likely to need as much time as possible to do a good job presenting your main
points. But as speech assignments get longer, you’ll want to consider supple-
menting the summary to give the conclusion more impact.

By completing Speech Planning Action Step 4, Activity 4F, Creating Speech
Conclusions, you will develop choices for your speech conclusion. The Student
Response to Activity 4F provides an example of one student’s response to this
activity.
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Completing the Outline
At this point, you have a draft outline of your speech. To complete the outline,
you will want to compile a list of the source material you will be drawing from
in the speech, create a title (if required), and review your draft to make sure
that the outline conforms to a logical structure.
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S P E E C H  P L A N N I N G

ACTIVITY 4F Creating Speech Conclusions

The goal of this activity is to help you create choices for how you will conclude your
speech.
1. For the speech body you outlined earlier, write three different conclusions that

review important points you want the audience to remember and include a
clincher that provides closure by leaving the audience with a vivid impression.

2. Which do you believe is the best? Why?
3. Write that conclusion in outline form.

You can complete this activity online with Speech Builder Express, view a student
sample of this activity, and if requested, e-mail your completed activity to your
instructor. Use your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access Activity 4F.

A C T I O N  S T E P  4

S T U D E N T  R E S P O N S E

ACTIVITY 4F Creating Speech Conclusions

1. For the speech body you outlined earlier, write three different conclusions that
review important points you want the audience to remember and include a
clincher that provides closure by leaving the audience with a vivid impression.

Specific goal: I would like the audience to understand the three ways to tell if a
diamond is real.
(1) So, the next time you buy or receive a diamond, you will know how to do the

acid, streak, and hardness tests to make sure the diamond is real.
(2) Before making your final diamond selection, make sure it can pass the acid

test, streak test, and hardness test. Remember, you want to make sure you’re
buying a diamond—not paste!

(3) You now know how to tell if your diamond is real. So, folks, if you discover
that the gem you’re considering effervesces in acid, has a streak that is not
clear, or can be scratched, you will know that the person who tried to sell it
to you is a crook!

2. Which do you believe is the best? Why?

The third one because it restates the characteristics and leaves a vivid impression.

3. Write that conclusion in outline form.
I. You now know how to tell if your diamond is real.
II. If it effervesces, streaks, or scratches, the seller is a crook.

A C T I O N  S T E P  4



Listing Sources
Regardless of the type of speech or how long or how short it will be, you’ll want
to prepare a list of the sources you are going to use in the speech. Although
you may be required to prepare this list for the course you are taking, in real
settings this list will enable you to direct audience members to the specific
source of the information you have used and will allow you to quickly find the
information at a later date. The two standard methods of organizing source
lists are alphabetically by author’s last name or by content category, with items
listed alphabetically by author within each category. For speeches with a short
list, the first method is efficient. But for long speeches with a lengthy source
list, it is helpful to group sources by content categories.

Many formal bibliographical styles can be used in citing sources (for exam-
ple, MLA, APA, Chicago, CBE); the “correct” form differs by professional or
academic discipline. Check to see if your instructor has a preference about
which style you use in class.

Regardless of the particular style, the specific information you need to
record differs depending on whether the source is a book, a periodical, a news-
paper, or an Internet source or website. The elements that are essential to all
are author, title of article, name of publication, date of publication, and page
numbers. Exhibit 8.1 gives examples of Modern Language Association (MLA)
and American Psychological Association (APA) citations for the most com-
monly used types of sources. To view examples of common citations using the
Chicago Manual of Style, Turabian, and American Medical Association (AMA)
styles, use your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access Web Resource 8.2: Citation
Styles.

Speech Planning Action Step 4, Activity 4G, Compiling a List of Sources,
helps you compile a list of sources used in your speech. The Student Response
to Activity 4G provides an example of a student’s response to this activity.
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S P E E C H  P L A N N I N G

ACTIVITY 4G Compiling a List of Sources

The goal of this activity is to help you record the list of sources you used in your
speech.
1. Review your research cards, separating those whose information you have used

in your speech from those whose information you have not used.
2. Note on your research card or your outline where you’ll reference the source dur-

ing your speech.
3. List the sources whose information was used in the speech by copying the biblio-

graphical information recorded on the research card.
4. For short lists, organize your list alphabetically by the last name of the first

author. Be sure to follow a form given in the text. If you did not record some of
the bibliographical information on your note card, you will need to revisit the
library, database, or other source to find it.

You can complete this activity online with Speech Builder Express, view a student
sample of this activity, and if requested, e-mail your completed activity to your
instructor. Use your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access Activity 4G.

A C T I O N  S T E P  4
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MLA style APA style

EXHIBIT 8.1 Examples of the MLA and APA citation forms for speech sources

Book

Edited book

Academic journal

Magazine

Newspaper

Electronic article
based on print
source

Electronic article
from Internet-
only publication

Electronic article
retrieved from
database

Movie

Television
program

Music recording

Personal
interview

Miller, Roberta B. The Five Paths to Persuasion:
The Art of Selling Your Message. New York:
Warner Business Books, 2004.

Janzen, Rod. “Five Paradigms of Ethnic
Relations.” Intercultural Communication.
10th ed. Eds. Larry Samovar and Richard
Porter. Belmont, CA: Wadsworth, 2003.
36– 42.

Barge, J. Kevin. “Reflexivity and Managerial
Practice.” Communication Monographs 71
(Mar. 2004): 70–96.

Krauthammer, Charles. “What Makes the Bush
Haters So Mad?” Time 22 Sept. 2003: 84.

Cohen, Richard. “Wall Street Scandal:
Whatever the Market Will Bear.” The
Cincinnati Enquirer 17 Sept. 2003: C6.

Friedman, Thomas L. “Connect the Dots.” 25
Sept. 2003. The New York Times. 20 Aug.
2004 �http://www.nytimes.com/2003/09/
25/opinion/25FRIED.html�.

Osterweil, Neil, and Michelle Smith. “Does
Stress Cause Breast Cancer?” Web M.D.
Health. 24 Sept. 2003. WebMD Inc. 20 Aug.
2004. �http://my.webmd.com/contents/
article/74/89170.htm?z
3734_00000_1000_ts_01�.

Grabe, Mark. “Voluntary Use of Online Lecture
Notes: Correlates of Note Use and Note Use
as an Alternative to Class Attendance.”
Computers and Education 44 (2005):
409–21. ScienceDirect. Purdue U Lib., West
Lafayette, IN. 28 May 2006
�http://www.sciencedirect.com/�.

Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Man’s Chest.
Dir. Gore Verbinksi. Perf. Johnny Depp,
Orlando Bloom, Keira Knightly. 2006. DVD.
The Walt Disney Company, 2007.

“Truth Be Told.” Dexter. Showtime. 10 Dec.
2006.

Nirvana. “Smells Like Teen Spirit.” Nevermind.
Geffen, 1991.

Mueller, Bruno. Diamond cutter at Fegel’s
Jewelry. Personal Interview. 19 March 2004.

Miller, R. B. (2004). The five paths to
persuasion: The art of selling your message.
New York: Warner Business Books.

Janzen, R. (2003). Five paradigms of ethnic
relations. In L. Samovar & R. Porter, Eds.,
Intercultural communication (10th ed., pp.
36– 42). Belmont, CA: Wadsworth.

Barge, J. K. (2004, March). Reflexivity and
managerial practice. Communication
Monographs, 71, 70–96.

Krauthammer, C. (2003, September 22). What
makes the Bush haters so mad? Time, 84.

Cohen, R. (2003, September 17). Wall Street
scandal: Whatever the market will bear. The
Cincinnati Enquirer, p. C6.

Friedman, T. L. (2003, September 25).
Connect the dots [Electronic version]. The
New York Times. Retrieved August 20, 2006,
from http://www.nytimes.com/2003/09/25/
opinion/25FRIED.html.

Osterweil, N., & Smith, M. (2003, September
24). Does stress cause breast cancer? Web
M.D. Health. Retrieved August 20, 2006,
from http://my.webmd.com/contents/
article/74/89170.htm?z
3734_00000_1000_ts_01.

Grabe, M. (2005). Voluntary use of online
lecture notes: Correlates of note use and
note use as an alternative to class
attendance. Computers and Education 44,
409– 421. Retrieved May 28, 2006, from
ScienceDirect.

Bruckheimer, J. (Producer), & Verbinksi, G.
(Director). (2006). Pirates of the Caribbean:
Dead man’s chest [Motion picture]. United
States: Walt Disney Pictures.

Manos, J., Jr. (Executive Producer). (2006,
December 10). Truth be told. Dexter
[Television series]. New York: Showtime
Networks Inc.

Nirvana. (1991). Smells like teen spirit. On
Nevermind [CD]. Santa Monica, CA: Geffen.

APA style dictates that no personal interview is
included in a reference list. Rather, cite this
type of source orally in your speech,
mentioning the name of the person you
interviewed and the date of the interview.



Writing a Title
In many classroom situations, speeches are not required to have titles. But in
most speech situations outside the classroom, it helps to have a title that lets
the audience know what to expect. A title is probably necessary when you will
be formally introduced, when the speech is publicized, or when the speech will
be published. A good title helps to attract an audience and build interest in
what you will say. Titles should be brief, descriptive of the content, and if possi-
ble, creative. Most speakers don’t settle on a title until the rest of the speech
preparation is complete.

Three kinds of titles can be created: a simple statement of subject, a ques-
tion, or a creative title.

1. Simple statement of subject. This straightforward title captures the sub-
ject of the speech in a few words.

Courage to Grow
Selling Safety
The Dignity of Work
America’s Destiny

2. Question. To spark greater interest, you can create a title by phrasing
your speech goal as a question. A prospective listener may then be motivated
to attend the speech to find out the answer.

Do We Need a Department of Play?
Are Farmers on the Way Out?
What Is the Impact of Computers on Our Behavior?
Are We Living in a Moral Stone Age?
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S T U D E N T  R E S P O N S E

ACTIVITY 4G Compiling a List of Sources

1. Review your research cards, separating those whose information you have used
in your speech from those whose information you have not used.

2. Note on your research card or your outline where you’ll reference the source dur-
ing your speech.

3. List the sources whose information was used in the speech by copying the biblio-
graphical information recorded on the research card.

4. For short lists, organize your list alphabetically by the last name of the first
author. Be sure to follow a form given in the text. If you did not record some of
the bibliographical information on your note card, you will need to revisit the
library, database, or other source to find it.

Sources
Dixon, Dougal. The Practical Geologist. New York: Simon & Schuster, 1992.
Farver, John. Professor of Geology. Personal Interview. 23 June 2004.
Klein, Cornelius. Manual of Mineralogy. 2nd ed. New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1993.
Montgomery, Carla W. Fundamentals of Geology. 3rd ed. Dubuque, IA: Wm. C. Brown,

1997.

A C T I O N  S T E P  4
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3. Creative title. A more creative approach is to combine a familiar saying
or metaphor with the simple statement of subject.

Teaching Old Dogs New Tricks: The Need for Adult Computer Literacy
Promises to Keep: Broadcasting and the Public Interest
The Tangled Web: How Environmental Climate Has Changed
Freeze or Freedom: On the Limits of Morals and Worth of Politics

The simple statement of subject gives a clear idea of the topic but is not
especially eye- or ear-catching. Questions and creative titles capture interest
but may not give a clear idea of content. Creative titles often require subtitles.

Reviewing the Outline
Now that you have created all of the parts of the outline, it is time to put them
together in complete outline form and edit them to make sure the outline is
well organized and well worded. Use this checklist to complete the final review
of the outline before you move into adaptation and rehearsal.

1. Have I used a standard set of symbols to indicate structure? Main points
are indicated by Roman numerals, major subdivisions by capital letters, minor
subheadings by Arabic numerals, and further subdivisions by lowercase letters.

2. Have I written main points and major subdivisions as complete sen-
tences? Complete sentences help you to see (1) whether each main point actu-
ally develops your speech goal and (2) whether the wording makes your
intended point. Unless the key ideas are written out in full, it will be difficult to
follow the next guidelines.

3. Do main points and major subdivisions each contain a single idea? This
guideline ensures that the development of each part of the speech will be rele-
vant to the point. Thus, if your outline contains a point like this:

I. The park is beautiful and easy to get to.

Divide the sentence so that the two parts are separate:
I. The park is beautiful.

II. The park is easy to get to.

Sort out distinct ideas so that when you line up supporting material you can
have confidence that the audience will see and understand its relationship to
the main points.

4. Does each major subdivision relate to or support its major point? This
principle, called subordination, ensures that you don’t wander off point and
confuse your audience. For example:

I. Proper equipment is necessary for successful play.
A. Good gym shoes are needed for maneuverability.
B. Padded gloves help protect your hands.
C. A lively ball provides sufficient bounce.
D. And a good attitude doesn’t hurt.

Notice that the main point deals with equipment. A, B, and C (shoes, gloves,
and ball) all relate to the main point. But D, attitude, is not equipment and
should appear somewhere else, if at all.

5. Are potential subdivision elaborations indicated? Recall that it is the sub-
division elaborations that help to build the speech. Because you don’t know
how long it might take you to discuss these elaborations, it is a good idea to
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include more than you are likely to use. During rehearsals, you may discuss
each a different way.

6. Does the outline include no more than one-third the total number of
words anticipated in the speech? An outline is only a skeleton of the speech—
not a complete manuscript with letters and numbers attached. The outline
should be short enough to allow you to experiment with different methods of
development during practice periods and to adapt to audience reaction during
the speech itself. An easy way to judge whether your outline is about the right
length is to estimate the number of words that you are likely to speak during
the actual speech and compare this to the number of words in the outline
(counting only the words in the outline minus speech goal, thesis statement,
headings, and list of sources). Because approximate figures are all you need,
start by assuming an average speaking rate of 160 words per minute. (Last
term, the speaking rate for the majority of speakers in my class was 140 to 180
words per minute.) Thus, a three- to five-minute speech would contain roughly
480 to 800 words, and the outline should be 160 to 300 words. An eight- to
ten-minute speech, roughly 1,300 to 1,600 words, should have an outline of
approximately 430 to 530 words.

Now that we have considered the various parts of an outline, let us put
them together for a final look. The outline in Exhibit 8.2 illustrates the princi-
ples in practice. The commentary in the margin relates each part of the outline
to the guidelines we have discussed.
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S P E E C H  P L A N N I N G

ACTIVITY 4H Completing the Speech Outline

Write and review a complete-sentence outline of your speech using material you’ve
developed so far with the Action Steps in Chapters 4 to 8. You can complete this
activity online with Speech Builder Express, view a student sample of this activity,
and if requested, e-mail your completed activity to your instructor. Use your Thomson-
NOW for Challenge to access Activity 4H. For this activity, Emming’s complete outline
(Exhibit 8.2) will serve as the student response.

A C T I O N  S T E P  4

Summary
The organization process is completed by creating an introduction and a con-
clusion, listing the sources you used in the speech, writing a title (if required),
and reviewing the draft outline. An effective speech introduction gets audience
attention, establishes listener relevance, and introduces the thesis; it may also
establish credibility and create goodwill.

A well-designed speech conclusion summarizes the speech goal and main
points and leaves the audience with a vivid impression. Informative and persua-
sive speeches may leave an impression with a clincher, a one- or two-sentence
statement that provides a sense of closure by driving home the importance of
your speech in a memorable way. Two strategies for effective clinchers are using
vivid imagery and appealing to action.

A good outline also includes a list of sources compiled from the biblio-
graphical information recorded on research cards. Short lists are alphabetized

http://enative.ir/
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General goal: I want to inform my audience.

Specific goal: I would like the audience to understand the major criteria for finding a
suitable credit card.

Thesis statement: Three criteria that will enable audience members to find the credit
card that is most suitable for them are level of real interest rate, annual fee, and
advertised incentives.

Introduction
I. How many of you have been hounded by credit card vendors outside the Student

Union?
II. They make a credit card sound like the answer to all of your dreams, don’t they?
III. Today I want to share with you three criteria you need to consider carefully before

deciding on a particular credit card: interest rate, annual fee, and advertised
incentives.

Body
I. The first criterion for choosing a credit card is to select a card with a low interest

rate.

A. Interest rates are the percentages that a company charges you to carry a
balance on your card past the due date.
1. Most credit cards carry an average of 8 percent.
2. Some cards carry as much as 32 percent.
3. Many companies offer 0 percent interest rates for up to twelve months.
4. Student credit cards typically have higher interest rates.
5. Some student credit cards carry APRs below 14 percent.

B. Interest rates can be variable or fixed.
1. Variable rates mean that the rate can change from month to month.
2. Fixed rates mean that the rate will stay the same.
3. Even cards with fixed rates can be raised to as much as 32 percent if you

make a late payment.

(Transition: Now that we have considered interest rates, let’s look at the next
criterion.)

(continued)

EXHIBIT 8.2 Sample complete outline

Write your general and spe-
cific goals at the top of the
page. Refer to the goals to
test whether everything in the
outline is relevant.

The thesis statement states
the elements that are sug-
gested in the specific goal. In
the speech, the thesis serves
as a forecast of the main
points.

The heading Introduction sets
the section apart as a separate
unit. The introduction
attempts to (1) get attention
and (2) lead into the body of
the speech as well as establish
credibility, set a tone, and
gain goodwill.

The heading Body sets this
section apart as a separate
unit. In this example, main
point I begins a topical pat-
tern of main points. It is
stated as a complete sentence.

The two main subdivisions
designated by A and B indi-
cate the equal weight of these
points. The second-level sub-
divisions—designated by 1, 2,
3, 4, and 5 for major subpoint
A, and 1, 2, and 3 for major
subpoint B—give the neces-
sary information for under-
standing the subpoints.

The number of major and
second-level subpoints is at
the discretion of the speaker.
After the first two levels of
subordination, words and
phrases may be used in place
of complete sentences for
elaboration.

This transition reminds listen-
ers of the first main point and
forecasts the second.
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II. A second criterion for choosing a credit card is to select a card with no annual
fee.
A. The annual fee is the cost the company charges you for extending you credit.
B. The charges vary widely.

1. Most cards have no annual fee.
2. Some companies still charge fees.

(Transition: After you have considered interest and fees, you can weigh the incentives
that the company promises you.)

III. A third criterion for choosing a credit card is to weigh the incentives.
A. Incentives are extras that you get for using a particular card.

1. Some companies promise rebates.
2. Some companies promise frequent flyer miles.
3. Some companies promise discounts on “a wide variety of items.”
4. Some companies promise “cash back” on your purchases.

B. Incentives don’t outweigh other criteria.

Conclusion
I. So, if you exercise care in examining interest rates, annual fees, and incentives,

you can choose the credit card that’s right for you.
II. Then your credit card may truly be the answer to your dreams.

Sources
Bankrate Monitor, http://www.Bankrate.com.
Barrett, Lois. “Good Credit 101,” Black Enterprise, Oct. 2006,

EXHIBIT 8.2 Sample complete outline (continued)

Main point II, continuing the
topical pattern, is a complete
sentence that parallels the
wording of main point I.
Notice that each main point
considers only one major idea.

This transition summarizes
the first two criteria and fore-
casts the third.

Main point III, continuing the
topical pattern, is a complete
sentence paralleling the word-
ing of main points I and II.

Throughout the outline,
notice that main points and
subpoints are factual state-
ments. The speaker adds
examples, experiences, and
other developmental material
during practice sessions.

The heading Conclusion sets
this section apart as a sepa-
rate unit. The content of the
conclusion is intended to
summarize the main ideas
and leave the speech on a
high note. The conclusion
also provides closure by refer-
ring back to the idea men-
tioned in the introduction, a
credit card is the answer to
your dreams.

A list of sources should always
be a part of the speech out-
line. The sources should show
where the factual material of
the speech came from. The list
of sources is not a total of all
sources available—only those
that were used, directly or
indirectly. Each of the sources
is shown in proper form.
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by authors’ last names. Longer source lists group sources by content category
before alphabetizing by author.

Although most classroom speeches may not require a title, in most speech
situations outside the classroom it helps to have an informative and appealing
title. Three kinds of titles are the simple statement of subject, the question,
and the creative title.

The complete draft outline should be reviewed and revised to make sure
that you have used a standard set of symbols, used complete sentences for
main points and major subdivisions, limited each point to a single idea, related
minor points to major points, and limited the outline length to no more than
one-third the number of words of the final speech.
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C H A L L E N G E  O N L I N E

Now that you’ve read Chapter 8, use your Thomson-
NOW for The Challenge of Effective Speaking for quick
access to the electronic resources that accompany
this text. Your ThomsonNOW gives you access to
the Web Resources and Speech Planning activities
featured in this chapter, Speech Builder Express,
InfoTrac College Edition, and online study aids
such as a digital glossary and review quizzes.

Your Challenge ThomsonNOW is an online study
system that helps you identify concepts you don’t

fully understand, allowing you to put your study
time to the best use. Using chapter-by-chapter diag-
nostic pretests, the system creates a personalized
study plan for each chapter. Each plan directs you
to specific resources designed to improve your
understanding, including pages from the text in e-
book format. Chapter posttests give you an opportu-
nity to measure how much you’ve learned and let
you know if you are ready for graded quizzes and
exams.

K E Y  T E R M S  

Go to your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access
your online glossary for Chapter 8. Print a copy of
the glossary for this chapter and test yourself with

the electronic flash cards or complete the crossword
puzzle to help you master these key terms:

action (144)
appeal to action (151) 
clincher (151) 
creating suspense (145) 
direct question (142) 

rhetorical question (142) 
startling statement (142) 
story (142) 

joke (143) 
listener relevance link (145) 
personal reference (143) 
primacy-recency effect (141) 
quotation (144) 

W E B  R E S O U R C E S  

Go to your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access
the Web Resources for this chapter.

8.1 Strategies for Introducing Speeches

(145)
8.2 Citation Styles (154)
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S P E E C H  P L A N N I N G  A C T I O N  S T E P S  

Access the Action Step activities for this chapter
online at your ThomsonNOW for Challenge. Select
the chapter resources for Chapter 8 and then click
the activity number you want. You may print your

completed activities, and you should save your work
so you can use it as needed in later Action Step
activities.

4E Creating Speech Introductions (148) 
4F Creating Speech Conclusions (153) 

4H Completing the Speech Outline (158) 4G Compiling a List of Sources (154) 
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Constructing and Using
Presentational Aids 99

A picture is worth a thousand
words.

What’s Ahead
H E R E ’ S  W H A T ’ S  A H E A D  I N  T H I S  C H A P T E R :

1. Why should you incorporate presentational aids into your speech?

2. What types of presentational aids can you choose from?

3. What are some important considerations to keep in mind when
preparing a computerized slide show?

4. Why is it important to limit how much information you include on
your presentational aids?

5. What should you consider when you practice presenting with your
presentational aids?

©
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“How’s it going with the speech, Jeremy?” 

“I’m frustrated.”

“Why’s that?”

“Well, I know we’re supposed to think about using visual material with

this speech. But I can’t think of what I could depict that would be useful.”

“What’s your topic?”

“Effects of media violence, but I don’t see any sense in showing any act

of violence.”

“Right, but there are lots of other visuals you could show that would be

helpful.”

“Like what?”

“Well, I’ll bet that you’re using some statistics about the amount of vio-

lence.”

“Sure.”

“Well, couldn’t you show the statistics while you talked about them?” 

“But wouldn’t showing statistics be just as boring as talking about them?”

J
eremy makes a good point. Just presenting some statistics probably would

be boring. But the question he really needs to answer is this: How could he use
images, audio materials, or audiovisual materials to present those statistics so
that the audience would attend to and remember them?

Although there are times when additional materials may not be necessary,
we are living in an era when the verbal and visual modes of communicating are
merging. Whether it is a TV news program, your professor’s lecture, or a ser-
mon you hear at a place of worship, speeches are being fused with media. In
business, law, and education, audiences have come to expect computer-
enhanced presentations. So you can anticipate facing audiences that expect
you to present your ideas in images as well as words.1 This chapter focuses on
identifying, choosing, preparing, and displaying a variety of visual, audio, and
audiovisual materials that can accompany your verbal speech and are adapted
to your specific audience.

A presentational aid is any visual, audio, or audiovisual material used in a
speech. The most common form of presentational aid is a visual aid—a form
of speech development that allows the audience to see as well as hear informa-
tion. There are several benefits to using presentational aids. First, they enable
you to adapt to an audience’s level of knowledge by clarifying and dramatizing
your verbal message. Second, presentational aids help audiences retain the
information they hear. Research has shown that people are likely to remember
features of presentational aids even over long periods and that people are
likely to learn considerably more when ideas appeal to both the eye and the
ear.2 Third, presentational aids enable you to address the diverse learning
styles of your audience.3 Fourth, they can increase the persuasive appeal of
your speech. In fact, some research suggests that speakers who use visual aids
in their presentations are almost twice as likely to persuade listeners than those
who do not.4 Finally, using presentational aids may help you to feel more com-
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ACTION STEP 5

Choosing, preparing,
and using
presentational aids

presentational aid any
visual, audio, or audiovisual
material used in a speech

visual aid a form of speech
development that allows the
audience to see as well as
hear information
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petent. Speakers report that when they use presentational aids, they tend to be
less anxious and have more confidence.5

In this chapter, we describe various types of presentational aids, criteria for
making choices about which and how many presentational aids to use, ways of
designing aids, methods for displaying aids, and guidelines for using them
effectively in your speech.

Types of Presentational Aids
Before you can choose what presentational aids you might want to use for a
specific speech, you need to recognize the various types of aids that you can
choose from. Presentational aids range from those that are simple to use and
readily available from some existing source to those that must be custom pro-
duced for your specific speech and require practice to use effectively. In this
section, we describe types of presentational aids to consider using as you pre-
pare your speech.

Actual Objects
Actual objects are inanimate or animate physical samples of the idea you are
communicating. Inanimate objects make good visual aids if they are (1) large
enough to be seen by all audience members, (2) small enough to carry to the
site of the speech, (3) simple enough to understand visually, and (4) safe. A
volleyball or Muslim prayer rug would be appropriate in size for most class-
room audiences. A cell phone might be okay if the speech goal is simply to
show what a cell phone looks like, but it is probably too small if you want to
demonstrate how to use the phone’s specialized functions.

Some animate objects also make effective visual aids. For example, on occa-
sion, you can be an effective visual aid. For instance, you can use descriptive
gestures to show the height of a tennis net; you can use posture and movement
to show the motions involved in swinging a golf club; or you can use your attire
to illustrate the native dress of a particular country. Sometimes, it can be
appropriate to use another person as a visual aid, such as when Jenny used a
friend of hers to demonstrate the Heimlich maneuver. Animals can also be
effective visual aids. For example, Josh used his AKC Obedience Champion dog
to demonstrate the basics of dog training. But keep in mind that animals
placed in unfamiliar settings can become difficult to control and can distract
from your message.

Models
When an object’s size is inappropriate, too complex to understand visually,
potentially unsafe, or uncontrollable, a model of the object can be an effective
visual aid. A model is a three-dimensional scaled-down or scaled-up version of
an actual object that may be simplified to aid understanding. In a speech on
the physics of bridge construction, a scale model of a suspension bridge would
be an effective visual aid. Likewise, in a speech on genetic engineering, a
model of the DNA double helix might help the audience understand what
happens during microscopic procedures.

Photographs
If an exact reproduction of material is needed, still photographs can be excel-
lent visual aids. In a speech on “smart weapons,” before and after photos of tar-
get sites would be effective in helping the audience to understand the pinpoint
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S P E E C H  S N I P P E T

Using an Animal as a Visual
Aid

Josey wanted to use her cat as a
visual aid for her speech on pet
therapy. To avoid having the cat
panic and distract her audience
from her message, she brought
the cat to class in a carrier, sat
with him quietly while a few of
her classmates gave their
speeches so he could get used to
the room, and returned him to
the carrier after she discussed
her first main point.

S P E E C H  S N I P P E T

Avoiding Unsafe
Presentational Aids

Lenny wanted to use a twelve-
gauge shotgun as a visual aid for
his speech on safety practices for
hunters. After talking with his
instructor, he realized that not
only would a shotgun raise safety
concerns in class, but it is illegal
to bring a gun to campus.

actual object an inanimate
or animate sample of the
idea you are communicating

model a three-dimensional
scaled-down or scaled-up
version of an actual object

S P E E C H  S N I P P E T

Using a Photograph as a
Visual Aid

In her speech about traditional
Muslim dress for women, Marjie
projected photographs of Muslim
women wearing various types of
traditional attire as she
explained the cultural signifi-
cance of the clothing.



accuracy of these weapons. When choosing photographs, be
sure that the image is large enough for the audience to see
and that the object of interest in the photo is clearly identi-
fied and, ideally, in the foreground. For example, if you are
giving a speech about your grandmother and show a photo of
her with her college graduating class, you might circle her
image so she’s easily seen.

Simple Drawings and Diagrams
Simple drawings and diagrams are easy to prepare. If you can
use a compass, a straightedge, and a measure, you can draw
well enough to prepare a simple diagram. Or with a little
practice, you can use a basic computer drawing program to
prepare the same drawing. For instance, if you are making the
point that water skiers must hold their arms straight, their
backs straight, and their knees slightly bent, a stick figure will
illustrate the point sufficiently (see Exhibit 9.1). Stick figures
may not be as aesthetically pleasing as professional drawings
or photographs, but they can still be quite effective. In fact,
elaborate, detailed drawings may not be worth the time and
effort, and actual photographs may be so detailed that they
obscure the point you wish to make. Likewise, a simple dia-
gram, a type of drawing that shows how the whole relates to

its parts, can be more effective than a photograph because you can choose how
much detail to include. Andria’s representation of the human body and its
pressure points is an example of an effective diagram that clarified her mes-
sage and helped her meet her speech goal (see Exhibit 9.2).

Maps
Like drawings, maps are relatively easy to prepare. Simple maps allow you to
orient audiences to landmarks (mountains, rivers, and lakes), states, cities, land
routes, weather systems, and so on. Commercial maps are available, but simple
maps can be customized so that audience members are not confused by visual
information that is irrelevant to your purpose. Exhibit 9.3 on page 168 shows a
map that focuses on weather systems.
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Viewing a visual aid, such as
a model, can help the audience
understand your topic. In this
photo, architecture students at
the University of Southwestern
Louisiana gather around their
instructor to view a novel
design.
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EXHIBIT 9.1 Drawing

diagram a type of drawing to
show the whole and its
parts
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Charts
A chart is a graphic representation that distills a lot of information and presents
it to an audience in an easily interpreted visual format. Word charts, flowcharts,
and organizational charts are the most common types of charts. A word chart
is used to preview, review, or highlight important ideas covered in a speech. In 
a speech on Islam, a speaker might make a word chart that lists the five pillars
of Islam, as shown in Exhibit 9.4 on page 168. A flowchart uses symbols and
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Karen planned to give her speech on late-term “partial
birth” abortions. As she thought about the content of her
speech, she decided to go on the Web to see whether
she could come up with any visual ideas. As she
searched the links, she found a picture of an aborted
fetus. She downloaded it onto her computer and into her
PowerPoint file. Later that day, she talked with Paula
about how she planned to use the image.

“Wow,” Paula replied, “That’ll make quite an
impression. Go for it.”

As Karen rehearsed her speech, she still wondered
whether using that particular visual aid was a good idea.
But with Paula’s apparent encouragement, she went
ahead and used it in her speech.

When the audience critiqued Karen’s speech in class,
one classmate raised the question of the ethics of
showing graphic pictures such as aborted fetuses,
mutilated bodies, and pornographic images in a speech.

1. Is the use of disquieting graphic images unethical?
2. What ethical arguments support the use of

disquieting graphic images?
3. What arguments would hold the use of these images

to be unethical?
4. What do you believe is the ethical principle you will

follow in making decisions like this?
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EXHIBIT 9.2 Diagram

chart a graphic representa-
tion that distills a lot of
information and presents it
to an audience in an easily
interpreted visual format

word chart a chart used to
preview, review, or highlight
important ideas covered in a
speech

flowchart a chart that dia-
grams a sequence of steps
through a complicated
process



connecting lines to diagram a sequence of steps through a complicated process.
Tim used a flowchart to help listeners move through the sequence of steps to
determine whether they might be overweight (see Exhibit 9.5). An organiza-
tional chart shows the structure of an organization in terms of rank and chain of
command. The chart in Exhibit 9.6 on page 170 illustrates the organization of a
student union board.

Graphs
A graph is a diagram that presents numerical comparisons. Bar graphs, line
graphs, and pie graphs are the most common forms of graphs.

A bar graph is a diagram that uses vertical or horizontal bars to show rela-
tionships between two or more variables at the same time or at various times
on one or more dimensions. For instance, Jacqueline used a bar graph to com-
pare the amounts of caffeine found in one serving each of chocolate, coffee,
tea, and cola (see Exhibit 9.7 on page 170).

A line graph is a diagram that indicates changes in one or more variables
over time. In a speech on the population of the United States, for example, the
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EXHIBIT 9.3 Map

Five Pillars of Islam

1. Shahadah: Witness to Faith
2. Salat: Prayer
3. Sawm: Fasting
4. Zakat: Almsgiving
5. Hajj: Pilgrimage

EXHIBIT 9.4 Word chart

organizational chart a chart
that shows the structure of
an organization in terms of
rank and chain of command

graph a diagram that pre-
sents numerical comparisons

bar graph a diagram that
uses vertical or horizontal
bars to show relationships
between two or more vari-
ables at the same time or at
various times on one or
more dimensions

line graph a diagram that
indicates changes in one or
more variables over time
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START
HERE

YES

YES

YES

YES

NO

A tendency toward
being overweight
can run in families,
often–but not always
–because of acquired
eating habits.

This is a common experience that
may be partly due to changes in
body chemistry, but is more likely
to be due to compensatory overeating.

Many people overeat when they
are depressed.

You are probably
overweight because
you eat more than
you need.

Many women gain too much
weight during pregnancy and
have difficulty losing it after
the baby is born.

NO

NO

Are both your
parents
overweight?

Have you been
overweight for
most of your life?

Did you put on
weight after
giving up
smoking?

NO

Are you a
woman?

YES

NO

Did you put on
weight at a time
when you were
depressed?

YES

NO

Did you become
overweight
after pregnancy
and childbirth?

In your former job you probably needed more
calories than you do now. You should adjust
your eating habits accordingly.

YES

NO

Did the weight
gain follow a
change from a
physically
strenuous job to
sedentary work?

You may have an underactive
thyroid gland.YES

NO

Have you noticed any of the
following symptoms since
you began to put on weight?
• feeling the cold more than
    you used to
• thinning or brittle hair
• dry skin

Such drugs can cause weight gain.
Discuss with your physician.

Weight gain as you grow older may be a
result of such factors as a decline in the
amount of exercise you get and changes in
the rate that your body burns up food.

If you are unable to make a diagnosis from this chart,
your excess weight is probably due only to overeating.
If, after a month of following the recommended reducing
diet, you fail to lose weight, consult your physician.

YES

NO

Have you been taking
steroid drugs for a problem
such as asthma or
rheumatoid arthritis?

YES

NO

Are you over 40?

Assessing Your Weight

EXHIBIT 9.5 Flowchart



line graph in Exhibit 9.8 helps by showing the population increase, in millions,
from 1810 to 2000.

A pie graph is a diagram that shows the relationships among parts of a single
unit. Ideally, pie graphs have two to five “slices,” or wedges—more than eight
wedges clutter a pie graph. If your graph includes too many wedges, use another
kind of graph unless you can consolidate several of the less important wedges
into the category of “other,” as Tim did to show the percentage of total calories
that should come from the various components of food (see Exhibit 9.9).
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Executive  Council
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Cultural Events 
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EXHIBIT 9.6 Organizational chart
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EXHIBIT 9.7 Bar graph

pie graph a diagram that
shows the relationships
among parts of a single unit
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Audio Materials
Audio materials enhance a verbal message through sound. They are especially
useful when it is difficult, if not impossible, to describe a sound in words. For
example, in David’s speech about the three types of trumpet mutes and how
they alter the sounds a trumpet makes, he played his trumpet so listeners could
hear what he meant. If you don’t want to make your own sounds, you can use
audiotaped excerpts from sources such as famous speeches, radio programs,
interviews, and recordings of music or environmental sounds, all of which may
convey information better than your describing the material or reading it as a
quotation. For example, Susan chose to begin her speech on the future of the
NASA space program with a recording of Neil Armstrong’s first words as he
stepped on the surface of the moon: “That’s one small step for a man, one
giant leap for mankind.” Before using audio material, make sure you have
enough time to present it (it should make up no more than about 5 percent of
your speaking time) and that you have access to a quality sound system.
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EXHIBIT 9.8 Line graph
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EXHIBIT 9.9 Pie graph

S P E E C H  S N I P P E T

Using Audio Materials as a
Presentational Aid

In her speech about whales,
Emily played a recording of blue
whales “singing.” Playing the
recording not only allowed her
audience to better understand
her topic, but it allowed her to
present information that would
have been difficult to describe
with words alone.



Audiovisual Materials
You can use short clips from films and videos to demonstrate concepts or
processes and to expose audiences to important people. For example, during
his speech about the use of robots in automobile production, Chad, who
worked as a technician at the local Ford plant, showed a twenty-second video
clip of a car being painted in a robotic paint booth. As with audio clips, keep
video and film clips short, to no more than 5 percent of your speaking time. It
can be challenging to keep clips this short, particularly in short classroom
speeches, so choose clips that are to the point and really enhance your mes-
sage. When you use audiovisual material, check ahead to ensure that the
equipment you need is available and operational. And be sure to leave time to
practice onsite with the equipment before the audience arrives.

Other Sensory Materials
Depending on your topic, other sensory materials that appeal to smell, touch,
or taste may effectively enhance your speech. For example, a speech about
making perfume might benefit from allowing your audience to smell scented
swatches as you describe the ingredients used to make the scents. In a speech
about Braille, Javier handed out copies of his outline written in Braille for
audience members to touch.

Criteria for Choosing Presentational Aids
Now that you understand the various types of presentational aids, you have to
decide what content to depict and the best way to present it. In this section, we
focus on some of the key questions you need to answer to make effective
choices for your presentational aids.

1. What are the most important ideas the audience needs to understand and
remember? These ideas are ones you may want to highlight with presentational
aids. Because audiences tend to remember presentational aids well, make sure
that the content you use them for is what you want your audience to remember.

2. Are there ideas that are complex or difficult to explain verbally but easy
to understand in visual or audio form? The old saying “One picture is worth a
thousand words” is true. For example, demonstrating the correct way to hold a
golf club is much easier and clearer than describing the position of each hand
and finger.

3. How many presentational aids should I use? Unless you are narrating a
slide show in which the total focus of the speech is on visual images, the number
of presentational aids you use should be limited so the focus of the audience is
on you, the speaker. In addition, you can avoid diluting the impact of your aids
by using them only to hold attention, exemplify an idea, or help the audience
remember a concept. In a five-minute speech, using just three to five presenta-
tional aids is far more effective than using more.

4. Are my presentational aids easy to use and transport? Choose aids that
you feel comfortable using and that are easy to transport from home to your
speaking site. You want to focus on the content and delivery of your speech, not
on how nervous you are using a new technology or transporting a cumbersome
or fragile presentational aid.

5. How large is the audience? The kinds of presentational aids that will work
for a small group of fifteen or twenty differ from the kinds that will work for an
audience of a hundred or more. For an audience of fewer than twenty, as in
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S P E E C H  S N I P P E T

Using Sensory Material as a
Presentational Aid

For his speech on store-brand
foods, Greg argued that store-
brand products taste as good as
their name-brand counterparts.
He demonstrated his point by
providing audience members
with small samples of both store-
brand and name-brand cereals
to taste as he spoke.
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most of your classroom speeches, you can show relatively small objects and use
relatively small models that everyone will be able to see. For larger audiences,
you’ll want projections that can be seen with ease from 100 or 200 feet away.

6. Is the necessary equipment readily available? At times, you may be speak-
ing in an environment that is not equipped for certain displays. At many col-
leges and universities, most rooms are equipped with only a chalkboard, an
overhead projector, and electrical outlets. Anything else you want to use you
will have to bring yourself or schedule through the appropriate school media
office. Be prepared! In any situation in which you have scheduled equipment
from an outside source, you need to prepare yourself for the possibility that the
equipment may not arrive on time or may not work the way you anticipated.
Call ahead, get to your speaking location early, practice using your presenta-
tional aids with the available equipment, and have an alternative presentational
aid to use, just in case.

7. Is there sufficient time to show the aid without having it overtake the
speech itself? Remember that presentational aids are meant to supplement and
enhance your speech, not replace it. If sharing the aid will take too much time,
consider a different sort of aid.

8. Is the time involved in making or getting the presentational aid and
equipment cost-effective? Presentational aids are supplements. Their goal is to
accent what you are doing verbally. If you believe that a particular aid will help
you better achieve your goal, then the time spent is well worth it. You’ll notice
that most of the presentational aids we’ve discussed can be obtained or pre-
pared relatively easily. But because some procedures are “so easy,” we find our-
selves getting lost in making some of them. Presentational aids definitely make
a speech more interesting and engaging. However, the best advice we can offer
is to “keep it simple.”

Designing Effective Presentational Aids
However simple you plan to make your presentational aids, keep in mind that
you still have to take the time to design and produce them carefully. You may
need to find or create charts, graphs, diagrams, maps, or drawings. You may
need to search for and prepare photographs. You may choose to look for audio
or video snippets and then need to convert them to a format that you can use
at your speech site.

As you approach your design task, you must first determine whether you
will design your aids by hand or by using computer presentation software.
Depending on the resources available in your classroom, your instructor may
stipulate how you are to prepare your presentational aids. Or you may be free
to use whatever types of aids you like. In either case, knowing that producing
handmade and computer-generated aids require different sets of skills can
help you decide which method to use. If you are artistic, can print clearly, and
work neatly, then hand-designed aids would be a good choice. If you are com-
fortable using presentation software, then this method may be more efficient
for you. Whatever method you choose, there are several guidelines for produc-
ing professional-quality presentational aids.

Designing Effective Presentational Aids by Hand
For most classroom speeches, when you prepare your aids by hand, you will
display them on a poster board or a flipchart. Here are some tips to help you
make the most of these types of aids.
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1. Limit the reading required of the audience. The audience should not
spend a long time reading your visual aid; you want them listening to you. So
limit the total number of lines on an aid to six or fewer, and write points as
short phrases rather than complete sentences. The visual aid is meant to rein-
force what you say, not repeat what you say. You don’t want the audience to
spend more than a few seconds “getting” your visual aid.

2. Customize visuals from other sources so that they’re appropriate for your
topic and audience. We often get ideas and information for visual aids from
other sources, and the tendency is to simply show the audience all the original
material. But if the original source includes information that is irrelevant to your
purpose or audience, simplify your visual so that it includes only the information
you want to present. For example, as Jia Li prepared a speech on alcohol abuse
by young adults, she found a graph titled “Current, Binge, and Heavy Alcohol
Use among Persons Aged 12 or Older by Age” in a survey conducted by the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services. The original graph, shown at top in
Exhibit 9.10, presents much more information than Jia Li needed. So she simpli-
fied the graph, using only the information that pertained to young adults.

3. Use a photo, a print size, or a type size that can be seen easily by your
entire audience. Create a draft of your aid and then check it for size by moving
as far away from it as the farthest person in your audience will be sitting. If you
can see the image clearly, read the lettering, and see other details from that dis-
tance, your aid is large enough and you can finalize it. If you have trouble see-
ing the aid, create a larger draft and check it again.

4. Use a print style that is easy to read. Avoid printing in highly stylized
ways. Although artistic printing may look cool, anything other than simple and
basic lettering will be difficult for your audience to read. 

5. Use upper- and lowercase letters. The combination of upper- and lower-
case is easier to read than uppercase only. Some people think that printing in
all capital letters creates emphasis. Although that may be true in some
instances, ideas printed in all capital letters are more difficult to read—even
when the ideas are written in short phrases (see Exhibit 9.11 on page 176).

6. Make sure information is laid out in a way that is aesthetically pleasing.
Leave sufficient white space around the whole visual so that it’s easy to identify
each component (white space is the areas of a page without print or pictures),
indent subordinate ideas, spell words correctly, and draw and print neatly.

7. Add pictures or other visual symbols to add interest. To truly enhance a
verbal message, a presentational aid should consist of more than just words.6

Even on a word chart, visual symbols can increase retention by appealing to
diverse learning styles.7 Most computer graphics packages have a wide variety of
clip art that you can import to your document. You can also buy relatively inex-
pensive software packages that contain thousands of clip art images. A relevant
piece of clip art can make the image look both more professional and more
dramatic. Be careful, though; clip art can be overdone. Don’t let your message
be overpowered by unnecessary pictures or animations.

8. Use color strategically. Although black and white can work perfectly well
for your visual aids, consider using color strategically to emphasize points. Here
are some suggestions for incorporating color in your graphics:

✦ Use color to show similarities and differences between ideas.
✦ Use bright colors, such as red, to highlight important information.
✦ Use the same color background for each visual. Or color code back-

grounds so that the colors correspond to main points.
✦ Use black or deep blue for lettering.
✦ When using yellow or orange for lettering, outline the letters with a

darker color so that they can be seen well from a distance.
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EXHIBIT 9.10 Complex original graph versus simplified and adapted
graph
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✦ Use no more than four colors per visual; using two or three is best.
✦ When you want to use a complex color palette, use a color wheel to select

harmonizing colors.
✦ Before you prepare your final visual aids, always create drafts of them to

make sure you’re happy with your color choices.
✦ Pretend you are your audience. Sit as far away as they will be sitting, and

evaluate the colors you have chosen for their readability and appeal.

Let’s see if we can put all of these principles to work. Exhibit 9.12 contains
a lot of important information that the speaker has presented, but notice how
unpleasant it is to the eye. As you can see, this visual aid ignores all the princi-
ples we’ve discussed. However, with some thoughtful simplification, this
speaker could produce the visual aid shown in Exhibit 9.13, which sharpens
the focus by emphasizing the key words (reduce, reuse, recycle), highlighting
the major details, and adding clip art for a professional touch.
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CARAT: THE WEIGHT OF A DIAMOND

Carat: The Weight of a Diamond

Typed

Handwritten

EXHIBIT 9.11 All capitals versus upper- and lowercase letters

I WANT YOU TO REMEMBER THE THREE R’S OF RECYCLING

Reduce the amount of waste people produce, like overpacking or using material that
won’t recycle.

Reuse by relying on cloth towels rather than paper towels, earthenware dishes rather
than paper or plastic plates, and glass bottles rather than aluminum cans.

Recycle by collecting recyclable products, sorting them correctly, and getting them to
the appropriate recycling agency.

EXHIBIT 9.12 A cluttered and cumbersome visual aid

presentation software a
computer program that
enables you to electronically
prepare and store your
visual aids using a computer

Designing Effective Aids Using Presentation Software
Presentation software is a computer program that enables you to electronically
prepare and store your visual aids using a computer. Microsoft’s PowerPoint®,
Adobe’s Captivate®, and Apple’s Keynote 3® are popular commercial presenta-
tion software programs. The visuals you create on a computer can become
overhead transparencies or handouts, or they can be displayed directly on a
screen or TV monitor as a computerized slide show. Aids developed with pre-
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sentation software give a very polished look to your speech and allow you to
develop and deliver the complex multimedia presentations that are expected
in many professional settings.

Computerized slide shows have quickly become the presentational aid of
choice today. However, too often, these shows do not adhere to the most
important function of effective presentational aids, which is to enhance and
complement the verbal message. Presentational aids should not replace a speaker’s
verbal message, relegating the speaker to the role of projectionist in the process.8

On the other hand, well-designed and well-presented computerized slide
shows greatly enhance audience interest, understanding, and memory, as well
as the audience’s perceptions of the speaker’s credibility.

When you are unfamiliar with a presentation software package, using it to
prepare your presentational aids will be time-consuming. But if you start sim-
ply, over time you will become more adept at creating professional-quality visu-
als. Here are seven tips to help you create interesting and effective computer-
generated aids.

1. Plan your aids before you begin using the software. It is easy to get car-
ried away with presentation software and make slide after slide of elaborate visu-
als with lots of clip art and special effects. This is a waste of valuable time that
you can better use practicing your presentation. So, before you sit down at a
computer, write or draw a list of the visuals you want to create.

2. Limit the number of visuals you create. Presentation software can lull you
into believing that more is better. But if you’re not careful, you can create so
many visual aids that they become distracting or take the place of your verbal
presentation. So a good rule of thumb for a beginning speaker is to limit aids to
no more than one aid for every two minutes of speech.
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Remember the Three
R’s of Recycling

Reduce waste
Reuse
 cloth towels
 dishes
 glass bottles

Recycle
 collect
 sort
 deliver

EXHIBIT 9.13 A simple but effective visual aid



3. Use bulleted lists to present additional information that is not part of your
verbal message. It’s a common, but bad, practice to show slide after slide of bul-
leted text, which amount to nothing more than an outline of the speech.9 Speak-
ers sometimes use these lists in place of speaking notes and end up simply read-
ing to their audience. A bulleted list can quickly present useful information, but
the information in your presentational aids should augment your content, not
merely repeat it. For example, in his speech about CEO compensation, George
effectively complemented his discussion of runaway compensation packages with
a bulleted list of the ten most highly compensated company presidents and their
total compensation packages, ordered from the most highly to the least highly
paid. He didn’t discuss these people in any detail, but the slide helped his audi-
ence get a sense of what types of companies reward CEOs too extravagantly.

4. Use a font that is easy to read and pleasing to the eye. Modern software
packages come with an extensive variety of fonts (typefaces). Exhibit 9.14 shows a
sample of four standard fonts in regular and boldface eighteen-point size. These
are the types of fonts you typically see in books and other printed materials;
they’re simple and easy to read. In general, avoid cursive and overly decorative
fonts, which are designed primarily for decorative and illustrative use. Also limit
the number of fonts you use per visual aid to only one. Mixing fonts on a single
visual tends to obscure key ideas. However, to indicate headings and highlight key
ideas, it’s okay to use bold and italic fonts in one visual (within moderation).

5. Use fonts of thirty points or more.10 For audiences of twelve to forty peo-
ple, the font for the titles of your slides should be at least thirty-six points in
size, and the fonts for your text material should be at least thirty points (see
Exhibit 9.15). And as with handwritten visuals, use both upper- and lowercase
type for easy readability. 

6. Consider colors carefully. Strategic use of color on visual aids increases
audience retention, but poor color choices can actually reduce readability.11

Generally, the best color scheme is light text and graphics on a dark back-
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Selecting Typefaces
Selecting Typefaces

Helvetica

Selecting Typefaces
Selecting Typefaces

Times

Selecting Typefaces
Selecting Typefaces

Frutiger

Selecting Typefaces
Selecting Typefaces

Palatino

EXHIBIT 9.14 Fonts in eighteen-point regular and boldface
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ground. Background colors that project well include, blue, green, gray, maroon,
and black. Background colors to avoid include purple, yellow, and brown. Text
colors should be bright enough to allow for contrast.12 Finally, avoid using
graphics containing red next to green or purple next to blue because audience
members who are color-blind will not be able to distinguish them.

7. Keep it simple. Although presentation software programs offer many
options for clever clip art and animated graphics, only use those that enhance
your message by reinforcing your verbal points. Likewise, avoid using more
than one type of slide transition to move from one slide to the next. It can be
tempting to play around with combinations of fade-ins, fly-ins, and checker-
boards, but using more than one type of transition just distracts and confuses
the audience.

Methods for Displaying Presentational Aids
Once you have decided on the specific presentational aids for your speech, you
will need to choose the method to display them. Methods for displaying aids
vary in the type of preparation they require, the amount of specialized training
needed to use them effectively, and the professionalism they convey. Some
methods, such as writing on a chalkboard, require little advance preparation.
Other methods, such as computerized slide-show presentations, can require
extensive preparation. Similarly, it’s easy to use an object or a flipchart, but you
will need training to properly set up and run computerized slide-show presen-
tations. Finally, the quality of your visual or audio presentation will affect your
perceived credibility. A well-run computerized slide show is impressive, but
technical difficulties can make you look unprepared. Hand-drawn charts and
graphs that are hastily or sloppily developed mark you as an amateur, whereas
professional-looking visual aids enhance your credibility. Speakers can choose
from the following methods for displaying presentational aids.

Poster Boards
The easiest method for displaying simple drawings, charts, maps, photos, and
graphs is by preparing them on or attaching them to stiff cardboard or foam
core. Then the visual can be placed on an easel or in a chalk tray when it is
referred to during the speech. Because poster boards tend to be fairly small,
use them only with smaller audiences.
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60 Slide titles
48 Heads
30 Text material

EXHIBIT 9.15 Visual aid print sizes



Whiteboards or Chalkboards
Because a whiteboard or chalkboard is a staple in every college classroom,
many novice (and ill-prepared) speakers rely on this method for displaying
their visual aids. Unfortunately, a whiteboard or chalkboard is easy to misuse
and to overuse. Moreover, they are not suitable for depicting complex material.
A whiteboard or chalkboard is appropriate for very short items of information
that can be written in a few seconds. Nevertheless, being able to use a white-
board or chalkboard effectively should be a part of any speaker’s repertoire.

Whiteboards or chalkboards should be written on prior to speaking or dur-
ing a break in speaking. Otherwise, the visual is likely to be either illegible or
partly obscured by your body as you write. Or you may end up talking to the
board instead of to the audience. Should you need to draw or write on the
board while you are talking, you should practice doing it. If you are right-
handed, stand to the right of what you are drawing. Try to face at least part of
the audience while you work. Although it may seem awkward at first, your
effort will allow you to maintain contact with your audience and will allow the
audience to see what you are doing while you are doing it.

“Chalk talks” are easiest to prepare, but they are the most likely to result in
damage to speaker credibility. It is the rare individual who can develop well-
crafted visual aids on a whiteboard or chalkboard. More often, they signal a
lack of preparation.

Flipcharts
A flipchart, a pad of paper mounted on an easel, can be an effective method
for presenting visual aids. Flipcharts (and easels) are available in many sizes.
For a presentation to four or five people, a small tabletop version works well;
for a larger audience, a larger pad (thirty-by-forty inches) is needed.

Flipcharts are prepared before the speech using colored markers to record
the information. At times, a speaker may record some of the information
before the speech begins and then add information while speaking.

When preparing flipcharts, leave several pages between each visual on the
pad. If you discover a mistake or decide to revise, you can tear out that sheet
without disturbing the order of other visuals you may have prepared. After you
have the visuals, tear out all but one sheet between each chart. This blank
sheet serves as both a transition page and a cover sheet. Because you want your
audience to focus on your words and not on visual material that is no longer
being discussed, you can flip to the empty page while you are talking about
material not covered by charts. Also, the empty page between charts ensures
that heavy lines or colors from the next chart will not show through.

For flipcharts to be effective, the information that is handwritten or drawn
must be neat and appropriately sized. Flipchart visuals that are not neatly done
detract from speaker credibility. Flipcharts can be comfortably used with smaller
audiences (fewer than 100 people) but are not appropriate for larger settings. It
is especially important when creating flipcharts to make sure that the informa-
tion is written large enough to be easily seen by all audience members.

Overhead Transparencies
An easy way to display drawings, charts, and graphs is to transfer them to an
acetate film and project them onto a screen via an overhead projector. With a
master copy of the visual, you can make an overhead transparency using a copy
machine, thermograph, or color lift. If the master is a computer document,
you can make the transparency with a computer printer. Overheads are easy
and inexpensive to make, and the equipment needed to project overheads is
easy to operate and likely to be available at most speech sites. Overheads work
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well in nearly any setting, and unlike other kinds of projections, they don’t
require dimming the lights in the room. Moreover, overheads can be useful for
demonstrating a process because it is possible to write, trace, or draw on the
transparency while you are talking. The size at which an overhead is projected
can also be adjusted to the size of the room so that all audience members can
see the image. It is also a good idea to have transparencies as backups when
using computerized slide shows in case the computer system malfunctions.13

Handouts
At times, it may be useful for each member of the audience to have a personal
copy of the visual aid. In these situations, you can prepare a handout. On the
plus side, you can prepare handouts (material printed on sheets of paper)
quickly, and all the people in the audience can have their own professional-
quality material to refer to and take with them from the speech. On the minus
side is the distraction of distributing handouts and the potential for losing
audience members’ attention when you want them to be looking at you.

Before you decide to use handouts, carefully consider why a handout is
superior to other methods. Handouts are effective for information you want
listeners to refer to after the speech, such as a set of steps to follow later, useful
telephone numbers and addresses, or mathematical formulas. If you do decide
on handouts, distribute them at the end of the speech. If you want to refer to
information on the handout during the speech, create another visual aid that
you can reveal only when discussing it for use during the actual speech. For
example, in his speech on obesity, Tim created a handout of his flowchart that
shows how to determine if you are overweight. He created the flowchart on a
poster board for reference during his speech, saving the handout to distribute
to the audience when he’d completed his speech.

Document Cameras
Another simple way to display drawings, charts, photos, and graphs is with a
document camera, such as an Elmo®. A document camera allows you to project
images without transferring them to an acetate film. Transfer drawings, charts,
photos, and graphs from original sources onto sheets of eight-by-eleven-inch
paper so you can display them smoothly and professionally.

CD/VCR/DVD Players and LCD Projectors
To show TV, film, and video clips for a classroom speech, a VCR or DVD player
and a television monitor should be sufficient. For larger audiences, however,
you will need multiple monitors or, ideally, an LCD multimedia projector. An
LCD projector connects to a VCR player, a DVD player, or a computer and
projects images from them onto a large screen, which makes them easy to see,
even in a large auditorium. An LCD projector is also ideal for displaying com-
puterized slide shows, such as PowerPoint® presentations.

Computerized Slide Shows
You can present computerized slide shows using an LCD projector or a large
monitor connected to an onsite computer that has presentation software com-
patible with the software you used to make your aids. Because you can’t always
anticipate problems with onsite projection equipment, come with backup aids,
such as transparencies or handouts. When you present your slide show during
your speech, ensure that the audience focuses their attention on you when
you’re not talking about one of your slides. To redirect their attention from
your slide show to you, insert blank screens between your slides or press the B
key on your computer to display a blank screen.
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S P E E C H  P L A N N I N G

ACTIVITY 5A Choosing, Preparing, and Using
Presentational Aids

The goal of this activity is to identify information whose visual or audio presentation
would increase audience interest, understanding, and retention.
1. Identify the key ideas in your speech for which you believe a visual or audio pre-

sentation would increase audience interest, facilitate understanding, or increase
retention.

2. For each idea you have identified, list the type of presentational aid you think
would be most appropriate to develop and use.

3. For each aid you have identified, decide how you will design it.
4. For each aid you have identified, decide on the method you will use to present it.

You can complete this activity online with Speech Builder Express, download a
Presentational Aids Planning Chart to help you organize your aids, and if requested,
e-mail your completed activity to your instructor. Use your ThomsonNOW for Challenge
to access Activity 5A.

A C T I O N  S T E P  5

S T U D E N T  R E S P O N S E

ACTIVITY 5A Choosing, Preparing, and Using
Presentational Aids

Speech goal: I would like my audience to learn to identify common poisonous plants
that grow in our area.

1. Identify the key ideas in your speech for which you believe a visual or audio pre-
sentation would increase audience interest, facilitate understanding, or increase
retention.
Leaf shape, size, and color; habitat; signs of contact

2. For each idea you have identified, list the type of presentational aid you think
would be most appropriate to develop and use.
I will use two color photographs of each type of plant. The first will show the entire
plant; the second will be a close-up of the leaves. I will also use photos to show
the habitat in which each plant is usually found. Finally, I will use photographs to
show the reactions that occur as a result of contact with the plants. I will have
actual plant samples available for closer inspection after my speech.

3. For each aid you have identified, decide how you will design it.
I will use my digital camera to take photographs of each plant and the habitats in
which I found them. These will be transferred to my computer, and then I will
create a computerized slide show using PowerPoint. I will locate images of
reactions to each plant online, download them, and add them to the computerized
slide show. I will also collect samples of each type of plant and bring them with
me to the speech.

4. For each aid you have identified, decide on the method you will use to present it.
I will bring a CD of the PowerPoint presentation with me and use the computer
and LCD projector that is available at the speaking site. I will also have backup
overheads of all my photos and slides.

A C T I O N  S T E P  5
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Guidelines for Using Presentational Aids
During the Speech
Many speakers think that once they have prepared good presentational aids,
they will have no trouble using them in the speech. However, many speeches
with good aids have become shambles because the speaker neglected to practice
with them. You will want to make sure that you practice using presentational
aids in your speech rehearsals. During practice sessions, indicate on your notes
exactly when you will reveal each aid (and when you will conceal it). Work on
statements for introducing the aids, and practice different ways of showing your
aids until you are comfortable using them and satisfied that everyone in the
audience will be able to see them. Following are several other guidelines for
using presentational aids effectively in your speech.

1. Plan carefully when to use presentational aids. As you practice your
speech, indicate on your outline when and how you will use each aid. Avoid dis-
playing aids before you begin talking about the specific information to which
they relate, as they may distract your audience’s attention from important infor-
mation that precedes the aid. Likewise, if you find that a presentational aid
does not contribute directly to the audience’s attention to, understanding of, or
retention of information on your topic, then reconsider its use.

2. Position presentational aids and audiovisual equipment before beginning
your speech. Make sure your aids and equipment are where you want them and
that everything is ready and in working order. For example, check to make sure
your poster boards or transparencies are in sequence and positioned where all
audience members will be able to see them. Test to make sure visual, audio, or
audiovisual equipment works and that excerpts are cued correctly. Taking time
to position your aids will make you feel more confident and look more profes-
sional and at ease.

3. Show or play presentational aids only when talking about them. Because
presentational aids will draw audience attention, the basic rule of thumb for
using them is this: When the aid is no longer the focus of attention, cover it up,
remove it, turn it off, or get rid of it. 

4. Talk about the visual aid while showing it. Since you already know what
you want your audience to see in a presentational aid, tell your audience what
to look for, explain the various parts of the aid, and interpret figures, symbols,
and percentages. (For an audio presentational aid, point out what you want
your audience to listen for before you play the aid.) When showing a visual aid,
such as a transparency projected onto a screen in front of the class, use the fol-
lowing “turn-touch-talk” technique.

✦ When you display the visual, walk to the screen—that’s where everyone
will look anyway. Slightly turn to the visual and touch it—that is, point to
it with your arm or a pointer. (Use a pointer carefully.) Then, with your
back to the screen and your body still at a slight forty-five-degree angle to
the group, talk to your audience about the visual.

✦ When you finish making your comments, return to the lectern or your
speaking position and turn off the projector or otherwise conceal the
visual.

5. Talk to your audience, not to the visual aid. You may need to look at the
visual aid occasionally, but it is important to maintain eye contact with your
audience as much as possible—in part so that you can gauge how they are
reacting to your visual material. When speakers become too engrossed in their
visual aids, looking at them instead of the audience, they tend to lose contact
with the audience entirely.
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6. Display visual aids so that everyone in the audience can see them. If you
hold the visual aid, position it away from your body and point it toward the vari-
ous parts of the audience. If you place your visual aid on an easel or mount it in
some way, stand to one side and point with the arm nearest the visual aid. If it is
necessary to roll or fold the visual aid, bring some transparent tape to mount it
to the chalkboard or wall so that it does not roll or wrinkle. If the visual aid is
projected onto a screen, point with your hand or a pointer to the screen, not to
the overhead projector.

7. Avoid passing objects around the audience. People look at, read, handle,
and think about whatever they hold in their hands. While they are so occupied,
they are not likely to be listening to you. This is why it’s best to distribute a
handout after your speech, not during it. 

To see a video clip of a student speaker presenting visual aids effectively,
“Electoral College,” use your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access the chapter
resources for Chapter 9.

Summary
Presentational aids allow an audience to see as well as hear information. They
are useful when they help audience members understand or remember impor-
tant information. The most common types of visual aids are objects, models,
photographs, simple drawings and diagrams, maps, charts, and graphs. Other
types of presentational aids you might use include audio materials, audiovisual
materials, and other sensory items. Methods that speakers can use to present
presentational aids include computer-mediated presentations, overhead trans-
parencies, flipcharts, poster boards, whiteboards or chalkboards, handouts, and
CD, VCR, or DVD players and LCD projectors. Advancements in computer
graphics give the speaker a wide range of flexibility in creating professional-
quality materials.
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Before you start collecting or creating the presentational aids you plan to
use, consider a number of questions. What ideas are most important in helping
me achieve my speech goal? Are there ideas that are complex or difficult to
explain verbally but would be easy for audience members to understand visu-
ally? How many presentational aids should I consider? How large is the audi-
ence? Is the necessary equipment readily available? Is the time involved in
making or getting the visual aid or equipment cost-effective?

Take time to design your visual aids with the following principles in mind:
Use a print or font size that can be seen easily by your entire audience. Use a
font that is easy to read and pleasing to the eye. Use upper- and lowercase type.
Try to limit the lines of type to six or fewer. Include only items of information
that you will emphasize in your speech. Make sure information is laid out in a
way that is aesthetically pleasing. Add clip art where appropriate. Use color
strategically.

When you plan to use presentational aids in a speech, make sure you prac-
tice using them as you rehearse your speech. Keep the following suggestions in
mind: Carefully plan when you will use each aid during your speech. Position
the aids and equipment before beginning your speech. Show presentational
aids only when talking about them; when you show a video clip or play an
audio clip, talk about it before you play it. Display presentational aids so that
everyone in the audience can see them. Talk to your audience, not to your pre-
sentational aid. Avoid passing objects around the audience. In short, keep your
audience focused on you as the speaker as well as your presentational aids.
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C H A L L E N G E  O N L I N E

Now that you’ve read Chapter 9, use your Thomson-
NOW for The Challenge of Effective Speaking for quick
access to the electronic resources that accompany
this text. Your ThomsonNOW gives you access to
the “Electoral College” video discussed on page 184,
the Speech Planning activity featured in this chap-
ter, Speech Builder Express, InfoTrac College Edi-
tion, and online study aids such as a digital glossary
and review quizzes.

Your Challenge ThomsonNOW is an online study
system that helps you identify concepts you don’t

fully understand, allowing you to put your study
time to the best use. Using chapter-by-chapter diag-
nostic pretests, the system creates a personalized
study plan for each chapter. Each plan directs you
to specific resources designed to improve your
understanding, including pages from the text in 
e-book format. Chapter posttests give you an oppor-
tunity to measure how much you’ve learned and let
you know if you are ready for graded quizzes and
exams.

K E Y  T E R M S  

Go to your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access
your online glossary for Chapter 9. Print a copy of
the glossary for this chapter and test yourself with

the electronic flash cards or complete the crossword
puzzle to help you master these key terms:

actual object (165)
bar graph (168) 
chart (167) 
diagram (166) 
flipchart (180) 
flowchart (167) 

pie graph (170) 
presentation software (176) 
presentational aid (164) 
visual aid (164) 
word chart (167) 

graph (168) 
LCD multimedia projector (181) 
line graph (168) 
model (165) 
organizational chart (168) 
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S P E E C H  P L A N N I N G  A C T I O N  S T E P  

Access the Action Step activities for this chapter
online at your ThomsonNOW for Challenge. Select
the chapter resources for Chapter 9, then click
the activity number you want. You may print your

completed activities, and you should save your
work so you can use it as needed in later Action
Step activities.

5A Choosing, Preparing, and Using

Presentational Aids (183)
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Practicing Speech
Wording 1010

A speech reminds us that words,
like children, have the power to
make dance the dullest beanbag
of a heart.

Peggy Noonan, What I Saw at the
Revolution, 1990

What’s Ahead
H E R E ’ S  W H A T ’ S  A H E A D  I N  T H I S  C H A P T E R :

1. How does oral style differ from written style?

2. What should you consider to make sure your word choices will be
interpreted accurately by your audience?

3. What can you do to make sure your message is clear?

4. What are some strategies you can employ to make your ideas vivid for
listeners?

5. What can you do when wording your speech to avoid offending some
listeners?
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As Rhonda replayed the recording she had made of her first speech practice

session, she listened carefully to the section on the effects of Rohypnol. She

stopped the tape after she heard herself saying, “Rohypnol leaves many bad

effects on people. And a lot of these are really, really terrible. I mean, you

can be totally out of it for a long time.”

“Yuck,” thought Rhonda. “That sounds so vague. I say, ‘leaves bad

effects,’ but I don’t specifically state any of the effects. And calling the effects

‘really, really terrible’ isn’t very descriptive. What could I say instead?”

With an outline in hand and your presentational aids prepared, you
are ready to practice your speech, switching your focus from the macrostruc-
ture (what you plan to say) to the microstructure (how you will say it). Recall
that microstructure includes the language you use to convey your message. In
the chapter opening, Rhonda is working on developing accurate, clear, vivid,
and appropriate wording for her ideas. Once she does this, she will continue to
rehearse until she is fluent, enthusiastic, and expressive in her delivery. In this
chapter, we explain how you can conduct rehearsal sessions that help you
achieve effective wording in your speech.

In a written communication, effective wording evolves through editing and
finally appears on the printed page. In a speech, however, effective wording
develops through oral practice. The outline of your speech is a skeleton that
includes from 35 percent to more than 50 percent of the words that you may
use in the speech. During each rehearsal, you fill out the outline to the appro-
priate speech length. As you continue to rehearse, you will change your word-
ing so that the ideas are presented in language that is clear, accurate, vivid, and
appropriate for the audience.

In this chapter, you will learn to use the kind of language that is instantly
intelligible to the ear so that the audience receives the same meanings as you
intend. When a written sentence is unclear, the reader can reread it and puzzle
out its meaning, but when a sentence in a speech is unclear, the listener can-
not go back, and the meaning may be misunderstood or lost. So, as a speaker,
you must focus on how to help the specific audience understand the meaning
as the speech is given.

Let’s begin our discussion by briefly clarifying oral style as it relates to writ-
ten style. Then we will describe some specific strategies you can use to increase
the accuracy, clarity, vividness, and appropriateness of the words you use.

Oral Style
Oral style refers to the manner in which one conveys messages through the
spoken word. Oral style differs quite a bit from written style, especially when
you’re giving a speech. As the speaker, your primary goal is to establish a rela-
tionship with your listeners, so your language should reflect a personal tone
that encourages listeners to feel you are having a conversation with them. An
effective oral style differs from a written style in four important ways.

1. An effective oral style tends toward short sentences and familiar lan-
guage. Since listeners have only one opportunity to hear your idea, work to
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make sure the words you use are ones that your particular audience is likely to
understand.

2. An effective oral style features plural personal pronouns. Using personal
pronouns such as “we,” “us,” and “our” creates a sense of relationship with the
audience, fostering an impression of respect for them as participants in the
occasion.

3. A good oral style features descriptive words to sustain listener interest
and promote retention. By using colorful adjectives and adverbs, you can draw
your listeners into your message and motivate them to stay focused on it.

4. An effective oral style incorporates clear signposts. Because listeners
hear a speaker’s message only once, signposts such as “first,” “second,” “third,”
and “fourth” provide oral markers that enable listeners to follow your train of
thought as the speech progresses.

Although it’s effective to use a conversational tone during your speech,
effective oral style in public speaking differs from the oral style many of us use
in casual conversation. For example, in most speech settings, audience mem-
bers will not interrupt you to ask questions. In addition, you speak longer than
would be considered appropriate for a “turn” in a conversation. And because
you think about, plan, and practice what you will say and how you will say it,
the oral style of a speech is more formal.

Speaking Accurately
Using accurate language means using words that convey your meaning pre-
cisely. On the surface, speaking accurately seems simple enough. If you select
words to represent your meaning, won’t audience members interpret your
words correctly and understand the meaning you wish to convey? In fact, there
are four reasons speaking accurately is not that simple.

1. Language is symbolic. We use words to represent things, ideas, events,
and so forth. Words have no tangible meanings in and of themselves; rather, we
attach meaning to them.1 For example, when you hear the word dog, what
image forms in your mind? Do you visualize a poodle? A sheepdog? A mutt?
There is so much variation in what the word dog conjures in our minds because
the word dog is not the animal. It is a symbol that you use to represent the ani-
mal. So if you use the word dog in a speech, each member of your audience is
likely to picture something different. Since the word is not the thing, as a speaker
you should use accurate words that most closely match the thing or idea you
want your audience to see or understand.

2. We are not born knowing a language; we must learn it. Moreover, each
generation within a language community learns the language anew. We learn
much of our language early in life from our families. We then learn more in
school, and we continue to learn more throughout our lives. But we do not all
learn to use the same words in the same way.

3. Although every language has a system of syntax and grammar, each utter-
ance of a word is a creative act. When we speak, we use language to create new
sentences that represent our own personal meaning. Although on occasion we
repeat other people’s sentence constructions to represent what we are thinking
or feeling, most of our talk is unique.

4. Even though two people may know the same words, they may interpret
the meanings of the words differently. Thus, when James tells Chrissie that he
liked going to the movies with her the previous night, what Chrissie under-
stands James to mean by “liked” depends on how she interprets the message.
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For example, did James mean that he thought the movie was entertaining, or
did he mean that he enjoyed spending time with Chrissie?

Using accurate language is crucial to effective speaking because it helps you
be intelligible, or clearly understood. If listeners don’t understand you or what
you mean, your attempt to communicate is doomed. To help ensure that the
language you use in speeches is accurate, let’s take a look at three concepts
that affect how words are interpreted: denotation, connotation, and dialect.

Denotation
The direct, explicit meaning a language community formally gives a word is its
denotation. A word’s denotation is the meaning found in a dictionary. So deno-
tatively, when Melissa said her dog died, she meant that her domesticated
canine no longer demonstrates physical life. Keep in mind that in some situa-
tions the denotative meaning of a word may not be clear. Why? One reason is
that dictionary definitions reflect current and past practices in the language
community. In addition, the dictionary uses words to define words. The end
result is that words are defined differently in various dictionaries and may
include multiple meanings that change over time.

Moreover, meaning may vary depending on the context in which the word
is used. For example, the dictionary definition of gay includes both (1) having
or showing a merry, lively mood and (2) homosexual. Thus, context—the posi-
tion of a word in a sentence and its relationship to the other words around it—
has an important effect on correctly interpreting which denotation of a word is
meant. Not only will the other words, the syntax, and the grammar of a verbal
message help us to understand the denotative meaning of certain words, but so
will the situation in which they are spoken. For example, if you’re at the beach
and you say you are “surfing,” you probably mean you’re riding the waves. But
if you’re sitting at your desk in front of your computer, you probably mean
you’re searching the Internet for information.

To ensure that listeners assign the denotation you intend, consult a current
dictionary to make sure your intended meaning adheres to today’s reality and
be sure to provide enough context.

Connotation
The feelings or evaluations we associate with a word, its connotation, color the
meaning we give it. Thus, our perception of a word’s connotation may be even
more important than its denotation in how we interpret the meaning of the
word. Connotations can be neutral, positive, or negative and can be quite dif-
ferent for different people. For example, describing a woman as a “feminist”
can conjure up very different connotations for different people based on previ-
ous experiences.

C. K. Ogden and I. A. Richards were among the first scholars to consider
the misunderstandings that result from the failure of communicators to realize
that their subjective reactions to words will be a product of their life experi-
ences.2 For instance, when Melissa’s dog dies and she tells Trish about it, Trish’s
understanding of the message depends on the extent to which her feelings
about pets and death—her connotations of the words—correspond to the
feelings that Melissa has about pets and death. Whereas Melissa, who sees dogs
as truly indispensable friends, may be intending to communicate her over-
whelming grief, Trish, who has never had a pet and doesn’t particularly care for
pets in general or dogs in particular, may miss the emotional meaning of
Melissa’s statement.

Connotations give emotional power to words, so much so that people will
even fight and die for them. Consider the connotative meanings people assign
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to words like freedom or honor and right or wrong. For this reason, connotations
can be used effectively to increase the emotional appeal of your message. As
you practice your wording, be sure to consider how predisposed your audience
is likely to be to the words you choose. Use your audience analysis to help you
avoid words that arouse unintended connotations, or be sure to explain how
you are using a word so that you avoid negative responses to your message.

Dialect
Dialect, a regional variety of a language, can also impact listener understanding
of your message. For example, in some places a car’s turn signal is called a
“blinker,” a seesaw is a “teeter-totter,” and a soft drink is a “pop” or a “coke.”
Dialect also affects pronunciation and grammar. For instance, people in some
regions pronounce wash as “warsh,” hundred as “hunnert,” and creek as “crick.”
And some dialects incorporate what is considered incorrect grammar, such as
“he don’t,” “I says,” “this here book,” and “beings as he was sick.” Speaking in a
dialect can interfere with the intelligibility of your message, especially if your
audience doesn’t share your dialect. To be understood by a greater variety of
audiences, practice using Standard English in your speeches, the form of En-
glish described in the dictionary or an English handbook. It’s okay if you still
speak with a regional accent, but striving to use Standard English will increase
the likelihood that you are understood.

Being aware of and sensitive to denotation, connotation, and dialect are
important because regardless of what a speaker says, the only message meaning
that counts is the message meaning that is understood by audience members.

Speaking Clearly
Speaking clearly results from reducing your use of ambiguous and confusing
language. Compare the clarity of the following two descriptions of the same
incident:

Some nut almost ran into me a while ago.
Last Saturday afternoon, an older man in a banged-up Honda Civic ran
through the red light at Calhoun and Clifton and came within inches of hit-
ting my car while I was waiting to turn left.

Using specific language that is both concrete and precise decreases ambiguity
and audience confusion when we speak. Let’s look at five strategies for improv-
ing clarity: use specific language, choose familiar terms, provide details and
examples, limit vocalized pauses, and be sensitive to cultural diversity.

Use Specific Language
Specific language clarifies meaning by narrowing what is understood from a
general category to a particular item or group within that category. Often, as
we try to express our thoughts, the first words that come to mind are general,
abstract, and imprecise. The ambiguity of these words makes the listener
choose from many possible images rather than picturing the single, focused
image we have in mind. The more listeners are called on to provide their own
images, the more likely they are to see meanings different from what we
intend.

Specific words are more concrete and precise than are general words. Say-
ing “a banged-up Honda Civic” is more specific than saying “a car.” Concrete
words appeal to the senses. In effect, we can see, hear, smell, taste, or touch
what they describe. Thus, we can picture that banged-up Civic. Abstract ideas,
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such as justice, equality, or fairness, can be made concrete through examples
or metaphors. Precise words are words that narrow a larger category. For
instance, if in her speech Nevah refers to a “blue-collar worker,” you might pic-
ture any number of occupations that fall within this broad category. If, instead,
she is more precise and says he’s a “construction worker,” the number of possi-
ble images you can picture is reduced. Now you select your image from the
subcategory of construction worker, and your meaning is likely to be closer to
the one she intended. If she is even more precise, she may say “bulldozer oper-
ator.” Now you are even clearer on the specific occupation.

In the preceding example, the continuum of specificity goes from blue-
collar worker to construction worker to bulldozer operator. Exhibit 10.1 pro-
vides another illustration of increasing precision. To see a video clip of a stu-
dent speaker using specific, concrete, and precise language, use your
ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access the chapter resources for Chapter 10.
Select the clip called “Shakespeare.”

Choosing specific language is easier when you have a large working vocabu-
lary. As a speaker, the larger your vocabulary, the more choices you have from
which to select the word you want. As a listener, the larger your vocabulary, the
more likely you are to understand the words used by others.

One way to increase your vocabulary is to study one of the many vocabu-
lary-building books on the shelves of almost any bookstore, such as Word Smart:
Building an Educated Vocabulary.3 You might also study magazine features such
as “Word Power” in the Reader’s Digest. By completing this monthly quiz and
learning the words with which you are not familiar, you could increase your
vocabulary by as many as twenty words per month. To take a vocabulary test
online, use your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access Web Resource 10.1:
WordsmartChallenge.

A second way to increase your vocabulary is to take note of words that you
read or that people use in their conversations with you that you don’t know
and look them up. For instance, suppose you read or hear, “I was inundated
with phone calls today!” If you wrote down inundated and looked it up in a dic-
tionary later, you would find that it means “overwhelmed” or “flooded.” If you
then say to yourself, “She was inundated— overwhelmed or flooded—with
phone calls today,” you are likely to remember that meaning and apply it the
next time you hear the word. If you follow this practice, you will soon notice
your vocabulary increase.
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A third way to increase your vocabulary is to use a thesaurus (a book of
words and their synonyms) to identify synonyms that are more concrete and
precise than the word you may have chosen. But be careful—avoid unfamiliar
words that may make you sound intelligent but could reduce your intelligibil-
ity. For example, somnolent is an interesting word, but most people don’t know
that it is a synonym for sleepy. An easy way to consult a thesaurus is to access
Merriam-Webster’s online Collegiate Thesaurus. For instance, when you type “dif-
ficult” into the search box, you’ll find such synonyms as “hard,” “laborious,”
“arduous,” and “strenuous.” Use your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access
Web Resource 10.2: Merriam-Webster Online.

Having a larger vocabulary won’t help your speaking if you don’t have a
procedure for accessing it when you speak. So, during practice sessions, you
will want to consciously experiment using specific words that
precisely reflect your ideas. Suppose you were practicing a
speech on registering for classes and said, “Preregistration is
awful.” If this word isn’t quite right, you can quickly brain-
storm better words, such as frustrating, demeaning, cumbersome,
and annoying. Then, as you continue to practice, you might
say, “Preregistration is a cumbersome process.”

Some speakers think that to be effective they must impress
their audience with their extensive vocabularies. As a result,
instead of looking for specific, concrete, and precise words,
they use words that appear pompous, affected, or stilted to
the listener. Speaking precisely and specifically does not
mean speaking obscurely. The following story illustrates the
problem with pretentious words:

A plumber wrote to a government agency, saying that he found
that hydrochloric acid quickly opened drainpipes but that he
wasn’t sure whether it was a good thing to use. A scientist at the
agency replied, “The efficacy of hydrochloric acid is indis-
putable, but the corrosive residue is incompatible with metallic
permanence.”

The plumber wrote back thanking him for the assurance that
hydrochloric acid was all right. Disturbed by this turn of affairs,
the scientist showed the letter to his boss, another scientist, who
then wrote to the plumber: “We cannot assume responsibility for the production of
toxic and noxious residue with hydrochloric acid and suggest you use an alternative
procedure.”

The plumber wrote back that he agreed. Hydrochloric acid worked fine. Greatly
disturbed by this misunderstanding, the scientists took their problem to the top
boss. She wrote to the plumber: “Don’t use hydrochloric acid. It eats the hell out of
pipes.”

The decision rule is to use a more difficult word only when you believe that it is
the very best word for a specific context. Let’s suppose you wanted to use a
more precise or specific word for building. Using the guideline of familiarity,
you might select house, apartment, high-rise, or skyscraper, but you would avoid
edifice. Each of the other choices is more precise or more specific, but edifice is
neither more precise nor more specific, and in addition to being less well
understood, it will be perceived as affected or stilted. Likewise, you would
choose clothing instead of apparel, bury instead of inter, avoid instead of eschew,
predict instead of presage, and beauty instead of pulchritude.

You will know that you have really made strides in improving specificity,
precision, and concreteness when you find that you can form clear messages
even under the pressure of presenting your speeches.
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Choose Familiar Terms
Using familiar terms is just as important as using specific words. Avoid jargon,
slang, abbreviations, and acronyms unless (1) you define them clearly the first
time they are used and (2) using them is central to your speech goal.

Jargon is the unique technical terminology of a trade or profession that is
not generally understood by outsiders. We might forget that people who are
not in our same line of work or who do not have the same hobbies may not
understand the jargon that seems such a part of our daily communication. For
instance, when Jenny, who is sophisticated in the use of cyberlanguage, starts
talking with her computer-illiterate friend Sarah about “social MUDs based on
fictional universes,” Sarah is likely to be totally lost. If, however, Jenny recog-
nizes Sarah’s lack of familiarity with cyberlanguage, she can make her message
clear by discussing the concepts in words her friend understands. In short,
limit your use of jargon in speeches to general audiences and always define it
in simple terms the first time you use it.

Slang refers to informal, nonstandard vocabulary and nonstandard defini-
tions assigned to words by a social group or subculture. For example, today the
word bad, which has a standard definition denoting something unpleasant or
substandard, can mean quite the opposite in some social groups and subcul-
tures.4 You should generally avoid slang in your public speeches not only
because you risk misunderstanding but also because slang doesn’t sound pro-
fessional and it can hurt your credibility. Slang is so pervasive that there are
special dictionaries devoted to the specialized vocabulary of different commu-
nities. You can even find slang dictionaries online. To access one created by a
former student of the University of California, Berkeley, use your Thomson-
NOW to access Web Resource 10.3: Slang Dictionary.

Overusing and misusing abbreviations and acronyms can also hinder clarity.
Even if you think the abbreviation or acronym is a common one, to ensure
intelligibility, always define it the first time you use it in the speech. For exam-
ple, in a speech about NASCAR, refer to it initially by the organization’s full
name and then provide the acronym: “National Association for Stock Car Auto
Racing, or NASCAR.” Providing the full and abbreviated forms of the name will
ensure clarity for all listeners. If you are assuming right now that everyone
knows what NASCAR is, it might benefit you to know one of your authors had
to look it up to include it in this book!

Provide Details and Examples
Sometimes, the word we use may not have a concrete or precise synonym. In
these situations, clarity can be achieved by adding details or examples. For
instance, Linda says, “Rashad is very loyal.” The meaning of loyal (faithful to an
idea, person, company, or other entity) is abstract, so to avoid ambiguity and
confusion, Linda might add, “He defended Gerry when Sara was gossiping
about her.” By following up her use of the abstract concept of loyalty with a
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concrete example, Linda makes it easier for her listeners to “ground” their
idea of this personal quality in a concrete or “real” experience.

Likewise, providing details can clarify our messages. Saying “He lives in a
really big house” can be clarified by adding, “He lives in a fourteen-room
Tudor mansion on a six-acre estate.”

Limit Vocalized Pauses
Vocalized pauses are unnecessary words interjected into sentences to fill
moments of silence. Words commonly used for this purpose are “like,” “you
know,” “really,” “basically,” as well as “um” and “uh.” We sometimes refer to
vocalized pauses as “verbal garbage” because they do not serve a meaningful
purpose and actually distract listeners from the message. Although a few vocal-
ized pauses typically don’t hinder clarity, limit their use by practicing your
speech without using them.

Be Sensitive to Cultural Differences
Verbal communication rules and expectations about clarity of language vary
from culture to culture. One major theory used to explain similarities and dif-
ferences in language and behavior is individualism versus collectivism.5 In gen-
eral, individualistic cultures emphasize individual goals more than group goals
because these cultures value uniqueness. Many individualistic cultures are
found in Western Europe and North America. In contrast, collectivistic cultures
emphasize group goals more than individual goals because these cultures value
harmony and solidarity. Many collectivistic cultures are found in Asia, Africa,
and Latin America.6

Individualistic cultures tend to use low-context communication, in which
information is (1) embedded mainly in the messages transmitted and (2) pre-
sented directly. Collectivistic cultures tend to use high-context communication,
in which people (1) expect others to know how they’re thinking and feeling
and (2) present some messages indirectly to avoid embarrassing the other per-
son. Thus, speakers from low-context cultures such as the United States oper-
ate on the principle of saying what they mean and getting to the point. They
prize clear and direct messages that do not depend on an interpretation of the
context to be understood. Their approach may be characterized by such
expressions as “Say what you mean” and “Don’t beat around the bush.”7 In con-
trast, speakers from high-context cultures such as China form messages with
language that is intentionally ambiguous and indirect; to interpret these mes-
sages correctly, listeners need to understand not only the message but the con-
text in which it is uttered.

What does this mean to you as a student of public speaking? When you are
a member of a cultural group that operates differently from that of the major-
ity of your audience members, you need to adapt your language so that it is
clear and appropriate for your audience. If you are uncertain, then during
your rehearsals ask someone from the same cultural group as the majority of
your audience to listen to the parts of your speech in which your wording is
raising questions and to suggest ways your wording can be adapted to the audi-
ence. For speaking to low-context audiences, this may mean using more con-
crete examples so that your audience members will be more likely to get the
same meanings that you intend. For high-context audiences, it may mean stat-
ing certain parts of your message indirectly and trusting that the context will
enable them to understand your meaning.

To read more about how to adapt to audiences from other cultures, use
your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access Web Resource 10.4: Speaking to Inter-
national Audiences.
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Speaking Vividly 
Because listeners cannot “reread” what you have said, you must speak in ways
that help them remember your message. Speaking vividly is one effective way to
maintain your audience’s interest and help them remember what you say. Vivid
language is full of life—vigorous, bright, and intense. For example, a mediocre
baseball announcer might say, “Jackson made a great catch,” but a better com-
mentator’s vivid account might be, “Jackson leaped and made a spectacular
one-handed catch just as he crashed into the center field wall.” The words
leaped, spectacular, one-handed catch, and crashed paint an intense verbal picture
of the action. You can make your ideas come to life by using sensory language
and by using figures and structures of speech.

Use Sensory Language
Sensory language is language that appeals to the senses of seeing, hearing, tast-
ing, smelling, and feeling. Vivid sensory language begins with vivid thought. You
are much more likely to express yourself vividly if you can physically or psycho-
logically sense the meanings you are trying to convey. If you feel the “bite of the

wind” or “the sting of freezing rain,” if you hear and smell
“the thick, juicy sirloin steaks sizzling on the grill,” you will
be able to describe these sensations. Does the cake “taste
good”? Or do your taste buds “quiver with the sweet double-
chocolate icing and velvety feel of the rich, moist cake”?

To develop vivid sensory language, begin by considering
how you can re-create what something, someone, or some
place looks like. Consider, too, how you can help listeners
imagine how something sounds. How can you use language
to convey the way something feels (textures, shapes, temper-
atures)? How can language re-create a sense of how some-
thing tastes or smells? To achieve this in your speech, use col-
orful descriptors. They make your ideas more concrete and
can arouse emotions. They invite listeners to imagine
details. Here’s an example about downhill skiing:

Sight: As you climb the hill, the bright winter sunshine glistening on the
snow is blinding.
Touch and feel: Just before you take off, you gently slip your goggles over your
eyes. They are bitterly cold and sting your nose for a moment.
Taste: You start the descent and, as you gradually pick up speed, the taste of
air and ice and snow in your mouth invigorates you.
Sound: An odd silence fills the air. You hear nothing but the swish or your
skis against the snow beneath your feet. At last, you arrive at the bottom of
the slope. Reality hits as you hear the hustle and bustle of other skiers and
instructors directing them to their next session.
Smell and feel: You enter the warming house. As your fingers thaw in the
warm air, the aroma from the wood stove in the corner comforts you as you
drift off into sleep.

By using colorful descriptors that appeal to the senses, you arouse and main-
tain listener interest and make your ideas more memorable.

Use Figures and Structures of Speech
Figures of speech make striking comparisons between things that are not obvi-
ously alike and so help listeners visualize or internalize what you are saying.
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Structures of speech combine ideas in a particular way. Any of these devices
can serve to make your speech more memorable as long as they aren’t over-
used. Let’s look at some examples.

A simile is a direct comparison of dissimilar things using the word like or as.
Clichés such as “He walks like a duck” and “She’s as busy as a bee” are similes.
If you’ve seen the movie Forrest Gump, you might recall Forrest’s use of similes:
“Life is like a box of chocolates. You never know what you’re going to get” and
“Stupid is as stupid does.” A very vivid simile was used by an elementary school
teacher who said that being back at school after a long absence “was like trying
to hold 35 corks under water at the same time.”8 This is a fresh, imaginative
simile to describe an elementary school teacher’s job. Similes can be effective
because they make ideas more vivid in listeners’ minds. But they should be
used sparingly or they lose their appeal. Clichés should be avoided because
their predictability reduces their effectiveness.

A metaphor is an implied comparison between two unlike things, expressed
without using like or as. Instead of saying that one thing is like another, a
metaphor says that one thing is another. Thus, problem cars are “lemons” and
the leaky roof is a “sieve.” Metaphors can be effective because they make an
abstract concept more concrete, strengthen an important point, or heighten
emotions. Notice how one speaker used a metaphor effectively to conclude a
speech: “It is imperative that we weave our fabric of the future with durable
thread.”9

An analogy is an extended metaphor. Sometimes, you can develop a story
from a metaphor that makes a concept more vivid. If you were to describe a
family member as the “black sheep in the barnyard,” that’s a metaphor. If you
went on to talk about the other members of the family as different animals on
the farm and the roles ascribed to them, you would be extending the metaphor
into an analogy. Analogies can be effective for holding your speech together in
a creative and vivid way. Analogies are particularly useful to highlight the simi-
larities between a complex or unfamiliar concept with one that is familiar.

Alliteration is the repetition of consonant sounds at the beginning of words
that are near one another. Tongue twisters such as “She sells seashells by the
seashore” use alliteration. In her speech about the history of jellybeans, Sharla
used alliteration when she said, “And today there are more than fifty fabulous
fruity flavors from which to choose.” Used sparingly, alliteration can catch lis-
teners’ attention and make the speech memorable. But overuse can hurt the
message because listeners might focus on the technique rather than the con-
tent of your message.

Assonance is the repetition of vowel sounds in a phrase or phrases. “How
now brown cow” is a common example. Sometimes, the words rhyme, but they
don’t have to. Neil used assonance in his call to action this way: “Global warm-
ing is, in fact, a serious problem. I ask you to act now. Let’s make a real differ-
ence for the future of our world.” As with alliteration, assonance can make
your speech more memorable as long as it’s not overused.

Onomatopoeia is the use of words that sound like the things they stand for,
such as “buzz,” “hiss,” “crack,” and “plop.” In the speech about skiing, the
“swish” of the skis is an example of onomatopoeia.

Personification attributes human qualities to a concept or an inanimate
object. When Madison talked about her truck, “Big Red,” as her trusted friend
and companion, she used personification. Likewise, when Rick talked about
flowers dancing on the front lawn, he used personification.

Repetition is restating words, phrases, or sentences for emphasis. Martin
Luther King Jr.’s “I Have a Dream” speech is a classic example:

I say to you today, my friends, so even though we face the difficulties of today and
tomorrow, I still have a dream. It is a dream deeply rooted in the American dream.
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structures of speech
phrases that combine ideas
in a particular way

simile a direct comparison
of dissimilar things using
like or as

metaphor an implied compar-
ison between two unlike
things without using like or as

analogy an extended
metaphor

alliteration repetition of con-
sonant sounds at the begin-
ning of words that are near
one another

assonance repetition of
vowel sounds in a phrase or
phrases

onomatopoeia words that
sound like the things they
stand for

personification attributing
human qualities to a con-
cept or an inanimate object

repetition restating words,
phrases, or sentences for
emphasis

S P E E C H  S N I P P E T

Using Metaphors

Dan decided to use a metaphor
to help explain the complex con-
cept of bioluminescence to his
listeners. He said that “biolumi-
nescence is a miniature flash-
light that fireflies turn on and off
at will.”



I have a dream that one day this nation will rise up and live out the true mean-
ing of its creed: “We hold these truths to be self-evident: that all men are created
equal.”

I have a dream that one day on the red hills of Georgia the sons of former slaves
and the sons of former slave owners will be able to sit down together at the table of
brotherhood.

I have a dream that one day even the state of Mississippi, a state sweltering with
the heat of injustice, sweltering with the heat of oppression, will be transformed into
the oasis of freedom and justice.

I have a dream that my four little children will one day live in a nation where
they will not be judged by the color of their skin but by the content of their charac-
ter. I have a dream today.

Reprinted by arrangement with the Estate of Martin Luther King, Jr. c/o Writers House
as agent for the proprietor New York, NY. Copyright 1963 Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.,
copyright renewed 1991 Coretta Scott King.

Antithesis is combining contrasting ideas in the same sentence, as when
John F. Kennedy said, “Ask not what your country can do for you. Ask what you
can do for your country.” Likewise, astronaut Neil Armstrong used antithesis
when he first stepped on the moon: “One small step for man, one giant leap
for mankind.” Speeches that offer antithesis in the concluding remarks are
often very memorable.
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antithesis combining con-
trasting ideas in the same
sentence

S P O T L I G H T  O N  S P E A K E R S  

Benazir Bhutto I Dream of a Pakistan

In 1988, Benazir Bhutto made
history when she became the
first female prime minister of
Pakistan, a country whose
Muslim religious tradition is
unaccustomed to female
leadership. Yet Bhutto argued
against the “preconceptions
about the role of women in our

society.” Putting this belief into action, Bhutto served two
terms as prime minister, but her journey was not without
turmoil and controversy.

Unconstitutionally ousted only twenty months into her
first term as prime minister, Bhutto did not give up. Her
message of equality and rights for all people in a
culturally splintered nation won her reelection in 1993.
She governed for three more years before again being
dismissed from office. The platform from which she
moved her country forward (or backward, as some of her
critics would charge) is echoed in this excerpt from her
speech “Male Domination of Women,” presented at the
United Nations Fourth World Conference on Women in
Beijing in 1995.

Equal rights are not defined only by political values.

Social justice is a triad of freedom, an equation of liberty:
Justice is political liberty.

Justice is economic independence. Justice is social equality.

Delegates, sisters, the child who is starving has no human
rights. The girl who is illiterate has no future.

The woman who cannot plan her life, plan her family, plan a
career, is fundamentally not free. . . .

I am determined to change the plight of women in my
country. More than sixty million of our women are largely
sidelined.

It is a personal tragedy for them. It is a national catastrophe
for my nation. I am determined to harness their potential to
the gigantic task of nation building. . . .

I dream of a Pakistan in which women contribute to their full
potential. I am conscious of the struggle that lies ahead.
But, with your help, we shall persevere. Allah willing, we
shall succeed.

To Think About

◆ Where in the speech excerpt did Bhutto use vivid
language to make her ideas more compelling?

◆ What figures or structures of speech did Bhutto
use to emphasize her ideas about social justice?

◆ Do you think her word choices made her ideas
more compelling? Why or why not?
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Speaking Appropriately
During the past several years, we have seen much controversy over “political
correctness,” especially on college campuses. Although many issues germane to
the debate on political correctness go beyond the scope of this chapter, at the
heart of this controversy is the question of what language behaviors are appro-
priate—and what language behaviors are inappropriate.

Speaking appropriately means using language that adapts to the needs,
interests, knowledge, and attitudes of your listeners and avoiding language that
alienates audience members. Through appropriate language, we communicate
our respect for and acceptance of those who differ from us. In this section, we
discuss specific strategies that will help you craft appropriate verbal messages.

As you begin rehearsing your speech, you may inadvertently use language
that jolts audience members in such a way that they stop listening or shift their
focus to you as a person rather than the content you are presenting. So, as you
consider various ways of communicating a point, beware of common pitfalls
that may be distracting or detrimental to achieving your goal.

Let’s consider a few important guidelines that you will want to follow as you
choose ways of expressing your ideas.

Adapt the Formality of Language to the Occasion
Language should be appropriately formal for the occasion. Your goal is to
adapt your language to the occasion and the specific audience to which you
are speaking. Thus, we are likely to use more informal language when speaking
to a small audience of colleagues at a department meeting and more formal
language when speaking with large audiences or with people whom we know
less well or who have great power and authority.
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speaking appropriately
using language that adapts
to the needs, interests,
knowledge, and attitudes of
the listener and avoiding lan-
guage that alienates audi-
ence members

Not only is the formality of
your language suggested by the
occasion and audience but so
is the way you present yourself
through your attire. We expect
Lance Armstrong to adapt his
speaking to the formality of the
occasion.
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Some people mistakenly believe that it is appropriate to use language in a
way the speaker believes the members of the audience speak. Rather than
being appropriate, however, this is likely to be counterproductive. For instance,
when a middle-class adult gives a speech to young teenagers and tries to use
teen slang or street talk, he or she may come off as a patronizing phony.
Appropriately formal language, then, reflects the audience and the occasion
but does not call for the speaker to adopt language patterns that are uncharac-
teristic of the speaker’s usual style.

Show Sensitivity
Language is appropriate when it is sensitive to usages that others perceive as
offensive. Some of the mistakes in language that we make result from using
expressions that others perceive as sexist, racist, or otherwise biased—that is,
any language that is perceived as belittling any person or group of people by
virtue of their sex, race, age, disability, or other identifying characteristic. Four
of the most prevalent linguistic uses that communicate insensitivity are profan-
ity and vulgarity, biased language, offensive humor, and hate speech.

Avoid Profanity and Vulgarity
Appropriate language avoids profanity and vulgar expressions. Fifty years

ago, a child was punished for saying “hell” or “damn,” and adults used profan-
ity and vulgarity only in rare situations to express strong emotions. Today,
“casual swearing”—profanity injected into regular conversation—is epidemic
in some language communities, including college campuses.10 In some settings,
even the crudest and most offensive terms are so commonly used that speakers
and (as a result) listeners alike have become desensitized, and the words have
lost their ability to shock and offend.

Despite the growing, mindless use of crude speech, many people are still
shocked and offended by swearing. And people who casually pepper their speech
with profanity and vulgar expressions are often perceived as abrasive and lacking
in character, maturity, intelligence, manners, and emotional control.11

Unfortunately, profanity and vulgarity are habits that are easily acquired
and hard to extinguish. If you have acquired a “potty mouth,” you’re going to
have to work very hard to clean up your act because verbal habits are hard to
break. For tips on how to “tame your tongue,” use your ThomsonNOW for
Challenge to access Web Resource 10.5: Cuss Control Academy.

Develop Verbal Immediacy
Verbal immediacy occurs when the language you use reduces the psycho-

logical distance between you and your audience.12 In other words, choose
words that enhance the connection between you and the members of your
audience. Verbal immediacy can be achieved by using “we” language, by using
bias-free language, by avoiding inappropriate humor, and by shunning hate
speech.

“We” language, the use of plural personal pronouns like “we,” “our,” and
“us” rather than “you” or “they,” conveys a sense of connection with your listen-
ers and involves them in the topic and occasion. Pete used “we” language to
introduce his speech in this way: “Today, we’ll see why Tok Pisin of Papua New
Guinea should be considered a legitimate language. We’ll do this by looking at
what kind of language Tok Pisin is, some of the features of the Tok Pisin lan-
guage, and why this language is necessary in New Guinea.” When used appro-
priately, “we” language helps you appear more likable, friendly, and under-
standing to your listeners. When you are perceived as having these traits, the
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“we” language the use of
plural personal pronouns
like “we,” “our,” and “us”
rather than “you” or “they”

verbal immediacy when the
language you use reduces
the psychological distance
between you and your
audience
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more open your audience will be to listening to you, believing what you say,
and remembering your ideas.13

Bias-free language, word choices that demonstrate an ethical concern for
fairness and respect with regard to race, ethnicity, gender, ability, sexual orien-
tation, and diverse worldviews,14 also helps to create verbal immediacy. Unfor-
tunately, many of us routinely use generic language and nonparallel language. 

Generic language uses words that may apply only to one sex, race, or other
group as though they represent everyone. Generic language is a problem
because, in essence, it excludes a portion of your audience. Let’s consider
some examples.

Traditionally, English speakers have used the masculine pronoun he to
stand for all humans regardless of gender. This is an example of using generic
language. In contrast, bias-free language avoids using male pronouns when no
specific gender reference is intended. You can avoid using generic language in
one of two ways. First, you can use plurals: “When people shop, they should
have a clear idea of what they want to buy.” Alternatively, you can use both
male and female pronouns: “When a person shops, he or she should have a
clear idea of what he or she wants to buy.” Research shows that using “he or
she,” and to a lesser extent “they,” gives rise to listeners’ including women in
their mental images, thus increasing gender balance in their perceptions.15

These changes are small, but the resulting language is more accurate and bias-
free. To read an interesting article about masculine and feminine pronouns
and think about how this topic might apply to your speeches, complete the
InfoTrac College Edition Exercise at the end of this chapter.

A second problem of generic language results from the traditional use of
man.16 Consider the term man-made. What this really means is that a product
was produced by human beings, but its underlying connotation is that a male
human being made the item. For most generic expressions, suitable bias-free
alternatives exist—for instance, police officer instead of policeman, synthetic instead
of man-made, and humankind instead of mankind. Similarly, it is more inclusive to
use flight attendant rather than stewardess and server rather than waitress. Not only
is bias-free language more appropriate, but it is also more accurate.

Nonparallel language is language in which terms are changed because of
the sex, race, or other group characteristics of the individual. Because it treats
groups of people differently, nonparallel language is also belittling. Two com-
mon forms of nonparallelism are marking and unnecessary association.

Marking is the addition of sex, race, age, or other group designations to a
description. For instance, a doctor is a person with a medical degree who is
licensed to practice medicine. Notice the difference between the following two
sentences:

Jones is a good doctor.
Jones is a good black doctor.

In the second sentence, use of the marker “black” is offensive. It has nothing to
do with doctoring. Marking is inappropriate because you trivialize the person’s
role by introducing an irrelevant characteristic.17 The speaker may be intend-
ing to praise Jones, but listeners may interpret the sentence as saying that Jones
is a good doctor for a black person (or a woman or an old person) but not that
Jones is as good as a good white doctor (or a male doctor or a young doctor).

A second form of nonparallelism is emphasizing one person’s relationship
to another when that relationship is irrelevant. For example, introducing a
speaker as “Gladys Thompson, whose husband is CEO of Acme Inc., is the
chairperson for this year’s United Way campaign” is inappropriate. Using her
husband’s status implies that Gladys Thompson is chairperson because of her
husband’s accomplishments, not her own.
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bias-free language language
that demonstrates through
word choices an ethical con-
cern for fairness and respect
with regard to race, ethnicity,
gender, ability, sexual orien-
tation, and diverse world-
views

generic language language
that uses words that may
apply only to one sex, race,
or other group as though
they represent everyone

nonparallel language lan-
guage in which terms are
changed because of the sex,
race, or other group charac-
teristics of the individual

marking the addition of 
sex, race, age, or other
group designations to a
description

S P E E C H  S N I P P E T

Using Bias-free Language

In his speech about the
Stanislavski system of method
acting, Duane practiced referring
to Ellen Burstyn as an “actor”
rather than using “actress,”
which unnecessarily highlights
the fact that Burstyn is a woman.



Avoid Offensive Humor
Show sensitivity by avoiding offensive humor. Dirty jokes and racist, sexist,

or other “-ist” remarks may not be intended to be offensive, but if some listen-
ers are offended, you will have lost verbal immediacy. Comedian Chris Rock
used offensive humor many times during his remarks as host of the 2003 MTV
music awards. For example, he introduced rapper Eminem this way: “Our next
presenter saves a lot of money on Mother’s Day. Give it up for Eminem!” This
remark, reflecting Eminem’s ongoing disputes with his mother, may have been
funny to some, but it certainly offended others. Likewise, he introduced enter-
tainment mogul P. Diddy, who had faced several lawsuits recently, as “being
sued by more people than the Catholic church.”18 Again, some in his audience
were probably offended. To be most effective with your formal public speeches,
avoid humorous comments or jokes that may be offensive to some listeners.
Being inclusive means demonstrating respect for all listeners.

Shun Hate Speech
You’ve heard the old child’s saying, “Sticks and stones will break my bones,

but words will never hurt me.” As children, we all knew that this statement was
a lie. Still, it gave us psychological comfort in the face of cruel name-calling.
Unfortunately, name-calling can take on even uglier forms in adult speech.
Think of the damage caused by the use of words such as “nigger,” “cracker,”
“kike,” or “fag.”

Hate speech is the use of words and phrases to demean another person or
group and to express the speaker’s hatred and prejudice toward that person or
group. Under the U.S. Constitution, people are generally afforded free speech
protection. From a communication perspective, however, hate speech is
designed to be divisive rather than inclusive.

By monitoring yourself, you can become more sensitive in your language
choices. How can you speak more appropriately? (1) Use language geared to
the formality of the relationship and setting and (2) show sensitivity by avoid-
ing profanity and vulgarity, using bias-free language, avoiding inappropriate
humor, and shunning hate speech.
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R E F L E C T  O N  E T H I C S

Heather had agreed to listen to a portion of Terry’s
speech on nutrition. Terry said to her, “I think you’ll love
this opening—it’s a little risky, but I think it will really get
people’s attention: ‘It’s obvious that several of you are
getting pretty fat—and I know that you’d like to be
looking more like normal people. Well, today I’m going to
talk about nutrition and how even those of you who aren’t
as overweight as some others in class can still profit from
the following advice that I’ve got to offer.’”

“Whoa, Terry—are you listening to what you’re
saying?”

“Come on, I’m just trying to get people to take a good
look at themselves. My startling statement is designed to
give people a jolt. And anyway, they know me and know
that I don’t mean anything by it.”

“Terry, saying ‘It’s obvious that several of you are
getting pretty fat—and I know that you’d like to be

looking more like normal people’ isn’t funny. It’s flat-out
offensive, and you know it!”

“I still don’t think most people would take it wrong.
But okay, I’ll be more politically correct. How about this:
‘It’s obvious that a lot of you are overweight—in fact, I’m
sure that you’d like to get rid of some of that fat. Well,
today I’m going to talk about nutrition and how even
those of you who aren’t so overweight can still profit from
following the advice that I’ve got to offer.’ There, that’s
better, isn’t it?”

1. Is it better? Has Terry made sufficient changes in the
opening?

2. If not, how can Terry revise further to get people to
think about themselves but not be offended by his
wording?

hate speech the use of
words and phrases to
demean another person or
group and to express the
speaker’s hatred and preju-
dice toward that person or
group
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Summary
Your overall language goal is to develop a “personal” oral style that captures
your uniqueness. Language usage should be guided by the knowledge that
words are only representations of ideas, objects, and feelings. Meaning is often
a product of both word denotation, or dictionary meaning, and word connota-
tion, or the thoughts and feelings that words evoke.

Specific goals of language use in a speech are to state ideas accurately,
clearly, vividly, and appropriately. Ideas are clarified through specific, concrete,
precise language. Specific language clarifies meaning. Concrete language
appeals to the senses. Precise words are those that narrow a larger category.
The larger your vocabulary, the more choices you have to select a word you
want. Ways to increase your vocabulary are to study vocabulary-building books,
to look up meanings of words you don’t understand, and to use a thesaurus to
identify synonyms. Clarity can also be achieved by providing details and exam-
ples. A speaker must also take into account how audience members might mis-
take meaning if they represent a culture different from that of the speaker.

Vividness means full of life, vigorous, bright, and intense. Increase the vivid-
ness of your language by using sensory language as well as rhetorical figures
and structures of speech. Appropriateness means using language that adapts to
the audience’s needs, interests, knowledge, and attitudes and that avoids alien-
ating listeners. Language in a speech will be appropriate if it is suited to the
audience and occasion and if the language is sensitive and avoids profanity and
vulgarity while using inclusive terms, avoiding offensive humor, and shunning
hate speech.
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C H A L L E N G E  O N L I N E

Now that you’ve read Chapter 10, use your Thom-
sonNOW for The Challenge of Effective Speaking for
quick access to the electronic resources that accom-
pany this text. Your ThomsonNOW gives you access
to the “Shakespeare” video clip discussed on page
192, the Web Resources featured in this chapter,
Speech Builder Express, InfoTrac College Edition,
and online study aids such as a digital glossary and
review quizzes.

Your Challenge ThomsonNOW is an online study
system that helps you identify concepts you don’t

fully understand, allowing you to put your study
time to the best use. Using chapter-by-chapter diag-
nostic pretests, the system creates a personalized
study plan for each chapter. Each plan directs you
to specific resources designed to improve your
understanding, including pages from the text in e-
book format. Chapter posttests give you an opportu-
nity to measure how much you’ve learned and let
you know if you are ready for graded quizzes and
exams.

K E Y  T E R M S  

Go to your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access
your online glossary for Chapter 10. Print a copy of
the glossary for this chapter and test yourself with

the electronic flash cards or complete the cross-
word puzzle to help you master these key terms:

accurate language (189)
alliteration (197) 

assonance (197) 
bias-free language (201) 

analogy (197) 
antithesis (198) 
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W E B  R E S O U R C E S  

Go to your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access
the Web Resources for this chapter.

10.1 WordsmartChallenge (192) 
10.2 Merriam-Webster Online (193) 
10.3 Slang Dictionary (194) 

10.5 Cuss Control Academy (200) 10.4 Speaking to International

Audiences (195) 

concrete words (191) 
connotation (190) 
context (190) 
denotation (190) 
dialect (191) 
figures of speech (196) 
generic language (201) 
hate speech (202) 
intelligible (190) 
jargon (194) 

slang (194) 
speaking appropriately (199) 
specific language (191) 
Standard English (191) 
structures of speech (197) 
verbal immediacy (200) 
vivid language (196) 
vocalized pause (195) 
“we” language (200) 

marking (201) 
metaphor (197) 
nonparallel language (201) 
onomatopoeia (197) 
oral style (188) 
personification (197) 
precise words (192) 
repetition (197) 
sensory language (196) 
simile (197) 
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Practicing Delivery 1111
Delivery I say has the sole and
supreme power of oratory.

Cicero

What’s Ahead
H E R E ’ S  W H A T ’ S  A H E A D  I N  T H I S  C H A P T E R :

1. What are the characteristics of effective delivery?

2. What can you do to use your voice effectively as you deliver your
speech?

3. What can you do to use your body effectively as you deliver your
speech?

4. Why and how should you rehearse your speech?
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When Nadia finished speaking, everyone in the audience burst into spon-

taneous applause and whistles.

“I just don’t get it, Maurice. My speech was every bit as good as

Nadia’s, but when I finished, all I got was the ordinary polite applause

that everyone gets regardless of what they’ve done. Of course, I’m not as hot

as Nadia.”

“Come on, Sylvia, get off it. Yeah, Nadia’s pretty, but that’s not why the

audience loved her. Your speech was good. You had an interesting topic,

good information, and it was well organized. But when it comes to deliv-

ery, Nadia has it all over most of us, including you.”

In leveling with Sylvia, Maurice recognized what has been well known
through the ages: Dynamic delivery can make a mediocre speech appear good
and a good speech great. Why? Because how well the ideas are spoken can
have a major impact on the audience’s interest, understanding, and memory.
In fact, research suggests that listeners are influenced more by delivery than by
the content of speeches.1 A speaker’s delivery alone cannot compensate for a
poorly researched, organized, or developed speech, but a well-delivered speech
can rise above the ordinary and capture an audience. Some people, like Martin
Luther King Jr. and former President Ronald Reagan, seemed naturally gifted
in delivering speeches. Other speakers must spend time practicing their
speeches to be dynamic. And most of us will need to practice our speeches if
we are to capture and hold our audience’s attention.

In this chapter, we begin by talking about the characteristics of effective
delivery. We then describe the elements of effective delivery: use of voice, use
of body, and a conversational style. Next, we explain the three types of speech
delivery and the settings in which each is most appropriate. Finally, we suggest
a process for rehearsing your speech that will prepare you to deliver it in a
dynamic, conversational style. We also describe ways to adapt to your audience
while giving your speech. At the end of this chapter, we have included a sample
of a first speech given by a student in a beginning public speaking course.

Characteristics of an Effective 
Delivery Style
Think about the best speaker you have ever heard. What made this person
stand out in your mind? In all likelihood, how the speaker delivered the
speech had a lot to do with your evaluation. So, all the work you have done
thus far to prepare your speech will be compromised if you cannot deliver it
effectively.

Delivery is how a message is communicated orally and visually through your
use of voice and body. When you deliver a speech, you rely primarily on non-
verbal communication; whereas the content of a speech is conveyed through
the verbal channel, delivery of the speech is conveyed through the nonverbal
channel. Nonverbal communication includes all speech elements other than the
words themselves.2 These elements include your voice, articulation, eye con-
tact, facial expressions, gestures, body language, and even appearance. An
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ACTION STEP 6

Practicing speech
wording and delivery

B. Practice until the
delivery is animated
and conversational.

C. Continue practicing 
until you can deliver
your speech
extemporaneously
within the time limit.

delivery how a message is
communicated orally and
visually through the use of
voice and body

nonverbal communication
all speech elements other
than the words themselves
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effective delivery style makes use of all these elements to create a speech that is
conversational and animated.

Use a Conversational Tone
You have probably witnessed speakers whose delivery was “over the top” so that
they appeared overly dramatic, too formal, or affected. Likewise, you may have
experienced speakers who simply read their speeches to you or sounded
“canned.” These delivery styles can put off an audience because the speaker
appears more interested in performing or reading than in actually talking with
the audience. Effective delivery is conversational, meaning that the speaker
sounds spontaneous, relaxed, and informal and is engaged in talking with, not
at, the audience. The hallmark of a conversational style is that the speaker’s
message appears spontaneous. Spontaneity is a naturalness of speech where
what is said sounds as if the speaker is really thinking about the ideas and the
audience as he or she speaks. A speech with a spontaneous feel does not seem
rehearsed or memorized or read.

Speakers who try to memorize their speeches often have to struggle so hard
to remember the words that their delivery becomes laborious. Although tal-
ented actors can make lines they have spoken literally hundreds of times sound
spontaneous and informal, most novice public speakers cannot.

The secret to developing a conversational style is to learn the ideas of your
speech rather than trying to memorize its words. Suppose someone asks you
about the route you take on your drive to work. Because you are familiar with
the route, you can present it spontaneously. You have never written out the
route, and you’ve never memorized it—you just know it. You develop a conver-
sational style in public speaking in the same way. Through practice, you get to
know the ideas in your speech as well as you know the route you take to work.
As you study your outline, you absorb the material you are going to present,
and when you have effectively rehearsed your wording, vocal delivery, and bod-
ily movements, you can really enjoy talking with the audience about your ideas.
You can then focus on talking about them with the audience, adjusting your
message based on the nonverbal feedback you receive.

Be Animated
Have you ever sat in a class and listened to a professor give a well-structured
lecture in a quiet monotone voice, while mostly looking at the lecture notes,
and with few gestures besides turning the pages of those notes? If so, you were
probably bored and had trouble staying focused on what was said, even if this
was a class you were really interested in. A well-prepared speech given by an
expert can bore an audience unless its delivery is animated, lively, energetic,
enthusiastic, and dynamic.

How can you be conversational and animated at the same time? The secret
is to focus on conveying the passion you feel about your topic to your audience
through your voice and body. In everyday life, all of us differ in how animated
we are when we speak. Some of us are extroverted and naturally expressive,
whereas others are introverted and more circumspect in our verbal and non-
verbal expressiveness. And of course, there are cultural differences in how
much animation is appropriate when we speak. Nevertheless, when we are
excited to share something with someone, almost all of us become more ani-
mated in our delivery. It is this level of liveliness that you want to duplicate
when you deliver your speech. To see a video clip of a student speaker with an
animated delivery, use your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access the speech
“Why Pi?” in Chapter 11 resources.
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ery that is spontaneous,
relaxed, and informal and
allows the speaker to talk
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speaker is really thinking
about the ideas and the
audience as he or she
speaks

animated delivery delivery
that is lively, energetic,
enthusiastic, and dynamic



Ironically, for most of us, appearing conversational and animated requires
considerable practice. In the next two sections, we will consider how you can
use your voice and body to deliver your speech effectively.

Effective Use of Voice
Your voice is the sound you produce in your larynx, or voice box, which you
use to transmit the words of your speech to the audience. How you sound to
your audience emphasizes, supplements, and sometimes even contradicts the
meaning of your words. As a result, how you use your voice affects how success-
ful you are in getting your ideas across. As you rehearse and deliver your
speech, focus on not only what you say but also on how you sound as you say it.
Strive to use your voice so that what you say is intelligible and vocally expres-
sive. You will be better prepared to do this if you understand the characteristics
of your voice.

Understand the Characteristics of Voice
The four major characteristics of voice are pitch, volume, rate, and quality.

Pitch is the highness or lowness of the sound of your voice on a musical
scale. Pitch is created by loosening or tightening the vocal folds in the larynx,
or voice box. Natural pitch varies from person to person, but men generally
have lower pitched voices than women and children.

Volume is how loudly or softly you speak. You control your volume by how
forcefully you expel the air through your vocal cords. When you push a lot of
air through the cords, you speak loudly; when you push less air through, your
volume drops.

Rate is how fast you talk. In normal conversations, most people speak
between 130 and 180 words per minute. We generally speak faster when we are
excited and slow down when we are trying to explain difficult material.

Quality is the tone or timbre of your voice and what distinguishes it from
the voices of others—it is “how you sound” to others. The ideal voice quality is
clear and sounds like a ringing bell. Most TV announcers and film narrators
have voices with exceptional quality. Difficulties with quality include nasality
(talking through your nose), breathiness (too much air escaping through the
vocal cords), and harshness (caused by overconstriction of the throat).

With this basic understanding of vocal characteristics, let’s now explore how
you can use your voice to ensure that your speech is intelligible and vocally
expressive.

Speak Intelligibly
To be intelligible means to be understandable. All of us have experienced situ-
ations in which we couldn’t understand what was said because the speaker was
talking too softly or too quickly or had a voice that was compromised in some
way. If you’re not intelligible, your listeners are bound to struggle with your
verbal message. By practicing using appropriate vocal pitch, volume, rate of
speech, and vocal quality, you can improve the likelihood that when you
deliver your speech, it will be intelligible to your audience.

Most of us speak within a pitch range that is appropriate for us and intelli-
gible to listeners. However, some people naturally have voices that are higher
or lower in register or become accustomed to talking in tones that are above or
below their natural pitch. Speaking at an appropriate pitch is particularly
important if you’re speaking to an audience in which some members have
experienced hearing loss. People with hearing loss often find it difficult to hear
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voice the sound you produce
in your larynx, or voice box,
which is used to transmit
the words of your speech to
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rate the speed at which you
talk

quality the tone, timbre, or
sound of your voice

intelligible capable of being
understood
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a pitch that is too high or too low. As overamplified music
has become widespread, hearing losses, especially in the
upper register, are becoming a problem even among
younger people. Intelligibility is also affected by how much a
speaker fluctuates his or her pitch. In normal conversation,
pitch fluctuates frequently, and perhaps even a bit more dur-
ing a speech. Pitch that doesn’t fluctuate often hinders intel-
ligibility. For example, in English, a sentence that is meant to
be a question is vocalized with rising pitch. If pitch doesn’t
rise at the end of a question, listeners may interpret the sen-
tence as a statement instead.

Appropriate volume is the key to intelligibility. You must
speak loudly enough, with or without a microphone, to be
heard easily by the audience members seated in the back of
the room but not so loudly as to bring discomfort to listeners
seated near the front. In addition, varying your volume
allows you to emphasize important information. For exam-
ple, you may speak louder as you introduce each of your
main points.

The rate at which you speak can determine how intelligi-
ble your message is. Speaking too slowly gives your listeners
time to let their minds wander after they’ve processed your
message. Speaking too quickly, especially when sharing com-
plex ideas and arguments, doesn’t give your listeners enough time to process
the difficult information completely. Although your typical rate of speaking
may be within the normal range, being nervous when giving a speech can
cause you to speak more quickly or slowly. As you practice and then deliver
your speech, monitor your speaking rate and slow down or speed up depend-
ing on the difficulty of the ideas and the nervousness you feel. To complete a
simple test to see if your typical rate of speech is within the range that is intelli-
gible to most people, use your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access Web
Resource 11.1: Your Speech Rate.

In addition to vocal characteristics, your articulation and accent can affect
how intelligible your message is to your audience. Articulation refers to using
the tongue, palate, teeth, jaw movement, and lips to shape vocalized sounds
that combine to produce a word. Accent is the inflection, tone, and speech
habits typical of the natives of a particular country, a region, or even a state or
city that may differ from others who speak the same language. When you mis-
articulate or speak with a heavy accent during a conversation, your listeners
can ask you to repeat yourself until they understand you. But in a speech set-
ting, audience members are unlikely to interrupt to ask you to repeat what you
have just said.

Many of us suffer from minor articulation and pronunciation problems such
as adding a sound where none appears (“athalete” for athlete), leaving out a
sound where one occurs (“libary” for library), transposing sounds (“revalent”
for relevant), and distorting sounds (“truf” for truth). Although some people
have consistent articulation problems that require speech therapy (such as
always substituting th for s), most of us are guilty of careless articulation habits
that are easily corrected. Exhibit 11.1 on page 210 lists many common words
that people are likely to mispronounce or misarticulate.

Accent is often a major concern for second language speakers or speakers
from varying subcultures or geographic areas. Everyone speaks with some kind
of accent, since “accent” means any tone or inflection that differs from the way
others speak. Natives of a particular city or region in the United States will
speak with inflections and tones that they believe are “normal” spoken En-
glish—for instance, people from the Northeast who drop the r sound (saying
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“cah” for car) or people from the South who elongate their vowels and “drawl.”
But when they visit a different city or region, they are perceived as having an
accent. If your accent is “thick” or different from that of most of your audi-
ence, practice pronouncing key words so that you are easily understood, speak
slowly to allow your audience members more time to process your message,
and consider reinforcing important terms with visual aids.

Use Vocal Expressiveness
Vocal expressiveness is produced by the variety you create in your voice
through changing pitch, volume, and rate, stressing certain words, and using
pauses. These contrasts clarify the emotional meaning of your message and
help animate your delivery. Generally, speeding up your rate, raising your
pitch, or increasing your volume reinforces emotions such as joy, enthusiasm,
excitement, anticipation, and a sense of urgency or fear. Slowing down your
rate, lowering your pitch, or decreasing your volume can communicate resolu-
tion, peacefulness, remorse, disgust, or sadness.

A total lack of vocal expressiveness produces a monotone—a voice in which
the pitch, volume, and rate remain constant, with no word, idea, or sentence
differing significantly in sound from any other. Although few people speak in a
true monotone, many severely limit themselves by using only two or three pitch
levels and relatively unchanging volume and rate. An actual or near monotone
not only lulls an audience to sleep but, more important, diminishes the
chances of audience understanding. For instance, if the sentence “Congress
should pass laws limiting the sale of pornography” is presented in a monotone,
listeners will be uncertain whether the speaker is concerned with who should
be responsible for the laws, what Congress should do with the laws, or what the
laws should be.

Creating vocally expressive messages is a complex process. For example,
Nick introduced his speech on legalizing marijuana as a painkiller this way:

Millions of Americans suffer needlessly each year. These people endure unbearable
pain needlessly because, although our government is capable of helping them, it
chooses to ignore their pain. Our government has no compassion, no empathy, no
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Word Incorrect Correct 
arctic ar'-tic arc'-tic
athlete ath'-a-lete ath'-lete
family fam'-ly fam'-a-ly
February Feb'-yu-ary Feb'-ru-ary
get git get
hundred hun'-derd hun'-dred
larynx lar'-nix ler'-inks
library ly'-ber-y ly'-brer-y
nuclear nu'-kyu-ler nu'-klee-er
particular par-tik'-ler par-tik'-yu-ler
picture pitch'-er pic'-ture
recognize rek'-a-nize rek'-ig-nize
relevant rev'-e-lant rel'-e-vant
theater thee-ay'-ter thee'-a-ter
truth truf truth
with wit or wid with

EXHIBIT 11.1 Words commonly mispronounced

vocal expressiveness vari-
ety you create in your voice
through changing pitch, vol-
ume, and rate, as well as
stressing certain words and
using pauses

monotone a voice in which
the pitch, volume, and rate
remain constant, with no
word, idea, or sentence dif-
fering significantly from any
other
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regard for human feeling. I’m here today to convince you to support my efforts
toward legalizing marijuana as a painkiller for terminally ill patients.

To reinforce the emotional elements of anger, disgust, and seriousness, Nick
gradually slowed his rate, decreased his volume, and lowered his pitch as he
emphasized, “Our government has no compassion, no empathy, no regard for
human feeling.”

He also used stress, an emphasis placed on certain words by speaking them
more loudly than the rest of the sentence, to shape his meaning. Read the fol-
lowing sentence from Nick’s speech:

Millions of Americans suffer needlessly each year.

What did Nick intend the focus of that sentence to be? Without hearing it spo-
ken, it is difficult to say because its focus would change depending on which
word Nick chose to stress. Read the sentence aloud several times. Each time,
stress a different word and listen to how your stress changes the meaning. If
you stress millions, the emphasis is on the number of people affected. When
you stress Americans, the fact that the problem is on a national scale is empha-
sized. When you stress suffer, notice how much more you feel the pain. When
you stress needlessly, you can sense Nick’s frustration with how unnecessary the
suffering is. And when you stress each year, the ongoing nature of the unneces-
sary suffering becomes the focus. Thus, the words you stress in a sentence
affect your meaning.

Pauses, moments of silence strategically placed to enhance meaning, can
also mark important ideas. If you use one or more sentences in your speech to
express an important idea, pause before each sentence to signal that some-
thing important is coming up or pause afterward to allow the ideas to sink in.
Pausing one or more times within a sentence can add further impact. Nick
included several short pauses within and a long pause after his line, “Our gov-
ernment has no compassion (pause), no empathy (pause), no regard for human
feeling” (longer pause).

Effective Use of Body
Because your audience can see as well as hear you, conversational and ani-
mated delivery are also achieved by how you use your body. The nonverbal
characteristics that affect your delivery are your facial expressions, gestures,
movement, posture, and appearance.

Facial Expressions
Your facial expressions, eye and mouth movements, convey your personable-
ness and can help you animate your speech. When you are talking with your
friends, your facial expressions are naturally animated. Your audiences expect
your expressions to be similarly animated and to vary and be appropriate to
what you are saying when you give a speech. Speakers who do not vary their
facial expressions during their speech but who wear deadpan expressions, per-
petual grins, or permanent scowls will be perceived as boring, insincere, or
stern. Audiences respond positively to natural facial expressions that appear to
spontaneously reflect what you’re saying and how you feel about it.

Gestures
Your gestures, the movements of your hands, arms, and fingers, can help your
speech remain intelligible. You can use gestures to describe or emphasize what
you are saying, refer to presentational aids, or clarify structure. For example, as
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S P E E C H  S N I P P E T

Using Appropriate Facial
Expressions

Nancy furrowed her brows and
pursed her lips when she told the
story of two young children who
were abandoned in a parking
lot — her facial expression con-
veyed seriousness and disgust.
Thad, on the other hand, raised
his eyebrows and smiled slightly
as he talked about the many new
forms of entertainment a domed
stadium would bring to the city —
his expression conveyed joy and
excitement.

facial expression eye and
mouth movements

gestures the movements of
your hands, arms, and fin-
gers that help you remain
intelligible



Aaron began to speak about the advantages of wireless DSL, he said, “on one
hand” and emphasized his words by lifting his right hand face up. When he got
to the disadvantages, he lifted his left hand face up as he said, “on the other
hand.”

Some of us gesture a lot in our casual conversations; others do not. If ges-
turing does not come easily to you, don’t force yourself to gesture during a
speech. Some people who normally use gestures are nervous when giving a
speech, so they clasp their hands behind their backs, bury them in their pock-
ets, or grip the speaker’s stand. Unable to pry their hands free gracefully, they
wiggle their elbows weirdly or appear stiff. As with facial expressions, effective
gestures must appear spontaneous and natural even though they are carefully
planned and practiced. When you practice and then deliver your speech, leave
your hands free so that they will be available to gesture as you normally do.

Movement
Movement refers to changing the position of the entire body. During your
speech, it is important to engage only in motivated movement, movement with
a specific purpose such as emphasizing an important idea, referencing a pre-
sentational aid, or clarifying macrostructure. To emphasize a particular point,
you might move closer to the audience. To create a feeling of intimacy before
you tell a personal story, you might walk out from behind a lectern and sit
down on a chair placed at the edge of the stage. Each time you begin a new
main point, you might take a few steps in alternating directions. To use moti-
vated movement effectively, you need to practice when and how you will move.

Avoid such unmotivated movement as bobbing, weaving, shifting from foot
to foot, or pacing from one side of the room to the other because unplanned
movements distract the audience from your message. Since many unplanned
movements result from nervousness, you can minimize them by paying mindful
attention to your body as you speak. At the beginning of your speech, stand up
straight on both feet. Whenever you find yourself fidgeting, readjust and posi-
tion your body with your weight equally distributed on both feet.

Eye Contact
Eye contact is looking directly at the people to whom you are speaking. In
speech making, it involves looking at people in all parts of an audience
throughout a speech. As long as you are looking at someone (those in front of
you, in the left rear of the room, in the right center of the room, etc.) and not
at your notes or the ceiling, floor, or window, everyone in the audience will
perceive you as having good eye contact with them. Generally, you should look
at your audience at least 90 percent of the time, glancing at your notes only
when you need a quick reference point. Maintaining eye contact is important
for several reasons.

1. Maintaining eye contact helps audiences concentrate on the speech. If
speakers do not look at us while they talk, we are unlikely to maintain eye con-
tact with them. This break in mutual eye contact often decreases concentration
on the speaker’s message.

2. Maintaining eye contact increases the audience’s confidence in you, the
speaker. Just as you are likely to be skeptical of people who do not look you in
the eye as they converse, so too audiences will be skeptical of speakers who do
not look at them. Eye contact is perceived as a sign of sincerity. Speakers who
fail to maintain eye contact with audiences are perceived almost always as ill at
ease and often as insincere or dishonest.3
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S P E E C H  S N I P P E T

Using Appropriate Gestures

For emphasis, Marcella repeat-
edly slammed her right fist into
her left palm to emphasize her
frustration as she said, “Over and
over and over again, we have
tried to stop child pornography,
but to no avail.”

S P E E C H  S N I P P E T

Using Appropriate
Movement

Leena ended her speech with a
plea for businesses to better
support parental leave to care for
sick children. She decided to
emphasize her call to action by
moving forward toward her audi-
ence, gesturing with her palms
up. Doing so emphasized the
urgency of her request.

movement changing the
position of the entire body

motivated movement move-
ment with a purpose

eye contact looking directly
at the people to whom you
are speaking
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3. Maintaining eye contact helps you gain insight into the audi-
ence’s reaction to the speech. Because communication is two way,
audience members are speaking to you at the same time you are
speaking to them. In conversation, the audience’s response is likely
to be both verbal and nonverbal; in public speaking, the audi-
ence’s response is more likely shown by nonverbal cues alone.
Audiences that pay attention are likely to look at you with varying
amounts of intensity. Listeners who are bored yawn, look out the
window, slouch in their chairs, and may even sleep. If audience
members are confused, they will look puzzled; if they agree with
what you say or understand it, they will nod their heads. By moni-
toring your audience’s behavior, you can adjust by becoming more
animated, offer additional examples, or move more quickly
through a point. If you are well prepared, you will be better
equipped to make the adjustments and adapt to the needs of your
audience.

One way of ensuring eye contact during your speech is to gaze
at various groups of people in all parts of the audience throughout
the speech. To establish effective eye contact, mentally divide your
audience into small groups scattered around the room. Then, at
random, talk for four to six seconds with each group. Perhaps start
with a Z pattern. Talk with the group in the back left for a few sec-
onds, then glance at people in the far right for a few seconds, and
then move to a group in the middle, a group in the front left, and
then a group in the front right, and so forth. Then perhaps reverse
the order, starting in the back right. Eventually, you will find your-
self going in a random pattern in which you look at all groups over a period of
a few minutes. Such a pattern helps you avoid spending a disproportionate
amount of your time talking with those in front of you or in the center of the
room.

When speaking to large audiences of 100 or more people, you must create
a sense of looking listeners in the eye even though you actually cannot. This
process is called audience contact. You can create audience contact using the Z
pattern and four- to six-second rule as you focus on different groups of people
throughout the speech.

Posture
Your posture refers to the position or bearing of the body. In speeches, an
upright stance and squared shoulders communicate a sense of poise to an
audience. Speakers who slouch may give an unfavorable impression of them-
selves, including the impression of limited self-confidence and an uncaring
attitude. As you practice, be aware of your posture and adjust it so that you
remain upright with your weight equally distributed on both feet. To read a
thought-provoking discussion of how various body motions, including posture,
affect audience attention during a speech, use your ThomsonNOW for Chal-
lenge to access Web Resource 11.2: Body Motions and Audience Attention.

During speech practice sessions, try various methods to monitor or alter
your bodily action. Videotape provides an excellent means of monitoring your
bodily action. You may want to practice before a mirror to see how you look to
others when you speak. (Although some speakers swear by this method, others
find it a traumatic experience.) Perhaps the best method is to get a willing lis-
tener to critique your bodily action and help you improve. Once you have
identified the behavior you want to change, tell your helper what to look for.
For instance, you might say, “Raise your hand every time I begin to rock back
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and forth.” By getting specific feedback when the behavior occurs, you can
make immediate adjustments.

To see a video clip of a student speaker using effective bodily action, use
your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access the speech “No More Sugar” in the
Chapter 11 resources.

Appearance
Some speakers think that what they wear doesn’t or shouldn’t affect the success
of their speech. But your appearance, the way you look to others, is important.
Studies show that a neatly groomed and professional appearance sends impor-
tant messages about a speaker’s commitment to the topic and occasion, as well
as the speaker’s credibility.4 Your appearance should complement and rein-
force your message, not detract from it. Three guidelines can help you decide
how to dress for your speech.

1. Consider your audience and the occasion of your speech. Dress a bit
more formally than you expect the members of your audience will dress. If you
dress too formally, your audience is likely to perceive you as untrustworthy and
insincere,5 and if you dress too casually, the audience may view you as uncom-
mitted to your topic or disrespectful of them or the occasion.6

2. Consider your topic and purpose. In general, the more serious your
topic, the more formally you should dress. For example, if your topic is AIDS
and you are trying to convince your audience to be tested for HIV, you will want
to look like someone who is an authority by dressing the part. But if your topic
is skateboarding and you are trying to convince your audience they would enjoy
visiting the new skateboard park on campus, you might dress more casually. 

3. Avoid extremes. Your attire shouldn’t detract from your speech. Avoid
gaudy jewelry, over- or undersized clothing, or sexually suggestive attire.
Remember, you want your audience to focus on your message, so your appear-
ance should be neutral, not distracting.
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your speech, the more confident
they will be that you are a
sincere speaker.
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Methods of Delivery
Speeches can be delivered in one of three methods that vary in the amount of
content preparation and the amount of practice the speaker does ahead of
time. These delivery methods are impromptu, scripted, and extemporaneous.

Impromptu Speeches
At times, you may be called on to speak on the spot. At a business meeting or
in a class, you may be asked to speak with little advance warning. An
impromptu speech is one that is delivered with only seconds or minutes of
advance notice for preparation and is usually presented without referring to
notes of any kind. You may have already been called on in this class to give an
impromptu speech, so you know the kind of pressures and problems this type
of speaking creates.

Because impromptu speakers gather their thoughts as they speak, it is diffi-
cult to carefully organize their ideas and develop what they are saying. As a
result, they may leave out important information or confuse audience mem-
bers. Delivery can suffer as speakers use “ahs,” “ums,” “like,” and “you know” to
buy time as they scramble to collect their thoughts.

You can improve your impromptu performances by practicing “mock”
impromptu speeches. For example, if you are taking a class in which the pro-
fessor calls on students to answer questions, you can prepare by anticipating
the questions that might be asked and by practicing giving your answers out
loud. Over time, you will become more adept at quickly organizing your ideas
and “thinking on your feet.”

Scripted Speeches
At the other extreme, there are situations in which a speaker carefully prepares
a complete written manuscript of the entire speech text and delivers it either
word for word from memory or by reading the manuscript from a printed doc-
ument or a teleprompter. A scripted speech is one that is prepared by creating
a complete written manuscript and delivered by reading a written copy.

Obviously, effective scripted speeches take a great deal of time to prepare
and practice. Not only must you prepare an outline, but you must also write
out the entire speech, carefully choosing language and sentence structures that
sound natural when spoken. Once the manuscript is prepared, you memorize
the script and then rehearse orally, or you rehearse with the written manu-
script. When scripted speeches are memorized, you face the increased anxiety
caused by fear of forgetting your lines. When they are read from a printed
manuscript or from a teleprompter, you must become adept at looking at the
script with your peripheral vision so that you can maintain eye contact with
your audience. While politicians, talk show hosts, and television news anchors
are usually good at achieving conversational style while reading from printed
manuscripts and teleprompters, most speakers sound like they are reading or
reciting and find it difficult to achieve a conversational style with a scripted
speech.

Scripted speeches take the most time to prepare and to rehearse if they are
to be done well. So, when people are called on to give important speeches that
have grave consequences, they will take the time and make the effort to prepare
a scripted speech. Political “stump” speeches, keynote addresses at conventions,
commencement addresses, and CEO remarks at annual stockholder meetings
are examples of occasions when a scripted speech might be appropriate.
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Extemporaneous Speeches
In this book, our emphasis is on the third type of delivery because, in most sit-
uations, whether at work or in the community, speeches are delivered extem-
poraneously. An extemporaneous speech is researched and planned ahead of
time, but the exact wording is not scripted and will vary from presentation to
presentation. When speaking extemporaneously, you may refer to speaking
notes you have prepared to remind you of the ideas you want to present and
the order in which you want to present them.

Extemporaneous speeches are the easiest to give effectively. Unlike
impromptu speeches, when speaking extemporaneously, you are able to pre-
pare your thoughts ahead of time and to have notes to prompt you. Yet unlike
scripted speeches, extemporaneous speeches do not require as lengthy a prepa-
ration and practice process to be effective. In the next section of this chapter,
we describe how to rehearse successfully for an extemporaneous speech.

Rehearsal
Rehearsing is practicing the presentation of your speech aloud. In this section,
we describe how to schedule your preparation and practice, how to prepare
and use notes, and guidelines for effective rehearsal.

Scheduling and Conducting Rehearsal Sessions
Inexperienced speakers often believe they are ready to present the speech
once they have finished their outline. But a speech that is not practiced is
likely to be far less effective than it would have been had you given yourself
sufficient practice time. In general, if you are not an experienced speaker, try
to complete the outline at least three days before the speech is to be presented
so that you have sufficient practice time to revise, evaluate, and mull over all
aspects of the speech. Exhibit 11.2 provides a useful timetable for preparing a
classroom speech.

Is it really necessary to practice a speech out loud? A study by Menzel and
Carrell supports this notion and concludes, “The significance of rehearsing out
loud probably reflects the fact that verbalization clarifies thought. As a result,
oral rehearsal helps lead to success in the actual delivery of a speech.”7

Preparing Speaking Notes
Prior to your first rehearsal session, prepare a draft of your speaking notes. Speaking
notes are a word or phrase outline of your speech, including hard-to-remember
information such as quotations and statistics, as well as delivery cues designed to
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extemporaneous speech a
speech that is researched
and planned ahead of time,
but the exact wording is not
scripted and will vary from
presentation to presentation

rehearsing practicing the
presentation of your speech
aloud

speaking notes a word or
phrase outline of your
speech, plus hard-to-
remember information such
as quotations and statistics,
as well as delivery cues
designed to trigger memory

7 days before Select topic; begin research
6 days before Continue research
5 days before Outline body of speech
4 days before Work on introduction and conclusion
3 days before Finish outline; find additional material if needed; have all

visual aids completed
2 days before First rehearsal session
1 day before Second rehearsal session
Due date Give speech

EXHIBIT 11.2 Timetable for preparing a speech
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help trigger memory. The best notes contain the fewest words possible
written in lettering large enough to be seen instantly at a distance.
Although some speakers do so, you should not use PowerPoint slides as
speaking notes. This is bad practice because it results in you and your
listeners reading from the screen rather than you communicating a
message; use PowerPoint slides only as visual enhancement.

To develop your notes, begin by reducing your speech outline to
an abbreviated outline of key phrases and words. Then, if you have
details in the speech for which you must have a perfectly accurate
representation—such as a specific example, a quotation, or a set of
statistics—add these in the appropriate places. Next, indicate
exactly where you plan to show visual aids. Finally, incorporate cues
to remind you of where you want to use delivery techniques that
make use of your voice and body. For example, indicate where you
want to pause, gesture, or make a motivated movement. Capitalize
or underline words you want to stress. Use slash marks (//) to
remind yourself to pause. Use an upward-pointing arrow to remind
yourself to increase rate or volume.

Making speaking notes not only provides you with prompts
when you are speaking, but it also helps in two other ways. First, the
act of compiling the speaking notes helps to cement the flow of the
speech’s ideas in your mind. Second, as you prepare your notes,
think about key ideas and phrasings. Notes don’t include all the
developmental material.

For a three- to five-minute speech, you will need only one or
two 3-by-5-inch note cards to record your speaking notes. For
longer speeches, you might need one card for the introduction,
one for each main point, and one for the conclusion. If your
speech contains a particularly important and long quotation or a
complicated set of statistics, you can record this information in detail on sepa-
rate cards. Exhibit 11.3 shows how Emming could represent his complete out-
line, shown on pages 159–160 of Chapter 8, on two 3-by-5-inch note cards.

During practice sessions, use the notes as you would in the speech. If you
will use a lectern, set the notes on the speaker’s stand or, alternatively, hold
them in one hand and refer to them only when needed. How important is it to
construct good note cards? Speakers often find that the act of making a note
card is so effective in helping cement ideas in the mind that during practice, or
later during the speech itself, they rarely use the notes at all.

Rehearsing the Speech
Just as with any other activity, effective speech making requires practice, and
the more you practice, the better your speech will be. During practice sessions,
you have three goals. First, you will practice wording your ideas so they are
vivid. Second, you will practice “doing” your speech—working with your voice
and body so that your ideas are delivered with enthusiasm, appropriate empha-
sis, and spontaneity. Third, you will practice using presentational aids. As part
of each practice, you will want to analyze how well it went and set goals for the
next practice session. Let’s look at how you can proceed through several prac-
tice rounds.

First Rehearsal
Your initial rehearsal should include the following steps:

1. Audiotape your practice session. If you do not own a recorder, try to bor-
row one. You may also want to have a friend or relative sit in on your
practice.
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Effective speakers relate better
to their audience using a few
note cards rather than a
complete outline or
manuscript.
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2. Read through your complete sentence outline once or twice to refresh
your memory. Then put the outline out of sight and practice the speech
using only the note cards you have prepared.

3. Make the practice as similar to the speech situation as possible, including
using the presentational aids you’ve prepared. Stand up and face your
imaginary audience. Pretend that the chairs, lamps, books, and other
objects in your practice room are people.

4. Write down the time that you begin.
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Note Card 1
Intro
(PAUSE and LOOK LISTENERS IN THE EYE)
How many hounded by vendors?
credit card = answer to dreams
Three criteria: 1 IR, // 2 Fee, // 3 incentives //

Body
(walk right)
1st Crit: Examine interest rates
IRs are % that a company charges to carry balance

• Average of 8%
• As much as 32%!! (Kiplinger’s, Jan 2007)
• Start as low as 0% up to 12 months

— Student cards higher (Business Week, May 21, 2001)
— Some below 14%

IRs variable or fixed
• Variable—change month to month
• Fixed—stay same

— Even fixed rates can be raised after late payment
(walk left to VISUAL AID)
(Considered IRs: look at next criterion)

Note Card 2
2nd C: Examine the annual fee
AF charges vary
(SHOW VISUAL AID)

• Most, no annual fee
• Some companies do have fee (AMEX)

(COVER VISUAL AID)
(walk left)
(After considered interest and fees, weigh benefits)
3rd C: Weigh incentives

• Rebates (US News, July 31, 2005)
• Freq flyer miles
• Discounts

— Cash back on purchases
Incentives not outweigh other factors

Conclusion
(walk back to center)
So, 3 criteria: IRs, annual fees, incentives
Then your credit card may truly be the answer to dreams.

EXHIBIT 11.3 Two note cards
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5. Begin speaking. Regardless of what happens, keep going until you have
presented your entire speech. If you goof, make a repair as you would if
you were actually delivering the speech to an audience.

6. Write down the time you finish. Compute the length of the speech for
this first rehearsal.

Analysis
Listen to the tape and look at your complete outline. How did it go? Did

you leave out any key ideas? Did you talk too long on any one point and not
long enough on another? Did you clarify each of your points? Did you adapt to
your anticipated audience? (If you had a friend or relative listen to your prac-
tices, have him or her help with your analysis.) Were your note cards effective?
How well did you do with your presentational aids? Make any necessary
changes before your second rehearsal.

Second Rehearsal
Repeat the six steps listed for the first rehearsal. By practicing a second

time right after your analysis, you are more likely to make the kind of adjust-
ments that begin to improve the speech.

Additional Rehearsals
After you have completed one full practice session, consisting of two

rehearsals and an analysis, put the speech away until that night or the next day.
Although you should rehearse the speech at least one more time, you will not
benefit if you cram all the practices into one long rehearsal time. You may find
that a final practice right before you go to bed will be very helpful; while you
are sleeping, your subconscious will continue to work on the speech. As a
result, you are likely to find significant improvement in your mastery of the
speech when you practice again the next day.

How many times you practice depends on many variables, including your
experience, your familiarity with the subject, and the length of your speech.
For beginning speakers, we suggest at least three practice sessions.

Speaking Extemporaneously
When practicing, try to learn the speech ideas, but do not memorize spe-

cific phrasings. Recall that memorizing the speech involves saying the speech
the same way each time until you can give it word for word without notes.
Learning the speech involves understanding the ideas of the speech but having
the freedom to present the ideas differently during each practice.

To illustrate how extemporaneous presentations change from one time to
the next, let’s see how a short portion of the speech outline for the credit card
criteria speech might be modified from one practice to the next. That portion
of the outline reads as follows:

A. Interest rates are the percentages that a company charges you to carry a
balance on your card past the due date.
1. Most credit cards carry an average of 8 percent.

Now let’s consider three practices that focus on this small portion of the outline.

First practice: “Interest rates are the percentages that a company charges
you to carry a balance on your card past the due date. Most credit cards
carry an average of 8 percent. Did you hear that? 8 percent.”
Second practice: “Interest rates are the percentages that a company charges
you when you don’t pay the balance in full and thus still owe the company
money. Most credit cards carry an average of 8 percent—think of that,
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8 percent. So, if you leave a balance every month, before you know it you’re
going to be paying a lot more money than you thought you would.”
Third practice: “Interest rates are the percentages that a company charges
you when you don’t pay the balance in full—you can rack up a lot of debt by
not paying on time. Most credit cards carry an average of 8 percent. Did you
hear that? A whopping 8 percent, at a time when you can get about any kind
of a loan for less than 6.”

Notice that points A and 1 of the outline are in all three versions. As this illus-
trates, the essence of the outline will be part of all versions. But because you
make slight variations using different words each time, when you finally give
the speech, the extemporaneous delivery will ensure spontaneity.
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S P E E C H  P L A N N I N G

ACTIVITY 6A Rehearsing Your Speech

The goal of this activity is to rehearse your speech, analyze it, and rehearse it again.
One complete rehearsal includes (1) a practice, (2) an analysis, and (3) a second
practice.
1. Find a place where you can be alone to practice your speech. Follow the six

points of the first rehearsal.
2. Listen to the tape. Review your outline as you listen and then complete a speech

evaluation checklist to see how well you presented your speech during this
rehearsal. (You can find the Speech Evaluation Checklist: General Criteria on
page 13 in Chapter 1, a more detailed checklist in this chapter, and checklists
for informative and persuasive speeches in later chapters.)

List three specific changes you will make in your next practice session.

One:

Two:

Three:

3. Go through the six steps outlined for the first rehearsal again. Then assess: Did
you achieve the goals you set for the second rehearsal?

Reevaluate the speech using the checklist and continue to practice until you are
satisfied with all of your presentation.

You can complete this activity online, print copies of this rehearsal analysis sheet,
see a student sample of a practice round, and if requested, e-mail your work to your
instructor. Use your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access Activity 6A.

A C T I O N  S T E P  6

Adapting to Your Audience 
as You Give Your Speech
Even when you’ve practiced your wording and delivery to the point that you
know your speech inside and out, you must be prepared to adapt to your audi-
ence and possibly change course a bit as you give your speech. Remember that
your primary goal as a public speaker is to generate shared understanding with
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your listeners, so pay attention to the audience’s feedback as you speak and
adjust accordingly. Here are six tips for adapting to your audience.

1. Be aware of and respond to audience feedback. As you make eye con-
tact with members of your audience, notice how they react to what you say. For
instance, if you see quizzical looks on the faces of several listeners, you may
need to explain a particular point in a different way, perhaps by providing an
additional example to clarify the point. On the other hand, if you see listeners
nodding impatiently, recognize that you don’t need to belabor your point and
move on. If you notice that many audience members look bored, adjust your
voice and try to rekindle their interest by showing your enthusiasm for what
you are saying. 

2. Be prepared to use alternative developmental material. Your ability to
adjust to your audience’s needs will depend on how much additional alterna-
tive information you have to share. If you have prepared only one example,
you wouldn’t be ready if your audience is confused and needs another. If you
have prepared only one definition for a term, you may be unable to rephrase
an additional definition if needed. As you prepare, try to anticipate where your
audience may be confused or already knowledgeable and practice adding or
dropping examples and other details. 

3. Correct yourself when you misspeak. Every speaker makes mistakes.
They stumble over words, mispronounce terms, forget information, and mis-
handle presentational aids. So expect that you will make a few mistakes—it’s
normal. What’s important is what you do when you make that mistake. If you
stumble over a phrase or mispronounce a word, correct yourself and move on.
Don’t make a big deal of it by laughing, rolling your eyes, or in other ways
drawing unnecessary attention to it. If you suddenly remember that you forgot
to provide some information, consider how important it is for your audience to
have that information. If what you forgot to say will make it difficult for your
audience to understand a point that comes later, figure out how and when to
provide the information later in your speech. You may need to say something
like, “When I was speaking earlier about X, I meant to tell you Y” or “Before
going on to my third main point, I really would like to back up to my first
point and tell you——.” At times, however, information we forgot to share is
not critical to the audience’s understanding. For instance, if you forget about a
second example you had planned to share and you don’t think your audience
will miss it, there’s no need to provide it. 

When you make a mistake, remember that your goal is to get your ideas
across to the audience. If your mistake will prevent your audience from under-
standing what you are saying, correct it. Otherwise, go on. Your audience
doesn’t know what you had planned to say, so as long as what you do say makes
sense, your audience won’t notice the mistake.

4. Adapt to unexpected events. Maintain your composure if something
unexpected happens, such as a cell phone ringing or someone entering the
room while you’re speaking. Simply pause until the disruption ceases and then
move on. If the disruption causes you to lose your train of thought or has dis-
tracted the audience, take a deep breath, look at your speaking notes, and con-
tinue your speech at a point slightly before the interruption occurred. This will
allow both you and your audience to refocus on your speech. You might
acknowledge that you are backtracking by saying something like, “Let’s back up
a bit and remember where we were——.”

5. Adapt to unexpected audience reactions. Sometimes, you’ll encounter
listeners who disagree strongly with your message. They might show their dis-
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agreement by being inattentive, heckling you belligerently, or rolling their eyes
when you try to make eye contact with them. If these behaviors are limited to
one or only a few members of your audience, ignore them and focus on the
rest of your listeners. If, however, you find that your audience analysis was inac-
curate and that the majority of your audience is hostile to what you are saying,
try to anticipate and address their concerns. You might begin by acknowledg-
ing their feedback and then try to convince your audience to suspend their
judgment while they listen. For example, you could say something like, “I can
see that most of you don’t agree with my first point. But let me ask you to put
aside your initial reaction and think along with me on this next point. Even if
we end up disagreeing, at least you will understand my position.” 

6. Handle questions respectfully. It is rare for audience members to inter-
rupt speakers with questions during a speech. But if you are interrupted, be
prepared to deal respectfully with the question. If the question is directly
related to understanding the point you are making, answer it immediately. If it
is not, acknowledge the question, indicate that you will answer it later, and
then do so. In most professional settings, you will be expected to answer ques-
tions when you’ve finished your speech. Some people will ask you to clarify
information. Some will ask you for an opinion or to draw conclusions beyond
what you have said. 

Whenever you answer a question, it is important to be honest about what
you know and don’t know. If an audience member asks a question you don’t
know the answer to, admit it by saying something like, “That’s an excellent
question. I’m not sure of the answer, but I would be happy to follow up on it
later if you’re interested.” Then move on to the next question. If someone asks
you to state an opinion about a matter you haven’t thought much about, it’s
okay to say, “You know, I don’t think I have given that enough thought to have
a valid opinion.” 

Be sure to monitor how much time you have to answer questions. When the
time is nearly up, mention that you’ll entertain one more question to warn lis-
teners that the question-and-answer period is almost over. You might also sug-
gest that you’ll be happy to talk more with individuals one on one later—this
provides your more reserved listeners an opportunity to follow up with you.

Although you cannot predict everything that could happen during your
speech, you can prepare yourself to be ready for some adjustments. The most
important thing to remember is that no speech is perfect. But you will succeed
if your audience understands and retains your message. That’s what counts most.
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Presenting Your First Graded Speech
1. Based on the specific assignment of your instructor, prepare a three- to five-

minute speech by completing the Speech Plan Action Step activities. You can
also use Speech Builder Express as a tool to help you prepare your speech
and your outline.

2. The primary criteria for evaluating this first speech are clarity of goal, clarity
and appropriateness of main points, and delivery (items that are in boldface
on the checklist). An example of one student’s outline and speech follows.

S P E E C H  A S S I G N M E N T
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First Graded Speech Evaluation Form
Please note that although all major criteria for evaluating any speech are included,
emphasis for this first speech is placed on items in boldface (speech goal, all items
of speech organization, and several items of speech presentation).

Check items that were accomplished effectively.

Content

1. Did the speaker seem to have expertise in the subject area?

2. Was the goal of the speech clear?

3. Did the speaker have high-quality information?

4. Did the speaker use a variety of kinds of developmental material?

5. Were presentational aids appropriate and well used?

6. Did the speaker establish common ground and adapt the content to the
audience’s interests, knowledge, and attitudes?

Macrostructure 

7. Did the introduction gain attention, state the topic of the speech, pre-
view the main points, and lead into the speech?

8. Were the main points clear, parallel, and meaningful complete sen-
tences?

9. Did transitions lead smoothly from one point to another?

10. Did the conclusion tie the speech together?

Microstructure

11. Was the language accurate?

12. Was the language clear?

13. Was the language vivid?

Delivery

14. Did the speaker sound enthusiastic?

15. Did the speaker show sufficient vocal expressiveness?

16. Was the presentation spontaneous?

17. Was the presentation fluent?

18. Did the speaker look at the audience?

19. Were the speaker’s pronunciation and articulation acceptable?

20. Did the speaker have good posture that communicated poise and confi-
dence?

21. Was the speaker’s movement appropriate?

Based on these criteria, evaluate the speech as (check one):

_____ excellent _____ good _____ satisfactory _____ fair _____ poor

You can use your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access this checklist online under
the resources for Chapter 11.

S P E E C H  E V A L U A T I O N  C H E C K L I S T
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Summary
Delivery refers to the use of voice and body to communicate the message of
the speech; it is what the audience sees and hears. Effective delivery is conver-
sational and animated.

The physical elements of delivery include the use of voice and use of body.
By varying the four vocal characteristics of pitch, volume, rate, and quality, you
can ensure that your speech is intelligible to your audience and is vocally
expressive. During a speech, you can use your body through your facial expres-
sions, gestures, movement, eye contact, posture, and attire to reinforce the
emotional tone of your ideas or clarify your structure.

Speeches vary in the amount of content preparation and the amount of
practice that the speaker does ahead of time. Although speeches may be deliv-
ered impromptu (with little advanced preparation) or scripted (memorized or
delivered from a written manuscript or a teleprompter), in this course we focus
on speeches that are presented extemporaneously—researched and planned
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R E F L E C T  O N  E T H I C S

For the first graded assignment, Professor Graves
required that students prepare an extemporaneous
speech, outlined but delivered from note cards, not a
complete manuscript. Any student who read the entire
speech from a manuscript (or from several note cards
that amounted to a manuscript) would be given a failing
grade regardless of how well organized the speech was.

Tina was extremely nervous about delivering
extemporaneously. But because she was majoring in
theater, she knew she could “perform” if she had a
script. So she outlined the speech and then wrote it out
word for word and memorized it.

While presenting the speech in class, she glanced at
her “props”—note cards that included key phrases from

her speech outline—and for the most part, she appeared
to be talking spontaneously with the audience, adapting
well to their needs, and delivering the speech with great
enthusiasm that engaged audience interest.

After all the students had spoken, during the
evaluation portion of class, her professor praised her
content, organization, adaptation, and delivery as he
announced that she had given the best speech of the
day.

1. Was Tina’s behavior ethical? Why or why not?
2. Could Tina have used the skills that made her a good

actor to reduce her nervousness and truly give an
extemporaneous speech? Explain your answer.

Text not available due to copyright restrictions



C H A L L E N G E  O N L I N E  

Now that you’ve read Chapter 11, use your Thom-
sonNOW for The Challenge of Effective Speaking for
quick access to the electronic resources that accom-
pany this text. Your ThomsonNOW gives you access
to the video of Chung-yan Man’s speech, “Chinese
Fortune Telling,” featured on pages 224 –226, the
speech evaluation checklist shown on page 223, the
Web Resources featured in this chapter, Speech
Builder Express, InfoTrac College Edition, and
online study aids such as a digital glossary and
review quizzes.

Your Challenge ThomsonNOW is an online study
system that helps you identify concepts you don’t

fully understand, allowing you to put your study
time to the best use. Using chapter-by-chapter diag-
nostic pretests, the system creates a personalized
study plan for each chapter. Each plan directs you
to specific resources designed to improve your
understanding, including pages from the text in e-
book format. Chapter posttests give you an opportu-
nity to measure how much you’ve learned and let
you know if you are ready for graded quizzes and
exams.
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K E Y  T E R M S  

Go to your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access
your online glossary for Chapter 11. Print a copy of
the glossary for this chapter and test yourself with

the electronic flash cards or complete the cross-
word puzzle to help you master these key terms:

accent (209) 
animated delivery (207) 
appearance (214) 
articulation (209) 
audience contact (213) 
conversational style (207) 
delivery (206) 
extemporaneous speech (216) 
eye contact (212) 
facial expression (211) 
gestures (211) 

quality (208) 
rate (208) 
rehearsing (216) 
scripted speech (215) 
speaking notes (216) 
spontaneity (207) 
stress (211) 
vocal expressiveness (210) 
voice (208) 
volume (208) 

impromptu speech (215) 
intelligible (208) 
monotone (210) 
motivated movement (212) 
movement (212) 
nonverbal communication (206) 
pauses (211) 
pitch (208) 
posture (213) 
pronunciation (209) 

ahead of time but with the exact wording varying from presentation to presen-
tation.

Between the time the outline is completed and the speech is given, it is
important to engage in rehearsal sessions consisting of a rehearsal, an analysis,
and another rehearsal or rehearsals. During these rehearsal sessions, you will
work on presenting ideas spontaneously and using notes effectively.

When you are finally ready to give your speech, remember that your goal is
to have your audience understand your message, so be prepared to adapt to
your audience during your speech.
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W E B  R E S O U R C E S  

Go to your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access
the Web Resources for this chapter.

11.1 Your Speech Rate (209) 11.2 Body Motions and Audience

Attention (213) 

S P E E C H  P L A N N I N G  A C T I O N  S T E P  

Access the Action Step activities for this chapter
online at your ThomsonNOW for Challenge. Select
the chapter resources for Chapter 11 and then
click on the activity number you want. You may

print your completed activities, and you should
save your work so you can use it as needed in later
Action Step activities.

6A Rehearsing Your Speech (222) 
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Any piece of knowledge that I
acquire today has a value at
this moment exactly propor-
tioned to my skill to deal with it.

Ralph Waldo Emerson, “Natural
History of Intellect,” 1871

What’s Ahead
H E R E ’ S  W H A T ’ S  A H E A D  I N  T H I S  C H A P T E R :

1. What is the goal of an informative speaker?

2. How can you make sure the information you include in your speech is
new to your audience?

3. What strategies can you use to help your listeners understand and
remember your speech?

4. Why is it important to round the cycle of learning in your informative
speech?

5. What are some methods you can use to develop your informative
speech?

Informative Speaking
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For several months, a major architectural firm had been working on

designs for the arts center to be built in the middle of downtown. Members

of the city council and guests from various constituencies in the city, as

well as a number of concerned citizens, were taking seats, as the long-

anticipated presentation was about to begin. As Linda Garner, mayor and

presiding officer of the city council, finished her introduction, Donald

Harper, the principal architect of the project, walked to the microphone to

begin his speech explaining the proposed design.

This is but one of many scenes played out every day when experts
deliver speeches to help others understand complex information. In the previ-
ous chapters, we described the basic Speech Plan Action Steps that you will use
to prepare any kind of speech. In this chapter, we go beyond the basics to
focus on the characteristics of good informative speaking and the methods you
can use to develop an effective informative speech.

An informative speech is one whose goal is to explain or describe facts,
truths, and principles in a way that stimulates interest, facilitates understand-
ing, and increases the likelihood of remembering. In short, informative
speeches are designed to educate an audience. Thus, most lectures that your
instructors present in class are classified as informative speeches (although, as
you are aware, they may range from excellent to poor in quality). In the first
section, we discuss the goal and nature of informative speaking as it relates to
other types of speeches. Next, we focus on five distinguishing characteristics of
informing. In the third section, we discuss five methods of informing. And
finally, we discuss two common types of informative speeches and provide
examples of each.

The Nature of Informative Speaking
Informative speaking has as its goal to help listeners understand a topic by
increasing their knowledge of the topic. Informative speaking answers ques-
tions about your topic such as “who,” “when,” “what,” “where,” “why,” “how to,”
and “how does.” So informative speaking is essentially teaching. For example,
you might describe the surface of the moon, define neoconservatism, compare
and contrast community colleges with liberal arts colleges and universities, nar-
rate the myth of Pandora’s box, or demonstrate how to prepare a canvas for
painting. Each of these messages would be designed to educate or inform.

Informative speaking is inherently different from other speech forms such
as speeches that are designed to persuade, to entertain, or for special occa-
sions. When your goal is to inform your audience, you face some unique chal-
lenges to gain and sustain the attention of your listeners, as well as to get them
to retain the information. These can be successfully met if you attend to the
five characteristics of effective informative speaking and develop your speech
with these in mind.
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informative speech a
speech whose goal is to
explain or describe facts,
truths, and principles in a
way that stimulates interest,
facilitates understanding,
and increases the likelihood
of remembering



Characteristics of Effective 
Informative Speaking
An effective informative speech is intellectually stimulating, relevant, creative,
memorable, and addresses diverse learning styles.

Intellectually Stimulating
Information will be perceived by your audience as intellectually stimulating
when it is new to them and when it is explained in a way that piques audience
curiosity and excites their interest. When we say “new” information, we mean
either that most of your audience is unfamiliar with what you present or that
the way you present the information provides your audience with new insights
into a topic with which they are already familiar.

If your audience is unfamiliar with your topic, you should consider how you
might tap the audience’s natural curiosity. Imagine you are an anthropology
major who is interested in early human forms, not an interest that is widely
shared by most members of your audience. You know that in 1991 a 5,300-year-
old man, Ötzi, as he has become known, was found perfectly preserved in an
ice field in the mountains between Austria and Italy. Even though it was big
news at the time, it is unlikely that most of your audience knows much about
this. However, you can draw on their natural curiosity as you present the
speech “Unraveling the Mystery of the Iceman,” in which you describe scien-
tists’ efforts to understand who Ötzi was and what happened to him.1

If your audience is familiar with your topic, you will need to identify infor-
mation that is new to them. Begin by asking yourself: What about my topic do
listeners probably not know? Then consider depth and breadth as you answer
the question. Depth has to do with going beyond people’s general knowledge of
the topic. Jen considered depth in an informative speech about psychics. Most
listeners know that psychics claim to predict the future, but they know little
about the methods psychics use. So Jen focused on these methods and their
roots in astrology, astronomy, and numerology. Breadth has to do with looking
at how your topic relates to associated topics. Trace considered breadth when
he informed listeners about Type 1 diabetes. He discussed not only the physical
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Choosing an Intellectually
Stimulating Informative
Topic

Josh, a car buff, decided to give
his informative speech on SUVs.
Most of his audience knows
SUVs are prone to flip over but
not why, so he researched this
aspect of his topic in depth to
discover an answer. In this way,
he made his speech intellectually
stimulating for his audience.

When you speak about a
familiar topic, such as how to
cook a meal, your audience
will be more engaged and
receptive if you find a way to
make the topic intellectually
stimulating. For example, you
might describe a helpful new
technique or tool that would
make a cook’s life easier.
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and emotional effects on a person with diabetes but also the emotional and
relational effects on the person’s family and friends, as well as the financial
effects on society. As you can see, when your topic is one that the audience is
familiar with, you will need to explore a new angle on it if you are going to
stimulate them intellectually.

So whether your topic is familiar or unfamiliar to the audience, your special
challenge is to choose a goal and develop your speech in a way that makes it
“new” to them. In doing so, your audience will feel informed rather than
bored.

Relevant
As you learned in Chapter 5, it is important that the new information or
insights you share are tied directly to listeners’ needs and desires. Don’t assume
your listeners will recognize the relevance of the information. Incorporate lis-
tener relevance links—statements that clarify how a particular point may be
important to a listener—throughout the speech. One way to come up with lis-
tener relevance links is to ask yourself how knowing the information might
affect your listeners directly. How would it make them happier, healthier,
wealthier, and so forth? Another way is to compare an unfamiliar topic with
something the audience is familiar with and that they feel is relevant to their
lives.

Creative
Creativity is the ability to produce original ideas and insights. You may never
have considered yourself creative, but that may be because you have never
worked to develop innovative ideas. Contrary to what you may think, creative
inspiration is really just the product of perspiration. Creativity springs from raw
informational material, time, and productive thinking.

To build creative informative speeches, begin with lots of research. The
more you learn about the topic, the more likely you will have creative ideas to
think about. If all you know about your topic is just the information that fills
the time you are allotted, how can you think creatively about it? If you have
read only one story, located one set of statistics, or consulted one expert, how
can you do much more than present this material? Speakers who present infor-
mation creatively do so because they have given themselves lots of supporting
material to work with.

For the creative process to work, you have to give yourself time. If you fin-
ish your outline an hour before you are to speak, you are unlikely to come up
with creative ideas for maintaining audience interest. Rarely do creative ideas
come when we are in a time crunch. Instead, they are likely to come when we
least expect it—when we’re driving our car, preparing for bed, or daydream-
ing. So a simple way to increase the likelihood that you will develop creative
ideas is to give yourself time by completing your outline several days before
you are to speak. Then you will have time to consider how to present your
ideas creatively.

Productive thinking occurs when we think about something from a variety
of perspectives. Then, with numerous ideas to choose from, the productive
thinker selects the ones that are best suited to a particular audience. In an arti-
cle “Thinking Like a Genius,” available through InfoTrac College Edition,
author Michael Michalko describes eight specific strategies that can be used to
become a productive thinker. To read this article, use your ThomsonNOW for
Challenge to access Web Resource 12.1: Thinking Like a Genius.

Now let’s look at how productive thought can help identify different
approaches to a topic. Suppose you want to give a speech on climatic variation
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Making Your Informative
Speech Relevant

In her speech about date rape,
Jenny offered a listener relevance
link to pique audience interest
regarding the statistic that one in
four women will be raped at
some point in her lifetime. She
said, “We can reason, then, that
two or three of the eleven women
in our classroom will be raped
during her lifetime. Not only that,
if you have a mother, an aunt, a
sister or two, or a daughter, one
of them could conceivably be
raped in her lifetime.”

listener relevance link
statement that clarifies how
a particular point may be
important to listeners

creativity the ability to pro-
duce original ideas and
insights

productive thinking to think
about something from a vari-
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in the United States, and in your research, you run across the data shown in
Exhibit 12.1.

With productive thinking, you can identify several lines of development for
your speech. For instance, notice that the yearly high temperatures vary less
than the yearly low temperatures. Most people wouldn’t understand why this
happens and would be curious about it. Looking at the data from another per-
spective, you might notice that it hardly ever rains on the west coast in the
summer. In fact, Seattle, a city that most of us consider rainy, is shown as
receiving less than an inch of rain in July, which is three inches less than any
eastern city and five inches less than Miami. Again, an explanation of this
anomaly would interest most audience members. Looking at these data yet
another way reveals that although most of us might think of July as a month
that is relatively dry, cities in the Midwest and on the east coast get more than
one-twelfth of the average annual rainfall we would expect in July. Again, an
interesting speech could be given to explain this.

Productive thought can also help us find alternative ways to make the same
point. Again, using the information in Exhibit 12.1, we can quickly create two
ways to support the point “Yearly high temperatures in U.S. cities vary far less
than yearly low temperatures.”

Alternative A: Of the thirteen cities in this table, ten cities, or 77 percent, had
yearly highs between 95 and 100 degrees. Four cities, or 31 percent, had
yearly lows above freezing; five cities, or 38 percent, had yearly lows between
15 and 32 degrees; and four cities, or 31 percent, had low temperatures
close to zero.
Alternative B: Cincinnati, Miami, Minneapolis, New York, and St. Louis—
cities at different latitudes—all had yearly high temperatures of 95 to 98
degrees. In contrast, the lowest temperature for Miami was 50 degrees,
whereas the lowest temperatures for Cincinnati, Minneapolis, New York, and
St. Louis were 7, 27, 2, and 9 degrees, respectively.

Memorable
If your speech is really informative, your audience will hear a lot of new infor-
mation. But the audience is likely to remember only a small part of what they
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Yearly Temperature Precipitation
(in degrees Fahrenheit) (in inches)

City High Low July Annual
Chicago 95 21 3.7 35
Cincinnati 98 7 3.3 39
Denver 104 3 1.9 15
Los Angeles 104 40 trace 15
Miami 96 50 5.7 56
Minneapolis 95 27 3.5 28
New Orleans 95 26 6.1 62
New York 98 2 4.4 42
Phoenix 117 35 0.8 7
Portland, ME 94 18 3.1 44
St. Louis 97 9 3.9 37
San Francisco 94 35 trace 19
Seattle 94 23 0.9 38

EXHIBIT 12.1 Temperature and precipitation highs and lows in
selected U.S. cities
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hear. So it is your responsibility to decide what the audience should remember
and then to use various techniques to highlight that information. Effective
informative speeches emphasize the specific goal, main ideas, and key facts so
that audience members remember them. You can use several techniques to
emphasize the material you want your audience to remember. For example,
you might use presentational aids, vivid language, repetition, figures and struc-
tures of speech, or humor. Any of these techniques can pique listener interest
as you move through your informative speech.

Addresses Diverse Learning Styles
You will recall from Chapter 5 that your audience members differ in how they
prefer to learn, so effective informative speeches are developed in ways that
address diverse learning styles. Consider how you might address the feeling
dimension through vivid imagery that evokes emotions or through supporting
material of actual experiences you’ve had. Likewise, you can address the watch-
ing dimension by using visual aids and by using appropriate facial expression and
gestures. You can address the thinking dimension through clear macrostructure
as well as definitions, explanations, and statistics. Finally, you can address the
doing dimension by providing your listeners with an opportunity to do some-
thing during the speech or afterward. Rounding the cycle ensures that you
address the diverse learning styles of your audience and make the speech under-
standable, meaningful, and memorable for all. To help you round the cycle, note
in your speech outline where and how you address each dimension.

Methods of Informing
Once you have decided that the general goal of your speech will be to inform,
you must decide what methods you will use to educate your audience about
your topic. We can inform by describing, by defining, by comparing and con-
trasting, by narrating or reporting, and by showing or demonstrating. In some
cases, you might choose one method of informing as the basis for organizing
your entire speech. For example, when an architect presents the plans for a
new building, we expect the speech to describe what the building will look like.
But in most cases, you will use different methods of informing as you develop
each main point.

In this section of the chapter, we explain each method of informing that
you might use in developing your speeches. Later in the chapter, we will
describe two of the most common types of informative speeches: process (or
demonstration) speeches and expository speeches.

Description
Description method is the informative method used to create an accurate, vivid,
verbal picture of an object, geographic feature, setting, event, person, or image.
This method usually answers an overarching “who,” “what,” or “where” question.
If the thing to be described is simple and familiar (like a light bulb or a river),
the description may not need to be detailed. But if the thing to be described is
complex and unfamiliar (like a sextant or holograph), the description will be
more exhaustive. Descriptions are of course easier if you have a presentational
aid, but verbal descriptions that are clear and vivid can create mental pictures
that are also informative. To describe something effectively, you will want to
consider explaining its size, shape, weight, color, composition, age, condition,
and spatial organization. Although your description may focus on only a few of
these, each is helpful to consider as you create your description.
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In his speech about what it is like
to do a tour of duty as a soldier in
Iraq, Ray rounded the cycle of
learning by sharing stories of his
own experiences (feeling), show-
ing visual aids of the places he’d
been and the equipment he’d
used (watching), explaining why
the days were structured as they
were (thinking), and asking his
audience to respond silently to
four questions every soldier must
answer “yes” to (doing).
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You can describe size subjectively as large or small and objectively by noting
the specific numerical measurements. For example, you can describe a book
subjectively as long and objectively by pointing out that it is nine by six inches
with 369 pages. Likewise, you can describe Cincinnati as a medium-size city, or
you can provide its actual population statistics or the square miles within the
city limits.

You can describe shape by reference to common geometric forms, such as
round, triangular, oblong, spherical, conical, cylindrical, or rectangular, or by
reference to common objects such as a book, a milk carton, or a pitcher. Your
audience will understand that most things that are described by shape do not
conform perfectly, but using shapes will help them get a clearer picture of what
you are describing. For example, DNA is described as a double helix, and the
lower peninsula of Michigan can be described as a left-handed mitten. Shape is
made more vivid by using adjectives such as smooth or jagged.

You can describe weight subjectively as heavy or light and objectively by
pounds and ounces or kilograms, grams, and milligrams. As with size, descrip-
tions of weight are clarified by comparison. So you can describe a Humvee as
weighing about 7,600 pounds, or about as much as three Honda Civics
together.

You can describe color as black, white, red, yellow, orange, blue, green, and
brown. Since these eight basic colors will not always describe accurately, a safe
way to describe color is to couple a basic color with a common familiar object.
For instance, instead of describing something as puce or ocher, you might do
better by describing the object as “eggplant purple” or “clay pot red.”

You can describe composition as brick, concrete, wood, aluminum, steel, or
plastic. Thus, if you say that a building is brick or aluminum-sided, the audi-
ence will have a reasonably clear picture. At times, you can create the most
vivid image of something by describing what it seems like rather than what it is.
For example, an object may best be described as “metallic” even if it is made of
plastic, not metal.

You can describe something by age as old or new and by condition as worn
or pristine, either of which helps the audience to visualize what is being
described more clearly. Together, descriptions of age and condition can give
the audience cues about the worth or value of what is being described. For
example, describing a coin as old but in mint condition indicates that it may be
worth far more than its face value. Similarly, describing a city as ancient and
well kept gives rise to different mental pictures than does describing a city as
old and decrepit.

Finally, you can describe by spatial organization, going from top to bottom,
left to right, or outer to inner. A description of the Sistine Chapel might go
from the floor to the ceiling; a description of a painting might proceed from
foreground to background, left to right, or top to bottom; and a description of
the heart might begin by explaining how the outside appears before discussing
the chambers of the interior. However the description proceeds, it is important
that your description is orderly and does not jump around, thus helping the
audience to systematically “see” the thing you are describing.

Definition
Definition method is a method of informing that explains something by identi-
fying its meaning. There are four ways you can explain what something means.

First, you can define a word or idea by classifying it and differentiating it
from similar ideas. For example, in a speech on vegetarianism, you might use
information from the Vegan Society’s website (http://www.vegansociety.com)
to develop the following definition of a vegan: “A vegan is a vegetarian who is
seeking a lifestyle free from animal products for the benefit of people, animals,
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and the environment. Vegans eat a plant-based diet free from all animal prod-
ucts, including milk, eggs, and honey. Vegans also don’t wear leather, wool, or
silk and avoid other animal-based products.”

Second, you can define a word by explaining its derivation or history. For
instance, a vegan is a form of vegetarian who omits all animal products from
his or her diet. So where did that come from? At the Vegan Society website, we
learn that “the word vegan is made up from the beginning and end of the
word VEGetariAN and was coined in the UK in 1944 when the Vegan Society
was founded. The derivation of the word symbolizes that veganism is at the
heart of vegetarianism and the logical conclusion of the vegetarian journey in
pursuit of good health without the suffering or death of any animal.”2 Offering
this etymology will help your audience remember the meaning of vegan.

Third, you can define a word by explaining its use or function. When you
say “a plane is a hand-powered tool that is used to smooth the edges of a
wooden board,” you are defining this tool by indicating its use. Not all terms
can be defined by their use or function, but for those that can, it is an excel-
lent means of definition.

The fourth and perhaps the quickest way you can define something is by
using a familiar synonym or antonym. A synonym is a word that has the same
or a similar meaning; an antonym is a word that is directly opposite in mean-
ing. Synonyms for glad are eager, elated, joyful, pleased, and delighted. Antonyms
for fast are slow and poky. Of course, using synonyms and antonyms will only be
effective if the audience is familiar with the ones we use. So, if you wanted to
give a quick definition of a tenet, you could use the word principle.

Comparison and Contrast
Comparison and contrast method is a method of informing that explains some-
thing by focusing on how it is similar to and different from other things. For
example, in a speech on vegans, you might want to tell your audience how veg-
ans are similar to and different from other types of vegetarians. You can point
out that like all vegetarians, vegans don’t eat meat, but that unlike semi-vege-
tarians, they also do not eat fish or poultry. Like lacto-vegetarians, they don’t
eat eggs, but unlike this group and the lacto-ovo vegetarians, vegans also don’t
use dairy products. So of all vegetarians, vegans have the most restrictive diets.
As you will remember, comparisons and contrasts can be figurative or literal.
So you can use metaphors and analogies in explaining your ideas as well as
making actual comparisons.

Narration
Narration method is a method of informing that explains something by recount-
ing events. Narration of autobiographical or biographical events, myths, stories,
and other accounts can be effective ways to explain an idea. Narrations usually
have four parts. First, the narration orients the listener to the event to be
recounted by describing when and where the event took place and by introduc-
ing the important people or characters. Second, once listeners are oriented, the
narration explains the sequence of events that led to a complication or problem,
including details that enhance the development. Third, the narration discusses
how the complication or problem affected key people in the narrative. Finally,
the narration recounts how the complication or problem was solved. The charac-
teristics of a good narration include a strong story line; use of descriptive lan-
guage and detail that enhance the plot, people, setting, and events; effective use
of dialogue; pacing that builds suspense; and a strong voice.3

Narrations can be presented in a first, second, or third person voice. When
you use first person, you report what you have personally experienced or
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observed, using the pronouns “I,” “me,” and “my” as you recount the events.
Your narration will be effective if your audience can identify and empathize
with you and the situation and events you describe. “Let me tell you about the
first time I tried to become a vegetarian . . .” might be the opening for a narra-
tive story told in first person. When you use second person, you place your
audience “at the scene” and use the pronouns “you” and “your.” Second per-
son narration can be effective because it asks the audience to recall an event
that has happened to them or to become an “actor” in the story being told.
“Imagine that you have just gotten off the plane in Pakistan. You look at the
signs, but can’t read a thing. Which way is the terminal? . . .” When you use
third person, you describe to your audience what has happened, is happening,
or will happen to other people. Third person narration uses pronouns like
“he,” “her,” and “they.” The effectiveness of third person narration will depend
on how much your audience can identify with key people in the story.

Demonstration
Demonstration method is a method of informing that explains something by
showing how it is done, by displaying the stages of a process, or by depicting
how something works. Demonstrations range from very simple with a few easy-
to-follow steps (such as how to iron a shirt) to very complex (such as demon-
strating how a nuclear reactor works). Regardless of whether the topic is simple
or complex, effective demonstrations require expertise, developing a hierarchy
of steps, and using visual language and aids.

In a demonstration, your experience with what you are demonstrating is
critical. Expertise gives you the necessary background to supplement bare-
bones instructions with personally lived experience. During a demonstration,
you speak from that experience as you guide your audience through. Why are
TV cooking shows so popular? Because the chef doesn’t just read the recipe
and do what it says. Rather, while performing each step, the chef shares tips
about what to do that won’t be mentioned in any cookbook. It is personal
experience that allows the chef to say that one egg will work as well as two or
that you can’t substitute margarine for butter or how to tell if the cake is really
done.

In a demonstration, you organize the steps into a time-ordered hierarchy so
that your audience will be able to remember the sequence of actions accu-
rately. Suppose you want to demonstrate the steps in using a touchscreen vot-
ing machine. If, rather than presenting fourteen separate points, you group
them under four headings—(1) get ready to vote; (2) vote; (3) review your
choices; (4) cast your ballot—chances are much higher that the audience will
be able to remember most if not all the items in each of the four groups.

Although you could explain how to do something using only words, most
demonstrations involve actually showing the audience how to do something. If
what you are demonstrating is relatively simple, you can demonstrate the entire
process from start to finish. However, if the process to be demonstrated is
lengthy or complex, you may choose to modify the demonstration and prepare
material so that although all stages in the process are shown, not every step is
completed as the audience watches.

Whether you demonstrate a complete process or modify your demonstra-
tion to include prepared presentational aids for some steps, you will need to
practice the demonstration many times so that you can do it smoothly and eas-
ily. Remember, under the pressure of speaking to an audience, even the sim-
plest task can become difficult (did you ever try to thread a needle with twenty-
five people watching you?). As you practice, you will want to consider the size
of your audience and the configuration of the room. Be sure that all of your
audience can see what you are doing. You may find that your demonstration
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takes longer than the time limit you have been given. In that case, you may
want to prepare a step or two. We will discuss more about how to organize
lengthy demonstrations in the next section.

To see a video clip of an effective demonstration from a student informative
speech, use your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access the video clip “Flag Eti-
quette” under the Chapter 12 resources.

Now that you understand the methods you can use when your general goal
is to inform, we want to explain two speech frameworks that commonly use
informative speaking: process explanation and exposition.

Common Informative Macrostructural
Frameworks
Process explanations and expositions are the most common types of informa-
tive speeches. In this section, we describe each framework and then provide a
sample speech given by a student as part of a basic speech course.

Process Speeches
One of the most common informative speeches is a process speech, which
explains and shows how something is done, is made, or works. For instance, a
loan officer might explain the steps in applying for a mortgage, an engineer
might explain the newest design for a turbojet engine, or an author might dis-
cuss the process of writing a book. Effective process explanations require that
you first carefully delineate the steps and the order in which they occur. Then
you need to develop concrete explanations of each step.

A process explanation may verbally describe steps with the help of presenta-
tional aids, and it may also involve a full or partial demonstration. If the
process is a simple one, such as how to get more power on a forehand table-
tennis shot, you may want to try a complete demonstration, going through the
entire process in front of the audience. But for relatively complicated
processes, you will want to present a modified demonstration in which you
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exhibit completed stages of the process and only physically demonstrate small
parts of each step or one or two complete steps.

For example, Allie works in a florist shop and has been asked by her former
art teacher to speak on the basics of floral arrangement to a high school art
class. The teacher has given five minutes for her presentation. In preparing for
the speech, Allie recognized that in five minutes she could not complete
arranging one floral display of any size let alone help students understand how
to create various effects. So she opted to physically demonstrate only parts of
the process and bring, as additional presentational aids, arrangements in vari-
ous stages of completion. For example, the first step in floral arranging is to
choose the right vase and frog (flower holder). So she brought in vases and
frogs of various sizes and shapes to show as she explained how to choose a vase
and frog based on the types of flowers used and the desired visual effect. The
second step is to prepare the basic triangle of blooms, so she began to demon-
strate how to place the flowers she had brought to form one triangle. Rather
than hurrying and trying to get everything perfect in the few seconds she had,
however, she also brought out several other partially finished arrangements
that were behind a draped table. These showed other carefully completed tri-
angles that used other types of flowers. The third step is placing additional
flowers and greenery to complete an arrangement and achieve various artistic
effects. Again, Allie actually demonstrated how to place several blooms, and
then, as she described them, she brought out several completed arrangements
that illustrated various artistic effects. Even though Allie did not physically per-
form all of each step, her visual presentation was an excellent demonstration of
floral arranging.

Although some process speeches require you to demonstrate, others are
not suited to demonstrations; instead, you can use visual aids to help the audi-
ence “see” the steps in the process. In a speech on making iron, it would not
be practical to demonstrate the process; however, a speaker would be able to
greatly enhance the verbal description by showing pictures or drawings of each
stage.

In process speeches, the steps are the main points, and the speech is orga-
nized in time order so that earlier steps are discussed before later ones. Just as
in a demonstration, speaker expertise is essential to the effectiveness of a
process speech, and using vivid language when accompanied by well-prepared
presentational aids ensures that the speech will be effective.
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After class, as Gina and Paul were discussing what they
intended to talk about in their process speeches, Paul
said, “I think I’m going to talk about how to make a
synthetic diamond.”

“That sounds interesting, Paul, but I didn’t know that
you had any expertise with that.”

“I don’t. But I’ll bet Professor Henderson will really be
impressed with my speech because my topic will be so
novel.”

“That may be,” Gina replied, “but didn’t he stress
that for this speech we should choose a topic that was
important to us and that we knew a lot about?”

“Sure,” Paul said sarcastically. “He’s going to be
impressed if I talk about how to hold a golf club? No way.
Trust me. Everyone’s going to think I make diamonds in
my basement and I’m going to get a good grade. Just
watch.”

1. Is Paul’s plan unethical? Why?
2. What should Gina say to challenge Paul’s last

statement?
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Process Speech
Prepare a three- to six-minute speech in which you explain how something is made,
how something is done, or how something works. An adaptation plan and a complete
outline are required. To help you prepare your speech and your outline, use your
ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access Speech Builder Express and complete the
Speech Planning Action Step Activities.

Notice that the sample Process Speech Evaluation Form shown below includes
both primary criteria related to process and demonstration speeches and general cri-
teria items that are common to all speeches.

The following topics are examples of ones that would be appropriate for a
process explanation speech:

How to Do It How to Make It How It Works
hang wallboard fishing flies helicopter
grade meat origami birds ice cream maker
apply for a loan plastic asexual reproduction
organize a golf outing spinach soufflé cell phone

S P E E C H  A S S I G N M E N T

Process Speech Evaluation Form
You can use this form to critique a process speech that you hear in class. As you lis-
ten to the speaker, outline the speech. Then answer the questions below.

Primary Criteria (Content)

1. Was the specific goal appropriate for a process explanation speech?

2. Did the speaker show personal expertise with the process?

3. Did the speaker emphasize the process steps?

4. Did the speaker have good presentational aids that helped explain the
process?

5. If the speaker demonstrated the process, or parts of the process, was the
demonstration fluid and skillful?

6. Could the audience easily see the presentational aids or demonstration?

7. Were the demonstration or presentational aids important to understanding
the main ideas?

8. Did the speaker adequately answer the overarching question of how to do
it, how to make it, or how it works?

General Criteria (Structure and Delivery)

1. Was the specific goal clear?

2. Was the introduction effective in creating interest and introducing the
process to be explained?

3. Was the macrostructure easy to follow?

4. Was the language clear, vivid, and appropriate?

5. Was the conclusion effective in summarizing the steps and clinching?

S P E E C H  E V A L U A T I O N  C H E C K L I S T
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6. Was the speaker’s voice intelligible, expressive, and conversational?

7. Was the speaker’s use of facial expressions, gestures, and movement
appropriate?

Based on these criteria, evaluate the speech as (check one):

_____ excellent _____ good _____ satisfactory _____ fair _____ poor

You can use your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access this checklist online under
the Chapter 12 resources.

Text not available due to copyright restrictions
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Expository Speeches
An expository speech is an informative presentation that provides carefully
researched in-depth knowledge about a complex topic. For example, “Under-
standing the Health Care Debate,” “The Origins and Classification of Nursery
Rhymes,” “The Sociobiological Theory of Child Abuse,” and “ Viewing Gangsta
Rap as Poetry” are all topics on which you could give an interesting expository
speech. Lengthy expository speeches are known as lectures. In this section, we
describe four kinds of expository speeches.

All expository speeches require that the speaker use an extensive research
base for preparing the presentation, choose an organizational pattern that
helps the audience understand the material being discussed, and use a variety
of informative methods to sustain the audience’s attention and comprehension
of the material presented.

Even college professors who are experts in their fields draw from a variety
of source material when they prepare their lectures. So you will want to acquire
your information from reputable sources. Then, as you are speaking, you will
want to cite the sources for the information you present. You do so in the form
of oral footnotes— oral references to the original source of particular informa-
tion at the point of presenting it during a speech. In this way, you can establish
the trustworthiness of the information you present as well as strengthen your
own credibility.

Expository speakers also must choose an organizational pattern that is best
suited to the material they will present. Different types of expository speeches
are suited to different organizational patterns. It is up to the speaker to
arrange the main points of the speech thoughtfully so that they flow in a man-
ner that aids audience understanding and memory.

Finally, a hallmark of effective expository speaking is that it uses various
methods of informing for developing material. Within one speech, you may
hear the speaker use descriptions, definitions, comparisons and contrasts, nar-
ration, and short demonstrations to develop the main points.

Expository speeches include those that explain a political, economic, social,
religious, or ethical issue; those that explain events or forces of history; those
that explain a theory, principle, or law; and those that explain a creative work.

Exposition of Political, Economic, Social, 
Religious, or Ethical Issues
Before we can solve a problem, we must understand it. So there is a need

for someone to explain issues to us. In an expository speech, you have the
opportunity to help the audience understand the background or context of an
issue, including the forces that gave rise to the issue and continue to affect it.
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You may also present the various positions that are held about the issue and
the reasoning behind these positions. Finally, you may discuss various ways that
have been presented for resolving the issue.

The general goal of your speech is to inform, not to persuade. Therefore,
you will want to present all sides of controversial issues without advocating
which side is better. You will also want to make sure that the sources you are
drawing from are respected experts and are objective in what they report.
Finally, you will want to present complex issues in a straightforward manner
that helps your audience to understand while not oversimplifying knotty issues.

For example, Mahalia has decided to give a speech on the issue of drilling
for oil and natural gas in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. In doing her
research, Mahalia needs to be careful that she consults articles and experts on
all sides of this controversial issue and fairly incorporates their views in her out-
line. Because this is a very complex issue, if she has time, she will want to dis-
cuss all important aspects of the controversy, including the ecological, eco-
nomic, political (national, state, and local), and technological aspects. If time is
a factor, she may limit her discussion to just one or two of these aspects, but
she should at least inform her audience of the other considerations that affect
the issue.

You can identify an issue that you could use for an expository speech by
reviewing the list of topics that you brainstormed earlier in this course. The fol-
lowing list of topic ideas might stimulate your thinking as you work with your
own list.

gay marriage stem cell research
affirmative action universal health care
hate speech school vouchers
media bias teen curfews
school uniforms home schooling
immigration acid rain
tort reform downloading music
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Exposition of Historical Events and Forces
It has been said that those who don’t understand history may be forced to

repeat it, so an important type of expository speech is one that explains histor-
ical events or forces. History can be fascinating for its own sake, but when his-
tory is explained, we can see its relevance for what is happening today. Unfor-
tunately, there are people who think history is boring; we believe this is
because many people have learned history from sources that are boring. As an
expository speaker, you have a special obligation during your research to seek
out stories and narratives that can enliven your speech. And you will want to
consult sources that analyze the events you describe so that you can discuss
what impact they had at the time they occurred and what meaning they have
today. Although many of us are familiar with the historical fact that the United
States developed the atomic bomb during World War II, an expository speech
on the Manhattan Project (as it was known) that dramatized the race to pro-
duce the bomb and told the stories of the main players would add to our
understanding of the inner workings of “secret” government-funded research
projects. It might also place modern arms races and the fear of nuclear prolif-
eration in their proper historical context. The following list of topic ideas
might stimulate your thinking about historical topics you might be interested
in speaking about.

slavery Gandhi’s movement
the Papacy the colonization of Africa
Irish immigration building the Great Pyramids
the suffrage movement the Industrial Revolution
the Olympics the Ming Dynasty of China
conquering Mt. Everest the Vietnam War
the Balfour Declaration (which the Crusades
laid the groundwork for creating
the state of Israel)

Exposition of a Theory, Principle, or Law
The way we live is affected by natural and human laws and principles and

explained by various theories. Yet there are many theories, principles, and laws
that we do not completely understand or don’t understand how they affect us.
An expository speech can inform us by explaining these important phenom-
ena. As an expository speaker, you will be challenged to find material that
explains the theory, law, or principle in language that is understandable to the
audience. You will want to search for or create examples and illustrations that
demystify esoteric or complicated terminology. Using effective examples and
comparing unfamiliar ideas with those that the audience already knows can
help you explain the law. For example, in a speech on the psychological princi-
ples of operant conditioning, a speaker could help the audience understand
the difference between continuous reinforcement and intermittent reinforce-
ment with the following explanation:

When a behavior is reinforced continuously, each time people perform the behavior
they get the reward, but when the behavior is reinforced intermittently, the reward
is not always given when the behavior is displayed. Behavior that is learned by con-
tinuous reinforcement disappears quickly when the reward is no longer provided,
but behavior that is learned by intermittent reinforcement continues for long peri-
ods of time, even when not reinforced. You can see examples of how behavior was
conditioned in everyday encounters. For example, take the behavior of putting a
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coin in the slot of a machine. If the machine is a vending machine, you expect to be
rewarded every time you “play.” And if the machine doesn’t eject the item, you
might wonder if the machine is out of order and “play” just one more coin, or you
might bang on the machine. In any case, you are unlikely to put in more than one
more coin. But suppose the machine is a slot machine or a machine that dispenses
instant winner lottery tickets. Now how many coins will you “play” before you stop
and conclude that the machine is “out of order”? Why the difference? Because you
have been conditioned to a vending machine on a continuous schedule, but a slot
machine or automatic lottery ticket dispenser “teaches” you on an intermittent
schedule.

The following list of topic ideas might stimulate your thinking about topics
for an expository speech on a theory, principle, or law.

natural selection diminishing returns

gravity Boyle’s law

number theory psychoanalytic theory

global warming intelligent design

feminist theory Maslow’s hierarchy of needs

the normal distribution color theory: complements and contrasts

Exposition of a Creative Work
Probably every university offers courses in art, theater, music, literature, and

film appreciation. The purpose of these courses is to explain the nature of the
creative work and to give the student tools by which to recognize the style, his-
torical period, and quality of a particular piece or group of pieces. Yet most of
us know very little about how to understand a creative work, so presentations
designed to explain creative works such as poems, novels, songs, or even
famous speeches can be very instructive for audience members.

When developing a speech that explains a creative work or body of work,
you will want to find information on the work and the artist who created it. In
addition, you will want to find sources that help you understand the period in
which this work was created and learn about the criteria that critics use to eval-
uate works of this type. So, for example, if you wanted to give an expository
speech on Fredrick Douglass’s Fourth of July oration of 1852 in Rochester, New
York, you might need to orient your audience by first reminding them of who
Douglass was. Then you would want to explain the traditional expectation that
was set for Fourth of July speakers at this point in history. After this, you might
want to summarize the speech and perhaps share a few memorable quotes.
Finally, you would want to discuss how speech critics view the speech and why
the speech is considered “great.”

The following list of topic ideas might stimulate your thinking about topics
for an expository speech on a creative work.

jazz the films of Alfred Hitchcock

Impressionist painting the love sonnets of Shakespeare

salsa dancing Kabuki theater

inaugural addresses iconography

a postmodern critique Catcher in the Rye: a coming-of-
of A Farewell to Arms age novel

Van Gogh’s Starry Night Spike Lee’s Mo’ Better Blues
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Expository Speech
Prepare a five- to eight-minute informative speech in which you present carefully
researched in-depth information about a complex topic. To help you prepare your
speech and your outline, use your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access Speech
Builder Express and complete the Speech Planning Action Step Activities.

Notice that the sample Expository Speech Evaluation Checklist that follows
includes both primary criteria related to expository speeches and general criteria
items that are common to all speeches.

To see sample topics that would be appropriate for this speech assignment,
review the topic lists provided earlier with the descriptions of types of expository
speeches.

S P E E C H  A S S I G N M E N T

Expository Speech Evaluation Checklist
You can use this form to critique an expository speech that you hear in class. As you
listen, outline the speech and identify which expository speech type it is. Then
answer the questions below.

Type of expository speech

Exposition of political, economic, social, religious, or ethical issues

Exposition of historical events or forces

Exposition of a theory, principle, or law

Exposition of a creative work

Primary Criteria (Content)

1. Was the specific goal of the speech to provide well-researched information
on a complex topic?

2. Did the speaker effectively use a variety of methods to convey the
information?

3. Did the speaker emphasize the main ideas and important supporting
material?

4. Did the speaker use high-quality sources for the information presented?

5. Did the speaker use a variety of supporting material?

6. Did the speaker present in-depth high-quality information?

General Criteria (Structure and Delivery)

1. Was the specific goal clear?

2. Was the introduction effective in creating interest, as well as introducing
the topic and main points to be explained?

3. Was the macrostructure easy to follow?

4. Was the language simple, clear, vivid, and appropriate?

5. Was the conclusion effective in summarizing the main points and
clinching?

6. Was the speaker’s voice intelligible, expressive, and conversational?

S P E E C H  E V A L U A T I O N  C H E C K L I S T
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7. Was the speaker’s use of facial expressions, gestures, and movement
appropriate?

Based on these criteria, evaluate the speech as (check one):

_____ excellent _____ good _____ satisfactory _____ fair _____ poor

You can use your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access this checklist online under
the Chapter 12 resources.

Text not available due to copyright restrictions
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Summary
An informative speech is one whose goal is to explain or describe facts, truths,
and principles in a way that stimulates interest, facilitates understanding, and
increases the likelihood that audiences will remember. In short, informative
speeches are designed to educate an audience.

Effective informative speeches are intellectually stimulating, relevant, cre-
ative, memorable, and address diverse learning styles. Informative speeches will
be perceived as intellectually stimulating when the information presented is
new and when it is explained in a way that excites interest. Informative
speeches are creative when they produce original ideas or insights. Informative
speeches stimulate audience memory and round the four-stage cycle of learn-
ing.

We can inform by describing something, defining it, comparing and con-
trasting it with other things, narrating stories about it, or demonstrating it.

Two common forms of informative speeches are process speeches, in which
the steps of making or doing something are shown, and expository speeches,
which are well-researched explanations of complex ideas. Types of expository
speeches include those that explain political, economic, social, religious, or
ethical issues; those that explain events or forces of history; those that explain a
theory, principle, or law; and those that explain a creative work.
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C H A L L E N G E  O N L I N E  

Now that you’ve read Chapter 12, use your Thom-
sonNOW for The Challenge of Effective Speaking for
quick access to the electronic resources that accom-
pany this text. Your ThomsonNOW gives you access
to the video of Louisa’s and Elizabeth’s speeches,
“Making Ethanol” and “The Three C’s of Down Syn-
drome,” featured on pages 242–246 and 251–255,
the speech evaluation checklists shown on pages 241
and 250, the Web Resources featured in this chap-
ter, Speech Builder Express, InfoTrac College Edi-
tion, and online study aids such as a digital glossary
and review quizzes.

Your Challenge ThomsonNOW is an online study
system that helps you identify concepts you don’t
fully understand, allowing you to put your study
time to the best use. Using chapter-by-chapter diag-
nostic pretests, the system creates a personalized
study plan for each chapter. Each plan directs you
to specific resources designed to improve your
understanding, including pages from the text in
e-book format. Chapter posttests give you an oppor-
tunity to measure how much you’ve learned and let
you know if you are ready for graded quizzes and
exams.
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K E Y  T E R M S  

Go to your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access
your online glossary for Chapter 12. Print a copy of
the glossary for this chapter and test yourself with

the electronic flash cards or complete the cross-
word puzzle to help you master these key terms:

antonym (237)
comparison and contrast (237)
creativity (233) 
definition (236) 
demonstration (238) 

oral footnote (246) 
narration (237) 
process speech (239) 
productive thinking (233) 
synonym (237)

description (235) 
expository speech (246) 
informative speech (231) 
intellectually stimulating (232) 
listener relevance link (233) 

W E B  R E S O U R C E  

Go to your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access
the Web Resource for this chapter.

12.1 Thinking Like a Genius (233) 
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Persuasive Speaking:
Reasoning with 
Your Audience

1313
Speech is power: speech is to per-
suade, to convert, to compel.

Ralph Waldo Emerson, “Social
Aims,” 1875

What’s Ahead
H E R E ’ S  W H A T ’ S  A H E A D  I N  T H I S  C H A P T E R :

1. How does knowing how people think about persuasive messages help
you prepare your speech?

2. Why is it important to discover your audience’s attitude about your
topic?

3. How can you best phrase your persuasive speech goals?

4. What criteria do you use to evaluate your evidence?

5. What are the most effective ways to organize persuasive speeches?

6. How do you develop good reasoning for your arguments?
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Eric is the oldest of several children. Growing up, he saw his younger sib-

lings argue and fight more after they’d watched violent television pro-

grams. He wanted to give a speech on this topic but realized the audience

would probably disagree with him about censoring television. He thought

there must be a way to convince even this audience that he had a good

solution to the problem, but how? Amanda wanted to speak on domestic

violence, but like Eric, she worried that some classmates might oppose her

views. She wondered if it would be better to speak about another topic. Pete

wanted to raise awareness about teen suicide and convince his audience to

act to prevent it, but like Eric and Amanda, he wondered if he could

organize his thoughts well enough to convince his listeners. 

Although it is easy to get excited about a really powerful speech, real-
life attempts to persuade others require the speaker to be knowledgeable about
forming arguments and adapting them to the needs of the audience. A persua-
sive speech is one whose goal is to influence the attitudes, beliefs, values,
and/or behavior of audience members. It is the most demanding speech chal-
lenge because it not only requires the skills you’ve studied so far but also
means that you must understand how to convince audience members to alter
their attitudes, beliefs, values, or behaviors. In this and the following chapter,
we will explore what it takes to be effective in persuasive speaking.

This chapter focuses on reasoning with the audience. We begin by dis-
cussing how people process persuasive messages and what motivates them to
believe persuasive messages. Then we focus on how the audience’s initial atti-
tude toward your topic affects the specific goal you select. Next we explain how
to select the arguments or reasons you will use to convince your audience as
well as the evidence you will want to present in support of those reasons. Then
we describe how you can test the logic of your argument. After that, we present
methods for organizing your material. Finally, we look at one framework used
in persuasive speaking—the speech to convince—and we present the criteria
that can be used to evaluate speeches of this type. The next chapter will
explore the role of emotion in persuasive speaking.

How People Process Persuasive Messages:
The Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM)
Do you remember times when you listened carefully and thought about some-
thing of which someone was trying to convince you? Do you remember con-
sciously thinking over what had been said and making a deliberate decision? Do
you remember other times when you only half listened and made up your mind
quickly based on your “gut” feeling about the truthfulness of what had been
said? What determines how well we listen to and how carefully we evaluate the
hundreds of persuasive messages we hear each day? Richard Petty and John
Cacioppo developed a model that explains how likely people are to spend time
evaluating information (such as the arguments that they hear in a speech) in an
elaborate way, using their critical thinking skills, rather than processing informa-
tion in a simpler, less critical manner. Called the Elaboration Likelihood Model
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(ELM), this theory can be used by speakers to develop persuasive speeches that
will be influential with audience members regardless of how they process.

The model suggests that people process information in one of two ways.
One way is intense and more time consuming. People using this “central route”
listen carefully, think about what is said, and may even mentally elaborate on
the message. The second way, called the “peripheral route,” is a shortcut that
relies on simple cues such as a quick evaluation of the speaker’s credibility or a
gut check about what the listener feels about the message.

According to the ELM, what determines if we use the central or peripheral
route is how important we perceive the issue to be for us. When we feel
involved with an issue, we are willing to expend the energy necessary for pro-
cessing on the central route. When the issue is less important, we take the
peripheral route. So how closely your audience members will follow your argu-
ments depends on how involved they feel with your topic. For example, if you
have a serious chronic illness that is expensive to treat, you are more likely to
pay attention to and evaluate for yourself any proposals to change your health-
care benefits. If you are healthy, you are likely to quickly agree with whatever
someone you perceive to be credible suggests or go along with a proposal that
seems compassionate.

The ELM also suggests that when we form attitudes as a result of central
processing (critical thinking), we are less likely to change our minds than when
our attitudes have been formed based on peripheral cues. You can probably
remember times when in the moment you were swayed by a powerful speaker
but on later reflection you regretted your action and changed your mind. Like-
wise, based on information you have heard and spent time thinking about, you
probably have some strongly held beliefs that are not easily changed.

When you are preparing a persuasive speech, you will draw on this theory
by developing your topic in such a way that you increase the likelihood that
your audience members feel personally involved with the topic. You will want
to develop sound reasons so that audience members who use the central criti-
cal thinking approach to your speech will find your arguments convincing. For
members who are less involved, you will want to appeal to their emotions and
include information that enables them to see you as credible.

The Greek philosopher Aristotle defined rhetoric as “the ability to discover in
a certain case what are the available means of persuasion.” He suggested that the
speaker can present three types of appeals in a speech that will motivate the
audience to accept the position the speaker is advocating. Logos, logical appeals,
is the systematic way you structure your argument and the way you use reasoning
to build it and support your claims with evidence. Ethos, which we call speaker
credibility, is the sense of competence and character you are able to convey.
Pathos, emotional appeals, refers to your ability to evoke certain feelings in your
listeners. As you can see, when you are preparing a persuasive speech, part of
your preparation will entail discovering what logos, ethos, and pathos you can
bring to bear as you speak. The logos you create is critical to persuading audi-
ence members who use the central critical thinking approach, while the ethos
and pathos appeals you create may convince listeners who are processing on the
peripheral cues. Later in this chapter, we will describe each of these means of
persuasion and offer insight on how to use them in your speeches. Let us now
turn to the first step in planning a persuasive speech, writing a specific goal.

Constructing a Persuasive Speech Goal
The first step in preparing your persuasive speech is constructing a persuasive
speech goal. In this section, we consider using audience attitude toward your
topic to help you phrase your speech goal.
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Adapting Your Persuasive Goal 
to Initial Audience Attitude
As you begin considering your speech goal, you’ll want to understand the cur-
rent direction and strength of audience members’ attitudes about your topic.
An attitude is “a general or enduring positive or negative feeling about some
person, object, or issue.”1 People express their attitudes about something when
they give their opinions. So someone who states “I think physical fitness is
important” is expressing an opinion that reflects a favorable attitude about
physical fitness.

In Chapter 4, you learned that you can assess your audience’s attitudes by
surveying the audience or by referring to published surveys and extrapolating
these polls to the members of your audience. So you will want to begin your
persuasive speech preparation by understanding the attitudes that your audi-
ence is likely to have about your topic. Your knowledge of the audience atti-
tude will help you phrase your goal and choose your arguments.

Audience members’ attitudes (expressed by their opinions) about your
speech topic can range from highly favorable to strongly opposed and can be
visualized as lying on a continuum like the one pictured in Exhibit 13.1.

Even though an audience will include individuals whose opinions fall at
nearly every point along the distribution, generally audience members’ opin-
ions tend to cluster in one area of the continuum. For instance, the opinions of
the audience represented in Exhibit 13.1 cluster around “mildly opposed,”
even though a few people are more hostile and a few have favorable opinions.
That cluster point represents your target audience, the group of people you
most want to persuade. Based on your target audience, you can classify your
audience’s initial attitude toward your topic as “in favor” (already supportive of
a particular belief), “no opinion” (uninformed, neutral, or apathetic), or
“opposed” (against a particular belief or holding an opposite point of view).
Given that initial attitude, you can develop a speech goal and arguments
designed to influence your audience’s attitudes in the way you would like. In
general, when your target audience is in favor, seek action. When your target
audience has no opinion, seek agreement. When your target audience is
opposed to your position, seek incremental change.

Opposed
If your target audience is very much opposed to your goal, it is unrealistic

to believe that you will be able to change their attitude from “opposed” to “in
favor” in only one short speech. Instead, when dealing with a hostile audience,
seek incremental change, trying to move them only a small degree in your
direction, hoping for further movement later. For example, if you determine
that your audience is likely to be opposed to the goal “I want to convince my
audience that gay marriage should be legalized,” you might rephrase your goal
as “I want to convince my audience that committed gay couples should be able
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to have the same legal protection afforded to committed heterosexual couples
through state-recognized civil unions.” Begin by brainstorming objections,
questions, and criticisms that might arise, and then shape your speech around
them.

No Opinion
If your target audience is neutral, you can be straightforward with the rea-

sons in support of your goal. Still, it might be wise for you to consider whether
they are uninformed, impartial, or apathetic about your topic. If they are unin-
formed—that is, they do not know enough about the topic to have formed an
opinion—you will need to provide the basic arguments and information that
they require to become informed. Make sure that each of your reasons is really
well supported with good information. You may find that your audience is
impartial; that is, the audience has no opinion. In this case, they are likely to
listen objectively and accept sound reasoning. So, as with the uninformed audi-
ence, you can keep your focus on sound reasons and evidence. Finally, you may
find that your audience members have no opinion because they are apathetic.
An apathetic audience has no opinion because it is uninterested, unconcerned,
or indifferent to your topic. To convince this audience type, you will need to
find ways to arouse them. Look for materials that seem to relate to audience
needs and incorporate listener relevance links throughout your speech.

In Favor
If your target audience is only mildly in favor of your proposal, your task is

to reinforce and strengthen their beliefs. An audience whose beliefs favor your
topic will still benefit from a logical explanation of the reasons for holding
these beliefs. The audience may also become further committed to a belief by
hearing additional or new reasons and more recent evidence that support it.

If your audience analysis reveals that your listeners strongly agree with your
topic, then you can consider a speech goal that builds on that belief and moves
the audience to act on it. So, for example, if the topic is gay marriage and your
audience poll shows that most audience members strongly favor the idea, then
your goal might be “I want my audience to write their state legislators to
express their support for gay marriage.” We will discuss speeches that call lis-
teners to action in the next chapter.
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When you know that your
target audience is already
leaning in your favor, you can
focus your speech on a specific
course of action.

uninformed not knowing
enough about a topic to
have formed an opinion

impartial having no opinion

apathetic uninterested,
unconcerned, or indifferent
to your topic
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Phrasing Persuasive Speech Goals as Propositions
In a persuasive speech, the specific goal is stated as a proposition. A proposi-
tion is a declarative sentence that clearly indicates the position on the topic
that the speaker will advocate. For example, “I want to convince my audience
that smoking causes cancer” is a proposition. From it, we know that the speaker
will present arguments, reasons, and evidence to prove the validity of the
proposition.

Notice how a persuasive proposition differs from an informative speech
goal on the same subject: “I want to inform my audience of the research about
smoking and cancer.” In the informative speech, the goal is met if the audi-
ence understands and remembers what the speaker has said. In the persuasive
situation, however, the audience must not only understand what has been said
but accept it as true, believe it, and sometimes even take action.

The three major types of persuasive goals are stated as propositions of fact,
value, or policy.

A proposition of fact is a statement designed to convince your audience
that something did or did not exist or occur, is or is not true, or will or will not
occur. It takes a position on something not known but that can be argued for
as true. Propositions of fact can concern the past, present, or future. Although
propositions of fact may or may not be true—both positions are arguable—
they are stated as true. For example, whether or not Lee Harvey Oswald acted
alone when he killed President Kennedy is debatable. So you could argue a
proposition of fact concerning the past in two ways: “Lee Harvey Oswald was
the lone gunman who shot President John F. Kennedy” or “Lee Harvey Oswald
was part of a larger conspiracy to shoot President John F. Kennedy.” Examples
of propositions of fact concerning the present are “I want to persuade the
audience that there is a God,” “I want to convince the audience that smoking
causes cancer,” and “I want the audience to believe that large numbers of ele-
mentary school children are illiterate.” Claims of fact concerning the future are
predictions. For example, “Thanks to the Internet, paperbound books will
eventually cease to exist” and “E-mail will eventually replace traditional postal
service” are both propositions of fact concerning the future.

A proposition of value is a statement designed to convince your audience
that something is good, bad, desirable, undesirable, fair, unfair, moral,
immoral, sound, unsound, beneficial, harmful, important, or unimportant.2

You can persuade your audience that something has more value than some-
thing else, or you can persuade your audience that something meets valued
standards. For instance, “I want to convince my audience that a low-fat diet is
actually better than a fat-free diet” is a proposition that will require you to
prove that the nutritional value of a low-fat diet meets the American Dietetic
Association standards that we value better than a fat-free diet. Similarly, the
proposition “I want my audience to believe that multilingual education is bene-
ficial to children” requires you to prove that children who receive multilingual
education receive specific educational rewards that we, as a society, value.

A proposition of policy is a statement designed to convince your audience
that they should take a specific course of action. Propositions of policy will
implore listeners using words such as “do it/don’t do it,” “should/shouldn’t,” or
“must/must not.” “I want my audience to believe that a public speaking course
should be required for all students at this university,” “I want to persuade the
audience that the United States must stop participating in the war in Iraq,” and
“I want to convince the audience that to receive a high school diploma all
home-schooled children should be required to take and pass the same tests as
public school children” are all propositions that advocate a specific policy. Sim-
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proposition a declarative
sentence that clearly indi-
cates the position that the
speaker will advocate in a
persuasive speech

proposition of fact a state-
ment designed to convince
your audience that some-
thing did or did not exist or
occur, is or is not true, or
will or will not occur

proposition of value a state-
ment designed to convince
your audience that some-
thing is good, bad, desir-
able, undesirable, fair,
unfair, moral, immoral,
sound, unsound, beneficial,
harmful, important, or unim-
portant

proposition of policy a
statement designed to con-
vince your audience that
they should take a specific
course of action
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ilarly, “I want to convince the audience that government must do more to fos-
ter the habit of recycling” and “ I want to convince the audience not to drink
and drive” are propositions of policy.

Exhibit 13.2 provides several examples of how propositions of fact, value,
and policy can be developed from the same topic idea.

As you begin work on your persuasive speeches, you can use the Speech
Planning Action Steps and Speech Builder Express to help you organize and
develop them, although some of the steps will be modified to provide you with
guidance that is particular to persuasive speeches. You can use Activity 7A and
the sample student response to help you develop a specific goal for a persua-
sive speech that is stated as a proposition.
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Propositions of Fact Propositions of Value Propositions of Policy
Mahatma Gandhi was the father Mahatma Gandhi was a moral Mahatma Gandhi should be given a 
of passive resistance. leader. special award for his views on passive

resistance.

Pharmaceutical advertising to Pharmaceutical advertising of new Pharmaceutical companies should be 
consumers increases prescription prescription drugs on TV is better required to refrain from advertising 
drug prices. than marketing new drugs directly prescription drugs on TV.

to doctors.

Using paper ballots is a popular Using paper ballots is better than Using paper ballots should be required 
method for voting in U.S. elections. using electronic voting machines. for U.S. elections.

EXHIBIT 13.2 Examples of persuasive speech propositions

S P E E C H  P L A N N I N G

ACTIVITY 7A Speech Planning Action Step 
for Persuasive Speeches

Writing a Specific Goal as a Persuasive Proposition
1. Tentatively phrase your goal as a proposition.
2. Check whether you believe that your target audience is opposed, has no opinion,

or is in favor of your proposition. Why?
3. Check whether you believe that the degree of your target audience attitude

makes your goal too difficult to meet or your audience is already convinced of
your goal. If you’ve checked either of these, then rephrase your goal to adapt to
that audience attitude.

4. Check whether your proposition, as stated or revised, is one of fact, value, or
policy.

You can complete this activity online with Speech Builder Express. Use your Thom-
sonNOW for Challenge to access Activity 7A.

A C T I O N  S T E P  1
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S T U D E N T  R E S P O N S E

ACTIVITY 7A Student Response Action Step 
for Persuasive Speeches

Writing a Specific Goal as a Persuasive Proposition
1. Tentatively phrase your goal as a proposition.

I want to convince members of the audience that they should not download music
from the Internet.

2. Check whether you believe that your target audience is opposed, ¸ has no opin-
ion, or is in favor of your proposition. Why?
Although some students may be opposed or in favor of this proposition, I judge
that the majority of the students in class are undecided.

3. Check whether you believe that the degree of your target audience attitude
makes your goal too difficult to meet or your audience is already convinced of
your goal. If you’ve checked either of these, then rephrase your goal to adapt to
that audience attitude.
Since my audience is neutral, my goal seems achievable.

4. Check whether your proposition, as stated or revised, is one of fact, value, or ¸
policy.

A C T I O N  S T E P  1

Identifying Good Reasons 
and Sound Evidence
Once you have identified a specific goal, you will use the research you have
acquired to help you choose the main points of the speech. In a persuasive
speech, the main points are reasons that support the goal, and the supporting
material is evidence that buttresses the reasons.

Finding Reasons to Use as Main Points
Reasons are main point statements that summarize several related pieces of
evidence and show why you should believe or do something. For example, sup-
pose you have decided to give a speech whose value proposition is, “I want the
audience to believe that homeownership is good for society.” After you have
researched this, you might conclude that everything you have discovered can
be grouped under one of six summary statements:

I. Homeownership builds strong communities.

II. Homeownership reduces crime.

III. Homeownership increases individual wealth.

IV. Homeownership increases individual self-esteem.

V. Homeownership improves the value of a neighborhood.

VI. Homeownership is growing in the suburbs.

Once you have identified reasons, you can weigh and evaluate each of them
to select the three or four that are of the highest quality. You can judge the
quality of each reason by asking the following questions:

reasons main point state-
ments that summarize sev-
eral related pieces of evi-
dence and show why you
should believe or do some-
thing

✓

✓
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1. Is the reason directly related to proving the propo-
sition? Sometimes, we find information that can be sum-
marized into a reason, but that reason doesn’t directly
argue the proposition. For instance, you may have uncov-
ered a lot of research that supports the notion that
“Homeownership is growing in the suburbs.” Unfortu-
nately, it isn’t clear how the growth of homeownership in
the suburbs benefits society as a whole. So, in choosing
the reasons you will present, eliminate those that are not
obviously related to your proposition.

2. Do I have strong evidence to support a reason?
Some reasons sound impressive but cannot be supported
with solid evidence. For example, the second reason,
“Homeownership reduces crime,” sounds like a good
one, but can you support it? Sometimes, you may dis-
cover that the only proof you have for a reason is an
opinion expressed by one person or that you haven’t
uncovered any widespread or systematic confirmation of
this claim. In fact, in your research, you may discover that
although crime is lower in areas with high homeowner-
ship, there is little evidence to suggest a cause-and-effect
relationship. Because the audience will assess whether
they accept your reason based on the evidence you pres-
ent, eliminate reasons for which you do not have strong
support.

3. Will this reason be persuasive for this audience? Suppose you have a
great deal of factual evidence to support the reason “Homeownership increases
individual self-esteem.” This reason might be very persuasive to an audience of
social workers, psychologists, and teachers but may be less persuasive to an
audience of financial planners, bankers, and economists. So, once you are con-
vinced that your reasons are related to the proposition and have strong evi-
dence to support them, choose as main points of your speech those that you
believe will be most persuasive for your particular audience. You can use Activ-
ity 7B and the sample student response to help you select reasons to support
your goals.
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Audiences believe reasons
when there is strong evidence
to support them.
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S P E E C H  P L A N N I N G

ACTIVITY 7B Speech Planning Action Step 
for Persuasive Speeches

Selecting Reasons
1. Write the proposition that is the specific goal for this speech.
2. Try to list at least six reasons that support your specific goal. Then put asterisks

(*) beside the three or four reasons that your audience analysis suggests will be
most persuasive for this particular audience.

3. Write a thesis statement incorporating these reasons.

You can complete this activity online with Speech Builder Express. Use your Thom-
sonNOW for Challenge to access Activity 7B.

A C T I O N  S T E P  1



Selecting Evidence to Support Reasons
Although a reason may seem self-explanatory, before most audience members
will believe it, they want to hear information that backs it up. As you did your
research, you may have discovered more evidence to support a reason than you
will be able to use in the time allotted to your speech. So you will have to
choose what evidence you will present.

As we learned in Chapter 6, verifiable factual statements are a strong type
of supporting material. Suppose that in a speech whose goal is to convince
people that Alzheimer’s research should be better funded, you give the reason
“Alzheimer’s disease is an increasing health problem in the United States.” The
following would be a factual statement that supported this reason: “According
to a 2003 article in the Archives of Neurology, the number of Americans with
Alzheimer’s has more than doubled since 1980 and is expected to continue to
grow, affecting between 11.3 and 16 million Americans by the year 2050.”

Statements from people who are experts on a subject can also be used as
evidence to support a reason. For example, the statement “According to the
surgeon general, ‘By 2050 Alzheimer’s disease may afflict 14 million people a
year’” is an expert opinion.

Let’s look at an example of how both fact and opinion evidence can be
used in combination to support a proposition.

Proposition: I want the audience to believe that television violence has a
harmful effect on children.
Reason: Television violence desensitizes children to violence.
Support: In Los Angeles, California, a survey of fifty children between the
ages of five and ten who had just watched an episode of Teenage Mutant Ninja
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S T U D E N T  R E S P O N S E

ACTIVITY 7B Student Response Action Step 
for Persuasive Speeches

Selecting Reasons
1. Write the proposition that is the specific goal for this speech.

I want to convince members of the audience that they should not download music
from the Internet.

2. Try to list at least six reasons that support your specific goal. Then put asterisks
(*) beside the three or four reasons that your audience analysis suggests will be
most persuasive for this particular audience.
Downloading music is unethical.
* Downloading music is extremely harmful to recording companies.
* Downloading music is extremely harmful to artists.
* Downloading music is extremely harmful to your computer.
* Downloading music is illegal.
Downloading music might result in penalties.

3. Write a thesis statement incorporating these reasons.
Three good reasons for not downloading music off the Internet are that it’s
extremely harmful to recording companies and artists, it’s harmful to your
computer, and it’s illegal.

A C T I O N  S T E P  1
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Turtles asked the children whether or not violence was acceptable. Thirty-
nine of the fifty, about 80% percent of them, responded, “Yes, because it
helps you to win fights” (fact). Regardless of the rationale children express,
the fact remains that viewing violence desensitizes children, and this can
lead to real violence. According to Kirsten Houston, a well-regarded scholar
writing in the July 1997 Journal of Psychology, “Repeated exposure to media
violence is a major factor in the gradual desensitization of individuals to
such scenes. This desensitization, in turn, weakens some viewers’ psychologi-
cal restraints on violent behavior” (expert opinion).

Regardless of whether the evidence is fact based or opinion based, you will
want to choose the best evidence you have found to support your point. You
can use the answers to the following questions to help you select evidence that
is likely to persuade your audience.

1. Does the evidence come from a well-respected source? This question
involves both the people who offered the opinions or compiled the facts and
the book, journal, or Internet source where they were reported. Just as some
people’s opinions are more reliable than others, so are some printed and
Internet sources more reliable than others. As we stated in Chapter 6, be espe-
cially careful of undocumented information. Eliminate evidence that comes
from a questionable, unreliable, or biased source.

2. Is the evidence recent and, if not, is it still valid? Things change, so
information that was accurate for a particular time period may or may not be
valid today. As you look at your evidence, consider when the evidence was
gathered. Something that was true five years ago may not be true today. A
trend that was forecast a year ago may have been revised since then. And a sta-
tistic that was reported last week may be based on data that were collected
three years ago. So, whether it is a fact or an opinion, you want to choose evi-
dence that is valid today.

For example, the evidence “The total cost of caring for individuals with
Alzheimer’s is at least $100 billion, according to the Alzheimer’s Association
and the National Institute on Aging” was cited in a 2003 National Institutes of
Health publication. But it is based on information from a study conducted
using 1991 data, updated to 1994 data before being published. As a result, we
can expect that annual costs would be higher today. If you choose to use this
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S P E E C H  S N I P P E T

Using Unbiased, Well-
Respected Sources

In his speech about infant and
toddler automobile safety stan-
dards, Phil decided not to use
the Ford, General Motors, and
DaimlerChrysler companies as
sources because they might be
perceived as biased. Instead, he
cited experts from the National
Highway Traffic Safety Adminis-
tration as well as academic
experts from reputable trans-
portation programs.

Use evidence from a well-
respected expert. Quotes from
Madeleine Albright about
foreign policy will be more
likely to persuade than those
from less reliable sources.
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evidence, you should disclose the age of the data in the study and indicate that
today the costs would be higher.

3. Does the evidence really support the reason? Just as reasons need to be
relevant to the proposition, so does evidence need to be relevant to the reason.
Some of the evidence you have found may be only indirectly related to the rea-
son and should be eliminated in favor of evidence that provides more central
support.

4. Will this evidence be persuasive for this audience? Finally, just as when
you select your reasons, you will want to choose evidence that your particular
audience is likely to find persuasive. So, if you have a choice of two quotations
from experts, you will want to use the one from the person your audience is
likely to find more credible.

Reasoning with Audiences
In a persuasive speech, the goal is met by arguing for your point of view using
reasons that you support with evidence. In this section of the chapter, we
describe how you can build and test the logic of the most common types of
arguments used in presenting persuasive speeches.

Essentials of Reasoning
When you are reasoning with an audience, you are using the mental process of
drawing inferences from factual information, providing arguments for your
audience to consider. Arguments involve proving conclusions you have drawn
from reasons and evidence.3 Thus, when you show your friend that the engine
of his car is “missing” at slow speeds and stalling at stoplights, you can reason
(draw the conclusion or inference) that the car needs a tune-up. To put this in
speech order, you say, “Jim, your car needs a tune-up. Why? Because the car is
missing at slow speeds and stalling at stoplights.”

As you prepare your speeches, you need a method for analyzing the sound-
ness of the reasons or arguments that you are planning to make. Stephen Toul-
min,4 a philosopher and rhetorician, developed a system you can use for ana-
lyzing your arguments. The basic elements of an argument are the claim, the
support, and the reasoning process, called the warrant.
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Sara, a social worker in a homeless shelter, received a
call from the president of the Lions Club asking her if she
would like to speak to the group tomorrow. He was sorry
for the late call, but the speaker they had scheduled had
canceled. Sara was eager to do this because she wanted
to ask the club to contribute “last dollars”—about
$10,000 to a new family shelter that was being built.
This shelter would allow the community to house
homeless families as a unit rather than making them
break up and go to single-sex shelters.

Her problem was that the research she had gathered
and used in speeches four years ago as part of the

original fund drive seemed dated. But since she was a
last-minute fill-in speaker, she didn’t have time to do
additional research. Sara pondered her dilemma. She
figured that one thing she could do would be to use the
old information but obscure the actual dates. That way,
the audience wouldn’t really know that the evidence was
old. Besides, she reasoned, it’s not as though we’ve
solved the homeless problem.

1. Is Sara’s plan ethical?
2. How else might she solve her problem?

reasoning the mental
process of drawing infer-
ences (conclusions) from
factual information

arguments the process of
proving conclusions you
have drawn from reasons
and evidence
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Claim
A claim is a conclusion to be proven. In our simple example, one claim is

“Your car needs a tune-up,” which is supported by the evidence statements “It is
missing at slow speeds” and “It is stalling at stoplights.” But each of these state-
ments is also a claim that must be supported by evidence if it is to be accepted
and be valid as support for the larger claim “Your car needs a tune-up.”

Support
You can support a claim with reasons or evidence, including facts, opinions,

experiences, and observations that support the reasons. In the car example, the
support for our argument includes two reasons, “missing at slow speeds” and
“stalling at stoplights,” and the evidence that supports each of these reasons.

In outline form, our example looks like this:

Specific goal: I want the audience to believe that the car needs a tune-up if
the following situations occur. (claim)

I. The car misses at slow speeds. (reason and claim)
A. On Tuesday, it was missing when driven below 20 mph. (evidence)
B. On Wednesday, it did the same thing. (evidence)

II. The car stalls at stoplights. (reason and claim)
A. It stalled three times at lights on Monday. (evidence)
B. It stalled each time I stopped at a light yesterday. (evidence)

Warrant
The warrant is the logical statement that connects the support to the claim.5

Sometimes, the warrant of an argument is verbalized, but other times, it is sim-
ply implied. For instance, a person who claims that “the car needs a tune-up” on
the basis of “missing” and “stalling at stoplights” may verbalize the reasoning
process with the warrant, “Missing at slow speeds and stalling at lights are com-
mon indications, or signs, that the car needs a tune-up.” Or the speaker may just
assume you understand that these are signs of a car that needs a tune-up.

Although you may not actually state your warrants during the speech itself,
identifying the type of warrants you are planning to use will allow you to build
arguments that are persuasive.

Using C for claim (proposition or reason), S for support (reasons and evi-
dence), and W for warrant or explanation of the reasoning process, we can write
the reasoning for the proposition in our example in outline form as follows:

C I want the owner to believe that the car needs a tune-up. (specific goal)
S I. The engine misses at slow speeds. (plus evidence in support)
S II. The car stalls at stoplights. (plus evidence in support)
W (I believe this reasoning is sound because missing and stalling are major

indicators—signs—of the need for a tune-up.) (The warrant is written in
parentheses because it may not be verbalized when the speech is given.)

Types and Tests of Arguments
Although an argument always includes a claim and support, different logical
relationships can exist between the claim and the support on which it is based.
Four types of arguments commonly used in persuasive speeches are example,
analogy, causation, and sign.

Arguing from Example
You argue from example when the support statements you use are examples

of the claim you are making. For almost any topic, it is easy to find examples. So
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claim the proposition or con-
clusion to be proven

warrant the logical state-
ment that connects the sup-
port to the claim

argue from example to sup-
port your claim by providing
one or more individual
examples



you are likely to use arguing from example quite frequently. The warrant for an
argument from example—its underlying logic—is, “What is true in the exam-
ples provided is (or will be) true in general or in other instances.”

Suppose you are supporting Juanita Martinez for president of the local
neighborhood council. One of the reasons you present is the claim that
“Juanita is electable.” In examining her résumé to find support for this claim,
you find several examples of her previous victories. She was elected treasurer of
her high school junior class, chairperson of her church youth group, and pres-
ident of her college sorority. Each of these is an example that gives support to
the claim. What would the warrant statement for this argument look like? You
could say, “What was true in several instances ( Juanita has been elected in
three previous races) is true or will be true in general or in other instances
(she will be electable in this situation).”

Let’s look at this argument in speech analysis form:

C Juanita Martinez is electable.

S Juanita has won previous elections.
A. Juanita won the election for treasurer of her high school junior class.
B. Juanita won the election for chairperson of her church youth group.
C. Juanita won the election for president of her sorority.

W (Because Juanita Martinez was elected to previous offices, she is electable
for this office.)

When arguing from example, you can make sure your argument is valid by
answering the following questions.

1. Are enough examples cited? Are three elections ( junior class treasurer,
youth group chairperson, and sorority president) enough examples to make
your audience believe that your claim is true? Because the instances cited
should represent most or all possibilities, enough must be cited to satisfy the
listeners that the instances are not isolated or handpicked.
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Susan B. Anthony Under Arrest

In 1872, Susan B. Anthony was
arrested. Her crime? She voted
in a presidential election.

Today, it’s hard for us to
imagine a United States where
people are denied the right to
vote because of their gender. But
imagine you were in Anthony’s

shoes. If you were denied the right to vote because of
your gender, what strategy would you use to change the
system? Would you file a lawsuit? Foment a rebellion?
Advocate a hunger strike? Or go on the talk show circuit?
What would your goal be? Shut out of making headway in
the courts, Anthony hit the talk show circuit of her time,
presenting public lectures in fifty-four counties in New
York following her arrest. Anthony believed that mustering
support for suffrage and women’s rights required not only
making appeals to the male voters but also encouraging

other women to risk arrest by exercising their “citizen’s
right to vote.” In this excerpt from her speech “Is It a
Crime for a Citizen to Vote?” we see Anthony arguing that
change to the franchise policy of the United States would
come only as the result of massive civil disobedience.

We no longer petition Legislature or Congress to give us the
right to vote. We appeal to the women everywhere to
exercise their too long neglected “citizen’s right to vote.” We
appeal to the inspectors of election everywhere to receive
the votes of all United States citizens as it is their duty to
do. We appeal to United States commissioners and
marshals to arrest the inspectors who reject the names and
votes of United States citizens.

A powerful advocate for woman’s suffrage, Susan B.
Anthony died fourteen years before an amendment to the
U.S. Constitution guaranteed women the right to vote.
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2. Are the examples typical? Are the three examples typical of all of
Juanita’s campaigns for office? Typical means that the examples cited must be
similar to or representative of most or all within the category. If examples are
not typical, they do not support the argument. For instance, because all three
of these successes came in youth organizations, they may not be typical of elec-
tion dynamics in community organizations. If the three examples are not typi-
cal, then the logic of the argument can be questioned. As a speaker, you might
search for additional examples that are typical.

3. Are negative examples accounted for? In searching for supporting mate-
rial, we may find one or more examples that are exceptions to the argument
we wish to make. If the exceptions are minor or infrequent, then they won’t
invalidate the argument. For instance, in college, Juanita may have run for
chairperson of the Sociology Club and lost. That one failure does not necessar-
ily invalidate the argument. If, however, negative examples prove to be more
than rare or isolated instances, the validity of the argument is open to serious
question. For instance, if you found that Juanita had run for office twelve times
and was successful on only the three occasions cited, then the argument would
be invalid.

If you believe that there are not enough examples, that the examples you
have found are not typical, or that negative examples are common, then you
will have only weak support for the claim and should consider making a differ-
ent type of argument.

Arguing from Analogy
You argue from analogy when you support a claim with a single comparable

example that is so significantly similar to the subject of the claim as to be
strong proof. The general statement of a warrant for an argument from anal-
ogy is, “What is true for situation A will also be true in situation B, which is sim-
ilar to situation A” or “What is true for situation A will be true in all similar sit-
uations.”

Suppose you wanted to argue that the Cherry Fork volunteer fire depart-
ment should conduct a raffle to raise money for three portable defibrillator
units. You could support the claim by analogy with a single example: Mack Fire
Department conducted a raffle and raised enough money to purchase four
units. The form for this argument from analogy looks like this:

C Cherry Fork Fire Department should conduct a raffle to raise money for
three portable defibrillator units.

S Mack Fire Department, which is very similar to Cherry Fork, raised
enough money through a raffle to purchase four units.

W (What worked at a very similar volunteer fire department, Mack, will
work at Cherry Fork.)

Let us return to the claim that Juanita is electable for president of the local
neighborhood council to see how arguing from analogy works in a more com-
plex situation. If you discover that Juanita has essentially the same characteris-
tics as Paula Jefferson, who was elected president two years ago (both are very
bright, both have a great deal of drive, and both have track records of success-
ful campaigns), then you can use the single example of Paula to form a reason
“Juanita has the same characteristics as Paula Jefferson, who was elected two
years ago.” This is analogical reasoning.

Let’s look at how the Martinez argument would look in outline form:

C Juanita Martinez is electable.
S Juanita has the same characteristics as Paula Jefferson, who was elected two

years ago. (This is also a claim, for which A, B, and C below are support.)
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port a claim with a single
comparable example that is
significantly similar to the
subject of the claim



A. Juanita and Paula are both very bright.
B. Juanita and Paula both have a great deal of drive.
C. Juanita and Paula both have won other campaigns.

W (What was true for Paula will be true for Juanita, who is similar on the
important characteristics.)

So the claim is supported through an analogy; then additional support is
offered to validate the analogy.

When arguing from analogy, you can make sure that your argument is valid
by answering the following questions.

1. Are the subjects being compared similar in every important way? Are
intelligence, drive, and track records the most important characteristics on
which to determine electability? If criteria on which the subjects are being
compared are not the most important ones, or if they really don’t compare
well, then you can question the reasoning on that basis.

2. Are any of the ways in which the subjects are dissimilar important to the
outcome? If Paula is a native of the community, whereas Juanita has only been
in the area for a year, is this dissimilarity important? When the dissimilarities
outweigh the subjects’ similarities, then conclusions drawn from the compar-
isons may be invalid.

Arguing from Causation
You argue from causation when you support a claim by citing events that

have occurred that result in the claim. Reasoning from causation says that one
or more of the events cited always (or almost always) brings about, leads to, or
creates or prevents a predictable effect or set of effects.

The general warrant for arguments from cause can be stated as follows: If
an event comes before another event and is associated with that event, then we
can say that it is the cause of the event. “If A, which is known to bring about B,
has been observed, then we can expect B to occur.” For instance, you could
develop a causal argument based on the relationship between mortgage inter-
est rates and home sales: “Home sales are bound to increase during the next
three months (claim) because mortgage interest rates have recently dropped
markedly (causal event as support).”
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How would you evaluate the
causal claim made on this
billboard?

argue from causation to cite
events that have occurred
that result in the claim
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Let’s look at this type of argument in outline form:

C Home sales will increase.
S Mortgage interest rates have dropped.
W (Lower interest rates generally lead to higher home sales.)

In researching Juanita’s election campaign, you might discover that (1) she
has campaigned intelligently and (2) she has won the endorsement of key
community leaders. If these two events are usually associated with victory, then
you can form the argument that Juanita has engaged in behavior that leads to
campaign victories, thus supporting the claim that she is electable. The argu-
ment would look like this:

C Juanita Martinez will be elected.
S A. Juanita has campaigned intelligently.
S B. Juanita has key endorsements.
W (Intelligent campaigning and getting key endorsements lead to [cause]

electoral victory.)

When arguing from causation, you can make sure that your argument is
valid by answering the following questions.

1. Are the events alone sufficient to cause the stated effect? Are intelligent
campaigning and key endorsements important enough by themselves to result
in winning elections? If the events are truly causes, it means that if these events
were eliminated, then the effect would be eliminated as well. If the effect can
occur without these events occurring, then you can question the causal rela-
tionship.

2. Do other events accompanying the cited events actually cause the effect?
Are other factors (such as luck, drive, friends) more important in determining
whether a person wins an election? If the other events appear equally or more
important in bringing about the effect, then you can question the causal rela-
tionship between the data cited and the conclusion. If you believe that other
data caused the effect, then you can question the reasoning on that basis.

3. Is the relationship between the causal events and the effect consistent?
Do intelligent campaigning and key endorsements always (or usually) yield
electoral victories? If there are times when the effect has not followed the
cause, then you can question whether a causal relationship exists. If you believe
that the relationship between the cause and effect is not consistent, then you
can question the reasoning on that basis.

Arguing from Sign
If certain events, characteristics, or situations always or usually accompany

something, those events, characteristics, or situations are signs. You argue from
sign when you support a claim by providing evidence that the events that signal
the claim have occurred. For instance, your doctor may claim that you have
had an allergic reaction because you have hives and a slight fever.

The general warrant for reasoning from sign can be stated as follows: When
phenomena that usually or always accompany a specific situation occur, then
we can expect that specific situation is occurring (or will occur). So the warrant
for the allergy argument can be stated as follows: “Hives and a slight fever are
indicators (signs) of an allergic reaction.”

Let’s look at this argument in outline form:

C You have had an allergic reaction.
S A. You have hives.
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mation that signals the
claim



B. You have a slight fever.
W (Hives and a slight fever are signs of an allergic reaction.)

Signs should not be confused with causes; signs accompany a phenomenon
but do not bring about, lead to, or create the claim. In fact, signs may actually
be the effects of the phenomenon. A rash and fever don’t cause an allergic
reaction; they are indications, or effects, of a reaction.

If in analyzing Juanita’s campaign, you notice that she has more campaign
workers than all other candidates combined and that a greater number of peo-
ple from all segments of the community are wearing “Juanita for President”
buttons, you may reason “Juanita’s campaign has the key signs of an election
victory.”

A speech outline using the sign argument would look like this:

C Juanita Martinez will be elected.
S A. Juanita has more campaign workers than all other candidates com-

bined.
B. A greater number of community members are wearing her campaign

buttons.
W (The presence of a greater number of campaign workers and buttons

than the opponents have is a sign/indicator of victory.)

When arguing from sign, you can make sure that your argument is valid by
answering the following questions.

1. Do the signs cited always or usually indicate the conclusion drawn? Do
large numbers of campaign workers and campaign buttons always (or usually)
indicate election victory? If the data can occur independently of the conclu-
sion, then they are not necessarily indicators. If the signs cited do not usually
indicate the conclusion, then you can question the reasoning on that basis.

2. Are a sufficient number of signs present? Are campaign workers and
buttons enough to indicate a victory? Several signs often indicate events or sit-
uations. If enough signs are not present, then the conclusion may not follow. If
there are insufficient signs, then you can question the reasoning on that basis.

3. Are contradictory signs in evidence? Are campaign buttons thrown away
in great numbers? If signs usually indicating different conclusions are present,
then the stated conclusion may not be valid. If you believe that contradictory
signs are evident, then you can question the reasoning on that basis.

Combining Arguments in a Speech
An effective speech usually contains several reasons that are based on vari-

ous types of arguments. For a speech with the goal “I want my audience to
believe that Juanita is electable,” you might choose to present three of the rea-
sons we’ve been working with. Suppose you selected the following:

I. Juanita has run successful campaigns in the past. (argued by example)
A. Juanita was successful in her campaign for treasurer of her high

school class.
B. Juanita was successful in her campaign for chairperson of her church

youth group.
C. Juanita was successful in her campaign for president of her sorority.

II. Juanita has engaged in procedures that result in campaign victory.
(argued by cause)
A. Juanita has campaigned intelligently.
B. Juanita has key endorsements.
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III. Juanita is a strong leader. (argued by sign)
A. Juanita has more campaign workers than all other candidates com-

bined.
B. Juanita has a greater number of community members wearing her

campaign buttons.

Just as each of our reasons is presented as an argument, so too is the overall
speech. So we need to determine what type of argument we are making. What
relationship do all three of these reasons have with the overall claim? That is,
how do running successful campaigns in the past, being engaged in procedures
that result in victory, and being a strong leader relate to whether Juanita is
electable? Are they examples of being electable? Do they cause one to be
elected? Are they signs that usually accompany election? Do they distinguish a
person who is electable from one who is not? As you study this, you will recog-
nize that the warrant is best stated: “Running successful campaigns in the past,
being engaged in procedures that result in victory, and being a strong leader
are all signs of electability.” Now you can test the soundness of the overall argu-
ment by using the tests of sign argument listed earlier.

Avoiding Fallacies of Reasoning
As you are developing your reasons and the arguments you will make, you
should check to make sure that your reasoning is appropriate for the particular
situation. This will allow you to avoid fallacies, or errors in reasoning. Five
common fallacies to avoid are hasty generalization, false cause, either-or, straw
man, and ad hominem arguments.

Hasty Generalization
A hasty generalization is a fallacy that presents a generalization that is either

not supported with evidence or is supported with only one weak example.
Because the supporting material that is cited should be representative of all the
supporting material that could be cited, enough supporting material must be
presented to satisfy the audience that the instances are not isolated or hand-
picked. Avoiding hasty generalizations requires you to be confident that the
instances you cite as support are typical and representative of your claim. For
example, someone who argued, “All Akitas are vicious dogs,” whose sole piece
of evidence was, “My neighbor had an Akita and it bit my best friend’s sister,”
would be guilty of a hasty generalization. It is hasty to generalize about the
temperament of a whole breed of dogs based on a single action of one dog.

False Cause
A false cause fallacy occurs when the alleged cause fails to be related to, or

to produce, the effect. The Latin term for this fallacy is post hoc, ergo propter hoc,
meaning “after this, therefore because of this.” Just because two things happen
one after the other does not mean that the first necessarily caused the second.
Unlike people who blame monetary setbacks and illness on black cats or broken
mirrors, be careful that you don’t present a coincidental event as a causes unless
you can prove the causal relationship. An example of a false cause fallacy is
when a speaker claims that school violence is caused only by television violence,
the Internet, a certain song or musical group, or lack of parental involvement.
When one event follows another, there may be no connection at all, or the first
event might be just one of many causes that contribute to the second.

Either-Or
An either-or fallacy is the argument that there are only two alternatives when,

in fact, others exist. Many such cases are an oversimplification of a complex
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argues there are only two
alternatives when, in fact,
there are many



issue. For example, when Robert argued that “we’ll either have to raise taxes or
close the library,” he committed an either-or fallacy. He reduced a complex issue
to one oversimplified solution when there were many other possible solutions.

Straw Man
A straw man argument is when a speaker weakens the opposing position by

misrepresenting it in some way and then attacks that weaker (straw man) posi-
tion. For example, in her speech advocating a seven-day waiting period to pur-
chase handguns, Colleen favored regulation, not prohibition, of gun owner-
ship. Bob argued against that by claiming “it is our constitutional right to bear
arms.” However, Colleen did not advocate abolishing the right to bear arms.
Hence, Bob distorted Colleen’s position, making it easier for him to refute.

Ad Hominem 
An ad hominem argument attacks or praises the person making the argu-

ment rather than addressing the argument itself. Ad hominem literally means “to
the man.” For example, if Jamal’s support for his claim that his audience
should buy an Apple computer is that Steve Jobs, the founder and current
president of Apple Computer, is a genius, he is making an ad hominem argu-
ment. Jobs’s intelligence isn’t really a reason to buy a particular brand of com-
puter. TV commercials that feature celebrities using the product are often
guilty of ad hominem reasoning.
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straw man a fallacy that
occurs when a speaker
weakens the opposing posi-
tion by misrepresenting it
and then attacks that
weaker position

ad hominem argument a fal-
lacy that occurs when a
speaker attacks or praises a
person making an argument
rather than addressing the
argument itself

Ad hominem arguments attack
a person rather than present
an argument.
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Organizational Patterns 
for Persuasive Speeches
Once you have identified and tested the logic of your reasons, you are ready to
organize the main points into a pattern that will enable your audience to fol-
low your argument. The most common patterns for organizing persuasive
speeches are statement of reasons, comparative advantages, criteria satisfaction,
refutative, problem-solution, problem-cause-solution, and motivated sequence.
In this section, we describe and illustrate each of the first four persuasive orga-
nizational patterns and identify the type of proposition for which they are most
commonly used. The last three patterns, problem-solution, problem-cause-
solution, and motivated sequence, will be described in the next chapter. So you
can contrast the patterns and better understand their use, we will illustrate
each pattern using the same topic with different propositions that use the same
(or similar) reasons.

Statement of Reasons Pattern
The statement of reasons is a form of persuasive organization used for proving
propositions of fact in which you present your best-supported reasons in a
meaningful order. For a speech with three reasons or more, place the strongest
reason last because this is the reason you believe the audience will find most
persuasive. You will often place the second strongest reason first because you
want to start with a significant point. Place the other reasons in between.

Proposition: I want my audience to believe that passing the proposed school
tax levy is necessary.

I. The income will enable the schools to restore vital programs. (second
strongest)

II. The income will enable the schools to give teachers the raises they need
to keep up with the cost of living.

III. The income will allow the community to maintain local control and will
save the district from state intervention. (strongest)

Comparative Advantages Pattern
The comparative advantages organizational pattern shows that one of two or
more alternatives (which may include the status quo) is best. You show that the
advantages of your alternative outweigh the disadvantages and that its advan-
tages surpass the advantages of the other options.6 A comparative advantages
approach to a school tax proposition would look like this:

Proposition: I want my audience to believe that passing the school tax levy is
better than not passing it. (compares the value of change to the status quo)

I. Income from a tax levy will enable schools to reintroduce important
programs that had to be cut. (advantage 1)

II. Income from a tax levy will enable schools to avoid a tentative strike by
teachers who are underpaid. (advantage 2)

III. Income from a tax levy will enable us to retain local control of our
schools, which will be lost to the state if additional local funding is not
provided. (advantage 3)
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a proposed change has
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Criteria Satisfaction Pattern
The criteria satisfaction pattern is an indirect organization that seeks audience
agreement on criteria that should be considered when evaluating a particular
proposition and then shows how the proposition satisfies those criteria. A crite-
ria satisfaction pattern is especially useful when your audience is opposed to
your proposition because it approaches the proposition indirectly by first
focusing on criteria that the audience may agree with before introducing the
specific proposition. A criteria satisfaction organization for the school tax
proposition would look like this:

Proposition: I want my audience to believe that passing a school levy is a
good way to fund our schools.

I. We all can agree that a good school funding method must meet three
criteria:
A. A good funding method results in the reestablishment of programs

that have been dropped for monetary reasons.
B. A good funding method results in fair pay for teachers.
C. A good funding method generates enough income to maintain local

control, avoiding state intervention.

II. Passage of a local school tax levy is a good way to fund our schools.
A. A local levy will allow us to fund important programs again.
B. A local levy will allow us to give teachers a raise.
C. A local levy will generate enough income to maintain local control

and avoid state intervention.

Refutative Pattern
The refutative pattern helps you organize your main points so that you per-
suade by both challenging the opposing arguments and bolstering your own.
This pattern is particularly useful when the target audience opposes your posi-
tion. Begin by acknowledging the merit of opposing arguments and then show-
ing their flaws. Once listeners understand the flaws, they are more receptive to
the arguments you present to support your opinion. A refutative organization
for the school tax proposition might look like this:

Proposition: I want my audience to agree that a school levy is the best way to
fund our schools.

I. Opponents of the tax levy argue that the tax increase will fall only on
property owners.
A. Landlords will recoup property taxes in the form of higher rents.
B. Thus, all people will be affected.

II. Opponents of the tax levy argue that there are fewer students in the
school district, so schools should be able to function on the same
amount of revenue.
A. Although there are fewer pupils, costs continue to rise.

1. Salary cost increases
2. Energy cost increases
3. Maintenance cost increases
4. Unfunded federal and state government mandates

B. Although there are fewer pupils, there are many aging school build-
ings that need replacing or retrofitting for this computer age.
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III. Opponents of the tax levy argue that parents should be responsible for
the excessive cost of educating their children.
A. Historically, our nation flourished under a publicly funded educa-

tional system.
B. Parents today are already paying more than our parents did.

1. Activity fees
2. Lab fees
3. Book fees
4. Transportation fees

C. Of school-age children today in this district, 42 percent live in fami-
lies that are below the poverty line and have limited resources.
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Persuasive Speaking
1. Prepare a four- to seven-minute speech in which you change audience belief.
2. Write a persuasive plan for adapting to your specific audience that includes:

a. How your goal adapts to whether your prevailing audience attitude is in
favor, has no opinion, or is opposed.

b. What reasons you will use and how the organizational pattern you
selected is fitting for your topic and audience.

c. How you will organize those reasons.
3. Write a complete speech outline.

To help you prepare your outline, use your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access
Speech Builder Express.

S P E E C H  A S S I G N M E N T

Speech to Convince Evaluation Checklist
You can use this checklist to critique a persuasive speech that you hear in class. As
you listen to the speaker, outline the speech. Pay close attention to the reasoning
process the speaker uses. Note the claims and support used in the arguments, and
identify the types of warrants used. Then answer the questions below.

Primary Criteria

1. Did the specific goal appear to be adapted to the initial attitude of most
members of the audience?

2. Was the specific goal phrased as a proposition (were you clear what posi-
tion on the issue the speaker was taking)?

3. Was the proposition one of: _____ fact _____ value _____ policy?

4. Were the reasons (claims) used in the speech:

Directly related to the proposition?

Supported by strong evidence?

Persuasive for the particular audience?

S P E E C H  E V A L U A T I O N  C H E C K L I S T
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5. Was the evidence (support) used to back the reasons (claims):

From well-respected sources?

Recent or still valid?

Persuasive for this audience?

Typical of all evidence that might have been used?

Sufficient (enough evidence was cited)?

6. Could you identify the types of warrants that were used?

Did the speaker argue from example? If so, was it valid?

Did the speaker argue from analogy? If so, was it valid?

Did the speaker argue from causation? If so, was it valid?

Did the speaker argue from sign? If so, was it valid?

7. Did the speaker engage in any fallacies of reasoning?

Hasty generalizations

Arguing from false cause

Ad hominem attacks

Either-or

Straw man

8. Did the speaker use an appropriate persuasive speech organizational pat-
tern?

Statement of reasons

Comparative advantages

Criteria satisfaction

Refutative

General Criteria

1. Was the specific goal clear?

2. Was the introduction effective in creating interest and introducing the
proposition?

3. Was the speech organized using an appropriate persuasive pattern?

4. Was the language clear, vivid, and appropriate?

5. Was the conclusion effective in summarizing what had been said and moti-
vating the audience to agree or act?

6. Was the speaker’s oral delivery intelligible, vocally expressive, and conver-
sational?

7. Was the speaker’s use of body poised, expressive, and appropriate?

Overall evaluation of the speech (check one):

_____ excellent _____ good_____ average_____ fair_____ poor

Use the information from this checklist to support your evaluation.

You can use your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access this checklist online under
the Chapter 13 resources.
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Sample Speech to Convince
This section presents a sample speech to convince given by a student, including an
adaptation plan, an outline, and a transcript.

Downloading Music
by Tobias Varland*

*Used with permission of Tobias Varland, University of Cincinnati.

Read the speech adaptation plan, outline, and a transcript of a speech given by
Tobias Varland in an introductory speaking course. You can access a video clip of
Tobias presenting his speech by using your ThomsonNOW for Challenge. You can also
use ThomsonNOW to identify some of the strengths of Tobias’s speech by preparing
an evaluation checklist and an analysis. You can then compare your answers to
those of the authors. To watch and evaluate another persuasive speech, use your
ThomsonNOW to access Eric Wais’s speech, “Capital Punishment,” under the
Chapter 13 resources.

Adaptation Plan
1. Audience attitude: When I asked people about their feelings about

downloading, I found that most realized that it was easy to do and that it saved them
time and money. There was a general belief that downloading didn’t really hurt
companies that much. But most also mentioned that they realized that it was not the
right thing to do, but with so many doing it, chances of being caught were pretty low.
As I put these data together, I determined that although the audience was not set
against downloading, they were not totally in favor of doing it either. So I put the
majority in the group of undecided or not that worried about the consequences.

2. Reasons: I believe the three reasons most likely to convince the audience are
that downloading is really harmful to companies, that downloading is harmful to the
computer (few people even mention this as a possible downside), and that
downloading is not only illegal but can be costly.

3. Selecting an organization to meet audience needs: Given that the majority of
the class seemed indifferent or unworried about the consequences, I determined
that a statement of reasons approach was appropriate. I have organized my speech
in such a way that it will gain momentum throughout the speech, and by the end of
the speech, the audience will have no choice but to consider my suggestions.

Outline
General purpose: To persuade

Speech goal: I want to convince members of the audience that they should not
download music from the Internet.

Introduction
I. Over the past few weeks, I’ve discovered that large numbers of people are doing

something that in my mind is unbelievably stupid.

II. They’re saving approximately 99 cents for doing something that could cost them
as much as $150,000.

III. They’re downloading copyrighted music off the Internet.

Thesis statement: There are three good reasons for not downloading music off the
Internet: it’s extremely harmful to recording companies and artists, it’s harmful to
computers, and it’s illegal.

Body
I. Downloading music is extremely harmful to recording companies and artists.

S A M P L E  S P E E C H
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A. Record sales have declined radically in the last five years.

1. About 41 percent of people are downloading music for free rather than
buying records, according to Fortune magazine.

2. Since 1993, average annual profit has dropped from 20 percent to less
than 5 percent.

B. People are losing jobs.

1. This year three major recording companies, BMG, EMI, and Sony Music,
fired 4,200 people as a result.

II. The second reason that you should not be downloading music from the Internet
is that it is harmful to your computer.

A. In order to download music from the Internet, people must use some sort of
spot check program.

1. Just one such program, His Eye, has 65 million users.

B. According to PC Magazine, by installing such a program, you also install
several others, such as spyware.

1. These programs monitor who you send e-mails to, copy your e-mail
messages, and store them on your server.

2. They send out spam directories that take control of your computer, lock
you out of your own computer, use your computer for illegal practices, and
say you are responsible.

a. For instance, a graduate student who is writing a thesis could have it
stolen and published before he or she gets a chance to print it.

3. Saving a few dollars instead of buying CDs or buying individual songs off
the Internet can put people at such huge risk that it’s unbelievable that
they continue to do it.

III. The third and most important reason for not downloading music is that it’s
illegal.

A. Music in the United States is protected by copyright law.

1. When you download music off the Internet, you are committing theft.

B. Recording studios have filed numerous lawsuits.

1. According to CBC News, one company just filed a lawsuit against four
college students from New England who had all downloaded 1,500 songs
apiece.

2. It sought fines of $150,000 per song that these students had
downloaded, according to the CBC News.

3. Although the company didn’t get the $150,000 per song, each student
was forced to pay somewhere between $12,500 and $17,500 and was
kicked out of school.

C. All of this happened because they wanted to save themselves 15 bucks per
CD.

Conclusion
I. So, think about it: Downloading is harmful to the recording industry, it is likely to

be harmful to your computer, and most of all, it could result in tremendous
financial loss to you because it is illegal.

II. I would encourage you to consider these things before you download anything
else. Consider whether or not it’s really worth it.
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Speech and Analysis 

Speech

As I was talking with a lot of my friends and acquaintances, I discovered a pretty
amazing phenomenon. I discovered that almost every person I talked to does some-
thing that in my mind is unbelievably stupid. Anyone know what I’m talking about?
It’s a behavior that has become extremely popular: illegally downloading copyrighted
music off the Internet. Today I’d like to convince you that you should not download
music on your computer. Why? For at least three reasons.

The first reason is that it’s extremely harmful to recording companies and record-
ing artists. I’m going to discuss some numbers with you—and I want you to think
about them. The first number is 61. According to The Write News, CD record sales in
the United States have dropped 61 percent in just the last year. The second number is
41. Downloading has become extremely popular, according to Fortune magazine.
Today, about 41 percent of people who love music are downloading it for free rather
than buying records. Third is a set of numbers: 20/5. Obviously, downloading is very
harmful to recording companies. In 1993, recording companies made an average
annual profit of just over 20 percent. Now they’re making less than 5 percent profit.
That’s 20 to 5! The last number is 4,200. During this last year, three major recording
companies, BMG, EMI, and Sony Music, have fired 4,200 people because they could
not gainfully employ these people. As much as you would like to think that music is
for the sake of art and people do it because they love doing it, music is a business. To
get their money out of it, recording companies can’t continue to produce music, the
artists have no ambition in producing music, and therefore, by downloading music,
most people would say, I’m trying to support this music, I want to listen to it, I want to
hear it—what they’re really doing is destroying an industry and insuring that there
will not be as much music produced in the future.

The second reason that you should not be downloading music from the Internet
is that it is extremely harmful to your computer. In order to download this music
from the Internet, almost everybody uses some sort of spot check program. The most
popular program right now is called His Eye, a program that has as many as 65 mil-
lion users. The problem is that when you install His Eye on your computer, you install
numerous other programs like spyware. This spyware does things to your computer
such as monitors who you send e-mails to, copies your e-mail messages and stores
them on your server, sends those addresses out to spam directories that can actually
take control of your computer, locking you out of your own computer, uses your
computer for illegal practices and says you are responsible for it since it is your com-
puter. Let’s look at a potential consequence. Suppose you’re a graduate student and
you’re writing a thesis paper. It could be stolen and published before you get a
chance to print it. It seems that people are doing this to save themselves a few dollars
from buying CDs or buying individual songs off the Internet and putting themselves
in such huge risk that it’s unbelievable that they continue to do it.

The third one, and the most important reason why this should not be done, is it’s
illegal. Music in the United States is protected by copyright law. When you download
this music off the Internet, you are committing theft. Recording companies recently
have been on a kind of a rampage in catching people who’ve been doing this. They
want to be very aggressive about it. And they just filed a lawsuit against four college
students from New England who had all downloaded 1,500 songs apiece. The record-
ing industry sought a fine of $150,000 per song that these students had downloaded.
This is according to the CBC News. The recording industry didn’t get the $150,000

Analysis
Tobias begins indirectly by sharing his
opinions about a behavior that has
become very popular. This indirect
method is designed to get people inter-
ested in determining what he is going
to talk about.

In his introduction he states his goal
and mentions that he will focus on
three reasons.

His first reason is designed to focus on
one important harm that results from
downloading.

Notice the presentation of information
used to support his point. Throughout
this section, he cites sources and gives
a variety of statistics.

Here he tries to get his audience to
think about what he has said. He
makes a good case showing that down-
loading has in fact a major effect on
companies and artists.

In this second reason, Tobias looks at
material with which the audience may
be totally unfamiliar.

He talks about side effects that result
from downloading methods. Some of
these side effects don’t seem to be that
important, but in fact, they are. He
shows that allowing access enables
others to take advantage of your
machine.

In short, he’s focusing on unnecessary
risks that may result from your use of
various downloading programs.

Notice how he keeps coming back to his
key point: For relatively small savings,
you are taking tremendous risks—
and you might not even be aware of
the potential harms.

Since the audience may not totally
accept the importance of these first two
reasons, Tobias closes with his third
and most important reason—that
some or much of what you’re doing is
not only illegal but also could be
tremendously detrimental to you.

The point is that the industry is mak-
ing examples of some individuals by
seeing to it that they pay fines. So the
costs are not $150,000, but would you
be able to afford the $12,500 to



Summary
Persuasive speeches are designed to influence the attitudes, beliefs, values, or
the behavior of audience members. The Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM)
describes how audiences process persuasive messages. Understanding this
model will enable you to focus on how to use logos, ethos, and pathos appeals
as you plan your speech. The first step in preparing a persuasive speech is to
construct a speech goal. These goals are chosen based on the audience’s initial
attitude. An audience may be opposed to the proposition, have no opinion
(because they are uninformed, impartial, or apathetic), or be in favor. Persua-
sive speech goals are phrased as propositions in which the position advocated
by the speaker is clearly indicated.

The second step is to choose good reasons and sound evidence. Reasons
are main point statements that support the proposition. Evidence is informa-
tion (including facts and expert opinions) selected to support reasons.

The third step is to evaluate the quality of your reasons. As you reason with
your audience, you will make claims that you support with evidence. The logic
that links your claim and your support is called the warrant. The warrant may
be voiced or just implied. Different types of warrants can be used to link claims
and support. Four of the most common are arguing from example, analogy,
cause, and sign. As you prepare your speech, you will want to decide which
types of warrants you will use and test them to ensure that they are valid. You
will also want to make sure that you avoid five common fallacies that occur in
reasoning: hasty generalizations, false cause, either-or, straw man, and ad
hominem arguments.

Finally, once you have selected your reasons and evidence and tested the
logic of your warrants, you can choose from among seven patterns of persua-
sive organization: statement of reasons, comparative advantages, criteria satis-
faction, refutative (discussed in this chapter), and problem-solution, problem-
cause-solution, and motivated sequence (discussed in the next chapter).
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per song; there’s no way that these students could ever pay that much money to the
recording companies. Each student was forced to pay somewhere between $12,500
and $17,500 along with being kicked out of school, and they were very lucky appar-
ently to avoid at least a six-month jail sentence. All to save themselves 15 bucks per
CD. I know that as a college student if somebody told me that I was responsible all of
a sudden for paying a $15,000 fine, I’m kind of out of luck—I can’t pay a $15,000
fine.

So, thinking about it, there are these three very obvious reasons that by down-
loading off the Internet you are costing people dollars, you’re destroying some peo-
ple’s careers; sound engineers, that’s all they know. They can’t be employed anymore,
because their companies are undermined by people trying to save a few dollars.
You’re putting your privacy and your computer at risk and making yourself further
liable for damages done with your computer by other people. And you’re breaking
the law. In a society where people don’t obey the law in one instance, what’s to keep
them from not obeying in another instance? How can you break this law and con-
demn somebody else for breaking another law? It doesn’t make sense, the whole
package of downloading copyrighted music off the Internet doesn’t make sense, and
most people just don’t think about that. So I would encourage you to consider these
things before you download anything else.

$17,500 that some have been required
to pay? And can you afford to be
“kicked out of school”?

Again he comes back to the relatively
small amount of money that people
save in comparison to what can be
monumental risks.

Here he does a good job of reinforcing
and reemphasizing the nature of the
problems that are being created as a
result of downloading.

He finishes with a strong appeal to the
lack of sense of continuing such
behavior.

A very good speech of reasons. Notice
how he put a strong reason first, a
reason that might be important sec-
ond, and the strongest reason third.

Most of his information was well doc-
umented. And the way he presented the
information really gets us to think. 
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C H A L L E N G E  O N L I N E

Now that you’ve read Chapter 13, use your Thom-
sonNOW for The Challenge of Effective Speaking for
quick access to the electronic resources that accom-
pany this text. Your ThomsonNOW gives you access
to the video of Tobias’s speech, “Downloading
Music,” featured on pages 281–284, the speech eval-
uation checklist shown on page 279, the Web
Resources featured in this chapter, Speech Builder
Express, InfoTrac College Edition, and online study
aids such as a digital glossary and review quizzes.

Your Challenge ThomsonNOW is an online study
system that helps you identify concepts you don’t

fully understand, allowing you to put your study
time to the best use. Using chapter-by-chapter diag-
nostic pretests, the system creates a personalized
study plan for each chapter. Each plan directs you
to specific resources designed to improve your
understanding, including pages from the text in e-
book format. Chapter posttests give you an opportu-
nity to measure how much you’ve learned and let
you know if you are ready for graded quizzes and
exams.

K E Y  T E R M S  

Go to your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access
your online glossary for Chapter 13. Print a copy of
the glossary for this chapter and test yourself with

the electronic flash cards or complete the cross-
word puzzle to help you master these key terms:

ad hominem argument (276)
apathetic (261)
argue from analogy (271)
argue from causation (272)
argue from example (270)
argue from sign (273)
arguments (269)
attitude (260)
claim (269)
comparative advantages (277)
criteria satisfaction (278)

proposition of policy (262)
proposition of value (262)
reasoning (269)
reasons (265)
refutative (278)
statement of reasons (277)
straw man (276)
target audience (260)
uninformed (261)
warrant (269)

either-or (275)
ethos (259)
false cause (275)
hasty generalization (275)
impartial (261)
incremental change (260)
logos (259)
pathos (259)
persuasive speech (258)
proposition (262)
proposition of fact (262)

S P E E C H  P L A N N I N G  A C T I O N  S T E P S  

Access the Action Step activities for this chapter
online at your ThomsonNOW for Challenge. Select
the chapter resources for Chapter 13 and then
click on the activity number you want. You may

print your completed activities, and you should
save your work so you can use it as needed in later
Action Step activities.

7A Writing a Specific Goal as a

Persuasive Proposition (263)
7B Selecting Reasons (266)
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Persuasive Speaking:
Motivating the Audience 1414

There can be no knowledge
without emotion. We may be
aware of a truth, yet until we
have felt its force, it is not ours.
To the cognition of the brain
must be added the experience of
the soul.

Arnold Bennett, The Journals of
Arnold Bennett, entry for March
18, 1897

What’s Ahead
H E R E ’ S  W H A T ’ S  A H E A D  I N  T H I S  C H A P T E R :

1. Why is it important to appeal to emotions in your persuasive speech?

2. What are strategies you might employ to appeal to emotions?

3. Why is it important to establish credibility in your persuasive speech?

4. What are strategies you might employ to establish credibility?

5. How can you organize your speech to actuate effectively?

6. What are some things to consider to ensure you develop an ethical
persuasive speech?
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As Steve finished his speech on “Taking Back the Neighborhood: Get Out

the Vote!” the audience rose to their feet and began to chant, “No more! No

more! No more! No more! . . .” It was clear to him that he had made an

impact. Not only had he convinced his audience, but he could also see that

they were visibly angry and ready for action. As he was leaving the plat-

form, he heard a member of the audience shout out, “You heard him. It’s

time! Voting won’t do any good. Let’s go take what is ours. Take to the

streets! Get yours!” In the riot that ensued, three neighborhood shops were

ransacked, ten cars were set on fire, and twenty-three people were arrested.

The next day as he toured the neighborhood and saw firsthand the wreck-

age his speech had led to, all he could think was, “This wasn’t what I

meant. This isn’t what I wanted.”

As this vignette suggests, you can deliver a persuasive speech that is a
powerful catalyst for action. The type of persuasive speech Steve gave, a speech
to actuate, moves beyond simply convincing the audience to believe something
by urging the audience to take action in some specified way. As a result, when
our speech calls for action on the part of audience members, we have an awe-
some responsibility to ensure that we use reasoning, emotional appeals, and
our credibility in ethical ways.

In the previous chapter, you were introduced to the Elaboration Likelihood
Model (ELM). This model suggests that when people are involved with your
topic, they are more likely to evaluate the arguments you make and the sup-
port for those arguments that you provide. So you studied how to use reason-
ing (logos) to build a speech whose logic can convince an audience. But to get
members of an audience to act requires additional speech-making skills.

In this chapter, we focus on motivating your audience to internalize the
message through the use of emotional appeals (pathos) and building your
credibility (ethos). Then we briefly explain how you can identify and suggest
incentives that motivate your audience to act. According to the ELM, emo-
tional appeals and appeals to credibility are also used by uninvolved listeners,
so we offer ethical guidelines for using pathos and ethos in speeches to actuate.
Finally, we introduce three patterns for organizing the macrostructure of
speeches to actuate.

Increasing Audience Involvement Through
Emotional Appeals (Pathos)
When we are involved with something, we care about it and have an emotional
stake in it. Emotions are the buildup of action-specific energy.1 Aristotle called
appeals to emotion “pathos.” We can see simple examples of this when we
observe how people’s facial expressions change as they receive good or bad
news. Smiling is one way to release our built-up feelings of happiness. Crying is
a way to release our built-up feelings of sadness. When people experience the
tension associated with any emotion, they look for a way to release the energy.
So as a speaker, if you can involve your audience (give them an emotional
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emotions the buildup of
action-specific energy
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stake) in what you are saying, they are more likely to use their energy to listen
carefully and internalize your speech.2 Let’s look at how research from Robin
Nabi shows you can increase involvement by stimulating both negative and pos-
itive emotions in your speeches.3

Evoking Negative Emotions
Negative emotions are disquieting, so when people experience them, they look
for ways to eliminate them. During your speech, if you can help your audience
experience negative emotions, they will be more involved with what you are
saying. As a result, they will be motivated to use their energy to listen carefully
to you to see if you give them a way to reduce their feelings of discomfort.
There are numerous negative emotions that you can tap; in the following dis-
cussion, we describe five of the most common.

Fear
We experience fear when we perceive that we have no control over a situa-

tion that threatens us. We may fear physical harm or psychological harm. Fear
is reduced when the threat is eliminated or when we escape. If as a speaker you
can use examples, stories, and statistics that create fear in your audience, they
will be more involved in hearing how your proposal can eliminate the source
of their fear or allow them to escape. For example, in a speech whose goal was
to convince the audience that they were at risk of developing high blood pres-
sure, the speaker might begin by personalizing the statistics on heart disease.

One of every three Americans age eighteen and older has high blood pressure. It is
a primary cause of stroke, heart disease, heart failure, kidney disease, and blindness.
It triples a person’s chance of developing heart disease, boosts the chance of stroke
seven times, and the chance of congestive heart failure six times. Look at the person
on your right; look at the person on your left. If they don’t get it, chances are, you
will. Today, I’d like to convince you that you are at risk for developing high blood
pressure.

Guilt
We feel guilt when we personally violate a moral, ethical, or religious code

that we hold dear. Guilt is especially keen in situations where the violation is
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When people are involved with
the message, they listen
attentively and process using
the central route. Emotional
appeals create involvement.

negative emotions disquiet-
ing feelings that, when peo-
ple experience them, they
look for ways to eliminate
them

fear the emotion we experi-
ence when we perceive that
we have no control over a
situation that threatens us

guilt the emotion we experi-
ence when we personally
violate a moral, ethical, or
religious code that we hold
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associated with how we believe we should conduct ourselves in relationship to
others. We experience guilt as a gnawing sensation that we have done some-
thing wrong. When we feel guilty, we are energized or motivated to “make
things right” or to atone for our transgression. As a speaker, you can evoke
feelings of guilt in your audience so that they pay attention to your arguments.
To be effective, your proposal must provide a way for the audience to repair or
atone for the damage their transgression has caused or to avoid future viola-
tions. For example, in a speech designed to motivate the audience to take their
turn as designated drivers, a speaker might evoke guilt like this:

Have you ever promised your mom that you wouldn’t ride in a car driven by some-
one who had been drinking? And then turned around and got in the car with your
buddy even though you both had had a few? You know that wasn’t right. Lying to
your mother, putting yourself and your buddy at risk . . . (pause) but what can you
do? Well, today I’m going to show you how you can avoid all that guilt, live up to
your promises to mom, and keep both you and your buddy safe.

Shame
We feel shame when we have violated a moral code and it is revealed to

someone we think highly of. The more egregious our behavior or the more we
admire the person who has found out, the more shame we experience. When
we feel shame, we are motivated to “redeem” ourselves in the eyes of that per-
son. Likewise, we can be convinced to refrain from doing something to avoid
feelings of shame. If in your speech you can evoke feelings of shame and then
demonstrate how your proposal can either redeem someone after a violation
has occurred or prevent feelings of shame, then you can motivate the audience
to carefully consider your arguments. For example, in a speech advocating
thankfulness, the speaker might use a shame-based approach by quoting the
old saying, “I cried because I had no shoes until I met a man who had no feet.”

Anger
When we are faced with an obstacle that stands in the way of something we

want, we experience anger. We also experience anger when someone demeans
us or someone we love. As with all emotions, the intensity of what we feel
varies. We can be mildly annoyed, or we can experience a level of anger that
short-circuits the reasoning process and leads to blind rage. Speakers who
choose to evoke anger in their audience members must be careful that they
don’t incite so much anger that reasoning processes are short-circuited. You
will recall that in the opening vignette, the speaker left the audience so riled
up that instead of using their energy to thoughtfully probe their own beliefs,
the audience responded to a rabble-rouser’s call and rioted.

When we feel anger, we want to strike back at the person or overcome the
situation that is thwarting our goals or demeaning us. So in your speeches, if
you can rouse your audience’s anger and then show how your proposal will
enable them to achieve their goals or stop or prevent the demeaning that has
occurred, you can motivate them to listen to you and think about what you
have said. For example, suppose you want to convince the audience to support
a law requiring the active notification of a community when a sex offender is
released from prison and living in the neighborhood. You might arouse the
audience’s anger to get their attention by personalizing the story of Megan
Kanka.

She was your little girl, just seven years old, and the light of your world. She had a
smile that could bring you to your knees. And she loved puppies. So when that nice
man who had moved in down the street invited her in to see his new puppy, she
didn’t hesitate. But she didn’t get to see the puppy, and you didn’t ever see her alive
again. He beat her, he raped her, and then he strangled her. He packaged her body
in an old toy chest and dumped it in a park. Your seven-year-old princess would
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never dig in a toy chest again or slip down the slide in that park. And that hurts. But
what makes you really angry is she wasn’t his first. But you didn’t know that. Because
no one bothered to tell you that the guy down the street was likely to kill little girls.
The cops knew it. But they couldn’t tell you. You, the one who was supposed to keep
her safe, didn’t know. Angry? You bet. Yeah, he’s behind bars again, but you still
don’t know who’s living down the street from you. But you can. There is a law pend-
ing before Congress that will require active notification of the community when a
known sex offender takes up residence, and today I’m going to tell how you can
help to get this passed.4

Sadness
When we fail to achieve a goal or experience a loss or separation, we expe-

rience sadness. Unlike other negative emotions, whose energy is projected out-
ward, when we feel sad, we tend to withdraw and become isolated. Because sad-
ness, like the other negative emotions, is an unpleasant feeling, we look for
ways to end it. This can happen through the actions of others when they notice
our withdrawal and try to comfort us. Because we withdraw when we are sad,
sadness helps us to focus inward, pondering what has happened and trying to
make sense of it. As a result, when we are sad, we are already “looking for
answers.” So speeches that help us understand and find answers for what has
happened can comfort us and help relieve this unpleasant feeling. For exam-
ple, after 9/11, many Americans were sad. Yes, they were also afraid and angry,
but overlaying it all was profound sadness for those who had been lost and
what had been lost. The questions “Why? Why did they do this? Why do they
hate us so?” capture the national melancholy. So, when politicians suggest that
they understand the answers to these questions and can repair the relation-
ships that led to 9/11, Americans listen and think about what they say.

Evoking Positive Emotions
Just as evoking negative emotions can cause audience members to internalize
what you are saying, so too can you increase audience involvement with your
proposal by tapping positive emotions, which are feelings that people enjoy
experiencing. With negative emotions, our goal is to show how our proposal
will help the audience to reduce or avoid the feeling. With positive emotions,
our goal is to help the audience sustain or develop the feeling. Five of the pos-
itive emotions that can motivate the audience to become involved in listening
to your arguments are discussed next.

Happiness and Joy
Happiness or joy is the buildup of positive energy we experience when we

accomplish something, when we have a satisfying interaction or relationship, or
when we see or possess objects that appeal to us. Think of how you felt when
you won that ribbon in grade school or when you found out that you got an
“A” on that volcano project in fourth grade. Think of how you felt when you
heard that special someone say “I love you” for the very first time. Or think
about the birthday when you received that toy you had been dreaming about.
In each of these cases, you were happy, maybe even so happy that you were joy-
ous. As a speaker, if you can show how your proposal will lead your audience
members to be happy or joyful, then they are likely to listen and to think about
your proposal. For example, suppose you want to motivate your audience to
attend a couples encounter weekend where they will learn how to “rekindle”
their relationship with a partner. If you can remind them about how they felt
early in their relationship and then prove how the weekend can reignite those
feelings, they will listen.
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Pride
When you experience self-satisfaction and an increase to your self-esteem

as the result of something that you have accomplished or that someone you
identify with has accomplished, you feel pride. “We’re number one! We’re
number one!” is the chant of the crowd feeling pride in the accomplishment of
“their” team. Whereas happiness is related to feelings of pleasure, pride is
related to feelings of self-worth. So, if in your speech you can demonstrate how
your proposal will help your audience members to feel good about themselves,
they will be more involved in hearing what you have to say. For example, sup-
pose you want to convince your audience to volunteer to work on the newest
Habitat for Humanity house being constructed in your community. You might
involve them by alluding to the pride they will feel when they see the house
they have helped to build standing where there was once a vacant lot.

Relief
When a threatening situation has been alleviated, we feel the positive emo-

tion of relief. In relief, the emotional energy that is experienced is directed
inward, and we relax and put down our guard. Thus, relief is not usually
accompanied by overt action. As a speaker, if you want to use relief as a way to
motivate audience members to be involved with your arguments, then you will
want to combine it with the negative emotion of fear. For example, suppose
your goal is to convince the audience that they are not at risk for high blood
pressure. You might use the same personalization of statistics that was
described in the example of fear appeals, but instead of proving that the audi-
ence is at risk, you could promise relief. Your audience would then listen and
evaluate whether they believed your arguments to experience relief from the
fear of high blood pressure.

Hope
The emotional energy that stems from believing something desirable is

likely to happen is called hope. When you yearn for better things, you are feel-
ing hope. Like relief, hope is a positive emotion that has its roots in a difficult
situation. Whereas relief causes you to relax and let down your guard, hope
energizes you to take action to overcome the situation. Hope empowers. As
with relief, hope appeals are usually accompanied by fear appeals. So you can
get audience members to listen to you by showing them how your proposal
provides a plan for overcoming a difficult situation. In this problem-solution
organization, you can embed both fear and hope appeals. For example, if your
proposal is that adopting a low-fat diet will reduce the risk of high blood pres-
sure, you can use the same personalization of statistics that were cited in the
example of fear but change the ending to state: “Today, I’m going to convince
you to beat the odds by adopting a low-fat diet.” This offer of hope should
influence your audience to listen to and adopt your plan.

Compassion
When we feel selfless concern for the suffering of another person and that

concern energizes us to try to relieve that suffering, we feel compassion. Speak-
ers can evoke audience members’ feelings of compassion by vividly describing
the suffering endured by someone. The audience will then be motivated to lis-
ten to see how the speaker’s proposal plans to end that suffering. For example,
when a speaker whose goal is to have you donate to Project Peanut Butter dis-
plays a slide of an emaciated child, claims that 13 percent of all Malawi chil-
dren die of malnutrition, and states that for $10 you can save a child, he or she
is appealing to your compassion.
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You can evoke negative emotions, positive emotions, or both as a way to
encourage listeners to internalize your message. In the next section, we offer
specific guidelines to do so effectively in your content, language, and delivery.

Guidelines for Appealing to Emotions
As you plan your speech, consider the following guidelines to increase your
audience’s emotional involvement.

1. Tell vivid stories. Dramatize your arguments by using supporting material
such as stories and testimonials that personalize the issue for listeners by
appealing to specific emotions. In his speech on bone marrow donation, David
Slater simply could have said, “By donating bone marrow—a simple proce-
dure—you can save lives.” Instead, he dramatized both the simplicity of the
bone marrow donation procedure and the lifesaving impact with a short story
designed to heighten audience members’ feelings of compassion.

When Tricia Matthews decided to undergo a simple medical procedure, she had no
idea what impact it could have on her life. But more than a year later, when she saw
five-year-old Tommy and his younger brother Daniel walk across the stage of the
Oprah Winfrey Show, she realized that the short amount of time it took her to donate
her bone marrow was well worth it. Tricia is not related to the boys who suffered
from a rare immune deficiency disorder treated by a transplant of her marrow. Tri-
cia and the boys found each other through the National Marrow Donor Program, or
NMDP, a national network which strives to bring willing donors and needy patients
together. Though the efforts Tricia made were minimal, few Americans made the
strides she did. Few of us would deny anyone the gift of life, but sadly, few know how
easily we can help.5

Notice how David used a compelling example to appeal to his listeners’ emo-
tions and personalize the information for them.

Similarly, Ryan Labor began his speech on shaken baby syndrome with the
following vivid story designed to raise feelings of fear, anger, and sadness:

Last winter, two-year-old Cody Dannar refused to eat or play. He had a headache.
Doctors said he just had the flu. After a couple weeks home with his mother, Cody
felt better. Days later . . . Cody’s headaches returned. Coming home from work the
next afternoon, his parents found the babysitter frantically calling 911 and Cody
lying rigid and unconscious on the floor. He didn’t have the flu; in fact, he wasn’t
sick at all. The babysitter had caused his headaches. To quiet Cody down, she had
shaken him, damaging the base of Cody’s brain that now risked his life as he lay on
the ground.6

2. Use startling statistics. Statistics don’t have to be boring; instead, when
used strategically, they can evoke strong emotions. To provoke emotions, statis-
tics need to be startling. A statistic may surprise because of its sheer magnitude.
For example, in a speech urging the audience to attend a local protest march
organized by the Mobilization for Global Justice, Cory used the following statis-
tic to shame and anger his audience about the global problem of wealth distri-
bution: “Did you know that the USA has 25.4 percent of the world’s wealth? And
of that, the top 10 percent of Americans control 71 percent?” Sometimes, by
comparing two statistics, you can increase the emotional impact. For example,
during his second main point, Cory used the following comparative statistic to
highlight wealth disparity. “In the U.S., not only does the top 10 percent control
71 percent of the wealth, but the bottom 40 percent of Americans control less
than 1 percent!” In Ryan’s speech on shaken baby syndrome, he strengthened
his emotional appeal by following his vivid story with these startling statistics:

Unfortunately, Cody isn’t alone. Over one million infants and young children suffer
from shaken baby syndrome annually while thousands die. . . . Only 15 percent
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survive without damage. The remaining children suffer from blindness, learning dis-
abilities, deafness, cerebral palsy, or paralysis.

3. Incorporate listener relevance links. You can also appeal to emotions by
integrating listener relevance links because emotions are stronger when listen-
ers feel personally involved. At a later point in Ryan’s shaken baby syndrome
speech, he appealed to emotions through listener relevance. Notice how he
brings the problem close to each listener by suggesting the universality of the
problem.

Jacy Showers, director of the first National Conference on shaken baby syndrome,
says “shaking occurs in families of all races, incomes, and education levels” and “81
percent of SBS offenders had no previous history of child abuse.” The reason? The
offenders were so young, either babysitters or new parents.

4. Choose striking presentational aids. Since “a picture is worth a thousand
words,” consider how you can reinforce your verbal message with dramatic pre-
sentational aids. Still pictures and short video clips can at times create an emo-
tional jolt that is difficult to achieve with words. Johnna used several before-
and-after pictures of female celebrities Nicole Richie, Calista Flockhart, and
Mary Kate Olsen to reinforce her point that emaciated celebrities were con-
tributing to the eating disorder epidemic in teenage girls. Likewise, Anton used
a fifteen-second video clip from the DVD “Zoned for Slavery: The Child Behind
the Label”7 to dramatize the problem of child labor in the global textile indus-
try. His goal was to shame his audience members into sending one postcard to
the manufacturer of their favorite brand of clothing asking about the working
conditions of the workers who manufacture their clothing.

5. Use descriptive and provocative language. When developing your speech,
include persuasive punch words—words that evoke emotion—where you can.
Here’s how Ryan used persuasive punch words to strengthen his emotional appeal:

The worst of all epidemics is a silent one. With the majority of all victims either infants
or young children, shaken baby syndrome can be classified as a stealthy plague. . . .
When shaken, the brain is literally ricocheted inside the skull, bruising the brain and
tearing blood vessels coming from the neck . . . cutting off oxygen and causing the eyes
to bulge.

6. Use nonverbal elements of delivery to reinforce your emotional appeal.
Even the most eloquently phrased emotional appeal will lose its impact unless
the nonverbal parts of delivery heighten and highlight the emotional content of
the message. Practice using your voice to emphasize what you are saying with
the use of pauses, volume, and pitch to heighten and highlight the emotional
content of your message. A dramatic pause before a startling statistic can mag-
nify its emotional effect. Similarly, lowering or raising the volume or pitch of
your voice at strategic places can create an emotional response. If you experi-
ment as you practice out loud, you will find a combination of vocal elements
that can enhance emotional appeal when delivering your speech.

7. Use gestures and facial expressions that highlight the emotions you are
conveying. Your message will lose its emotional impact if you deliver it with a
deadpan expression or if your demeanor contradicts the emotional content of
your message. So, if you want your audience to feel angry, you should model this
feeling by looking annoyed or livid or furious. You might clench your fists, fur-
row your brows, and frown. When you want to foster feelings of joy in your audi-
ence, you can smile, nod, and use other nonverbal gestures that are natural for
you when you experience joy. Remember, as an ethical speaker, you are appeal-
ing to emotions that you yourself feel about the situation, so allow yourself to
experience these emotions as you practice. Then when you give your speech,
you will be more comfortable displaying your feelings for your audience.
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To explore one speaker’s use of emotional appeals, use your ThomsonNOW
for Challenge to access Web Resource 14.1: Terrorism and Islam: Maintaining the
Faith. To see a video clip of a student speaker appealing to her audience’s emo-
tions, use your ThomsonNOW to access “Environmental Racism (1)” under the
Chapter 14 resources.

Cueing Your Audience Through Credibility
(Ethos): Demonstrating Goodwill
Although you may try your best to emotionally involve your audience with what
you are advocating, not all audience members will choose the central process-
ing route. Some will choose to pay minimal attention to your arguments and
will instead use simple cues to decide whether or not to accept your proposal.
The most important cue people use when they process information by the
peripheral route is the credibility of the speaker. In Chapter 5, we discussed
three characteristics of a speaker (expertise, trustworthiness, and personable-
ness) that audience members pay attention to when evaluating the speaker’s
credibility. We also described how, as you were speaking, you could demon-
strate being expert, trustworthy, and personable. You may want to go back to
Chapter 5 and review our suggestions. A fourth characteristic of credibility is
especially important in persuasive settings, influencing whether audience mem-
bers who are processing the speech on the peripheral route believe what the
speaker is advocating. This is called goodwill.

It was the Greek philosopher Aristotle (384 –322 B.C.E.) who first observed
that a speaker’s credibility was dependent on the audience’s perception of the
speaker’s goodwill. Today, we define goodwill as a perception the audience
forms of a speaker who they believe understands them, empathizes with them,
and is responsive to them.8 In other words, goodwill is the audience’s take on
the speaker’s intentions toward them. When audience members believe in the
speaker’s goodwill, they are willing to believe what the speaker says. Especially
in situations where the audience may not have high personal involvement with
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the topic, their perceptions of the speaker’s goodwill help determine their
response to the message.

When you speak, in addition to establishing your expertise, trustworthiness,
and personableness, you will want to demonstrate your goodwill toward your
audience. Just as with the other dimensions of credibility, it is unethical to fake
goodwill. So you should only advocate for proposals that you believe are in the
best interest of the audience.

Let’s take a closer look at what goodwill entails. The better you know audi-
ence members’ experiences, circumstances, and desires, the better you will for-
mulate proposals that they will see as in their best interests. A thorough audi-
ence analysis will help you. For example, in his speech at the annual
conference of the Property Casualty Insurers Association of America (PCI) on
November 6, 2006, Julian James, director of Worldwide Markets for Lloyds,
demonstrated understanding for the membership by referencing membership
facts over the past year.

I would certainly contend that, following two consecutive record hurricane seasons,
we have passed a key financial test. Debate after Katrina was largely about the detail
of how we can do things better, and not about whether the industry could survive—
as it was after 9/11. Not bad progress for an industry that faced almost double the
value of claims from catastrophes in 2005 as it did for 9/11. . . . If we come out of
this year intact, U.S. insurance industry profits in 2006 are forecast to be the best in
a generation at $55 to 460 billion.9

Not only must you understand your audience, but speakers who show good-
will also empathize with their audience. Empathy is the ability to see the world
through the eyes of someone else. When we empathize, we put aside our own
ideas and feelings and try to experience something from another’s point of
view. If you do not understand your audience, you will be unable to empathize
with them. But empathizing requires you to go beyond understanding to iden-
tify emotionally with your audience members’ views.

Empathizing with the views of the audience doesn’t mean that you accept
their views as your own. It does mean that you acknowledge them as valid.
Although your speech may be designed to change audience members’ views,
the sensitivity you show to audience members’ feelings will demonstrate your
goodwill. Julian James demonstrates empathy for the reputation of business
and industry today:

So far the industry’s finances have rarely looked better. But not everyone is celebrat-
ing. With success in business comes greater scrutiny—just ask the oil industry.

In recent weeks we have seen a growing vilification of insurers that is unprece-
dented and, I believe, wholly unwarranted. Take these recent headlines I came
across:

From USA Today: “Insurance rates pummel Florida homeowners.”

From Dow Jones Market Watch: “Sweet are the uses of adversity: Are insurers reel-
ing from disaster or reeling in the profits?” (No prizes for guessing which
side the authors came down on in that one.)

And from the Niagara Falls Reporter: “Insurance companies real villains in Hurri-
cane Katrina’s aftermath.”

If that is the kind of press the industry is getting in Niagara Falls, in upstate New
York, you might wonder how we are being portrayed in the Gulf States.10

Finally, to demonstrate goodwill, you will want to be responsive to the audi-
ence. Speakers who are responsive show that they care about the audience by
acknowledging feedback from the audience, especially subtle negative cues.
This feedback may occur during the presentation, but it also may have
occurred prior to the speech.
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For example, Julian James reminded this audience about their responses to
his speech at a previous PCI convention.

When I spoke to you at this conference, I posed a challenge and asked, “Do you
want to take control of the insurance cycle . . . or do you want to stay a passenger?”
The reaction was very interesting. One group said, “That’s so obvious, why hasn’t
anyone said that before?” Others said, “Ah, but you’re very young, you don’t under-
stand, insurance cycles are a fact of life, and you can’t do anything about them.” . . .
Ladies and gentlemen, four years ago, it may have felt like we were standing at the
cliff edge, looking into the abyss.

The good news is that, in the intervening period, we have made important
progress. . . . But we put our future in grave danger if we stop here. . . . The chal-
lenges we face today may be different, but the message from 2002 remains the same:
“Our thinking and behaviour must change if the insurance industry is to be a stable,
secure industry for our policy holders and shareholders of the future.” Let’s not
mess it up again.11

By establishing goodwill, you enhance your credibility with the audience.
This is especially important for persuading those who are not personally
involved with your proposal.

Guidelines for Demonstrating Credibility 
During Your Speech 
Consider the following strategies for increasing your listeners’ perception of
your ethos so that your terminal credibility, their perception of your expertise
at the end of your speech, is greater than your initial credibility, their percep-
tion of your expertise at the beginning of your speech.

1. Explain your competence. Unless someone has formally introduced you
and your qualifications to your audience, your initial credibility will be low, and
as you speak, you will need to tell your audience about your expertise. Sending
these types of messages during the speech results in your achieving a level of
derived credibility with your audience. You can interweave comments about
your expertise into introductory comments and at appropriate places within the
body of the speech.12 If you’ve done a good deal of research on the topic, say
so. If you have personal experience, say so. It’s important for the audience to
know why they can trust what you are saying.

2. Establish common ground. Identify with the audience by talking about
shared beliefs and values related to your speech topic.13 If the topic is contro-
versial or your target audience is opposed to your position, establishing com-
mon ground by showing empathy for your audience’s position before trying to
convince them to change. In so doing, you will increase your derived credibility
since the audience will feel respected and understood.

3. Use evidence from respected sources. If you are not a recognized expert
on your subject, you can increase your derived credibility by using supporting
material from well-recognized, unbiased, and respected sources who are
experts. So, if you have a choice between using a statistic from a known partisan
organization or from a dispassionate professional association, choose the pro-
fessional association. Likewise, if you can quote a local expert who is well known
and respected by your audience or an international scholar with limited name
recognition with your audience, use the local expert’s opinion.

4. Use nonverbal elements of delivery to enhance your image. Your audi-
ence establishes its assessment of your initial credibility not only from what it
has heard about you before you begin speaking but also from what it has
observed about you by looking at you prior to your speech. So how you look
and what you do in the few minutes before you speak are important.
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Although professional attire enhances credibility in any speaking situation,
it is particularly important for persuasive speeches. Research shows that attrac-
tive people are perceived as more competent, well organized, and confident.14

Attire contributes to this, and persuasive speakers dressed more formally are
perceived as more credible than those dressed casually or sloppily.15 So your
audience will assess your physical appearance in developing its initial judgment
about your credibility. That’s why it is important to “dress the part.”

The audience will also notice how confident you appear as you prepare to
address them. From the moment you rise to speak, you will want to convey
through your nonverbal behavior that you are competent. Plant your feet
firmly, glance at your notes, then make eye contact or audience contact with
one person or group before taking a breath and beginning to speak. These sim-
ple behaviors create a perception of competence and confidence.

Likewise, pause and establish eye contact upon finishing the speech. Just as
pausing and establishing eye contact or audience contact before the speech
enhance credibility, doing so upon delivering the closing lines of the speech has
the same result.

5. Use vocal expression to enhance your credibility. Research shows that
credibility is strongly influenced by how you sound. Speaking fluently, using a
moderately fast rate, and expressing yourself with conviction makes you appear
more intelligent and competent.16 So you will want to practice until you can
smoothly and confidently deliver your speech avoiding vocal interrupters like
“ums,” “uhs,” “you knows,” and “likes,” all of which make you appear unsure of
what you are saying and detract from your derived credibility.
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Bono Credibility and the Rock Star

Does fame derived from being a
rock star give someone credibility
to speak on Third World debt,
AIDS, or free trade? Well, there is
certainly no question that Bono,
the lead singer for the band U2,
arguably one of the most
celebrated rock bands of our
time, has used his fame to gain

an audience for his views on these and other issues.

In fact, most of his time these days is spent not so
much performing on stage with his rock group but
speaking on behalf of his humanitarian group, DATA.org
(Debt, AIDS, Trade, Africa). DATA.org raises awareness—
and dollars—to fight hunger and disease and to
advocate for changes to fair trade policies and for Third
World debt relief. It’s almost commonplace to see a news
clip of Bono speaking about his relief efforts, such as
those he undertook in Malawi: “I’ve seen the eyes of the
people dying three to a bed—it’s children they leave
behind . . . eighteen million AIDS orphans by the end of
the decade in Africa alone.”*

While Bono’s fame certainly gives him visibility, his
credibility to speak on these issues derives not simply
from his fame that gives him “personableness,” but more
important, it stems from his trustworthiness. In the lyrics
that Bono writes, we see reflected the same deeply held
beliefs he advocates through his nonprofit organization:
“And today the millions cry / We eat and drink while
tomorrow they die / The real battle just begun.”** We
see a consistency between what he sings and what he
says.

Finally, Bono’s advocacy is powerful because in it he
demonstrates goodwill. He chooses to use his voice and
the power of his fame not to further his own ambitions
but rather to help those who are voiceless and
powerless. So in Bono, we see how fame coupled with
credibility can be a powerful tool for effecting change.

*Bono, “Make AIDS a Crucial Topic at Both Conventions” [Op-
Ed], Boston Globe, July 25, 2004.

**U2, “Sunday. Bloody Sunday,” 1982.
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Motivating Your Audience to Act: 
The Speech to Actuate
In speeches in which your specific goal is to convince, you affect your audience
members’ attitudes by using emotional appeals to involve the audience so that
it listens to, evaluates, and internalizes your well-reasoned arguments. Just
because your audience intellectually agrees with your arguments, however,
doesn’t mean that they will choose to act on what you have said. Appeals to
emotion can prompt audience members to be involved with your topic and to
think carefully about your arguments. Demonstrating your credibility can cue
audience members when they are uninvolved. But when your goal is to moti-
vate audience members to take action, you will have to provide them with
incentives to act that outweigh the costs. That is, you will have to demonstrate
how, by behaving as you advocate, they can increase the likelihood that they
will fulfill their unmet needs. For example, if you want your audience to vote
for candidate A, you will have to show how the election of candidate A will
meet needs the audience feels will leave them better off than if they didn’t vote
or voted for another candidate.

In this section, we turn our attention to a particular type of persuasive
speech, the speech to actuate, which moves beyond affecting audience beliefs
and attitudes and motivates the audience to act. In the speech to actuate, you
not only present convincing arguments for your audience to consider but go
beyond this, motivating the audience by explaining how taking the action you
recommend offers incentives that will satisfy their unmet needs. We begin by
discussing how incentives work in helping people meet their needs. Then we
use this framework to explain how you can identify and articulate incentives for
your audience. Finally, we describe three organizational patterns especially
suited to speeches to actuate.

Understanding How Incentives Motivate Behavior
An incentive is a reward that is promised if a particular action is taken or goal
is reached.17 Incentives encourage us to act. Incentives can be physical rewards
such as food, shelter, money, and sex. They can be psychological rewards such
as positive self-concept and peace of mind. They can be social rewards such as
acceptance, status, and popularity. Regardless of the type of incentive offered,
if a person values it, that person will be motivated to take goal-related actions.
Suppose you hear a speech whose goal is to motivate you to recycle aluminum
cans. The speaker uses the incentive that you can earn a penny a can by taking
aluminum cans to the local recycling center. Would hearing that you could
earn a penny per can be an incentive for you to recycle? It depends. If you
were destitute and hungry, you might go home, disassemble the soda pop can
pyramid you and your roommate have built in the living room, take the cans to
the recycling center, and head to the local market to get some food. In this
case, the money offered for recycling was an effective incentive that motivated
your action. Suppose, however, that you’re not destitute. Even if you have lots
of easy access to cans, a penny a can may not be enough to propel you into act-
ing. However, pointing out that you can contribute to saving the environment
by recycling might be an effective incentive to you.

As we evaluate the incentives that are meant to motivate us to act, we usu-
ally balance them against the costs we think we will incur. Costs are expendi-
tures that we incur when we act. Like incentives, costs can be physical (time,
money, energy), psychological (uncertainty, confusion), or social (ostracism,
humiliation). Costs are deterrents to action.
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Obviously, then, people are more likely to be motivated to act by incentives
if they perceive that the incentives outweigh the costs. The greater the costs
associated with an action, the less likely we are to act, even if we value the
incentive. According to Thibaut and Kelley, who wrote about social exchanges,
each of us seeks exchange situations with a favorable cost–reward ratio (where
rewards outweigh costs).18 So we will continue our present behavior unless we
are shown that by changing our behavior we can either lower our costs or raise
our rewards. Let’s look at an example. Suppose you are asking your audience
to use some of their free time to volunteer an hour a week to help adults learn
to read. The time you are asking them to give would be perceived as a cost
because they would have to give up time that they usually spend relaxing. So, if
you are going to motivate your audience to actually do this, you will have to
describe to them the rewards that they will experience if they volunteer. For
these to be incentives, the promised rewards must be perceived to outweigh
the cost of giving up free time.

As a speaker, then, you must show your audience that the time, energy, or
money investment for behaving as you suggest is small when compared to the
rewards to be gained from acting.

Using Incentives to Meet Needs
Why was the penny a can an incentive to the hungry person and not an incen-
tive to the sated person? Because we make our cost–reward decisions based on
our needs. Incentives are likelier to motivate people when they satisfy a strong
but unmet need. Various ways of categorizing needs have been developed to
help us understand types of needs. One of the most widely recognized is
Maslow’s hierarchy of needs.

Abraham Maslow divided people’s needs into five categories, illustrated in
Exhibit 14.1: (1) physiological needs, including food, drink, and life-sustaining
temperature; (2) safety and security needs, including long-term survival and
stability; (3) belongingness and love needs, including the need to identify with
friends, loved ones, and family; (4) esteem needs, ego gratification, including
the quest for material goods, recognition, and power or influence; and (5) self-
actualization needs, including the need to develop one’s self to realize one’s
full potential and engage in creative acts.19 Maslow believed that these needs
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were hierarchical; that is, your “lower-order” needs had to be met before you
would be motivated by “higher-order” needs. The hierarchical nature of needs
is still debated because there is evidence that at times some people will sacrifice
lower-order needs to satisfy higher-order ones. Nevertheless, as a speaker, if
you can tie the incentives that accompany your proposal with unmet audience
needs, you will increase the likelihood that the audience will take the action
you are proposing.

Let’s see how this could work in the volunteering for literacy speech with a
college student audience. Suppose that during the speech you point out that
people who volunteer thirty hours or more a year receive a recognition certifi-
cate and are invited to attend a private dinner with the stars of the hot band
that will be headlining the big spring campus concert. After announcing this,
you add, “I know that while most of you care about literacy, you’re thinking
about what else you could do with that hour. But the really cool part of spend-
ing your time as a literacy volunteer is that not only will you feel good about
yourself because you have improved someone’s life, but you also will be able to
list this service and recognition on your résumé. And as a bonus, you’ll get to
brag to your friends about having dinner with several celebrities.” In the first
part of this short statement, you have enumerated three incentives that are tied
to volunteering: a physical incentive (an award certificate), a psychological
incentive of enhanced self-concept (I feel good about myself because I have
helped someone else), and a social incentive (having dinner with an elite
group and meeting celebrities). In the second part, you have also tied each
incentive to a need that it can satisfy. With an enhanced résumé, people are
likelier to get jobs that provide money for food and shelter. If by helping some-
one else we feel better about ourselves, then we have met a self-actualization
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need. And by attending the private dinner, we might satisfy both esteem needs
and belongingness needs.

As you prepare your speech, you not only want to understand the needs of
the audience and the incentives that are attached to acting as you suggest, but
you also need to understand what the action you are proposing will cost the
audience and how this cost may result in increasing a need. In your speech,
you will want to address how the incentives you highlight will compensate for
the cost or will result in the need that is threatened being fulfilled in an alter-
native way. For example, in the literacy speech, one obvious cost is the hour of
free time each week, which might take away from time audience members cur-
rently spend with their friends. This could threaten their belongingness need.
To address this concern, you might point out, “Now I know you might be con-
cerned about the time this will take away from your friends, but rest your
mind. Not only will your friends understand and admire you (esteem need
substitute for belongingness), but at the Literacy Center, you’re going to have
time before the tutoring starts to meet other volunteers (belongingness) and
they are some really cool people (esteem). I know a couple who just got
engaged, and they met through their volunteering (big-time belongingness).”

If you discover that you cannot relate your material to basic audience
needs, then you probably should reconsider what you are asking the audience
to do. For example, if you discover that most of your audience members are
overcommitted and have no time to take on an additional volunteer activity,
then it is unrealistic to ask them to volunteer an hour a week. But you may be
able to persuade them to donate a book or money to buy a book for the liter-
acy library.

Finally, if your incentives are to motivate your audience, the audience must
be convinced that there is a high likelihood that if they act as you suggest, they
will receive the rewards. It is important, therefore, that you discuss only those
incentives that you have strong reason to believe are closely tied to the action
you are requesting and are received by almost all people who act in the recom-
mended way. Although there is an annual award given to the literacy volunteer
who has donated the most time that year, mentioning this in your speech is
unlikely to motivate the audience because only one person receives it, and the
cost is very high.

So, when you want to move an audience to action, you need to understand
their needs and explain the rewards they can receive by taking the action you
suggest. You also need to make sure that the incentives you mention fulfill
unmet audience needs.

Organizational Patterns 
for Speeches to Actuate
Implicit in a speech to actuate is the assumption that there is a problem that
audience members can help solve by taking certain actions. As a result, most
speeches to actuate follow one of three organizational patterns: problem-
solution, problem-cause-solution, and the motivated sequence pattern.

The Problem-Solution Pattern
A problem-solution pattern explains the nature of a problem and proposes a
solution. A problem-solution pattern can be used with any persuasive speech,
but it is particularly useful when listeners may be unaware of the problem or
how they personally can work toward a solution. A speech to actuate organized
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with this pattern usually has three main points. The first examines the prob-
lem, the second presents the solution(s), and the third suggests what action
the listener can take.

To convince the audience that there is a problem, you will need to explore
the breadth and depth of the issue, as well as provide listener relevance links.
You provide breadth by showing the scope or scale of the problem, for exam-
ple, the number of people it affects and proving upward trends over time,
including forecasted trends if the problem is not solved. You might provide
depth by showing the gravity of the problem. Both breadth and depth may be
described through stories and startling statistics.

When you describe the solution, you should be detailed enough for the
audience to understand how and why it will solve the problem. The call to
action should provide your audience with specific steps that they can take to
help implement the solution(s).

A problem-solution organization for a speech on reducing gun violence
might look like this:

I. Gun-related violence is a serious problem that affects us all. (statement of
the problem)

A. Gun-related violence occurs in urban, suburban, and rural commu-
nities and across the country. (breadth)

1. Most recent law enforcement statistics on gun-related violence in
the U.S.A.

2. Most recent law enforcement statistics on gun violence in Arizona.
3. An example of gun violence in Tempe. (listener relevance link)

B. The consequences of gun violence include injury, disability, and
death. (depth)

1. Statistics on gun-related injuries.
2. Story of gun-related disability in people like the audience mem-

bers.
3. Statistics on gun-related deaths.
4. Story of local family who died in gun-related murder-suicide.

II. Our state legislatures and the U.S. Congress should pass measures to
reduce gun violence.

A. Tighten gun ownership requirements.
1. Require background checks at all sales points.

a. Both public and private sales.
b. Checks for both criminal background and evidence of mental

illness.
2. Require “proof of competence” testing for gun licensure like vehi-

cle licensure.
a. Evidence of gun safety procedure knowledge.
b. Evidence of marksmanship.

3. Require periodic relicensing of both guns and owners.

B. Increase criminal penalties associated with violation of gun laws.

III. You should e-mail, write, or call your state and national representatives
to urge them to support measures to reduce gun violence.

A. Bills currently pending in the state legislature.

B. Bills currently pending in Congress.
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The Problem-Cause-Solution Pattern
The problem-cause-solution pattern is similar to the problem-solution pattern
but differs from it by adding a main point that discusses the causes of the prob-
lem and then proposes a solution designed to alleviate those causes. This pat-
tern is particularly useful for addressing seemingly intractable problems that
have been dealt with unsuccessfully in the past as a result of treating symptoms
rather than underlying causes. In speeches to actuate, the problem-cause-
solution main points are followed by a fourth main point that calls the audi-
ence to a specific action.

Margaret, who lived near a landfill and was concerned about waste overflow,
wanted to convince her audience that they should recycle their garbage. As she
researched the problem of overflowing landfills, she noticed that recycling was
catching on nationally and that, according to 2005 statistics, 32 percent of solid
waste was recycled compared to 54 percent, which went into landfills, and 13
percent, which was burned.20 She also read articles about communities whose
recycling rates were higher than average and concluded that the key to increas-
ing recycling was to make it easy and convenient. So she developed a problem-
cause-solution speech to actuate that looked like this:

I. Solid waste disposal is a problem.
A. Landfills are overflowing.
B. Recycling, while growing, is not widespread in our community.

II. Causes for recycling resistance.
A. Confusion about proper recycling procedures.
B. Lack of recycling containers.
C. Infrequent recycling pickups.

III. Solutions to overcome recycling resistance.
A. Promotional mailers and periodic reminders mailed to each resi-

dence to clarify and reinforce local recycling procedures and to com-
municate changes in local recycling programs.

B. Grade-appropriate educational material used in local classrooms.
C. Free recycling containers delivered to each residential address with

additional containers available at convenient locations.
D. Increased frequency of pickups planned for and implemented as

recycling becomes more pervasive.

IV. Audience actions.
A. Call your local waste management agency and inquire about recy-

cling policies and procedures.
B. Procure appropriate recycling containers for use in your home.

1. Curbside containers.
2. Containers for in-home use.

C. Educate all family members on proper recycling techniques.
D. Contact local school board members and urge recycling curriculum

for your local school district.

The Motivated Sequence Pattern
The motivated sequence is an organization pattern that combines a problem-
solution pattern with explicit appeals designed to motivate the audience. Allan
Monroe articulated the motivated sequence as a distinct speech pattern in the
1930s. In the motivated sequence, the normal introduction, body, and conclu-
sion are unified into a five-step sequence described as follows:
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solution pattern with explicit
appeals designed to moti-
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1. The attention step. The attention step replaces the traditional introduc-
tion. Like an introduction, it should begin with a statement that can generate
attention. Startling statements, rhetorical questions, quotations, or short narra-
tives will all serve this purpose. Then you should pique the audience’s curiosity
by talking about the value of what you are going to say. During the attention
step, you might also refer to the knowledge and experiences you have that build
your credibility. Finally, just as in a traditional introduction, you will want to
state your purpose and preview the rest of the speech.

2. The need step. The need step should explore the nature of the problem
that gives rise to the need for change. In it, you will point out the conditions
that are unsatisfactory using statistics, examples, and expert opinion to bolster
your argument. Then you will describe the implications or ramifications of this
problem. What is happening because the condition is allowed to continue?
Finally, you will allude to how the audience might be instrumental in changing
the situation.

3. The satisfaction step. Having developed a rational argument that there is
a need for change, in the satisfaction step you explain your solution to the
problem. In this step, you will show, point by point, how what you are proposing
will satisfy each of the needs that you articulated in the previous step. If there
are other places where your proposal has been tried successfully, you will want
to mention these. In addition, you will want to present and refute any objec-
tions to the proposal that you can anticipate.

4. The visualization step. In the visualization step, you will ask your audience
to imagine what will happen if your proposal is implemented and is successful.
Alternatively, you can ask the audience to visualize how things will be if your
proposal is not adopted, or you can do both and have the audience experience
the comparison. Obviously, the more descriptive and graphic your visualization
step, the more likely it is to have an impact on the audience.

5. The action appeal step. In this final step, you might quickly review your
main ideas, but then you will emphasize the specific belief or action that you
are directing your audience toward. You will also state or restate your own com-
mitment and action that you have taken. You also offer a direct call to action
indicating what your listeners are to do and how. Finally, you will want to con-
clude with a quote, story, or other element that is emotionally compelling.

Let’s look at a short outline of what a speech asking the audience to sup-
port a school tax levy would look like if it were organized using the motivated
sequence.

Proposition: I want the audience to vote in favor of the school tax levy that
is on the ballot in November.

I. Attention step

A. Comparisons of worldwide test scores in math and science show the
United States continues to lose ground.

B. I’ve made an extensive study of this problem, and today I’m going to
tell you how you can help stop this decline.

C. I’ll start by describing the problem; then I will tell you what you
should do and why it will help.

II. Need step: The local schools are underfunded.
A. The current funding is insufficient and has resulted in program cuts.
B. Qualified teachers leave because of stagnant wages.
C. A threatened state takeover of local schools would lead to more

bureaucracy and less learning.
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III. Satisfaction step: The proposed local tax levy is large enough to solve
these problems.
A. Programs will be restored.
B. Qualified teachers will be compensated so they will stay.
C. We will retain local control.
D. You’ll once again have pride in your community.

IV. Visualization step: Imagine the best and imagine the worst.
A. What it will be like if we pass the levy. How will you feel?
B. What it will be like if we don’t. How will you feel?

V. Action appeal step: Vote “yes” for the levy in November.
A. If you want to see schools improve and the United States catch up to

the rest of the world, vote for the levy.
B. Come join me. I’m registered, I’m ready, I’m voting for the levy.
C. It costs to be the best in the world. Where there is pain, there is gain.
D. They say it takes a village, so you can make a difference.

All persuasive speeches, regardless of organizational pattern, use emotional
appeals, include demonstrations of speaker credibility, and can be used to
change attitudes and behavior. But as you can see from the description and the
sample outline, in the motivated sequence the use of emotion, credibility, and
incentives is built into the structure of the speech. To see a video clip of a stu-
dent speaker motivating her audience to act, use your ThomsonNOW for Chal-
lenge to access “Environmental Racism (2)” under the Chapter 14 resources.

Guidelines for Developing an Ethical
Persuasive Speech
We hope that in this chapter we have motivated you to consider the various
ways of motivating your audience to believe and to act. Unfortunately, some
speakers get so involved in the process of motivation that they fail to remem-
ber that the use of all these forms must still meet ethical standards. In Chapter
1, we discussed the fundamental ethical behaviors of truthfulness and crediting
the ideas that are used in a speech. At this point, we want to look at six addi-
tional ethical guidelines that speakers should follow when their specific goal is
to convince the audience to believe a certain way or to move the audience to
action.

1. Ethical persuasive speeches aim to improve the well-being of the audience
by advocating the honest belief of the speaker. If you have reason to believe
that the members of the audience will be hurt or disadvantaged if they believe
what you say or do what you ask, then you should not give the speech. At times,
we can get excited about seeing what we can do as a devil’s advocate—that is,
argue for a belief or action that is totally counter to anything we really believe
just to stir up discussion. Although this can be fun when we’re dealing with a
few friends who just enjoy the spirit of debate, in the real world it is unethical
for you to give a speech that calls for the audience to believe something that
you do not believe. So, for your persuasive speech, phrase a proposition that
you enthusiastically endorse.

2. Ethical persuasive speeches provide choice. In any speech, you are free to
provide the audience with reasoning that supports your position in a way that
encourages them to think about and evaluate what you have said before making
up their own mind. Although it is possible to persuade an audience by manipu-
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lating their emotions, using smear tactics to attack opposite points of view (or
advocates of those points of view) or coercing them with serious threats is
unethical.

3. Ethical persuasive speeches use supporting information that is represen-
tative. In your persuasive speech, you will use evidence in the form of statistics,
expert opinion, and examples to support your claims. You can probably find an
item of “evidence” to support any claim, but ethical speakers make sure that the
evidence they cite is representative of all the evidence that might be used.
Although you may use an individual item to show that something is possible, or
can happen, you do not want to give the impression that the item is common-
place. In short, it is unethical to misrepresent what a body of evidence (as
opposed to a single item) would show if all of it were presented to the audience.

4. Ethical persuasive speeches use emotional appeals to engage the audience
in the rational thought process. Emotional appeals are a legitimate part of a
persuasive speech when they are used to increase the involvement of the audi-
ence so that audience members choose the central processing route to listen to,
think about, evaluate, and personally decide whether to believe or act. When
excessive emotional appeals are used as the basis of persuasion instead of logi-
cal reasons, then although the speech might be effective, it is unethical.

5. Ethical persuasive speeches honestly present the incentives and costs
associated with an advocated action. Because the goal of ethical speaking is to
equip the audience with the information that it needs to make a rational
choice, ethical speakers are careful to present honestly all the known costs and
incentives associated with a recommended action. It is unethical to downplay
costs or overstate incentives.

6. Ethical persuasive speeches honestly present the speaker’s credibility.
Because some audience members will process what you say along a peripheral
route, using your credibility as the primary factor that determines what they will
believe or how they will act, as an ethical speaker you will want to present your
expertise and trustworthiness honestly. It is unethical to act as if you know a
great deal about a subject when you do not. In fact, most people believe it is
unethical to try to convince others of something on which you are not
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extremely well informed because you may inadvertently misrepresent the argu-
ments and information. Finally, ethical speakers disclose interests that may have
inadvertently biased their arguments and may place their interests and those of
their audience at odds. You might say, for example, “I think you should know
that I work for the Literacy Project as a paid intern, so even though I will do my
best to give you the most accurate information possible on this subject, I may
not be totally objective in my comments.”

As you work on your speech, you will want to continually remind yourself of
your ethical responsibilities. It’s easy to get caught up in trying to build argu-
ments and lose sight of your bigger ethical responsibility to your audience.
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Alexandro, a student who had worked full time for three
years before returning to college for his sophomore year,
decided that for his final speech he would motivate the
members of his class to donate money to the Downtown
Food Bank. He was excited about this topic because he
had begun volunteering for the Food Bank during those
last three years and had seen firsthand the face of
hunger in this community.

He planned to support his speech with three reasons:
(1) an increasing number of people in the community
needed food; (2) government agencies were unable to
provide sufficient help; and (3) a high percentage of every
dollar donated to the Food Bank was spent on food. As
he researched these points, he discovered that the
number of families who were in need in the community
had not really risen in the past two years and that
government sponsorship of the Food Bank had increased.
Then, when he examined the Food Bank’s financial
statements, he discovered that only 68 percent of every

dollar donated was actually spent on food. Faced with
this evidence, he just didn’t think his reasons and
evidence were very strong.

Yet, because of his experience, he still thought the
Food Bank was a cause that deserved financial support,
so he decided to focus his entire speech on the heart-
warming case of the Hernandez family. Ineligible for
government assistance, over the years this family of ten
had managed to survive because of the aid they received
from the Food Bank. Today, several of the children had
graduated from college, and one was a physician working
in the barrio. By telling this heart-wrenching story of the
struggle to survive, Alexandro thought he would be
successful in persuading the class.

1. Would it be ethical for Alexandro to give his speech in
this way? Why or why not?

2. If not, what would he need to do to make the speech
ethical?

Speech to Actuate
1. Prepare a four- to seven-minute persuasive speech in which your goal is to

persuade the audience to act. To help you prepare your speech and your out-
line, use your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access Speech Builder Express
and complete the Speech Planning Action Step Activities.

2. As an addendum to the outline, write a persuasive speech adaptation plan in
which you describe:
a. The reasoning process for your arguments.
b. How you will use emotional appeals to involve your audience so that they

process what you are saying on the central route. List the emotions you
plan to appeal to and explain why you chose these.

c. How you will establish your credibility by demonstrating your expertise,
trustworthiness, personableness, and goodwill.

d. The incentives for action and the needs that they will satisfy.
e. The persuasive organizational pattern that you will use and why you

chose it.

S P E E C H  A S S I G N M E N T
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Speech to Actuate Evaluation Checklist
Primary Criteria

1. Did the speaker use statistics, expert opinion, and examples that had
emotional impacts on the audience?

2. Did the speaker appeal to negative emotions? If so, check all that were
tapped: ___ fear ___ guilt ___ anger ___ shame ___ sadness

Were the appeals very effective, somewhat effective, or ineffective?

3. Did the speaker appeal to positive emotions? If so, check all that were
tapped: ___ happiness/joy ___ pride ___ relief ___ hope
___ compassion

Were the appeals very effective, somewhat effective, or ineffective?

4. Did the speaker establish credibility?

Did the speaker establish expertise?

Did the speaker demonstrate trustworthiness?

Did the speaker demonstrate personableness?

Did the speaker demonstrate goodwill?

5. Did the speaker identify the incentives for taking action?

Did the speaker show that incentives outweighed costs?

Did the speaker show how incentives would satisfy unmet audience
needs?

6. If the speaker used a problem-solution or problem-cause-solution pattern,
was each element clear and thoroughly developed?

7. If the speaker used the motivated sequence, was each of the steps clearly
evident?

8. Did the speaker offer a compelling call to action?

General Criteria

1. Was the specific goal clear?

2. Was the introduction effective in creating interest, involving the audience in
the speech, and previewing the main points?

3. Was the speech organized using an appropriate persuasive pattern?

4. Was the language clear, vivid, and appropriate?

5. Was the conclusion effective in summarizing what had been said and mobi-
lizing the audience to act?

6. Was the use of voice intelligible, vocally expressive, conversational, and
convincing?

7. Did the use of body convey ethos (credibility) and pathos (emotional
appeal)?

Based on these criteria, evaluate the speech as (check one):

____ excellent ____ good ____ average ____ fair ____ poor

You can use your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access this checklist online under
the Chapter 14 resources.

S P E E C H  E V A L U A T I O N  C H E C K L I S T
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Summary
Persuasive speeches are based on logical reasons but must also present those
reasons in a way that motivates the audience to listen and to internalize what
the speaker is saying. When people are personally involved with a proposition,
they are more likely to be persuaded.

Because audience members become involved with an issue when they have
an emotional stake in it, speakers need to use emotional appeals to create
involvement. Speakers can evoke negative emotions, including fear, guilt,
anger, sadness, and shame, or positive emotions such as happiness/joy, pride,
compassion, relief, or hope.

Because some audience members will choose the peripheral route, persua-
sive speakers need to establish their credibility. In addition to demonstrating
their expertise, trustworthiness, and personableness, they also need to demon-
strate goodwill—the perception that they have the best interests of the audi-
ence at heart.

One type of persuasive speech, the speech to actuate, moves beyond affect-
ing audience beliefs and asks audience members to take action. When you
want to move your audience to action, you need to show them the incentives
for acting and how these incentives outweigh the costs. You also need to point
out how incentives meet audience members’ needs. One way to understand
needs is through Maslow’s hierarchy, which suggests that needs can be classi-
fied as physical, safety, belongingness, esteem, and self-actualization.

Three persuasive organizational patterns, problem-solution, problem-
cause-solution, and the motivated sequence, are designed for moving audi-
ences to action. Finally, persuasive speakers must bear in mind that they have
special ethical responsibilities. These include advocating the honest belief of
the speaker, providing choice for the audience, using supporting information
that is representative, using emotional appeals to engage audience rational
thought process, presenting incentives and costs accurately, and honestly pre-
senting speaker credibility.
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Now that you’ve read Chapter 14, use your Thom-
sonNOW for The Challenge of Effective Speaking for
quick access to the electronic resources that accom-
pany this text. Your ThomsonNOW gives you access
to the sample persuasive speech featured on pages
310–313; the videos of the student speeches “Envi-
ronmental Racism (1),” “Environmental Racism
(2),” and “Become an Entrepreneur” described on
pages 295, 306, and 310; the speech evaluation
checklist shown on page 309; the Web Resource fea-
tured in this chapter; Speech Builder Express; Info-
Trac College Edition; and online study aids such as
a digital glossary and review quizzes.

Your Challenge ThomsonNOW is an online study
system that helps you identify concepts you don’t
fully understand, allowing you to put your study
time to the best use. Using chapter-by-chapter diag-
nostic pretests, the system creates a personalized
study plan for each chapter. Each plan directs you
to specific resources designed to improve your
understanding, including pages from the text in e-
book format. Chapter posttests give you an opportu-
nity to measure how much you’ve learned and let
you know if you are ready for graded quizzes and
exams.
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K E Y  T E R M S  

Go to your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access
your online glossary for Chapter 14. Print a copy of
the glossary for this chapter and test yourself with

the electronic flash cards or complete the cross-
word puzzle to help you master these key terms:

anger (290) 
compassion (292)
costs (299)
derived credibility (297)
emotions (288)
empathy (296)
fear (289)
goodwill (295)
guilt (289)

problem-cause-solution pattern
(304)

problem-solution pattern (302)
relief (292)
responsive (296)
sadness (291)
shame (290)
speech to actuate (299)
terminal credibility (297)

happiness/joy (291)
hope (292)
incentive (299)
initial credibility (297)
motivated sequence (304)
negative emotions (289)
persuasive punch words (294)
positive emotions (291)
pride (292)

W E B  R E S O U R C E  

Go to your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access
the Web Resources for this chapter.

14.1 Terrorism and Islam: Maintaining

Our Faith (295)
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A society emphasizing social rit-
uals and manners requires a
certain reverence for words to
adequately express sentiment
and feeling.

William Van O’Connor, “Robert
Penn Warren, ‘Provincial Poet,’” 
A Southern Vanguard: The John
Peale Bishop Memorial Volume,
1945

What’s Ahead
H E R E ’ S  W H A T ’ S  A H E A D  I N  T H I S  C H A P T E R :

1. What should you include in a speech of welcome?

2. Why should a speech of introduction be brief ?

3. What is your goal in a speech of nomination?

4. When might you be expected to give a speech of recognition?

5. What are some common types of speeches of tribute?

1515
Ceremonial Speaking:
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Because Ben didn’t know his biological father, his grandfather had been

like a father to him. He and his grandfather had spent hours playing ball,

fishing, or simply watching television together. Although Ben’s grandfather

had lived a long and fruitful life, Ben was finding it difficult to say good-

bye. Still, he wanted to give the eulogy at the funeral. How could he find

the right words to do justice to his grandfather’s memory?

On special occasions such as weddings and funerals, we may be called
on to “say a few words.” On these ceremonial occasions, your audience has dis-
tinct expectations for what they will hear. So, although the speech plan action
steps you have learned will help you prepare your remarks, you also need to
understand how the occasion affects how you should shape your speech.

The goal of ceremonial speeches lies somewhere between informing and
persuading. In ceremonial speeches, you invite listeners to agree with you
about the value of the person, object, event, or place the special occasion
revolves around. Another characteristic of most ceremonial speeches is brevity:
They are generally—although not always—fewer than five minutes long. This
chapter describes six common types of ceremonial speeches given on special
occasions: speeches of welcome, introduction, nomination, recognition,
acceptance, and tribute. For each speech type, we describe the typical expecta-
tions for you to keep in mind as you prepare.

Speeches of Welcome
A speech of welcome is usually a very brief, formal ceremonial address that
greets and expresses pleasure for the presence of a person or an organization.
A speech of welcome is generally not more than two to four minutes long. You
can welcome someone on your own, but more frequently, you will give a
speech of welcome as the representative of a group. On some occasion, you
may be asked to serve as master or mistress of ceremonies, an individual desig-
nated to welcome guests, set the mood of the program, introduce participants,
and keep the program moving. Year-end honorary banquets, corporate dinner
meetings, and local charity events typically use someone in this role.

Expectations
You must be familiar with the group that you are representing and the occa-
sion. It is surprising how little some members of an organization, a community,
or a college or university really know about their organization or community.
As you prepare your welcome, you may need to do some research so you can
accurately describe the group and the circumstances or occasion to the person
or people you are welcoming.

A speech of welcome invites listeners to agree that the occasion is friendly
and their attendance is appreciated. Do this by respectfully catching their
attention and, after expressing appreciation on behalf of your group for the
presence of the person or people, provide a brief description of the group and
setting to which they are being welcomed. The conclusion should briefly
express your hope for the outcome of the visit, event, or relationship. A typical
speech of welcome might be as simple as this:
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pants, and keep the pro-
gram moving



Today, I want to welcome John Sheldon, who is joining us from the North Thurston
Club. John, as you are aware, we are a newer club, having been established in 2000.
At that time, we had only ten members. But we had big hopes. Today, we are 127
members strong, and we raised more than $250,000 last year to support local chil-
dren’s organizations. We hope that our talks here today will lead to closer coopera-
tion between the North Thurston Club and ours here in Yelm.

At times, you may be asked to give a speech that both welcomes and introduces
a speaker. When this is the case, the speech can be a bit longer and should also
include the type of information described in the next section.

Speeches of Introduction
A speech of introduction is a brief ceremonial speech that establishes a sup-
portive climate for the main speaker, highlights the speaker’s credibility by
familiarizing the audience with pertinent biographical information, and gener-
ates enthusiasm for listening to the speaker and topic. Generally, a speech of
introduction is not more than three to five minutes long.

Expectations
The goal of a speech of introduction is to establish the credibility of the main
speaker by letting the audience know the education, background, and experi-
ence of the speaker related to the topic of the speech and to suggest why the
audience should listen. At times, you will be given a résumé or brief biography
of the speaker; at other times, you may need to research the speaker’s back-
ground yourself. Regardless of what you have learned, before you prepare your
remarks you should try to contact the speaker and ask what points in the biog-
raphy the speaker would like you to emphasize.

The beginning of the speech of introduction should quickly establish the
nature of the occasion, the body of the speech should focus on three or four
things about the person being introduced that are critical for the audience to
know, and the conclusion should mention the speaker by name and briefly
identify the speaker’s topic or the title of the speech. If the person is well
known, you might simply say something like, “Ladies and gentlemen, the Presi-
dent of the United States.” If the person is less well known, however, then men-
tioning his or her name specifically during the speech of introduction and
especially at the end is imperative.

Speeches of introduction should honestly represent the person being intro-
duced. Do not hype a speaker’s credentials or overpraise the speaker. If you set
the audience’s expectations too high, even a good speaker may have trouble
living up to them. For instance, an overzealous introducer can doom a compe-
tent speaker by saying, “This man [woman] is undoubtedly one of the greatest
speakers of our time. I have no doubt that what you are about to hear will
change your thinking.” Although this introduction is meant to be complimen-
tary, it does the speaker a grave disservice.

A typical speech of introduction might look like the following:

Today, it is my pleasure to introduce our speaker, Ms. Susan Wong, the new presi-
dent of the finance club. I’ve worked with Susan for three years and have found her
to have a gift for organization, insight into the financial markets, and an interest in
aligning student organizations with leaders in our community. Susan, as you may
not know, has spent the last two summers working as an intern at Salomon Smith
Barney, and has now laid the groundwork for more college internships for students
from this university. She is a finance major, with a minor in international business.
Today, she is going to talk with us about the benefits of summer internships. Let’s
give a warm welcome to Susan Wong!
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Speeches of Nomination
A speech of nomination is a ceremonial presentation that proposes a nominee
for an elected office, honor, position, or award. Every four years, the Demo-
cratic and Republican Parties have speeches of nomination at their national
conventions. Those speeches are rather long, but most speeches of nomination
are brief, lasting only about two to four minutes.

Expectations
The goal of a speech of nomination is to highlight the qualities that make this
person the most credible candidate. To do so, first clarify the importance of
the position, honor, or award by describing the responsibilities involved,
related challenges or issues, and the characteristics needed to fulfill it. Second,
list the candidate’s personal and professional qualifications that meet those cri-
teria. Doing so links the candidate with the position, honor, or award in ways
that make him or her appear to be a natural choice. Finally, formally place the
candidate’s name in nomination, creating a dramatic climax to clinch your
speech.

Speeches of nomination should be brief and should make clear that the
nominee is well suited for the position, honor, or award. Moreover, the nomi-
nee is generally most well received when the nominator is a respected member
of the organization. A speech of nomination could be as simple and brief as
this:
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Speech of Introduction
Prepare a three-minute speech of introduction. Assume that you are introducing the
featured speaker for a specific occasion. Criteria for evaluation include creativity in
establishing speaker credibility and presenting the name of the speaker and the
speech title.

S P E E C H  A S S I G N M E N T

R E F L E C T  O N  E T H I C S

“What’s the matter, Ryan—you really look like
something’s bugging you!”

“Well, you know I’m introducing Spencer at the
University Convocation for those running for offices. He’s
my friend, and I told him I’d be happy to introduce him.
So I asked him to give me some information that he’d
like me to include. I thought he’d summarize some of the
stuff he’s done, but instead, he wrote out an introduction
that includes stuff about him that’s mostly fiction! I’m
really not sure what to do, Abby.”

“So, he’s the one who’s running for office. You’re just
giving the introduction he wants you to give. Don’t worry
about it—nobody’s going to pay attention to what you’re
saying anyway.”

“Still, I’m giving the speech. I’m afraid that I’m going
to be the one who gets blamed when and if people find
out that what I’ve said isn’t true.”

“I’m telling you—your job is to do what Spencer
wants. You asked him to give you information, and he
did.”

“I guess you’re right—but I’m not going to like doing it.”

1. Is Ryan violating ethical principles by agreeing to give
the introduction Spencer wants as written?

2. If so, what should Ryan do about it?

speech of nomination a cer-
emonial presentation that
proposes a nominee for an
elected office, honor, posi-
tion, or award



I am very proud to place in nomination for president of our association the name of
one of our most active members, Ms. Adrienne Lamb.

We all realize the demands of this particular post. It requires leadership. It
requires vision. It requires enthusiasm and motivation. And most of all, it requires a
sincere love for our group and its mission.

Adrienne Lamb meets and exceeds each one of these demands. It was Adrienne
Lamb who chaired our visioning task force. She led us to articulate the mission
statement we abide by today. It was Adrienne Lamb who chaired the fund-raising
committee last year when we enjoyed a record drive. And it was Adrienne Lamb who
acted as mentor to so many of us, myself included, when we were trying to find our
place in this association and this community. This association and its members have
reaped the benefits of Adrienne Lamb’s love and leadership so many times and in so
many ways. We now have the opportunity to benefit in even greater ways.

It is truly an honor and a privilege to place in nomination for president of our
association Ms. Adrienne Lamb!

Speeches of Recognition
A speech of recognition is a ceremonial presentation that acknowledges some-
one and usually presents an award, a prize, or a gift to the individual or a rep-
resentative of a group. Usually, the speech is a fairly short, formal recognition
of an accomplishment, although the recognition can be accompanied by a
longer tribute to the individual or group. You have probably watched speeches
of recognition given on awards shows such as the Academy Awards, the Gram-
mies, or the MTV Movie Awards. Some speeches of recognition are typically
quite brief (fewer than three minutes long), but occasionally, they are longer.

Expectations
A speech of recognition discusses the nature of the accomplishment or award,
including its history, donor, or source, and the conditions under which it is
made. Although the tangible award may be a certificate, plaque, trophy, or
check symbolizing an achievement, the recognition may have a long history
and tradition that you are responsible for recounting.

Because the audience wants to know why the recipient is being recognized,
you must know the recognition criteria and how the recipient met them. If the
recognition is based on a competition, this might include the number of con-
testants and the way the contest was judged. If the person earned the award
through years of achievement, you will want to describe the specific milestones
that the person passed.

Ordinarily, the speech begins by describing what the recognition is for,
then states the criteria for winning or achieving the recognition, and finally
describes how the person being recognized won or achieved the award. In
some cases, the recognition is meant to be a surprise, so you will deliberately
omit the name of the recipient in what you say, building to a climax when the
name is announced.

There are two special considerations for the speech of recognition. First, as
in a speech of introduction, you should refrain from overpraising; do not
explain everything in superlatives that make the presentation seem to lack sin-
cerity and honesty. Second, in the United States, it is traditional to shake hands
with recipients as awards are received. So, if you have a certificate or other tan-
gible award that you are going to hand to the recipient, be careful to hold it in
your left hand and present it to the recipient’s left hand. That way, you will be
able to shake the right hand in congratulations. A typical speech of recognition
may look like this:
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speech of recognition a cer-
emonial presentation that
acknowledges someone and
usually presents an award, a
prize, or a gift to the individ-
ual or a representative of a
group
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I’m honored to present this year’s Idea of the Year Award to Rebecca Goldbloom
from the installation department. As you may remember, this is an award that we
have been giving since 1985 to the employee who has submitted an idea that
resulted in the largest first-year cost savings for the company. Rebecca’s idea to
equip all installation trucks with prepackaged kits for each type of job has resulted
in a $10,458 savings in the first twelve months. And in recognition of this contribu-
tion to our bottom line, I am pleased to share our savings with Rebecca in the form
of a check for $2,091.60, one-fifth of what she has saved us. Good work, Rebecca.
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When presenting an award,
discuss the nature of the
award and the recipient’s
accomplishments.

Speech of Recognition
Prepare a three- to five-minute speech in which you present a gift, a plaque, or an
award to a member of your class. Criteria for evaluation include showing what the
award is for, the criteria for winning, and how the person met the criteria.

S P E E C H  A S S I G N M E N T

Speeches of Acceptance
A speech of acceptance is a ceremonial speech given to acknowledge receipt of
an honor or award. The goal is to sincerely convey to listeners your apprecia-
tion for the honor and the recognition and to quickly acknowledge others who
have been instrumental in your success. To be effective, the speech should be
brief, humble, and gracious. Generally, a speech of acceptance should be no
longer than one to two minutes. Remember that the goal in a speech of
acceptance is to convey appreciation in a way that makes the audience feel
good about you receiving the award.

Expectations
In this speech, speakers should briefly thank the person or group bestowing
the honor, acknowledge the competition, express feelings about receiving the
award, and thank those who contributed to achieving the honor or award.

speech of acceptance a cer-
emonial speech given to
acknowledge receipt of an
honor or award
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Most acceptance speeches are brief. Rarely, as in the case of a politician
accepting a nomination, a professional accepting the presidency of a national
organization, or a person receiving a prestigious award that is the focus of the
gathering, an audience will expect a longer speech. As the Academy Awards
program graphically illustrates, when people are honored, they can give overly
long and occasionally inappropriate speeches. So, when you have the opportu-
nity to give an acceptance speech, you will want to practice it so that you are
confident that you can accomplish your purpose quickly. It is also important
that you focus your remarks on the recognition you have been given or on the
position you are accepting. It is inappropriate to use an acceptance speech to
advocate for an unrelated cause. The following is an example of an appropri-
ate speech of acceptance:

On behalf of our board of directors, thank you for this award, the Largest Institu-
tional Benefactor in Second Harvest’s 1998 Food Drive. It is an honor to be a part of
such a worthwhile cause, and it is really our board who should be thanking you, Sec-
ond Harvest, for all the wonderful work you have done over the years. You continue
to collect and distribute food to thousands of needy families and individuals, espe-
cially to our senior citizens and single mothers. Without your work, many would
otherwise go hungry. You are a model of community sharing and caring.

I would also like to thank our company staff—Juanita Alverez, Su Lin, Al
Pouzorek, Linda Williams, and Jesus Washington—for their efforts in organizing the
collection of food and money to go to Second Harvest. They were tireless in their
work, persistent in their company memos and meetings requesting donations, and
consistent in their positive and upbeat attitudes throughout the drive! We could not
have won this award without them! Let’s give them a round of applause, too.

Finally, thank you, Second Harvest, for this honor—and we hope to be back
next year to receive it again!
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Speech of Acceptance
This assignment can be paired with the speech of recognition assignment. Prepare a
one- to two-minute speech of acceptance in response to another speaker’s speech of
recognition. The criteria for evaluation are how well you express your feelings about
the recognition and your acknowledgment of the contribution of others.

S P E E C H  A S S I G N M E N T

Speeches of Tribute
A speech of tribute is a ceremonial speech that praises or celebrates a person,
a group, or an event. You might be asked to pay tribute to a person or persons
on the occasion of their birthday, wedding, anniversary, oath of office, retire-
ment, or funeral. There are a variety of special types based on the specific spe-
cial occasion they are meant for. The goal is to invite listeners to truly appreci-
ate the person, group, or event by arousing their sentiments. This is achieved
by focusing on the most notable characteristics or achievements of the person,
group, or event with vivid stories, examples, and language that arouses senti-
ments. Speeches of tribute can vary in length from very brief to lengthy
depending on the nature of the occasion. Let’s take a closer look at two types
of tribute that you are likely to be asked to give.

Toasts
A toast is a ceremonial speech offered at the start of a reception or meal that
pays tribute to the occasion or to a person. On most occasions, a toast is

speech of tribute a ceremo-
nial speech that praises or
celebrates a person, a
group, or an event

toast a ceremonial speech
offered at the start of a
reception or meal that pays
tribute to the occasion or to
a person
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expected to be very brief (lasting less than a minute), consisting of only a few
sentences and focusing on a single characteristic of the person or occasion.
Usually, a short example is used to support or illustrate the characteristic. Wed-
ding toasts, given at a rehearsal dinner or reception by a family member or
member of the wedding party, are generally longer speeches
(three to four minutes) that may use humor but should not
embarrass the persons at whom they are directed.

A toast should be sincere and express a sentiment that is
likely to be widely shared by those in attendance. The per-
son giving the toast often stands or in some other way sepa-
rates from the rest of the people. Generally, the person giv-
ing the toast and all other attendees have a drink in hand,
which they raise and sip from at the conclusion of the toast.
So, before offering a toast, it is customary to make sure that
drinks are refreshed so that all can participate. If particular
people are being toasted, the toast is drunk in their honor,
so they do not drink.

A typical toast by a daughter given to honor her
mother’s college graduation might be:

Tonight, I’d like to offer a toast to a woman I admire and
respect. My mom has always supported my brother and me. So,
when she told me that she wanted to go back and finish col-
lege, I was worried about how we’d all manage. But I shouldn’t
have worried. Mom not only finished her degree in less than
two years, but she also continued to work full time, and what’s
more, she’s even had time to coach my brother’s Little League
team. Here’s to you, Mom—you’re amazing!
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S P O T L I G H T  O N  S P E A K E R S  

Daniel Inouye Duty, Honor, Country

Each year, West Point Military
Academy gives an award to an
American who has served the
United States with distinction.
Recipients of the Thayer Award,
named after a celebrated West
Point alum and academy
superintendent, have included
Colin Powell, Walter Cronkite,

Barbara Jordan, and Ronald Reagan. In 2002, Hawaii
Senator Daniel Inouye joined the list of those who have
received this honor.

Of course, being honored with an award typically
necessitates honoring, in turn, a request to give an
acceptance speech. A master public speaker, Senator
Inouye’s speech to a sea of West Point cadets and
spectators received a standing ovation and media
accolades.

Inouye’s warm reception was perhaps a response to
his skillfully crafted use of audience-involving language.
Because West Point’s motto, “Duty, Honor, Country,” is
ingrained among the cadets, Inouye deliberately weaves

their recognizable, cherished creed into his speech. In the
excerpts that follow, notice the many ways he
emphasizes the motto.

In the introduction: “The sacred words of West Point—’Duty,
Honor, Country’—have been a part of the history of this land
since the time of its birth.”

As a transition: “‘Duty, Honor, Country’ are words that
are also important in my life.”

In the body: “. . . if only to prove our loyalty and
demonstrate our commitment to the essence of your three
sacred words: ‘Duty, Honor, Country.’”

As reinforcement: “We Americans should not be
reluctant or afraid to use the words ‘Duty, Honor, Country,’
because they are necessary if we are to continue enjoying
the good life we have become accustomed to.”

In closing: “I envy you because I believe you will live in a
better America, a better America where the sacred words of
‘Duty, Honor, Country’ will have meaning and relevance.”

In accepting the Thayer Award, Senator Inouye honored
the traditions of the institution while challenging the
audience to fully embrace “duty, honor, and country.”

Special occasions such as
weddings, birthdays, and
retirements call for toasts that
are presented with sincerity
and sensitivity to the
situation.
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Toast
Prepare a one-minute toast to a specific person or persons on a specific occasion.
Criteria for evaluation include how well you illustrate a quality or behavior of the per-
son you are celebrating.

S P E E C H  A S S I G N M E N T

Eulogies
A eulogy is a ceremonial speech of tribute during a funeral or memorial service
that praises someone’s life and accomplishments. Your goal is to comfort the
mourners by focusing on positive memories of the deceased person. Based on
what you know about the person, select three or four positive personal charac-
teristics of the person to use as the main points and then use personal stories
you have collected about the person to provide support. Your audience will
enjoy hearing new stories that exemplify the characteristics as well as revisiting
widely shared stories. Incidents that reveal how a personal characteristic helped
the person overcome adversity will be especially powerful. To see an example
of a eulogy, use your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access the video of Oprah
Winfrey’s eulogy for civil rights activist Rosa Parks under the Chapter 15
resources.

eulogy a ceremonial speech
of tribute during a funeral or
memorial service that
praises someone’s life and
accomplishments

Eulogy
Prepare a four- to six-minute eulogy. Criteria for evaluation include how well you iden-
tify and develop the person’s laudable characteristics and accomplishments.

S P E E C H  A S S I G N M E N T

Other Ceremonial Speeches
Other occasions that call for ceremonial speeches include graduations, holi-
days, anniversaries of major events, and special events. A commencement
address, for example, is a speech of tribute praising graduating students and
inspiring them to reach for their goals. A commemorative address is a ceremo-
nial speech of tribute that celebrates national holidays or anniversaries of
important events. A keynote address is a ceremonial speech that both sets the
tone and generates enthusiasm for the topic of a conference or convention. A
dedication is a speech of tribute that honors a worthy person or group by nam-
ing a structure such as a building, monument, or park after the honoree. A
farewell is a ceremonial speech of tribute honoring someone who is leaving an
organization. A speech to entertain is a humorous speech that makes a serious
point. To learn more about each of these types of ceremonial speeches, use
your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access “Other Ceremonial Speeches”
under the Chapter 15 resources.

commencement address a
speech of tribute praising
graduating students and
inspiring them to reach for
their goals

commemorative address a
speech of tribute that cele-
brates national holidays or
anniversaries of important
events

keynote address a ceremo-
nial speech that both sets
the tone and generates
enthusiasm for the topic of
a conference or convention

dedication a speech of trib-
ute that honors a worthy
person or group by naming a
structure, monument, or
park after them

farewell a speech of tribute
honoring someone who is
leaving an organization

speech to entertain a
humorous speech that
makes a serious point
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Summary
In addition to informative and persuasive speeches, you are likely to have occa-
sion to give speeches to welcome, introduce, nominate, recognize, accept, and
tribute. A welcoming speech expresses pleasure at the presence of a person or
an organization. A speech of introduction serves to introduce a speaker. In a
speech of recognition, you present an award, a prize, or a gift to an individual
or to a group. A speech of acceptance is a response to a speech of recognition.
A speech of tribute celebrates an occasion, person, or event. Toasts are offered
before a meal or reception to celebrate an occasion, person, or people. A
eulogy celebrates a person during a funeral or memorial service.

Other ceremonial speeches include commencement addresses, commemo-
rative addresses, keynote addresses, dedications, farewells, as well as speeches
to entertain.
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S P E E C H  S N I P P E T

Giving a Eulogy

In the eulogy for his grandfather,
“Gramps,” Ben highlighted three
character traits in Gramps that
he admired. One trait was
Gramps’s patience, which Ben
highlighted by telling stories of
how Gramps had handled Ben’s
mistakes during three different
incidents: when he tipped the
fishing boat at four years old,
when he wandered away at the
state fair at eight, and when he
pouted about a Christmas gift at
thirteen. In each instance,
Gramps had taught Ben a life les-
son by sharing a story from his
boyhood rather than reprimand-
ing him.

C H A L L E N G E  O N L I N E  

Now that you’ve read Chapter 15, use your Thom-
sonNOW for The Challenge of Effective Speaking for
quick access to the electronic resources that accom-
pany this text. Your ThomsonNOW gives you access
to the video of Oprah Winfrey’s eulogy for Rosa
Parks described on page 324, Speech Builder
Express, InfoTrac College Edition, and online study
aids such as a digital glossary and review quizzes.

Your Challenge ThomsonNOW is an online study
system that helps you identify concepts you don’t

fully understand, allowing you to put your study
time to the best use. Using chapter-by-chapter diag-
nostic pretests, the system creates a personalized
study plan for each chapter. Each plan directs you
to specific resources designed to improve your
understanding, including pages from the text in e-
book format. Chapter posttests give you an opportu-
nity to measure how much you’ve learned and let
you know if you are ready for graded quizzes and
exams.

K E Y  T E R M S  

Go to your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access
your online glossary for Chapter 15. Print a copy of
the glossary for this chapter and test yourself with

the electronic flash cards or complete the cross-
word puzzle to help you master these key terms:

commemorative address (324)
commencement address (324) 
dedication (324) 
eulogy (324) 
farewell (324) 
keynote address (324) 

speech of tribute (322) 
speech of welcome (317) 
speech to entertain (324) 
toast (322) 

master or mistress of ceremonies
(317) 

speech of acceptance (321) 
speech of introduction (318) 
speech of nomination (319) 
speech of recognition (320) 
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Developing and
Delivering Group

Presentations
1616

Men are never so likely to settle
a question rightly as when they
discuss it freely.

Thomas Babington, Lord
Macaulay, Southey’s Colloquies

What’s Ahead
H E R E ’ S  W H A T ’ S  A H E A D  I N  T H I S  C H A P T E R :

1. Why is teamwork becoming so popular as a means for solving
problems?

2. What does it mean to be a responsible group member?

3. How can you solve problems effectively in groups?

4. How do you prepare a group presentation?

5. How can you evaluate group work?
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WORK SESSION 1: Julio, Kristi, Luke, Bryn, and Nick have been asked

to work as a small group to prepare a persuasive presentation that will

count for one-third of the grade in their public speaking course. As the

other members see it, Nick is a troublemaker because he has contradicted the

instructor several times during previous class sessions. Their impression

might be compounded by the fact that Nick drives a Harley-Davidson

motorcycle to school and wears black leather most days. Nick has also been

absent several times and seems less than fully committed to earning a good

grade. In short, the other members are worried that Nick will cause them to

earn a lower grade than they would earn without him in their group.

WORK SESSION 2: After the instructor refused to move Nick to

another group, Julio, Kristi, Luke, and Bryn decide to restrict Nick’s par-

ticipation by not asking him for substantive help even though that means

he’ll get a better grade than he deserves. As the full group begins discussing

their topic—the mandatory seat belt law—Nick explains that he has a lot

of material on it since he is a fairly vocal opponent of the helmet law,

which involves similar issues. Kristi and Luke become disgruntled because

they plan to argue in support of the law, and as they suspected, Nick

opposes it. Kristi asks Bryn: “How do YOU feel about this conflict?” Much

to Kristi’s surprise, Bryn replies, “Actually, I’d like to hear more from Nick

before I decide. Nick, tell us more.” Nick goes on to share highly relevant

information that would eventually be used to strengthen the group’s speech.

The group soon realizes the hastiness of their judgments about Nick. 

Perhaps you have already been part of a group whose task was to pre-
pare a joint presentation. If so, the opening scenario probably sounds familiar.
In fact, when asked to work in small groups on a class or work project, many
people respond—as Julio, Kristi, Luke, and Bryn did—with resistance. Their
reasons usually focus on concerns that a few members will end up doing most
of the work, that the group process will slow them down, that they’ll earn a
lower grade than if they worked alone, or that they will be forced to work on a
topic that they aren’t interested in or take a position they don’t agree with.

Although working in a group to develop and deliver a presentation has its
disadvantages, it is the preferred approach in business and industry.1 These
work teams begin as problem-solving groups: groups comprised of four to
seven people that are formed to carry out a specific task or solve a particular
problem. Usually at the end of their deliberations, they present their analysis,
findings, and recommended solutions to others in the organization. Whether
you want to or not, you can expect to work in a group or on a team in your
professional life, sometimes in face-to-face settings and often in virtual settings
through e-mail, chat rooms, discussion boards, and video conferences.2 Lead-
ers in business and industry have come to realize that the advantages of work
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problem-solving group four
to seven people who work
together to complete a spe-
cific task or solve a particu-
lar problem
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teams far outweigh the disadvantages. The advantages include deeper analysis
of problems, greater breadth of ideas and of potential solutions, improved
group morale, and increased productivity.

You can also expect to be asked to present group findings in formal presen-
tations whether in the form of a progress report, sales presentation, proposal,
or staff report.3 So it makes sense to learn how to work effectively in problem-
solving groups and how to present your group findings orally. In this chapter,
we begin by talking about the responsibilities of group members in effective
problem-solving groups and describing an effective method for solving prob-
lems in small groups. Then we discuss how to prepare group presentations and
describe three public presentation formats. Finally, we explain how you can
evaluate your group’s effectiveness.

Responsibilities of Group Members
When problem-solving groups work well, the product is better than what any
one member could have accomplished alone. This is known as synergy. Your
goal when working in a small group is to achieve synergy. We believe small
groups usually fail when members do not understand or follow through with
the ethical responsibilities shown in Exhibit 16.1. When met by all members,
these five responsibilities result in shared leadership where every member and
their contributions are valued and synergy can occur.

1. Be committed to the group goal. Being committed to the group goal
means finding a way to align your expertise with the agreed-upon goal of the
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synergy when the result of
group work is better than
what one member could
achieve alone

Be
  committed
       to the
            group goal.
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EXHIBIT 16.1 Responsibilities of group members S P E E C H  S N I P P E T

Committing to 
the Group Goal

Luke wanted to do the group
speech on legalizing marijuana
for medical purposes. Once his
group decided to focus on the
mandatory seat belt law, how-
ever, he let go of the marijuana
idea and supported the agreed-
upon goal instead.



group. So, for a class project, once your group decides on a topic, you need to
be a good team member. This might mean working together on a topic that
wasn’t your first choice. Once the decision has been agreed upon, it is no longer
appropriate to dredge up old issues that have already been settled. (For infor-
mation about setting group goals, use your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to
access Web Resource 16.1: Setting Group Goals.)

2. Keep discussions on track. It is every member’s responsibility to keep the
discussion on track by offering only comments that are relevant and by gently
reminding others to stay focused if the discussion starts to get off track. It is
unproductive to talk about personal issues during the team’s work time. More-
over, it is unethical to try to get the discussion off track because you disagree
with what is being said.

3. Complete individual assignments on time. One potential advantage of
group work is that tasks can be divided among members. However, each mem-
ber is responsible for completing his or her tasks thoroughly and on time.

4. Manage conflict among members. All small groups experience some con-
flict—disagreement or clash among ideas, principles, or people. If managed
appropriately, conflict can actually be beneficial to the group goal by stimulat-
ing thinking, fostering open communication, encouraging diverse opinions,
and enlarging members’ understanding of the issues.4 In fact, groups that don’t
experience some conflict risk the problem of groupthink—when group mem-
bers accept information and ideas without subjecting them to critical analysis.5

Behaviors that signal groupthink include:

• Avoiding conflict to prevent hurting someone’s feelings.
• Pressuring members who do not agree with the majority of the group to

conform.
• Reaching “consensus” without the support of all members.
• Discouraging or ignoring disagreements.
• Rationalizing a decision without testing it.

Manage conflict effectively by shaping it so that it is constructive. Begin by
separating the issues from the people involved. This way, all members can pro-
vide input about what’s important: the issue. Also, keep your emotions in check
and phrase comments descriptively, not judgmentally. Rather than calling a par-
ticular idea stupid, ask for clarification from the senders about why they think
or feel the way they do. Seek first to understand. Finally, seek a win-win com-
promise rather than a win-lose solution. In the opening scenario, recall that
Kristi and Luke wanted to institute a win-lose solution with Nick by ignoring his
ideas. Bryn, on the other hand, listened and then argued that Nick’s ideas
would help the outcome of the speech.

5. Encourage input from all members. All too often in problem-solving
small groups, quiet members are overshadowed by extroverts. Sometimes, other
members interpret their silence as having nothing to contribute or not wanting
to contribute. On the contrary, all members have valuable perspectives. If you
are an extrovert, you have a special responsibility to refrain from dominating
the discussion and to ask others for their opinions. Likewise, if you tend to be
an introvert, make a conscious effort to express yourself. You might write down
what you want to share or even raise your hand to get the attention of other
members in an unobtrusive way.
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S P E E C H  S N I P P E T

Keeping the Discussion 
on Track

When Luke and Kristi began talk-
ing about attending the upcom-
ing football game, Bryn gently
reminded them that the group
had only thirty minutes to figure
out how to proceed and finish the
speech, due next week.

conflict disagreement or
clash among ideas, princi-
ples, or people

groupthink when group
members accept information
and ideas without subjecting
them to critical analysis

S P E E C H  S N I P P E T

Encouraging Input from All
Group Members

Bryn tends to be quiet during
group discussions, yet when
Kristi asked for her opinion, Bryn
helped the group realize that
Nick had a valuable contribution
to make.
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Systematic Group Problem-Solving Method
To be effective, a problem-solving group needs a concrete approach for arriv-
ing at a productive solution in a short amount of time. One effective means for
doing so is the systematic problem-solving method.6 Although this method was
created nearly a century ago, its staying power is evidenced in classrooms across
the country still today.7 The method consists of six steps.

1. Identify and define the problem. The first step is to identify the problem
and define it in a way all group members understand and agree with. Groups
might begin by coming up with a number of problems or needs and then nar-
row them to a particular one. Posing questions can also help identify and define
a problem: What is the problem? What is its history? Who is affected by it and
how does it affect them? How many people are affected, in what ways, and to
what degree? These questions help a group realize what kinds of information
must be gathered to help define the problem. To ensure that your group is
focusing on the problem itself and not just the symptoms of the problem, don’t
rush through this step. For more information about defining the problem, use
your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access Web Resources 16.2: What’s Your
Problem?

2. Analyze the problem. To analyze the problem, you must find out as much
as possible about it. Most groups begin by sharing the information that individ-
ual members have acquired through their experience. You will need to examine
published materials available through the library and on the Internet. You
might also consult experts or conduct a survey to gather information from a
particular target group. You might consider using questions to guide you in
analyzing the problem: Can the problem be subdivided into a series of smaller
problems? Why has the problem occurred? What are the symptoms? What
methods already exist for dealing with it? What are the limitations of those
methods? One important element of this step when working in problem-solving
small groups is to share new information with your other group members as you
discover it.

3. Determine criteria for judging solutions. Criteria are standards used for
judging the merits of proposed solutions—a blueprint for evaluating them.
Without clear criteria, groups may select solutions that don’t adequately address
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R E F L E C T  O N  E T H I C S

“You know, Sue, we’re going to be in deep trouble if the
group doesn’t support McGowan’s resolution about dues
reform.”

“Well, we’ll just have to see to it that all the
arguments in favor of that resolution are heard—but in
the end, it’s the group’s decision.”

“That’s very democratic of you, Sue, but you know
that if it doesn’t pass, you’re likely to be out on your tail.”

“That may be, Heather, but I don’t see what I can do
about it.”

“You don’t want to see. First, right now, the group
respects you. If you would just apply a little pressure on a
couple of the members—you’d get what you want.”

“What do you mean?”

“Look, this is a good cause. You’ve got something on
just about every member of the group. Take a couple
aside and let them know that this is payoff time. I think
you’ll find that some key folks will see it your way.”

Heather may well have a point about how Sue can
control the outcome.

1. Should Sue follow Heather’s advice?
2. Why or why not?

criteria standards used for
judging the merits of pro-
posed solutions

systematic problem-solving
method an efficient six-step
method for finding an effec-
tive solution to a problem



the real problem or, perhaps, solutions that create a host of new problems.
Questions that might guide your thinking about criteria include: Exactly what
must the solutions achieve? Are there any factors that might limit the choice of
solutions (e.g., cost, feasibility, location, complexity, expedience, risk–benefit
ration, etc.)? Once you’ve established criteria, prioritize the list. Which criteria
are most important? Which are least important?

4. Generate a host of solutions. At this point, you’ll want to brainstorm for
possible solutions. Brainstorming, you’ll recall, is an uncritical, nonevaluative
process of generating alternatives by being creative, suspending judgment, and
combining or adapting the ideas of others. It involves verbalizing your ideas as
they come to mind without stopping to evaluate their merits. At least one mem-
ber should record all solutions as they are suggested. To ensure that creativity is
not stifled, no solution should be ignored, and members should build on the
ideas presented by others. You might come up with twenty or more solutions. As
a minimum, try to come up with eight to ten solutions before moving to the
next step. For more on brainstorming, use your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to
access Web Resource 16.3: Rules for Brainstorming.

5. Select the best solution(s) based on the criteria. Here you need to evalu-
ate the merits of each potential solution based on the criteria established by the
group. Consider each solution as it meets the criteria and eliminate solutions
that do not meet them adequately. In addition to applying the criteria, the
group might also ask questions such as: How will the solution solve the prob-
lem? How difficult will it be to implement? What problems might be caused as a
result of implementing the solution? Once each potential solution has been
thoroughly evaluated based on the criteria, the group must select the best
one(s).

6. Implement the agreed-upon solution. Finally, the group implements the
agreed-upon solution or, if the group is presenting the solution to others for
implementation, makes recommendations for how the solution should be
implemented. The group has already considered implementation in terms of
selecting a solution but now must fill in the details. What tasks are required by
the solution(s)? Who will carry out these tasks? What is a reasonable time frame
for implementation generally and for each of the tasks specifically?

Preparing Group Presentations
Once the group has worked through the systematic problem-solving method,
it’s time to prepare a group presentation. Doing so involves a five-step process
that starts with dividing the topic into areas of responsibility and ends with
practicing the presentation.

1. Divide the topic into areas of responsibility. As a group, determine the
thesis and macrostructure for the presentation. Each member can then be
responsible for researching and organizing the content necessary to develop a
particular main point. If there are more group members than main points,
assign more than one person to a main point or assign one person to develop
and integrate presentational aids.

2. Draft an outline of your topic area. Each group member should construct
an outline for his or her main point. Even though the outline is for only part of
the presentation, it must still be thorough, so follow the steps for creating an
outline you learned in Chapter 7.

3. Combine member outlines to form a group outline. Once the individual
outlines are completed, the group is ready to combine them into a single out-
line. Members should share their individual outlines and then, as a group,
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S P E E C H  S N I P P E T

Implementing Solutions

In their speech about gang vio-
lence, Matt, Shannon, Pam, and
Michelle created implementation
plans for parental accountability
and for the government to crack
down on the illegal gun market.
They also provided implementa-
tion strategies for churches, busi-
nesses, and service groups to
offer alternative programs for
area youth. Thus, they didn’t
merely offer solutions; they pro-
vided plans for implementing
them.

brainstorming an uncritical,
nonevaluative process of
generating alternatives by
being creative, suspending
judgment, and combining or
adapting the ideas of others
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develop the transitions between main points and make any other changes
needed for continuity and consistency. If no member was responsible for devel-
oping the introduction and conclusion, the group should create them now.
Likewise, presentational aids should be integrated at this point.

4. Finalize the details of delivery. Because this is a group presentation, more
than the usual number of decisions must be made about delivery. For example,
which presentation format will you use? (The next section in this chapter shows
various presentation formats.) Who will speak when? Who will introduce the
speakers and when? Where will group members sit when they are not speaking?
How will presentational aids be displayed, and who will be responsible for dis-
playing them?

5. Practice your presentation. It is crucial to practice both individually and
as a group, using the delivery guidelines described in Chapter 11. Because
group presentations pose additional complexities, there are more tasks to be
done to complete the speech. As a result, there is even more need for practice
if you are to succeed at conveying one seamless message to your listeners.

Public Group Presentation Formats
Although your group problem solving will be done in private—without the
presence of an onlooking or participating audience— occasionally you will
have the opportunity to share your issues in a public forum. At times, this
means conducting your group discussion with nonparticipating observers pres-
ent; at other times, it means presenting your group’s conclusions to an audi-
ence. As such, public group presentations have much in common with tradi-
tional public speaking. Three common formats for public group presentations
are the symposium, the panel discussion, and the town hall meeting.

Symposium
A symposium is a discussion in which a limited number of participants (usually
three to five) present individual speeches of approximately the same length
dealing with the same subject. After delivering their planned speeches, the par-
ticipants in the symposium respond to questions from the audience. Unfortu-
nately, a symposium often omits the interaction necessary for a good discus-
sion. However, if the participants make their prepared speeches short enough
to allow sufficient time for questions and answers, a symposium can be interest-
ing and stimulating.

In a symposium, all speakers typically are seated in front of the audience.
One person acts as moderator, offering the introductory and concluding
remarks and providing transitions between speakers. In a way, the moderator
provides the macrostructure for the group presentation. When introduced by
the moderator, each speaker moves from his or her seat to the lectern to
deliver a speech on the aspect of the topic he or she is covering. Although
each speech can stand on its own, all fit together to present the larger picture
of the issue. After all speakers have finished, the moderator returns to the
lectern to offer concluding remarks and to facilitate the question-and-answer
session. Questions can be directed to individuals in the group or to the group
as a whole.

The way the group divides the content among speakers depends on how
the material was organized. For example, each speaker might focus on one step
of the problem-solving process or on one major issue related to the overall
topic. If the presentation is persuasive, successive speakers might focus on the
problem, the causes, and the solutions. Or one might focus on the need,
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symposium a discussion in
which a limited number of
participants present individ-
ual speeches of approxi-
mately the same length
dealing with the same sub-
ject and then discuss their
reactions to what others
have said and answer ques-
tions from the audience



another on the plan for meeting the need, another on visualization of the
future, and another on a call to action. To see sample outlines for a persuasive
group symposium speech, use your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access the
online resources for Chapter 16. There you can see the outlines prepared by a
group of students for their symposium “The Dirty Truth About Antibacterial
Products,” in which the motivated sequence organizational pattern is used to
organize the order of the speeches given by each group member.

Panel Discussion
A panel discussion is a problem-solving discussion in front of an audience.
After the formal discussion, the audience is often encouraged to question the
participants. Perhaps you’ve seen or heard a panel of experts discuss a topic—
for example, on radio or television talk shows like SportsCenter or The View. The
group is typically seated in a semicircle to allow the audience to see all partici-
pants. One person serves as moderator, introduces the topic, and provides the
macrostructure by asking a series of planned questions that panelists answer.
Their answers and the interaction between them provide the supporting evi-
dence. A well-planned panel discussion seems spontaneous and interactive but
requires careful planning and rehearsal to ensure that all relevant information
is presented and that all speakers are afforded equal speaking time. To see a
transcript of the panel discussion of “The Dirty Truth About Antibacterial
Products,” use your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access the online resources
for Chapter 16.

Town Hall Meeting
A town hall meeting is an event in which a large number of people who are
interested in a topic convene to discuss, and at times to decide, one or more
issues. In the New England states, many small towns use town hall meetings of
residents to decide community issues. In a town hall meeting, one person who
is respected by other participants is selected to lead the discussion. The leader
announces the ground rules for the discussion, introduces the issues to be dis-
cussed, calls on participants for comments, ensures that divergent opinions are
expressed, periodically summarizes the discussion, and oversees the decision
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panel discussion a problem-
solving discussion in front of
an audience

town hall meeting an event
in which a large number of
people who are interested in
a topic convene to discuss,
and at times to decide, an
issue

Town hall-style meetings are
often used by communities to
discuss controversial issues
that affect the well-being of
residents.
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making. Because town hall meetings involve large numbers of people, the
leader strictly controls taking turns. In your public speaking course, your
instructor may have the entire class participate in a town hall meeting on a par-
ticular topic. You may be asked to consult with other students and as a group
to represent a particular type of stakeholder. Your group task will be to
research your stakeholder’s position and then to represent these ideas in the
larger forum.

Evaluating Group Effectiveness
Just as preparing and presenting are a bit different for group speeches than for
individual speeches, so is the process of evaluating effectiveness. Evaluations
should focus on group dynamics during the preparation process as well as on
the effectiveness of the actual presentation.

Evaluating Group Dynamics During 
the Preparation Process
To be effective, groups must work together as they define and analyze a prob-
lem, generate solutions, and select a course of action. They also need to work
together as they prepare their written report, which in some public speaking
classrooms is a formal group outline, and practice the oral presentation.

So it is important to evaluate how effectively each member works in the
group. This notion of how individuals work together as a team toward a com-
mon goal is known as group dynamics. You can evaluate group dynamics by
judging the merit of each member’s efforts in terms of the five group member
responsibilities discussed earlier in this chapter. In addition, each group mem-
ber could prepare a “reflective thinking process paper,” which details in para-
graph form what each member did well and could improve upon in terms of
the five member responsibilities. In the final paragraph of the paper, each
member should provide a self-evaluation of what they did and what they could
do to improve the group process in future sessions. To complete a reflective
thinking process paper online, use your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access
Web Resource 16.4: Reflective Thinking Process Paper.

Like the evaluations business managers make of employees, these evalua-
tions serve to document the efforts of group members. They can be submitted
to the instructor, just as they would be submitted to a supervisor. In business,
these documents provide a basis for determining promotion, merit pay, and
salary adjustments. In the classroom, they can provide a basis for determining
one portion of each member’s grade.

Evaluating Effectiveness of the Group Presentation
Effective group presentations depend on quality individual presentations as well
as quality overall group performance. So evaluations of group presentations
should consist of both an individual and a group component. Exhibit 16.2
shows a form you can use to evaluate the effectiveness of a group presentation.

Evaluating Your Effectiveness 
Effective group presentations depend on the combined efforts of individuals. So
it’s also a good idea to conduct a self-evaluation to determine whether you could
be doing something better during the group problem-solving process, while
preparing the group presentation, and when giving your portion of the group
speech. Exhibit 16.3 is an example of a form used to evaluate your own efforts.
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group dynamics how individ-
uals work together as a
team toward a common goal
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Group Member Name:

Critic (your name):

Directions: Evaluate the effectiveness of each group member according to each of the follow-
ing criteria for effective presentations individually and as a group.

Rating Scale:
1                      2                       3                       4                      5                      6                    7
(poor)                                                                                                                       (excellent)

INDIVIDUAL PERFORMANCE CRITIQUE

              Delivery (Use of voice and use of body)
(rating)   Critique (Provide a rationale for the rating you gave):

              Structure (Macrostructure and microstructure/language)
(rating)   Critique (Provide a rationale for the rating you gave):

              Content (Breadth and depth and listener relevance)
(rating)   Critique (Provide a rationale for the rating you gave):

GROUP PERFORMANCE CRITIQUE

              Delivery (Teamwork? Cooperation? Fluency? Use of aids?)
(rating)   Critique (Provide a rationale for the rating you gave):

              Structure (Balanced? Transitions? Flow? Attn/Clincher?)
(rating)   Critique (Provide a rationale for the rating you gave):

              Content (Thematic? Focused? Thorough? Construction of presentational aids?)
(rating)   Critique (Provide a rationale for the rating you gave):

Overall Comments:

EXHIBIT 16.2 Sample evaluation form for group presentations

Public Group Presentation
At your instructor’s request during class, divide into groups of four to six. Each group
will prepare a symposium or a panel based on their findings from engaging in the
problem-solving process. Present the symposium or the panel in the form of a twenty-
five- to thirty-minute presentation followed by five to ten minutes of audience ques-
tions and answers. Each group member must help identify an appropriate issue, par-
ticipate in the problem-solving process, and take part in the presentation.

S P E E C H  A S S I G N M E N T
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Summary
Today, working and speaking in groups are popular not only in the classroom
but also in business and industry. Effective problem-solving groups produce
better products than individuals can do on their own. Groups are ineffective
when some members fail to fulfill their responsibilities as group members.
These responsibilities include being committed to the group goal, keeping the
discussion on track, completing individual assignments, managing conflict
among group members, and encouraging input from all members.

One effective process for solving problems in groups is systematic problem
solving. Members work together to identify and define a problem, analyze the
problem, determine criteria for judging solutions, generate many solutions,
select the best solution based on the criteria, and implement the agreed-upon
solution.

Once a group has worked through the problem-solving process, members
must work together to prepare the public presentation. Groups can present
their findings in a symposium, panel discussion, or town hall meeting.

Finally, evaluating group effectiveness includes an evaluation of each individ-
ual’s public speaking portion of the presentation. It should also include an eval-
uation of group dynamics and group performance as well as self-evaluation.
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Directions: Complete the items below with regard to your presentation in the group
symposium.

1.  In terms of delivery, I did the following things well in my oral presentation:

     a.

     b.

2.  In terms of content, I did the following things well in my oral presentation:

     a.

     b.

3.  In terms of structure, I did the following things well in my oral presentation:

     a.

     b.

4.  If I could do my portion of the oral presentation over again, I would do the following
     things differently:

     a.

     b.

     c.

5.  In terms of my role as a group member, I am most proud of how I:

6.  In terms of my role as a group member, I am least proud of how I:

7.  Overall, I would give myself a grade of     for the group speech because:

   

EXHIBIT 16.3 Sample self-critique form for group presentations
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C H A L L E N G E  O N L I N E  

Now that you’ve read Chapter 16, use your Thom-
sonNOW for The Challenge of Effective Speaking for
quick access to the electronic resources that accom-
pany this text. Your ThomsonNOW gives you access
to the symposium and panel discussion outlines dis-
cussed on pages 333 –334, Speech Builder Express,
InfoTrac College Edition, and online study aids
such as a digital glossary and review quizzes.

Your Challenge ThomsonNOW is an online study
system that helps you identify concepts you don’t

fully understand, allowing you to put your study
time to the best use. Using chapter-by-chapter diag-
nostic pretests, the system creates a personalized
study plan for each chapter. Each plan directs you
to specific resources designed to improve your
understanding, including pages from the text in e-
book format. Chapter posttests give you an opportu-
nity to measure how much you’ve learned and let
you know if you are ready for graded quizzes and
exams.

K E Y  T E R M S  

Go to your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access
your online glossary for Chapter 16. Print a copy of
the glossary for this chapter and test yourself with

the electronic flash cards or complete the cross-
word puzzle to help you master these key terms:

brainstorming (332) 
conflict (330)
criteria (331)
group dynamics (335)

synergy (329)
systematic problem-solving

method (331)
town hall meeting (334)

groupthink (330)
panel discussion (334)
problem-solving groups (328)
symposium (333)

W E B  R E S O U R C E S  

Go to your ThomsonNOW for Challenge to access
the Web Resources for this chapter.

16.1 Setting Group Goals (330) 
16.2 What’s Your Problem? (331)

16.4 Reflective Thinking Process Paper

(335)
16.3 Rules for Brainstorming (332)
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accent the inflection, tone, and
speech habits typical of the natives
of a country, a region, or even a
state or city

accurate language words that con-
vey your meaning precisely

action an attention-getting act
designed to highlight your topic or
purpose

active listening identifying the
organization of ideas, asking ques-
tions, silently paraphrasing, attend-
ing to nonverbal cues, and taking
notes

actual object an inanimate or ani-
mate sample of the idea you are
communicating

ad hominem argument a fallacy
that occurs when a speaker attacks
or praises a person making an argu-
ment rather than addressing the
argument itself

adaptation reaction the gradual
decline of your anxiety level that
begins about one minute into the
presentation and results in your anx-
iety level’s declining to its prespeak-
ing level in about five minutes

alliteration repetition of consonant
sounds at the beginning of words
that are near one another

analogy an extended metaphor

anecdotes brief, often amusing
stories

anger the emotion we experience
when we are faced with an obstacle
that stands in the way of something
we want

articulation using the tongue,
palate, teeth, jaw movement, and lips
to shape vocalized sounds that com-
bine to produce a word

assonance repetition of vowel
sounds in a phrase or phrases

attending paying attention to what
the speaker is saying regardless of
extraneous interferences

attitude a general or enduring posi-
tive or negative feeling about some
person, object, or issue

audience the specific group of peo-
ple to whom the speech is directed

audience adaptation the process of
tailoring your speech’s information
to the needs, interests, and expecta-
tions of your listeners

audience analysis a study made to
learn about the diverse characteris-
tics of audience members and then,
based on these characteristics, to
predict how audience members are
apt to listen to, understand, and be
motivated to act on your speech

audience-centered considering
who your listeners are and how your
message can best be tailored to their
interests, desires, and needs

audience contact creating a sense
of looking listeners in the eye when
speaking to large audiences

audience feedback nonverbal and
verbal cues that indicate audience
members’ reaction to what the
speaker is saying

Glossary

animated delivery delivery that is
lively, energetic, enthusiastic, and
dynamic

anticipation reaction the level of
anxiety you experience prior to giv-
ing the speech, including the nerv-
ousness you feel while preparing and
waiting to speak

antithesis combining contrasting
ideas in the same sentence

antonym a word that is directly
opposite in meaning

apathetic uninterested, uncon-
cerned, or indifferent to your topic

appeal to action a statement in a
conclusion that describes the behav-
ior you want your listeners to follow
after they have heard your argu-
ments

appearance the way you look to
others

argue from analogy to support a
claim with a single comparable
example that is significantly similar
to the subject of the claim

argue from causation to cite events
that have occurred that result in the
claim

argue from example to support
your claim by providing one or more
individual examples

argue from sign to cite information
that signals the claim

arguments the process of proving
conclusions you have drawn from
reasons and evidence



bar graph a diagram that uses verti-
cal or horizontal bars to show rela-
tionships between two or more vari-
ables at the same time or at various
times on one or more dimensions

bias-free language language that
demonstrates through word choices
an ethical concern for fairness and
respect with regard to race, ethnicity,
gender, ability, sexual orientation,
and diverse worldviews

brainstorming an uncritical,
nonevaluative process of generating
alternatives by being creative, sus-
pending judgment, and combining
or adapting the ideas of others

chart a graphic representation that
distills a lot of information and pres-
ents it to an audience in an easily
interpreted visual format

claim the proposition or conclusion
to be proven

clincher a one- or two-sentence
statement in a conclusion that pro-
vides a sense of closure by driving
home the importance of your speech
in a memorable way

closed questions narrow-focus
questions that require only very brief
answers

cognitive restructuring a process
designed to help you systematically
rebuild your thoughts about public
speaking

commemorative address a speech
of tribute that celebrates national
holidays or anniversaries of impor-
tant events

commencement address a speech
of tribute praising graduating stu-
dents and inspiring them to reach
for their goals

common ground the background,
knowledge, attitudes, experiences,
and philosophies that audience
members and the speaker share

communication orientation viewing
a speech as just an opportunity to
talk with a number of people about a
topic that is important to the
speaker and to the audience

communication orientation moti-
vation (COM) techniques designed
to reduce anxiety by helping the
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speaker adopt a “communication”
rather than a “performance” orienta-
tion toward the speech

comparative advantages an organ-
ization that shows that a proposed
change has more value than the sta-
tus quo

comparison illuminating a point by
showing similarities

comparison and contrast method
a method of informing that explains
something by focusing on how it is
similar to and different from other
things

compassion the emotion we feel
when we have selfless concern for
the suffering of another person that
energizes us to try to relieve that suf-
fering

concept mapping a visual means of
exploring connections between a
subject and related ideas

concrete words words that appeal
to the senses or conjure up a picture

conflict disagreement or clash
among ideas, principles, or people

confrontation reaction the surge in
your anxiety level that you feel as
you begin your speech

connotation the feelings or evalua-
tions we associate with a word

constructive critique an analysis of
a speech or presentation that evalu-
ates how well a speaker meets a spe-
cific speaking goal while following
the norms for good speaking and
that recommends how the presenta-
tion could be improved

context the position of a word in a
sentence and its relationship to
other words around it

contrast illuminating a point by
highlighting differences

conversational style delivery that is
spontaneous, relaxed, and informal
and allows the speaker to talk with,
not at, an audience

costs expenditures that we incur
when we act; may be physical, psy-
chological, or social

creating suspense wording an
attention getter so that what is
described generates initial uncer-

tainty or mystery and excites the
audience

creativity the ability to produce
original ideas and insights

credentials your experiences or
education that qualifies you to speak
with authority on a specific subject

credibility the perception that you
are knowledgeable, trustworthy, and
personable

crediting ideas giving the sources
of information you use

criteria standards used for judging
the merits of proposed solutions

criteria satisfaction an indirect
organization that seeks audience
agreement on criteria that should be
considered when evaluating a partic-
ular proposition and then shows how
the proposition satisfies those
criteria

critical analysis the process of eval-
uating what you have heard to deter-
mine a speech’s completeness, use-
fulness, and trustworthiness

cultural setting the values, beliefs,
meanings, and social mores of spe-
cific groups of people to which your
audience members belong

dedication a speech of tribute that
honors a worthy person or group by
naming a structure, monument, or
park after them

definition method a method of
informing that explains something
by identifying its meaning

definition a statement that clarifies
the meaning of a word or phrase

delivery how a message is communi-
cated orally and visually through the
use of voice and body

demographic diversity the range of
demographic characteristics repre-
sented in an audience

demonstration method a method
of informing that explains something
by showing how it is done, by dis-
playing the stages of a process, or by
depicting how something works

denotation the explicit meaning a
language community formally gives a
word
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derived credibility messages you
send about your expertise during the
speech

description method the informative
method used to create an accurate,
vivid, verbal picture of an object,
geographic feature, setting, or image

diagram a type of drawing to show
the whole and its parts

dialect a regional variety of a
language

direct question a question that
demands an overt response from the
audience, usually by a show of hands

either-or a fallacy that argues there
are only two alternatives when, in
fact, there are many

emotions the buildup of action-spe-
cific energy

empathy the ability to see the world
through the eyes of someone else

ethics a set of moral principles that
a society, group, or individual holds
that differentiate right from wrong
and good behavior from bad
behavior

ethos speaker credibility

eulogy a ceremonial speech of trib-
ute during a funeral or memorial
service that praises someone’s life
and accomplishments

examples specific instances that
illustrate or explain a general factual
statement

expert opinions interpretations and
judgments made by authorities in a
particular subject area

expository speech an informative
presentation that provides carefully
researched in-depth knowledge
about a complex topic

extemporaneous speech a speech
that is researched and planned
ahead of time, but the exact wording
is not scripted and will vary from
presentation to presentation

eye contact looking directly at the
people to whom you are speaking

facial expression eye and mouth
movements

factual statements information
that can be verified

false cause a fallacy that occurs
when the alleged cause fails to be
related to, or to produce, the effect

farewell a speech of tribute honor-
ing someone who is leaving an
organization

fear the emotion we experience
when we perceive that we have no
control over a situation that threat-
ens us

figures of speech phrases that
make striking comparisons between
things that are not obviously alike

flipchart a pad of paper mounted
on an easel

flowchart a chart that diagrams a
sequence of steps through a compli-
cated process

follow-up questions questions
designed to pursue the answers
given to primary questions

general goal the overall intent of
the speech

generic language language that
uses words that may apply only to
one sex, race, or other group as
though they represent everyone

gestures the movements of your
hands, arms, and fingers that help
you remain intelligible

goodwill a perception that the audi-
ence forms of a speaker who they
believe understands them,
empathizes with them, and is
responsive to them

graph a diagram that presents
numerical comparisons

group dynamics how individuals
work together as a team toward a
common goal

groupthink when group members
accept information and ideas with-
out subjecting them to critical
analysis

guilt the emotion we experience
when we personally violate a moral,
ethical, or religious code that we
hold dear

happiness or joy the emotion we
experience when we accomplish
something, when we have a satisfying
interaction or relationship, or when

we see or possess objects that appeal
to us

hasty generalization a fallacy that
presents a generalization that is
either not supported with evidence
or is supported with only one weak
example

hate speech the use of words and
phrases to demean another person
or group and to express the
speaker’s hatred and prejudice
toward that person or group

hearing the biological process that
occurs when the brain detects sound
waves

historical setting events that have
already occurred that are related to
your speech topic, to you as a
speaker, to previous speeches given
by you with which audience mem-
bers are familiar, or to other
encounters that audience members
have had with you

hope the emotion we experience
when we believe something desirable
is likely to happen

hypothetical examples specific
instances based on reflections about
future events

impartial having no opinion

impromptu speech a speech that is
delivered with only seconds or min-
utes of advance notice for prepara-
tion and is usually presented without
referring to notes of any kind

incentive a reward that is promised
if a particular action is taken or goal
is reached

incremental change moving reluc-
tant listeners only a small degree in
your direction

informative speech a speech whose
goal is to explain or describe facts,
truths, and principles in a way that
stimulates interest, facilitates under-
standing, and increases the likeli-
hood of remembering

initial audience disposition the
knowledge of and opinions about
your topic that your listeners have
before they hear you speak

initial credibility perception of cred-
ibility created before you begin to
speak



intellectually stimulating informa-
tion that is new to audience mem-
bers and is explained in a way that
piques their curiosity

intelligible capable of being under-
stood

Internet an international electronic
collection of thousands of smaller
networks

interviewing the skillful asking and
answering of questions

jargon unique technical terminology
of a trade or profession that is not
generally understood by outsiders

joke an anecdote or a piece of
wordplay designed to be funny and
make people laugh

keynote address a ceremonial
speech that both sets the tone and
generates enthusiasm for the topic
of a conference or convention

knowledge and expertise how well
you convince your audience that you
are qualified to speak on the topic

LCD multimedia projector a pro-
jection unit that connects to a VCR
player, a DVD player, or a computer
and projects images from them onto
a screen

leading questions questions
phrased in a way that suggests the
interviewer has a preferred answer

learning style a person’s preferred
way of receiving information

line graph a diagram that indicates
changes in one or more variables
over time

listener relevance links statements
of how and why your speech relates
to or might affect your listeners

listening the process of receiving,
attending to, constructing meaning
from, and responding to spoken or
nonverbal messages

logical reasons order organizing
the main points of a persuasive
speech by the reasons that support
the speech goal

logos logical appeals

macrostructure the overall frame-
work you use to organize your
speech content
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main points complete-sentence
statements of the two to five central
ideas that will be used in the thesis
statement

marginalizing ignoring the values,
needs, and interests of certain audi-
ence members, leaving them feeling
excluded from the speaking situation

marking the addition of sex, race,
age, or other group designations to a
description

master or mistress of ceremonies
an individual designated to set the
mood of the program, introduce
participants, and keep the program
moving

metaphor an implied comparison
between two unlike things without
using like or as

microstructure the specific lan-
guage and style choices you use as
you frame your ideas and verbalize
them to your audience

model a three-dimensional scaled-
down or scaled-up version of an
actual object

monotone a voice in which the
pitch, volume, and rate remain con-
stant, with no word, idea, or sen-
tence differing significantly from any
other

motivated movement movement
with a purpose

motivated sequence a form of per-
suasive organization that combines a
problem-solution pattern with
explicit appeals designed to motivate
the audience

movement changing the position of
the entire body

multiple-response items survey
items that give the respondent sev-
eral alternative answers from which
to choose

narration method a method of
informing that explains something
by recounting events

narrative order organizing the main
points as a story or series of stories

narrative/personal experience
speech a presentation in which you
recount an experience you have had

and the significance you attach to
that experience

narratives accounts, personal expe-
riences, tales, or lengthier stories

negative emotions disquieting feel-
ings that, when people experience
them, they look for ways to eliminate
them

neutral questions questions
phrased in ways that do not direct a
person’s answers

newsgroup (bulletin board) an
electronic gathering place for people
with similar interests

nonparallel language language in
which terms are changed because of
the sex, race, or other group charac-
teristics of the individual

nonverbal communication all
speech elements other than the
words themselves

onomatopoeia words that sound
like the things they stand for

open questions broad-based ques-
tions that ask the interviewee to pro-
vide perspective, ideas, information,
or opinions

open-ended items survey items that
encourage respondents to elaborate
on their opinions without forcing
them to answer in a predetermined
way

oral footnote oral reference to the
original source of particular infor-
mation at the point of presenting it
during a speech

oral style the manner in which one
conveys messages through the spo-
ken word

organizational chart a chart that
shows the structure of an organiza-
tion in terms of rank and chain of
command

panel discussion a problem-solving
discussion in front of an audience

parallel when wording of points fol-
lows the same structural pattern,
often using the same introductory
words

paraphrase a statement in your own
words of the meaning you have
assigned to a message
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pathos emotional appeals

pauses moments of silence strategi-
cally placed to enhance meaning

performance orientation viewing
public speaking as a situation
demanding special delivery tech-
niques to impress an audience aes-
thetically or viewing audience mem-
bers as hypercritical judges who will
not forgive even our minor mistakes

periodicals magazines and journals
that appear at fixed periods

personableness the extent to
which you project an agreeable or
pleasing personality

personal pronouns “we,” “us,” and
“our”—pronouns that directly link
the speaker to members of the audi-
ence

personal reference a brief story
about something that happened to
you or a hypothetical situation that
listeners can imagine themselves in

personalize to present information
in a frame of reference that is famil-
iar to the audience

personification attributing human
qualities to a concept or an inani-
mate object

persuasive punch words words
that evoke emotions

persuasive speech a speech whose
goal is to influence the attitudes,
beliefs, values, or behavior of audi-
ence members

physical setting the location, size of
room, seating arrangement, distance
between audience and speaker, time
of day, room temperature, and light-
ing

pie graph a diagram that shows the
relationships among parts of a single
unit

pitch the scaled highness or lowness
of the sound a voice makes

plagiarism the unethical act of rep-
resenting another person’s work as
your own

positive emotions feelings that
people enjoy experiencing

posture the position or bearing of
the body

precise words words that narrow a
larger category

presentation software a computer
program that enables you to elec-
tronically prepare and store your
visual aids using a computer

presentational aid any visual, audio,
or audiovisual material used in a
speech

pride the feeling of self-satisfaction
and an increase to our self-esteem
we experience as the result of some-
thing that we have accomplished or
that someone we identify with has
accomplished

primacy-recency effect the ten-
dency to remember the first and last
items conveyed orally in a series
than the items in between

primary questions questions the
interviewer plans ahead of time

primary research the process of
conducting your own study to
acquire the information you need

primary source a document that
details a firsthand account

problem-cause-solution pattern a
form of persuasive organization that
examines a problem, its cause(s),
and solutions designed to eliminate
or alleviate the underlying cause(s)

problem-solution pattern a persua-
sive organizational pattern that
reveals details about a problem and
poses solutions to it

problem-solving group four to
seven people who work together to
complete a specific task or solve a
particular problem

process speech a speech that
explains and shows how something is
done, is made, or works

productive thinking to think about
something from a variety of perspec-
tives

pronunciation the form and accent
of various syllables of a word

proposition a declarative sentence
that clearly indicates the position
that the speaker will advocate in a
persuasive speech

proposition of fact a statement
designed to convince your audience

that something did or did not exist
or occur, is or is not true, or will or
will not occur

proposition of policy a statement
designed to convince your audience
that they should take a specific
course of action

proposition of value a statement
designed to convince your audience
that something is good, bad, desir-
able, undesirable, fair, unfair, moral,
immoral, sound, unsound, benefi-
cial, harmful, important, or unim-
portant

proximity the relevance of informa-
tion to personal life space

psychological setting the feelings,
attitudes, and beliefs of individual
audience members that affect how
your speech message is perceived

public speaking apprehension a
type of communication anxiety; the
level of fear a person experiences
when anticipating or actually speak-
ing to an audience

public speaking skills training sys-
tematic teaching of the skills associ-
ated with the processes involved in
preparing and delivering an effective
public speech with the intention of
improving speaking competence as a
means of reducing public speaking
apprehension

public speech, or oration a sus-
tained formal presentation made by
a speaker to an audience

quality the tone, timbre, or sound of
your voice

quotation a comment made by and
attributed to someone other than
the speaker

rate the speed at which you talk

reasoning the mental process of
drawing inferences (conclusions)
from factual information

reasons main point statements that
summarize several related pieces of
evidence and show why you should
believe or do something

refutative an organization that per-
suades by both disproving the oppos-
ing position and bolstering one’s
own



rehearsing practicing the presenta-
tion of your speech aloud

relevance adapting the information
in a speech so that audience mem-
bers view it as important to them

relief the emotion we experience
when a threatening situation has
been alleviated

remembering being able to retain
and recall information that you have
heard

repetition restating words, phrases,
or sentences for emphasis

responsive showing care about the
audience by acknowledging feedback
from the audience, especially subtle
negative cues

rhetorical questions questions
phrased to stimulate a mental
response rather than an actual spo-
ken response on the part of the
audience

sadness the emotion we experience
when we fail to achieve a goal or
experience a loss or separation

scaled items survey items that
measure the direction and/or inten-
sity of an audience member’s feeling
or attitude toward something

scripted speech a speech that is
prepared by creating a complete
written manuscript and delivered by
reading a written copy or from
memory

secondary research the process of
locating information that has been
discovered by other people

secondary source a document writ-
ten about a topic, citing both pri-
mary sources and other secondary
sources

section transitions complete sen-
tences that show the relationship
between, or bridge, major parts of a
speech

self-talk thoughts about success or
failure that go through one’s mind
prior to or during a particular situa-
tion

sensory language language that
appeals to the senses of seeing, hear-
ing, tasting, smelling, and feeling
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setting the location and occasion
for a speech

shame the emotion we experience
when we have violated a moral code
and it is revealed to someone we
think highly of

signposts words or phrases that
connect pieces of supporting mate-
rial to the main point or subpoint
they address

simile a direct comparison of dis-
similar things using like or as

skimming a method of rapidly
going through a work to determine
what is covered and how

slang informal, nonstandard vocab-
ulary and nonstandard definitions
assigned to words by a social group
or subculture

speaker the source or originator of
the speech

speaking appropriately using lan-
guage that adapts to the needs,
interests, knowledge, and attitudes of
the listener and avoiding language
that alienates audience members

speaking context the physical, cul-
tural, historical, and psychological
factors in the setting in which your
speech is presented

speaking conversationally Sound-
ing as though you are having a spon-
taneous conversation with your audi-
ence rather than simply reading to
them or performing in front of them

speaking expressively Using vari-
ous vocal techniques so you sound a
bit more dramatic than you would in
casual conversation

speaking notes a word or phrase
outline of your speech, plus hard-to-
remember information such as quo-
tations and statistics, designed to
trigger memory

speaking situation the circum-
stances under which you deliver your
speech

specific goal a single statement that
identifies the exact response the
speaker wants from the audience

specific language words that clarify
meaning by narrowing what is
understood from a general category

to a particular item or group within
that category

speech effectiveness the extent to
which audience members listen to,
understand, remember, and are
motivated to act on what a speaker
has said

speech goal a statement of what
you want your listeners to know,
believe, or do

speech making the process of pre-
senting a speech to the intended
audience

speech of acceptance a ceremo-
nial speech given to acknowledge
receipt of an honor or award

speech of introduction a brief cer-
emonial speech that establishes a
supportive climate for the main
speaker, highlights the speaker’s
credibility by familiarizing the audi-
ence with pertinent biographical
information, and generates enthusi-
asm for listening to the speaker and
topic

speech of nomination a ceremonial
presentation that proposes a nomi-
nee for an elected office, honor,
position, or award

speech of recognition a ceremo-
nial presentation that acknowledges
someone and usually presents an
award, a prize, or a gift to the indi-
vidual or a representative of a group

speech of tribute a ceremonial
speech that praises or celebrates a
person, a group, or an event

speech of welcome a brief, formal
ceremonial address that greets and
expresses pleasure for the presence
of a person or an organization

speech plan a strategy for achieving
your goal

speech planning process the sys-
tem that you use to prepare a speech

speech to actuate a speech that
moves beyond affecting audience
beliefs and attitudes and motivates
the audience to act

speech to entertain a humorous
speech that makes a serious point

spontaneity a naturalness of speech
where what is said sounds as if the
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speaker is really thinking about the
ideas and the audience as he or she
speaks

Standard English form of English
described in the dictionary or an
English handbook

startling statement a sentence or
two that grabs your listeners’ atten-
tion by shocking them in some way

statement of reasons a straightfor-
ward organization in which you pres-
ent your best-supported reasons in a
meaningful order

statistics numerical facts

stereotyping assuming all members
of a group behave or believe alike
simply because they belong to the
group

story an account of something that
has happened (actual) or could hap-
pen (hypothetical)

straw man a fallacy that occurs
when a speaker weakens the oppos-
ing position by misrepresenting it
and then attacks that weaker
position

stress emphasis placed on certain
words by speaking them more loudly
than the rest of the sentence

structures of speech phrases that
combine ideas in a particular way

subject a broad area of expertise,
such as movies, cognitive psychology,
computer technology, or the Middle
East

supporting material developmental
material that will be used in the
speech, including personal experi-
ences, examples, illustrations, anec-
dotes, statistics, and quotations

survey a canvassing of people to get
information about their ideas and
opinions, which are then analyzed
for trends

symposium a discussion in which a
limited number of participants pres-
ent individual speeches of approxi-
mately the same length dealing with
the same subject and then discuss
their reactions to what others have

said and answer questions from the
audience

synergy when the result of group
work is better than what one mem-
ber could achieve alone

synonym a word that has the same
or a similar meaning

systematic desensitization a
method that reduces apprehension
by gradually having people visualize
increasingly more frightening events

systematic problem-solving
method an efficient six-step method
for finding an effective solution to a
problem

target audience the cluster point
that represents the group of people
you most want to persuade

terminal credibility perception of
credibility listeners have at the end
of the speech

thesis statement a one- or two-sen-
tence summary of the speech that
incorporates the general and specific
goals and previews the main points

time order organizing the main
points of the speech in a chronologi-
cal sequence or by steps in a process

timeliness showing how information
is useful now or in the near future

toast a ceremonial speech offered at
the start of a reception or meal that
pays tribute to the occasion or to a
person

topic some specific aspect of a
subject

topic order organizing the main
points of the speech by categories or
divisions of a subject

town hall meeting an event in
which a large number of people who
are interested in a topic convene to
discuss, and at times to decide, an
issue

transitions words, phrases, or sen-
tences that show a relationship
between, or bridge, two ideas

trustworthiness the extent to which
the audience can believe that what

you say is accurate, true, and in their
best interests

two-sided items survey items that
force the respondent to choose
between two answers, such as yes/no,
for/against, or pro/con

understanding the ability to assign
accurate meaning to what was said

uninformed not knowing enough
about a topic to have formed an
opinion

verbal immediacy when the lan-
guage you use reduces the psycho-
logical distance between you and
your audience

visual aid a form of speech develop-
ment that allows the audience to see
as well as hear information

visualization a method that reduces
apprehension by helping speakers
develop a mental picture of them-
selves giving a masterful speech

vivid language language that is full
of life—vigorous, bright, and intense

vocal expressiveness variety you
create in your voice through chang-
ing pitch, volume, and rate, as well
as stressing certain words and using
pauses

vocalized pause unnecessary words
interjected into sentences to fill
moments of silence

voice the sound you produce in
your larynx, or voice box, which is
used to transmit the words of your
speech to an audience

volume the degree of loudness of
the tone you make

warrant the logical statement that
connects the support to the claim

“we language” the use of plural
personal pronouns like “we,” “our,”
and “us” rather than “you” or “they”

word chart a chart used to preview,
review, or highlight important ideas
covered in a speech
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A
Abbreviations, 194
Abstract words, 191–192
Accent, 209
Acceptance speeches, 321–322
Accurate language, 189–191
Acronyms, 194
Action appeal step, in motivated

sequence, 305, 306
Active listening, 39
Actual objects, 165
Adaptation reaction, 19
Ad hominem argument, 276
Ahladas, John A., 106
Albright, Madeleine, 268
Alliteration, 197
American Medical Association (AMA),

154
American Psychological Association

(APA), 154 –156
Analogy

arguing from analogy, 271–272
defined, 197

Anecdotes, 108
Anger, 290–291
Animals, as visual aids, 165
Animated delivery, 207
Anthony, Susan B., 264
Anticipation reaction, 19
Antithesis, 198
Antonyms, 237
Anxiety, 19–20. see also public speaking

apprehension
Apathetic audiences, 261
Appeal to action, 151
Appearance, 214, 298
Arguments, 269

from analogy, 271–272
from causation, 272–273
combining, 274 –275
from example, 270–271
from sign, 273 –274

Aristotle, 4, 288, 295
Armstrong, Lance, 199
Armstrong, Neil, 171, 198
Articles, as information source, 93 –95
Articulation, 209
Artifacts, 100
Assonance, 197

Authority, 102
Ayres, Joe, 23

B
Babington, Thomas, 327
Baraquio, Angela Perez, 51
Bar graphs, 168, 170
Barnum, P.T., 147
Becherer, Hans, 109
Bennett, Arnold, 287
Bhutto, Benazir, 198
Bias-free immediacy, 201
Bibliographic information, 93, 111
Biographical references, 96
Biologically based temperament, 20–21
Body language, 211–214. see also

nonverbal communication
Body of the speech, 125–134. see also main

points
Bono, 298
Books, 92–93. see also research

bibliographies, 93, 111
evaluating, 92–93
of quotations, 96

Brainstorming, 51, 53, 54, 332
Breadth of detail, 7, 232–233
Bulleted lists, 178
Bulletin boards (electronic), 97

C
Cacioppo, John, 258
Captivate® (Adobe), 176
Carter, Jimmy, 11
Carter, Rosalynn, 11
Causation, arguing from, 272–273
CD players, 181
Central route, 259. see also persuasive

speaking
Ceremonial speaking, 316 –317

acceptance speeches, 321–322
commemorative addresses, 324
commencement addresses, 324
dedications, 324
entertaining speeches, 324
eulogies, 324
farewell speeches, 324
introductory speeches, 318–319
keynote addresses, 324
nomination speeches, 319–320

Index

Attending
defined, 38
techniques for, 38–39, 42

Attention-getting acts, 142–145
Attention span, 38
Attention step, in motivated sequence,

305
Attitude. see audience attitude
Audience, 48– 49, 69–71. see also audience

adaptation; audience attitude;
individual types of speeches

analysis of, 4, 49, 52– 61
audience-centered, defined, 7
audience contact, 213
audience feedback, 5, 220
audience reaction, 221
choosing presentational aids for, 30, 31,

172–173
defined, 4 –5
guidelines for ethical persuasive

speeches and, 306 –308
overcoming speech apprehension and,

26
setting and, 61– 63
topic identification and, 49–52
topic selection and, 64 – 65
writing speech goals for, 65– 68

Audience adaptation, 27–28, 31, 49,
72–73, 88– 89. see also audience;
audience attitude

common ground and, 75–77, 86
forming a specific plan of, 85– 88
for information comprehension and

retention, 79– 84
initial audience disposition and, 75, 86
language and cultural differences,

84 – 85
relevance and, 73 –75
speaker credibility and, 77–79
speech delivery and, 220–222 (see also

delivery)
Audience attitude, 98. see also audience;

audience adaptation
persuasive speaking and, 260–264
reaction and, 19
surveys and, 57–58, 97–98

Audience research. see audience
Audio materials, 171
Audiovisual materials, 172



recognition speeches, 320–321
toasts, 322–324
tribute speeches, 322–324
welcome speeches, 317–318

Chalkboards, 180
Challenge Online

audience adaptation, 88
audience-centered speech goals, 70
ceremonial speaking, 325
group presentations, 338
informative speaking, 255
listening, 46
outlines, 138, 161
persuasive speaking, 286, 314
presentational aids, 185
public speaking, 15–16
research, 116
speech apprehension and, 34 –35
speech delivery, 227–228
wording, 203

Charts, 167–168, 169, 170
Chicago Manual of Style, 154
“Chinese Fortune Telling” (Man),

224 –226
Chronological organization, 29, 128
Cicero, Marcus Tullius, 32
Citations, 11, 113 –115
Claims, 269
Clinchers, 151
Clinton, Bill, 81
Closed questions, 99
Cognitive restructuring, 24
Cole, Bruce, 143
Color, 174 –176, 178–179
Commemorative addresses, 324
Commencement addresses, 324
Common ground

audience adaptation and, 75–77, 86
credibility and, 297

Communication orientation, 23
Communication orientation motivation

(COM), 22
Comparative advantages pattern, 277
Comparison

audience adaptation and, 83 – 84
and contrasts, 237
defined, 108–109

Compassion, 292–293
Comprehension, 39– 40, 86
Concept mapping, 51–52, 53, 54
Conclusion, of speeches, 150–153
Concrete words, 191–192
Confidence. see public speaking

apprehension
Conflict, 330
Confrontation reaction, 19
Connotation, 190–191
Constructive critique, 42– 46
Content

audience-appropriate, 7
constructive critique of, 43
critical analysis for, 41

Context, 190
Contrast, 108–109, 237
Conversational style, 8–9, 207
Coping statements, 24
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Corlett, Candace, 147
Costs, 299, 307
Creating suspense, 145
Creativity, informative speaking and, 233
Credibility, 41, 56 –57, 77–79, 86, 146, 307

appeal to, 288
ethos and persuasion, 259, 295–298
of interviewees, 100
research and, 92

Crediting ideas, 11
Criteria, 331–332
Criteria satisfaction pattern, 278
Critical analysis, 41– 42
Cultural setting, 5
Culture

language and, 84 – 85
research and cultural perspective, 110
wording and, 195

Currency, 103

D
Data

databases, 94
demographic information, 53 –55
methods for gathering audience data,

57– 61
subject-related audience data, 56

DATA.org, 298
Dedication speeches, 324
Definitions, 106 –107, 236 –237
Delivery, 205–206, 227–229. see also

audience
audience adaptation and, 220–222
body language for, 211–214
constructive critique for, 44
defined, 206
effective style of, 206 –208
extemporaneous speech for, 216 –220
for group presentations, 333
listening and, 42
methods of, 215–216
speech evaluation example, 223 –226
voice for, 208–211

Demographic information, 53 –55
analysis questions and, 55
topic selection and, 55

Demonstration, 238–239
Denotation, 190
Depth of detail, 7
Derived credibility, 297–298
Description, 235–236, 294
Details, wording and, 194 –195
Diagrams, 166
Dialect, 191
Direct questions, 142
Documentation

document cameras, 181
original, for research, 100

Douglass, Frederick, 9
“Downloading Music” (Varland), 281–284
Drawings, 166
DVD players, 181
Dwyer, Karen Kangas, 25

E
EBSCO, 94
Economic information speeches, 246 –247

Edelman, Marian Wright, 107
Either-or fallacies, 275–276
Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM),

258–259, 288
Elaborations, 108–110
Electronic databases, 94
Elmo®, 181
Emerson, Ralph Waldo, 1, 230, 257
Emotional appeal (pathos), 288, 307

defined, 259
emotions, defined, 288–289
evoking positive emotions, 291–293
guidelines for, 293 –295
negative emotions, 289–292

Empathy, 296
Empowerment, 9–10
Encyclopedias, as information source, 95
Equipment

for presentational aids, 173, 183
setting and, 63

Ethical information speeches, 246 –247
Ethics, 10–12. see also Reflect on Ethics

persuasive speaking and, 306 –308
plagiarism and, 109

Ethos, 259, 295–298
Eulogies, 324
Evaluation. see also Speech Evaluation

Checklists
information gathering and, 28–29, 31
sample speech analyses, 226, 244 –246,

283 –284
of sources, 101–103 (see also research)

Evidence, 307. see also examples; expertise;
supporting material

Examples. see also supporting material
argument from example, 270–271
in research, 106
wording and, 194 –195

Expertise, 295
defined, 77–78
expert opinions, 107–108
interviewing and, 98–100

Expository speeches, 246, 250–251
sample, 251–255
types of, 246 –249

Expressive speaking, 9
Extemporaneous speeches, 216, 219–220
Extroversion, 20
Eye contact, 212–213, 298

F
Facial expressions, 211, 294
Factual statements, 104 –107
Fallacies, 275

ad hominem argument, 276
either-or, 275–276
false cause, 275
hasty generalization, 275
straw man, 276

False cause fallacies, 275
Farewell speech, 324
Favorable opinion, persuasive speaking

and, 261
Fear, 289
Federal Register, 96
Feedback, 5, 220
Figures of speech, 196 –198

Ceremonial speaking (Continued)
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Flipcharts, 180
Flowcharts, 167–168, 169
Follow-up questions, 99
Fonts, 174, 178, 179. see also lettering
Formality, of language, 199–200
Four-to-six second rule, 213
Franklin, Benjamin, 90, 144
“Funeral, The” (Wais), 32, 35

G
Gates, Bill, 300
General goals, 65, 67, 124. see also speech

goals
Generalization, 106
Generic immediacy, 201
Gestures, 211–212, 294
Giuliani, Rudy, 295
Goals. see speech goals
Goal statements, 127. see also thesis

statements
Goodwill, 146, 295–298
Graphs, 168–171, 175
Greene, Louisa, 242–246
Group dynamics, 335
Group presentations, 327–328, 337–338

evaluating effectiveness of, 335–337
preparation of, 332–333
problem-solving groups, 328–329
public presentation formats, 333 –335
responsibilities of group members,

329–331
systematic problem-solving method,

331–332
Groupthink, 330
Guilt, 289–290

H
Handouts, 181
Happiness, 291
Hasty generalization, 275
Hate speech, 202
Hearing, 37
Heimberg, Richard, 24
Hierarchy of needs, 300–302
Historical information speeches, 248
Historical setting, 5– 6
Hope, 292
Hopf, Theodore S., 23
Houston, Kirsten, 267
Howard, John, 108
Humor, 202
Hypothetical examples, 106

I
Impartiality, 261
Impersonal communication, 3
Impromptu speeches, 215
Incentives, 307

motivation and, 299–300
needs hierarchy and, 300–302

Incremental change, 260–261
Indexes. see secondary research
Information comprehension, 79– 84
Information gathering and evaluation,

28–29, 31

Informative speaking, 230–231, 255–256
characteristics of, 232–235
expository speeches, 246 –255
informative speech, defined, 231
methods of informing, 235–239
nature of, 231
process speeches, 239–246

InfoTrac
College Edition, 94
National Newspaper Index, 94
University Library, 94

Initial audience disposition, 75, 86
Initial credibility, 297–298
Inouye, Daniel, 323
Intellectual stimulation, 232–233
Intelligible language, 190, 208–210
Internet resources, 96 –97
Interpersonal communication, 3
Interviewing

conducting, 100
processing, 100
selecting subject matter experts for, 98
writing questions for, 99

Intrapersonal communication, 3
Introduction to speeches, 141, 148–149

attention-getting acts for, 142–145
credibility in, 146
goals of, 141–142
goodwill in, 146
listener reference links in, 145–146
selecting, outlining, 146 –148
thesis statements in, 146

Introductory speeches, 318–319
Introversion, 20

J
James, Julian, 296 –297
Jargon, 194
Jokes, in introductions, 143
Joy, 291

K
Kanka, Megan, 290–291
Kennedy, John F., 198
Keynote addresses, 324
Keynote® (Apple), 176
Key terms, defining, 81
King, Martin Luther, Jr., 197–198
Knowledge and expertise, defined, 77–78
Kolb’s cycle of learning, 79– 81

L
Labor, Ryan, 293
Language

accurate, 189–191
cultural differences and, 84 – 85
formality of, 199–200
provocative, 294
sensitivity and, 195, 200–202
sensory language, 196
specific, 191–194
vivid, 196
“we” language, 200

LCD multimedia projectors, 181
Leading questions, 99
Learning style, 79– 81, 235

Legal information speeches, 248–249
Length of speech, 61– 62
Lettering, 174, 176. see also fonts
Libraries, 92, 93. see also secondary

research
Library cards (online catalogs), 93
Liebmann, Wendy, 147
Lightner, Candace, 6
Line graphs, 168–169, 170
Listener relevance links, 55, 145, 233, 294
Listening, 36 –38, 46 – 47

active, 39
attending to speeches, 38–39
audience adaptation and, 81
critical analysis, 41– 42
defined, 37
effective/ineffective behaviors, 42
evaluating speech effectiveness, 42– 46
in interviews, 100
understanding and remembering

information, 39– 40
Logical reasons order, 130–131
Logos, 259
Low-context communication, 195

M
Macrostructure, 8, 239
MADD (Mothers Against Drunk Driving),

6
Main points

editing supporting material for, 133
identifying, 119–122
outlining, 125–132
presentational ideas and, 172
reasons as, 265–266

“Making Ethanol” (Greene), 242–246
Man, Chung-yan, 224 –226
Maps, 166, 168
Marginalizing, 54
Marking, 201
Maslow, Abraham, 300–302
Master/mistress of ceremonies, 317–318
McCullen, Caroline, 11
Memory, 86

informative speaking and, 234 –235
listening and, 39– 40

Metaphors, 197
Microstructure, 8
“Mirror Image” (Treinen), 14 –15
Mispronunciation, 210
Mistakes, in speeches, 220–221
Models, 165
Modern Language Association (MLA),

154 –156
Monotone, 210
Monroe, Allan, 304 –306
Monthly Catalog of United States Government

Publications, 96
Motivated movement, 212
Motivated sequence pattern, 304 –306
Motivation, 287–288. see also persuasive

speaking
Motley, Michael, 22
Movement, 212
Moyers, Bill, 144
Multiple-response survey items, 57



N
Nabi, Robin, 289
Narration, informative speaking and, 237
Narratives, 108

for elaboration, 109
narrative order, 128–129
narrative/personal experience

speeches, 32–34
National Newspaper Index, 95
National Newspaper Index (InfoTrac), 95
Needs hierarchy, 300–302
Need step, in motivated sequence, 305
Negative emotions, 289–291
Neuroticism, 20–21
Neutral opinion, persuasive speaking and,

261
Neutral questions, 99
Newsbank, 95
Newsgroups (electronic), 97
Newspapers, 95
Nomination speeches, 319–320
Nonparallel immediacy, 201
Nonverbal communication, 40

body language, 211–214
credibility and, 297–298
effective delivery and, 206 –208
interviewing and, 100
for persuasion, 294

Noonan, Peggy, 187
Note cards, 216 –217, 218
Note taking, 40

O
Objectivity, 102
O’Brien, Conan, 57
Observation, research and, 91–92
O’Connor, William Van, 316
Ogden, C. K., 190
Online catalogs (library cards), 93
Onomatopoeia, 197
Open-ended survey items, 58– 60
Open questions, 99
Opheim, Cynthia, 109
Opposition, to persuasion, 260–261
Oral footnote, 113, 246
Oral style, 188–189
Oration, 3
Organization, 39, 41, 118–119. see also

outlines
chronological, 29, 128
constructive critique and, 44
creating section transitions and

signposts, 135–137
listening for, 39
outlining the body of the speech,

125–134
patterns for persuasive speeches,

277–279, 302–306
for speech planning process, 29, 31
thesis statement construction, 119–125
topical organization, 29

Organizational charts, 168, 170
Outlines, 140–141, 158–162. see also

organization; sources
of body of the speech, 125–134
completing, 153 –158
creating conclusion for, 150–153
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creating introduction for, 141–149
general form for, 126
for group presentations, 332–333
sample, 159–160, 224 –225, 242–244,

281–282
titles, 156 –157

Overhead transparencies, 180–181

P
Panel discussion format, 334
Parallel structure, 127–128
Paraphrasing, 40
Pathos, 259, 288–293, 307
Pauses, 211
Performance orientation, 22
Periodicals, 93 –95
Peripheral route, 259, 295. see also

persuasive speaking
Personableness, 78–79, 295
Personal experience, 76 –77

impact of, 75
narrative/personal experience

speeches, 32–34
personal references, in speech

introductions, 143
research and, 91–92

Personalization, 82– 83
Personal pronouns, 76
Personification, 197
Persuasive punch words, 294
Persuasive speaking, 284 –286, 

315–316
constructing speech goals for, 

259–264
cueing audiences through credibility,

295–298
defined, 258
Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM)

and, 258–259
ethics and, 306 –308
evaluation checklists for, 279–280, 

309
identifying good reasons and sound

evidence for, 264 –268
motivating audiences and, 287–288
motivating audiences through

emotional appeals, 288–295
motivating audiences to act, 299–302
organizational patterns for, 277–279,

302–306
reasoning with audiences and, 257–258,

269–276
sample speeches, 281–284, 310–313

Petty, Richard, 258
Phillips, Gerald, 22
Photographs, 165–166
Physical setting, 5
Pie graphs, 170
Pitch, 208
Plagiarism, 11, 109
Plato, 118
Political information speeches, 246 –247
Positive coping statements, 24
Positive emotions, 291–293
Poster boards, 179
Posture, 213 –214
PowerPoint® (Microsoft), 176, 217

Practice. see rehearsing
Precise words, 192
Presentational aids, 30, 31, 163 –165,

184 –186
choosing, 172–173
defined, 164
designing, 173 –179
display methods for, 179–182
guidelines for using, 183 –184
for persuasion, 294
types of, 165–172
vivid examples for, 81– 82

Presentation software, 176 –179
Pride, 292
Primacy-recency effect, 141
Primary questions, 99
Primary research, 91, 96, 97–101
Primary sources, 96
Principle information speeches, 

248–249
Problem-cause-solution pattern, 304
Problem-solution pattern, 302–303
Problem-solving groups, 328–329
Process speeches, 239–246
Productive thinking, 233
Profanity, 200
Pronunciation, 209, 210
Propositions, 262–263

of fact, 262
of policy, 262–263
of value, 262

Provocative language, 294
Proximity, 74
Psychological setting, 6
Public communication, 3
Public speaking, 1–2, 12–16. see also

public speaking apprehension
as audience-centered process, 4 –9
communicating in context, 2–3
empowerment of, 9–10
ethical behavior and, 10–12
public speaking effectiveness process

model, 4
Public speaking apprehension, 17–18,

34 –35
causes of, 20–22
defined, 18–19
gaining confidence through effective

planning, 26 –32
overcoming, 22–26
personal report of, 20
phases of, 19
preparing a narrative/personal

experience speech, 32–34
signs of, 19–20

Public speaking skills training, 25
Public speech, 3

Q
Quality of speech, 208
Questions

from audience, 221–222
for interviews, 99
for introductions, 142
listening and, 40
rhetorical, 76
for surveys, 57–58
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Quintilian, 140
Quotations, 109

books of, 96
in speech introductions, 144

R
Rate of speech, 208
Reasoning, 257–258. see also persuasive

speaking
essentials of, 269–275
fallacies of, 275–276
identifying good reasons for persuasion,

264 –268
Reasons

defined, 265–266
evidence to support, 267–268
identifying, for persuasion, 

264 –268
Recognition speeches, 320–321
Recording, of information, 110–115
Reflect on Ethics. see also ethics

audience adaptation, 83
group presentations, 331
informative speaking, 240
listening, 41
organization and outlines, 137
persuasive speaking, 268, 308, 

319
presentational aids, 167
public speaking, 12
research, 110
speech apprehension, 33
speech delivery, 227
speech goals, 69
speech introductions, 149
wording, 202

Refutative pattern, 278–279
Rehearsing, 216

for group presentations, 333
for overcoming apprehension, 26
of wording and delivery, 30, 31

Reinforcement, 21
Relevance, 85, 102

audience adaptation and, 73 –75
identifying relevant information for

research, 104 –110
informative speaking and, 233

Relief, 292
Religious information speeches, 

246 –247
Remembering, listening and, 39– 40
Repetition, 197–198
Research, 90–91, 115–117

elaborations and, 108–110
identifying relevant information,

104 –107
locating and evaluating sources for,

91–104
recording information and, 

110–115
research cards, 110–111

Responsiveness, 296 –297
Retention, audience adaptation and,

79– 84, 86
Rhetorical questions, 76, 142
Richards, I. A., 190
Roosevelt, Franklin D., 144

S
Sadness, 291
Sample Speeches

“Chinese Fortune Telling” (Man),
224 –226

“Downloading Music” (Varland),
281–284

“Funeral, The” (Wais), 32–34, 35
“Making Ethanol” (Greene), 242–246
“Mirror Image” (Treinen), 14 –15

Satisfaction step, in motivated sequence,
305, 306

Scaled survey items, 58
Scripted speeches, 215
Search engines, 97
Secondary research, 91, 92
Secondary sources, 98
Second-language speakers, 84
Section transitions, 135–137
Self-correction, 220–221
Self-talk

for overcoming apprehension, 26
public speaking apprehension and, 20,

24
Sensory language, 196
Sensory material, as presentational aids,

172
Sequential order, 128
Setting, 61– 63
Shame, 290
Sign, arguing from, 273 –274
Signposts, 135–137
Simile, 197
Size, of audience, 62, 172
Skill deficit theory, 21–22
Skimming, 101
Slang, 194
Small group communication, 3
Social exchange, 300
Social information speeches, 246 –247
Socialization, 21
Sources. see also outlines

citing, in speeches, 113 –115
compiling in outline, 153 –155
locating and evaluating, 91–104
for presentational aids, 174

Speaking appropriately, 199–202
Speaking context, 5– 6
Speaking conversationally, 8–9, 207
Speaking expressively, 9
Speaking notes, 216 –217, 218
Speaking situation, 49, 50
Special occasions. see ceremonial 

speaking
Specific goals, 65– 69, 124. see also speech

goals
Specific language, 191–194
Speech Assignments

constructive critique, 46
eulogies, 324
persuasive speaking, 279, 308
preparing narrative/personal

experience speech, 34
presenting graded speeches, 222
process speech, 241
public group presentation, 336
speech of acceptance, 322

speech of recognition, 321
speech of self-introduction, 12
toasts, 324

Speech effectiveness, 7–10
Speeches to actuate, 302–306
Speech Evaluation Checklists

graded speeches, 223
listening, 45– 46
persuasive speaking, 279–280, 309
process speech, 241
for public speaking, 13

Speech goals, 27, 31, 65– 68. see also
audience

general goals, 65, 67
goal statements, 127
for introduction, 141–146
persuasion and, 259–264
specific goals, 65– 69
thesis statements and, 124

Speech making process, 7
Speech of acceptance, 321
Speech of introduction, 318–319
Speech of nomination, 319–320
Speech of recognition, 320–321
Speech of tribute, 322
Speech of welcome, 317–318
Speech Planning. see also speech planning

process
audience analysis, 60, 86
choosing, preparing, using

presentational aids, 182
citing sources, 115
compiling list of sources, 154
completing speech outlines, 158
creating speech conclusions, 153
creating speech introductions, 148
developing main points of speech, 131
identifying main points, 121
locating and evaluating information

sources, 103
outlining the speech body, 136
for persuasive speeches, 263, 266
preparing research cards, 112
rehearsing speeches, 222
writing specific goals, 68
writing thesis statements, 124 –125

Speech planning process, 6, 26 –27, 31. see
also Speech Planning

audience adaptation, 27–28
information gathering and evaluation,

28–29
organization, 29
for overcoming apprehension, 25–26
rehearsing and, 30
speech goal, 27
visual aids, 30

Speech to actuate, 299–302
Speech to entertain, 324
Spontaneity, 207
Spotlight on Speakers

Anthony, Susan B., 264
Baraquio, Angela Perez, 51
Bhutto, Benazir, 198
Bono, 298
Cicero, Marcus Tullius, 32
Douglass, Frederick, 9
Edelman, Marian Wright, 107



Inouye, Daniel, 323
Liebmann, Wendy, 147
Trujillo, Solomon D., 152

Standard English, 191
Startling statements, 142, 143, 293 –294
Statement of reasons pattern, 277
Statistical Abstract of the United States, The,

95–96
Statistics, in research sources, 95–96,

105–106. see also presentational aids
Stereotyping, 55
Stories, used in introductions, 142–143
Straw man argument, 276
Stress, 211
Structures of speech, 196 –198
Student Response

audience adaptation, 87
audience analysis, 60– 61
choosing, preparing, using

presentational aids, 182
citing sources, 115
compiling list of sources, 154
creating speech introductions, 149
developing main points of speech,

131–132
identifying main points, 122
locating and evaluating information

sources, 104
outlining the speech body, 136 –137
for persuasive speeches, 264, 266
preparing research cards, 112–113
writing specific goals, 68
writing thesis statements, 124 –125

Subject-related audience data, 56 –57
Subjects. see also topics

defined, 49
listing, 50–52

Subpoints
identifying and outlining, 132–134
outlining, 125–126

Sub-subpoints, 125–126
Summary, of speech conclusion, 150
Supporting examples, 106
Supporting material, 133, 134. see also

examples
alternative development material, 220

Support material
organization of, 29, 31

Surveys, 57–58, 97–98
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Symposium format, 333 –334
Synergy, 329
Synonyms, 237
Systematic desensitization, 23 –24
Systematic problem-solving method,

331–332

T
Target audience, 260
Temperament, apprehension and, 20–21
Terminal credibility, 297–298
Theory information speeches, 248–249
Thesis statements, 146

identifying main points for, 119–122
speech goals and, 124
writing, 122–125

“Three-r test,” 143
Time considerations

for presentational aids, 173
timeliness, 73 –74, 75
timetable for preparing a speech, 216
timing of speeches, 26, 62

Time order, in informative speeches, 128
Titles, 156 –157
Toasts, 322–324
Topics

defined, 49
for group presentations, 332
identifying, 49–52
selection of, 64 – 65
speaker appearance and, 214
topical organization, 29

Town hall meetings, 334 –335
Transitions, 135–137
Treinen, Kris, 14 –15
Tribute speeches, 322–324
Trujillo, Solomon D., 152
Trustworthiness, 78, 295
Truthfulness, 10–11
Turabian style, 154
Twain, Mark, 17, 105, 109
Two-sided survey items, 57

U
Understanding, defined, 39– 40
Unexpected events, adapting to, 221
Uninformed audience, 261
U.S. government publications, for

research, 96

V
Varland, Tobias, 281–284
VCRs, 181
Verbal immediacy, 200–201
Visual aids, 30, 31, 164. see also

presentational aids
animals as, 165
vivid examples for, 81– 82

Visualization, 23
Visualization step, in motivated sequence,

305, 306
Vivid language, 196, 293
Vocabulary, 192–194. see also wording
Vocal expressiveness, 210–211
Vocalized pauses, 195
Voice

credibility and, 298
delivery and, 208–211

Volume, 208
Vulgarity, 200

W
Wais, Eric, 32–34, 35
Warrant, 269–270
“We” language, 200
Welcome speeches, 317–318
Wells, Kenneth A., 36
White, Diana, 21
Whiteboards, 180
Wikipedia, 95
Word charts, 167, 168
Wording, 187–188, 202–203. see also

delivery
accurate language for, 189–191
figures of speech and, 196 –198
of main points, in outline, 126 –128
oral style and, 188–189
of outlines, 158
of presentational aids, 174, 176, 177
speaking appropriately and, 199–202
speaking clearly and, 191–195
speaking vividly and, 196
structures of speech and, 196 –198

Work environment, listening in, 37
World Almanac and Book of Facts, The, 96
World Wide Web (WWW), 96 –97

Z
Z pattern, 213

Spotlight on Speakers (Continued)
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Guide to Your Online Resources

Pick your path to greater success! You can access online resources for this textbook in two ways—you can use 
ThomsonNOW for Th e Challenge of Eff ective Speaking to create a personalized study plan that will help you master 
core concepts, or you can link directly to all the chapter resources through the thomsonedu.com single sign-on site. 
This guide shows you how to access your resources using both methods. First, go to www.thomsonedu.com and 
register and then follow the directions in either the ThomsonNOW or Single Sign-On Page columns below.

ThomsonNOW Single Sign-On Page
To start: From the Home page, click on the 
Challenge of Eff ective Speaking cover under 
Course Materials, then click on a chapter link.

If you want to take a pre-test: Click on the “Pre-
Test” button and take the test provided. Click on 
the “Show Results” button to see what topics you 
need to focus on. Then select “Personalized Study 
Plan” from the left-hand menu under Step 2: 
Study Plan and access the resources shown.

If you want to access all the chapter resources 
directly: Select “All Chapter Content” from the 
left-hand menu under Step 2: Study Plan.

To start (review quizzes, fi nal exam, vocabulary 
activities): You can access these resources through 
the book companion website. Click on the “Book 
Companion Website” link, then select the chapter 
you want from the pull-down menu at the top of 
the page.

To start (Speech Builder Express, sample speech 
videos, InfoTrac College Edition): You can access 
these resources through links on the single sign-
on page. For details, see below.

Review quizzes and 
fi nal exam

■ Click on the “Beat the Clock” review quiz 
link under Additional Study Resources 
(which shows up when you click on “All 
Chapter Content”).

■ Click on the “Tutorial Quiz” link in the left-
hand menu under Chapter Resources. 

■ For the fi nal exam, click on the “Final Exam” 
link in the left-hand menu under Book 
Resources.

Vocabulary activities ■ Click on the “Flash Cards” link under 
Additional Study Resources.

■ Click on “Crossword Puzzle,” “Flashcards,” 
or “Glossary” under Chapter Resources.

Speech Plan Action 
Steps and sample 
student responses

■ Click on one of the “Action Step” or “Sample 
Student Response” links under the topic 
areas.

■ Not accessible thru the single sign-on page.

Speech Builder 
Express

■ Click on the “Speech Builder Express” link 
under Additional Study Resources.

■ Click on the “Speech Builder Express” link.

Sample speech 
videos

■ Click on one of the “Interactive Video” links 
under the topic areas.

■ Allow the video to load and then press the 
play (�) button.

■ Click on the “Interactive Video Activities” 
link.

■ Select a video from the chapter tabs. Allow 
the video to load and then press the play (�) 
button.

Web Resource links ■ Click on one of the “Web Resource” links 
under the topic areas.

■ Not accessible thru the single sign-on page.

InfoTrac College 
Edition 

■ Not accessible thru ThomsonNOW. ■ Click on the “InfoTrac College Edition” 
link.

eAudio Study Tool ■ Go to www.iChapters.com to purchase the Challenge eAudio Study Tools. Do a basic search 
with the title or ISBN of your textbook.
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